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Abstract 
 
DNA is damaged by many agents in the environment and this affects many cellular 

processes, including DNA replication. The present thesis uses a multiscale computational 

modeling approach to study the intrinsic conformational and base-pairing preferences of 

flexible O6-G and O2-T alkyl DNA lesions, and the corresponding properties within DNA 

duplexes and polymerase active sites. Specifically, the replication of O6-benzylguanine 

(Bz-G) by a prototypical DNA polymerase, DNA polymerase IV, as well as the replication 

of the tobacco-derived carcinogens, O6-[4-oxo-4-(3-pyridyl)butyl]guanine (POB-G), O6-

[4-hydroxy-4-(3-pyridyl)butyl]guanine (PHB-G), and O2-[4-oxo-4-(3-pyridyl)butyl] 

thymine (POB-T), by human DNA polymerases η and κ, were investigated. This work 

uncovers structural bases for the reported lesion mutagenicity and biological processing. 

Additionally, a consistent theoretical framework was used to provide insight into the 

previously unidentified general base for the nucleotidyl transfer reaction catalyzed by 

polymerase η. Overall, this thesis emphasizes the complex interplay between many factors 

that are required to replicate damaged DNA. 
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1. Chapter 1: Introductiona  

1.1. General Overview 

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) contains the genetic information of a cell. Unfortunately, 

DNA can be damaged by many agents in the environment such as ultraviolet (UV) 

radiation, pollution, and pesticides.1-6 When DNA is damaged many cellular processes are 

affected, such as DNA replication and transcription.7, 8 Specifically, DNA lesions can block 

standard DNA replication and lead to deleterious effects including cell  

death.7, 8 Fortunately, our cells have developed an alternative replication mechanism known 

as translesion synthesis (TLS).9 Nevertheless, TLS is an error prone process and commonly 

introduces mutations into DNA upon replication past a site of damage.9 These mutations 

can cause permanent changes to the genetic code, which can lead to diseases such as 

cancer.10 This thesis concentrates on understanding the process of replicating damaged 

DNA by investigating the structure of tobacco-derived DNA lesions and their related 

mutagenic consequences. Furthermore, the mechanism of action of a key human TLS 

polymerase is examined. The following sections will introduce the structure of DNA, forms 

of DNA damage, process of DNA replication, and contributions of computational 

chemistry to the field, as well as summarize how a multiscale modeling approach has been 

used throughout this thesis to provide a greater understanding of TLS.  

  

aChemical Research in Toxicology reference style used throughout chapter. 
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1.2.  DNA Structure  

DNA is composed of two anti-parallel strands interwound in a helical-like fashion (Figure 

1.1a). Canonical DNA typically adopts a B-form helix, although other forms including the 

A- and Z-forms, are also possible.11 B-form DNA is characterized by a right-handed helix, 

36° twist, 10 base-pairs per turn, and a C2′-endo sugar pucker.11 Two distinct grooves 

present in B-DNA, denoted the major and minor grooves, allow for interactions between 

DNA and proteins. 

 

Figure 1.1. a) B-form DNA double helix and b) chemical structure of a single strand of DNA, 
with the DNA backbone (deoxyribose sugars and phosphate moieties) highlighted in black and 

the DNA nucleobases highlighted in blue. 
 

 
Figure 1.2. Structure and numbering of the canonical DNA nucleobases. 
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Each strand of DNA is composed of nucleotide subunits, which can be further decomposed 

into a nucleobase, deoxyribose sugar and phosphate moiety (Figure 1.1b). The genetic 

make-up of an organism is contained within the sequence of the DNA nucleobases. The 

canonical DNA nucleobases consist of the single-ringed pyrimidines, cytosine (C) and 

thymine (T), and the double-ring purines, guanine (G) and adenine (A, Figure 1.2). The 

chemical structure of the DNA nucleobases ensures selective Watson-Crick hydrogen 

bonding between single strands of DNA such that G pairs with C, and A pairs with T in the 

DNA double helix (Figure 1.3). These Watson-Crick base pairs require nucleosides to 

adopt the anti conformation about the glycosidic bond (χ = 180 ± 90°; χ = (O4′C1′N9C4) 

for purines and χ = (O4′C1′N1C2) for pyrimidines; Figure 1.4). When the base rotates 

about the glycosidic bond to adopt the syn conformation, the Hoogsteen face of the 

nucleobase is aligned to hydrogen bond with a pairing base. In DNA, this conformational 

change about the glycosidic bond commonly occurs upon DNA damage and frequently 

introduces base mispairs. Specifically, DNA damage can lead to nucleobase transitions 

(substitution of a purine for a purine or a pyrimidine for a pyrimidine), nucleobase 

transversions (substitution of a purine for a pyrimidine or a pyrimidine for a purine) or 

frameshift (insertion of one less or one more nucleobase into the primer strand than is 

present in the template strand) mutations. 
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Figure 1.3. Watson-Crick A:T and G:C base pairs, with the location of the DNA major and minor 

grooves highlighted. 
 

 

 
Figure 1.4. The anti (left) and syn (right) conformations of a DNA nucleoside. The χ dihedral 

angle is highlighted in blue and the hydrogen-bonding face (Watson-Crick face for anti or 
Hoogsteen face for syn) is highlighted in green. 

 

 
1.3.  DNA Damage 

Unfortunately, DNA is damaged by both external (e.g., pollution, UV radiation, and 

agricultural contaminants) and internal (e.g., estrogen, reactive oxygen species, and S

adenosylmethionine) agents.1-6 This damage can occur to any component of the DNA 

strand. For example, the DNA backbone can be cleaved (DNA strand breaks) or a 

nucleobase can be lost (formation of an abasic site).12 Furthermore, chemical groups can 

be added to the DNA backbone or any nucleobase. Addition of a chemical group can be 

further divided based on the nature of the chemical reaction. For example, DNA 
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nucleobases can undergo oxidation (e.g., oxidation of G to generate 8-oxoguanine),13 

deamination (e.g., deamination of C to form uracil),5 alkylation (e.g., methylation of A to 

yield 3-methyladenine),14 cross-linking (e.g., covalently linking two adjacent intra or 

interstrand T nucleobases to yield a T-T dimer),15 or addition of a larger chemical group to 

form a bulky DNA addition product (adduct, Figure 1.5).16 Additionally, the DNA 

nucleobase damage site can be classified based whether the chemical modification occurs 

to an atom that is positioned in the major or minor groove when the lesion is in the canonical 

anti glycosidic conformation (Figures 1.3 and 1.5).  

 

Figure 1.5. Examples of different classes of DNA damage. 
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1.4. Tobacco Induced DNA Damage 

Among the vast array of DNA damaged products identified to date, this thesis focuses on 

lesions formed upon exposure to tobacco products. There is an estimated 1 billion people 

smoking tobacco worldwide at the beginning of the 21st century, and it is estimated that 

tobacco kills more than 7 million people per year.17 Indeed, tobacco use is linked with many 

different cancers including lung, esophageal, laryngeal, oral, throat, kidney, bladder, 

pancreatic, stomach, and cervical.17 Due to the known carcinogenic properties of 

conventional cigarettes, alternative tobacco products including hookah, electronic 

cigarettes, chewing tobacco, and the nicotine patch, are frequently advertised. Nevertheless, 

these alternative products still contain carcinogens,17, 18 and the levels of the carcinogens in 

smokeless tobacco products are typically higher than conventional cigarettes.19, 20 

Additionally, marijuana is the third most popular recreational drug following alcohol and 

tobacco, and recent changes in legislation in Canada may lead to a further increase in the 

popularity of this drug.21, 22 The most common method of marijuana use is smoking and 

although the exact chemical composition of marijuana smoke is not yet known, it is 

believed to contain many of the same toxic components as tobacco smoke including 

polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and aromatic amines.21, 23 Furthermore, an increasingly 

popular method of consuming marijuana is through smoking blunts and spliffs/mulled 

cigarettes, which combine tobacco and marijuana.24, 25  
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Figure 1.6. Methyl and formaldehyde lesions formed upon exposure to NNK. 

 
 

Tobacco smoke contains thousands of chemicals, 70 of which are known carcinogens 

including tobacco specific nitrosamines (e.g., 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-

butanone (also known as nicotine-derived nitrosaminoketone, NNK) and 4-

(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanol (NNAL)), aromatic amines (e.g., 1-

aminonaphthalene, 2-aminonaphthalene, 3-aminobiphenyl, and 4-aminobiphenyl), and 

PAHs (e.g., benzo[a]pyrene, benzo[b]fluoranthene, benzo[j]fluoranthene, and 

benzo[k]fluoranthene).26, 27 NNK is believed to be the main source of tobacco induced 

carcinogenesis.28-30 Indeed, NNK has been shown to cause cancer in every species tested 

(i.e., mice, rats, hamsters, rabbits, pigs, monkeys, and humans) regardless of the route of 

administration.31, 32 Upon metabolic activation, NNK forms a number of DNA lesions 

including methyl (N7-G, O6-G, N3-A, N1-A, N7-A, N3-C, N3-G, N3-T, O2-T, O4-T, and 

O4-C; Figure 1.6), formaldehyde (N6-A, N4-C, or N2-G; Figure 1.6), and pyridyloxobutyl 

(POB)/pyridylhydroxybutyl (PHB; O2-T, O4-T, N6-A, O6-G, N7-G, O2-C, N3-C, N4-C 

or phosphate; Figure 1.7) adducts.30  
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Figure 1.7. Pyridyloxobutyl (R= =O) and pyridylhydroxybutyl (R= –OH) lesions formed upon 
exposure to NNK. 

 

Investigation of the mutagenicity of some of these lesions formed from NNK has been 

completed. Specifically, although the major methyl lesion, N7-Me-G, is not mutagenic,33, 

34 the second most prevalent tobacco-induced methyl lesion, O6-Me-G, lead to G  A 
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transition mutations.35, 36 There is also evidence of mutagenic replication of some of the 

minor methyl lesions including O4-Me-T and O2-Me-T, which both lead to T  C and  

T  A mutations.30 Additionally, although the N4-C and the N2-G formaldehyde lesions 

are non-mutagenic, the N6-A formaldehyde adduct has been reported to lead to A  T and  

A  C mutations.89 Finally, mutagenicities of most of the POB and PHB lesions has not 

been studied to date. However, it is known that POB-G and POB-T lead to G  A37-39 and  

T  A mutations,40-46 respectively. Nevertheless, in order to gain a greater understanding 

of the mutagenicity of these lesions the pathways that process them must be understood.  

 

1.5. DNA Replication 

One such pathway that processes DNA is DNA replication. Although many enzymes are 

involved in the overall process, DNA polymerases are responsible for catalyzing the 

nucleotidyl transfer reaction that adds a nucleotide to the 3′ end of the primer strand.47, 48 

In the metal-ion assisted nucleotidyl transfer reaction, a general base deprotonates the 

primer 3′-OH, and the 3′-oxoanion subsequently attacks the dNTP α-phosphate moiety to 

form a phosphodiester bond and release pyrophosphate (Figure 1.8).49-68 The nucleotide 

triphosphate is selected based on hydrogen-bonding interactions with the pairing template 

nucleobase and the steric constraints of the polymerase active site. Nevertheless, DNA 

damage sites can alter the base pairing preferences and sterics within the active site and 

therefore can lead to base-substitution mutations.  
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Figure 1.8. General mechanism for the nucleotidyl reaction mechanism catalyzed by DNA 
polymerases. 

 

Besides leading to the incorrect incorporation of a nucleobase, DNA damage sites can block 

standard DNA replication due to the high substrate specificity of standard (replicative) 

polymerases. Stalled replication forks are highly unstable and can lead to deleterious 

consequences such as chromosomal rearrangements or cell death.69, 70 Fortunately, an 

alternative pathway exists to replicate damaged DNA called translesion synthesis. 

Translesion synthesis (TLS) polymerases have more flexible active sites that permit 

replication of damaged DNA, which also leads to less accurate enzymes compared to 

replicative polymerases.7 Indeed, the error rate of TLS polymerases is 10-3 to 10-4 compared 

to < 10-9 for replicative polymerases.7 

 

The differences between TLS and replicative polymerases are related to the structures of 

the enzymes.71 In general, replicative polymerases contain a thumb domain to guide the 

newly formed dsDNA, a fingers domain to bind the incoming dNTP, a palm domain to 

catalyze the nucleotidyl transfer reaction, one or two exonuclease domains to proofread the 

newly synthesized DNA, and an amino-terminal domain to interact with other proteins 

(Figure 1.9).71 In contrast, TLS polymerases have four domains, three of which (thumb, 
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fingers, and palm) are smaller in size, but have the same function, as in replicative 

polymerases. The little finger domain, or the polymerase associated domain, is unique to 

TLS polymerases and helps bind DNA (Figure 1.9).71 Furthermore, the little finger domain 

has more sequence variability than the other domains and therefore is believed to play a 

role in determining substrate specificity. 

 

 
Figure 1.9. Structure of a) a replicative DNA polymerase (bacteriophage RB69, PDB ID: 1IG9), 
and b) a TLS polymerase (human DNA polymerase η, PDB ID: 4ECS), highlighting the various 

domains (little finger=cyan, thumb=yellow, palm=red, fingers=green, exonuclease=blue, and 
amino-terminal=orange). 

 

Although all TLS polymerases are structurally related, the active site of eukaryotic TLS 

polymerases have different structural features. Therefore, each of the four eukaryotic TLS 

polymerases (Rev1, pol η, pol κ, and pol ι) are believed to be specific toward certain DNA 

lesions. Specifically, Rev1 inserts C opposite the template base regardless of the identity 

of the base (e.g., N2-G lesions or abasic sites).72, 73 Furthermore, pol η is a key TLS 

polymerase due to the variety of lesions it has been shown to bypass, including pyrimidine 

dimers and major groove lesions,74, 75 as well as the role of pol η in disease.76, 77 Specifically, 

pol η is the only polymerase in which mutations to the enzyme have been directly linked 
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with cancer.76, 77 The proposed role of pol κ in the cell is to replicate minor groove lesions, 

and act as an extender polymerase (i.e., pol κ extends DNA past a damage site that has been 

replicated by another polymerase).9 Finally, pol ι has been proposed to use Hoogsteen 

hydrogen bonding to insert a nucleotide opposite major groove adducts, although cases in 

which pol ι replicates lesions using Watson-Crick base pairing have also been reported.78 

Besides the four discussed eukaryotic TLS polymerases, many other TLS polymerases exist 

as this class of enzymes is found in all domains of life.71 Notably, the archaeal DNA 

polymerase IV (Dpo4) from Sulfolobus solfataricus was the first TLS polymerase to be 

crystallized,79 and therefore a large portion of the key information about TLS has been 

gained by studying this system. Nevertheless, many questions regarding the function and 

substrate specificity of TLS polymerases still remain to be answered.  

 

1.6. Previous Computational Studies on DNA Adducts and TLS 

Computational chemistry has proven to be an effective tool to complement experimental 

studies. In particular, molecular modeling has provided atomic level details about DNA 

lesions and DNA–enzyme systems necessary to understand the structure of adducted DNA 

and the associated enzymatic processing.16, 80 Previous work on DNA lesions has used 

quantum mechanical (QM) calculations to investigate the conformational preferences of 

damaged nucleobases about bulky moiety–nucleobase linkers and within the bulky moiety 

(see reference 16 and citations therein). Additionally, QM studies have investigated the 

conformational preference about the glycosidic bond for adducted nucleosides. Using the 

information obtained about the intrinsic conformational properties of the DNA adduct, the 

base-pairing preferences and damage site orientation in DNA duplexes have been modeled 

using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.16 These studies have been completed on a 
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wide range of DNA lesions, such as aromatic amines,6 PAH,81-88 aristolochic acid,89-91 and 

phenolic lesions,92-95 and have helped to begin to develop a structure–outcome relationship 

for DNA adducts. Additionally, information on the intrinsic lesion conformation and lesion 

orientation in DNA is critical for modeling DNA-enzymatic systems that process these 

damaged sites.  

 

In order to gain insight into the effects of DNA adducts on replication, including the 

mutagenic consequences of lesion formation, MD simulations have been used (see 

reference 80 and citations therein). Specifically, MD simulations have investigated the local 

structure of the polymerase (i.e., Dpo4, pol ι, and pol κ) active site containing the well-

studied aromatic amine and PAH adducts.96-107 These works have considered the different 

possible conformations of adducts in the polymerase active sites and indicated that the 

preferred orientation of the lesion can be altered relative to that adopted in the DNA  

helix.96-98 Additionally, the orientation and base pairing of the lesions in the active site 

predicted from molecular modeling have provided insight into experimentally observed 

replication outcomes. Specifically, non-mutagenic replication of AAF-G,97, 98 as well as 

non-mutagenic and mutagenic replication of PhIP-G (i.e., G A)99 and S-B[c]Ph-A (i.e., 

A C and A T) has been observed.100, 101 Conversely, S-B[a]P-A cannot be 

accommodated in the pol κ active site, which correlates with the experimentally-observed 

full blockage of the polymerase by this lesion.102 Overall, although computational work on 

the replication of adducted DNA highlights that numerous factors play a role in determining 

whether mutagenic or non-mutagenic adduct replication will take place, further work is 

required to fully appreciate how the chemical composition of adducts dictate TLS 

outcomes.  
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To uncover details of the mechanisms used by enzymatic systems, hybrid QM/molecular 

mechanics (MM) approaches have been widely used.108-110 In terms of DNA polymerases, 

previous studies have investigated critical aspects of the nucleotidyl transfer reaction 

catalyzed by DNA polymerases (i.e., DNA pol β, κ, λ, ι, and η, as well as T7 DNA 

polymerase and DNA polymerase IV) including the effects of the metal ions, roles of active 

site residues, and identity of the general base.49-68 Although this work has given some key 

insights into the reaction mechanism, such as the role of the metal ions and the roles of 

active site residues in stabilizing the dNTP during catalysis, many different and 

contradictory conclusions have been made about the identity of the general base. Therefore, 

further work is required to fully understand the catalyzed reaction by systematically 

investigating the different possibilities for the general base in the nucleotidyl transfer 

reaction.  

 

1.7. Scope of Thesis  

This thesis uses computational chemistry to further understand the replication of highly 

flexible tobacco lesions by TLS polymerases. Specifically, methodology suitable for 

studying the structure and mutagenicity of highly flexible lesions is developed in Chapters 

2 – 4 by investigating O6-benzyl-guanine (Bz-G). Bz-G is a synthetic lesion that serves as 

a simple, yet informative, model to gain an understanding of the replication of O6-G 

lesions. Chapter 2 begins with an in-depth investigation of the structure of the Bz-G 

nucleobase, nucleoside, and adducted DNA duplex. Chapter 3 investigates the replication 

of Bz-G by a prototypical DNA polymerase (Dpo4) during different stages of the TLS 

process. Finally, Chapter 4 uses MD simulations to investigate a number of structural and 
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energetic parameters that dictate the preferred dNTP insertion opposite the lesion. These 

chapters collectively demonstrate the importance of understanding the conformational 

flexibility of a DNA lesion with different models, as well as obtaining structural 

information at each stage during the TLS process, and provides the first structural 

explanation for the experimental mutagenesis spectrum for Bz-G.  

 

Due to the success of the multiscale modeling approach developed in Chapters 2 – 4, the 

same method is used to investigate the replication of tobacco lesions by human DNA 

polymerases in Chapters 5 and 6. Specifically, Chapter 5 provides the first structural 

information on the replication of POB-G and PHB-G, by investigating pol η insertion 

complexes and post-replication DNA duplexes. This work highlights that a change in a 

single substituent in the bulky moiety of a DNA adduct can affect the lesion mutagenicity. 

Subsequently, Chapter 6 clarifies the previously reported replication outcomes for the 

minor groove POB-T lesion by explaining how two human polymerases (pol κ and η) 

process the lesion. Specifically, although pol κ typically bypasses minor groove adducts, in 

vivo studies indicate pol η replicates POB-T despite being known for processing major 

groove lesions. By uncovering novel structural features of POB-T replication, this work 

explains the unexpected experimental mutational spectrum and presents the first evidence 

for replication of a syn pyrimidine.  

 

In Chapter 7, a greater understanding of the mechanism of action of pol η is obtained 

through a combined MD, umbrella sampling and QM/MM approach. This chapter clarifies 

the enzyme reaction mechanism by considering all possibilities for the general base by 

investigating previous proposals for pol η and other polymerases. Finally, Chapter 8 
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summarizes how this thesis has provided a greater understanding of the replication of 

highly flexible DNA lesions through a multiscale modeling approach. This chapter also 

outlines future research avenues that will build upon the current work to gain a more 

comprehensive understanding of the replication of damaged DNA. 
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Chapter 2: The Complex Conformational Heterogeneity of the Highly 

Flexibility O6-Benzyl-Guanine DNA Adducta,b,c 

2.1. Introduction 

Cellular DNA can be damaged by many different exogenous and endogenous agents, which 

can cause mutations that lead to cancer, premature aging, and cardiovascular disease.1-4 

DNA modifications can occur to one of the four canonical nucleobases and include 

alkylation,5, 6 oxidation,7, 8 and deamination.9, 10 In terms of alkylation, the addition of an 

alkyl or aryl group to the O6-position of G (Figure 2.1) leads to some of the most mutagenic 

and carcinogenic lesions.11-13 Common forms of DNA methylation occur upon human 

exposure to tobacco specific nitrosamines, 6, 14-16 while DNA benzylation occurs upon 

exposure to chemicals (such as N-nitrobenzylmethylamine) used to study esophagus 

carcinogenesis.17, 18 Due to the cytotoxic effects, therapeutic agents have been developed 

to exploit O6-G alkylation damage (for example, O6-benzylguanine is administered to 

patients to inactivate O6-alkylguanine-DNA alkyltransferase).19, 20 However, these 

therapeutic agents are unfortunately carcinogenic to patients with long-term survival.19 In 

order to understand the toxicity of these adducts and increase the effectiveness of related 

chemotherapeutic agents, an in-depth investigation of O6-G alkylation damage is required.  

 

a Chemical Research in Toxicology reference style used throughout this chapter 

b Reprinted with permission from Wilson, K.A. and Wetmore, S.D. (2014). Complex 
conformational heterogeneity of the highly flexible O6-benzyl-guanine DNA 
adduct. Chem. Res. Toxicol., 27, 1310-1325.

c K.A.W. performed calculations, data analysis and wrote the first draft of the manuscript. 
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Figure 2.1. The BzG nucleoside in the (a) anti and (b) syn orientations, and definition of 
important dihedral angles including χ ( (O4′C1′N9C4)) in green, θ ( (C5C6O6C10)) in blue, φ 

( (C6O6C10C11)) in red and ξ ( (O6C10C11C12)) in purple. 
 

O6-G alkylation products include the smallest O6-methyl-G (MeG) and the larger O6-

benzyl-G (BzG, Figure 2.1) lesions. In addition to being an important alkylation by-

product, BzG is a member of the class of lesions known as bulky adducts (addition 

products), which are formed when chemicals composed of one or more aromatic rings are 

absorbed by our bodies and metabolized into intermediates that attack DNA.21 The most 

widely studied, and therefore best understood, adducts are the N-linked G lesions in which 

the bulky moiety can modify the Watson-Crick (WC) hydrogen-bonding face (for example, 

when bonded at N2 and extended towards the pairing base) or can have no effect on the 

WC hydrogen-bonding face (for example, when bonded at C8). An abundance of literature 

has verified that DNA containing N-linked adducts can adopt three conformations,22, 23 

which either direct the bulky moiety into the major groove (B-conformation) or the minor 

groove (W-conformation), or intercalate the bulky moiety into the helix (S-conformation). 

The conformation adopted depends on the orientation of the bulky ring with respect to the 

nucleobase (θ) and the nucleobase (anti/syn) conformation with respect to the glycosidic 

bond (χ, Figure 2.1). Most importantly, the mutagenicity of N-linked G adducts has been 

directly correlated to the adducted helix conformation.24-26 For example, frameshift 
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mutations commonly occur when intercalated structures are adopted,26 while transition or 

transversion mutations occur when a G adduct is mispaired opposite G, A, or T due to 

changes in the Watson-Crick or Hoogsteen faces of G.24, 25 Therefore, understanding the 

preferred conformation(s) of bulky adducts in DNA is the first step to revealing their 

mutagenic and cytotoxic consequences. 

 

Information about the structural features of select O6-G alkylation products is available in 

the literature. Indeed, the structure of MeG has been well studied both computationally and 

experimentally.19, 27-37 At the nucleoside level, computational work reveals that MeG 

prefers a conformation that directs the lone pairs of the linkage oxygen towards N7 of G 

and places the methyl group on the Watson-Crick binding face.28 However, another 

computational study determined that the conformation with the lone pairs directed towards 

N1 becomes preferred when MeG is base paired, which permits Watson-Crick hydrogen 

bonding.29 Experimental extension studies27, 30, 34, 35 show that MeG can base pair with C in 

a wobble base pair, and binds to T in a pseudo-Watson-Crick geometry. When the stability 

of these free base pairs in solution are compared using computational chemistry, MeG:T is 

preferred over MeG:C by less than 5 kJ mol-1.29 However, the base pair stability differs in 

DNA, where a helix containing MeG:T has been measured to be less stable than the 

corresponding helix containing MeG:C.34-37 Nevertheless, since the MeG:T binding 

arrangement more closely resembles the natural G:C base pair, T is frequently misinserted 

opposite MeG upon replication,31-33 which leads to G  A transition mutations.  
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Less direct information about the structure and base-pairing preferences of the larger BzG 

alkylation adduct is available. Nevertheless, the replication of BzG has been studied with a 

variety of DNA polymerases.32, 38-40 When replicated by Dpo4, an archaeal Y-family 

polymerase that copies damaged DNA, C is most commonly incorporated opposite BzG 

(70%), with T (15%) and A (15%) also (albeit less frequently) incorporated.38 On the other 

hand, when BzG is replicated by pol η, which is the eukaryotic enzyme involved in the 

translesion synthesis of thymine dimers, C remains the most commonly inserted nucleobase 

(55%), while the frequency of T incorporation increases (31%) and the frequency of A 

incorporation decreases (11%).32 Notably, stable base pairing with A or T may lead to 

transition or transversion mutations upon further replication. Furthermore, a deletion 

mutation occurs when BzG is replicated by pol η (although with a low (3%) frequency).32 

Interestingly, Dpo4 replicates BzG with a lower rate of mutation compared to other alkyl-

G lesions,29, 38 but the exact reason for this is unknown. To complement information about 

base incorporation opposite BzG, crystal structures of Dpo4 bound to DNA containing 

BzG:C or BzG:T have been published,29, 38 which indicate these pairs are similar to the 

MeG variants. Specifically, BzG:C adopts a wobble base pair,29, 38 while BzG:T adopts a 

pseudo-Watson-Crick base pair. 29, 38  

 

Despite the detailed research on the replication of BzG, literature on the N-linked G adducts 

suggests that the conformation of BzG adopted in cells must be unequivocally determined 

in order to elucidate the mutagenic consequences of this lesion. Notably, the BzG adduct 

is structurally distinct from other bulky adducts previously examined. First, the site of 

attachment of the bulky moiety in G adducts previously studied is typically either the C8 
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or N2 position, or in rare cases N7. Indeed, to the best of our knowledge, only one O6-G 

lesion has been previously discussed in the literature (namely O6-POB-G).41 Second, the 

bulky moieties of most adducts are generally much larger, being composed of several fused 

rings (such as C8-AF-G,42 C8-AAF-G,42 C8-AP-G,43 C8-B[α]P-6-G,44 N7-AFB-G,45 C8-

PhIP-G,46 C8-IQ-G,47 and C8-3,4,-EQ-G48), although some smaller adducts have also been 

more recently investigated (such as C8-Ph-G,49 and substituted analogues,50 as well as the 

C8-PhO-G51 variants). Third, the bulky moiety in many N-linked (such as C8-AF-G,42 C8-

AAF-G,42 C8-AP-G,43 and C8-IQ-G52) and C-linked (such as C8-Ph-G, C8-B[α]P-6-G,44 

and C8-3,4,-EQ-G48) adducts is generally rigid, with few flexible dihedral angles in the 

bulky group. Although some bulky moieties exhibit some intrinsic flexibility through, for 

example, the puckering in the bulky group (such as N2-B[α]P-G,44 N2-[BPh]-G,53 and N2-

[BP]-G53) or ring substituent (such as C8-ABP-G,54 C8-PhIP-G,55 C8-(4-CH2OH-Ph)-G,56 

C8-(4-COOH-Ph)-G,56 and C8-OTA-G57), the ability to rotate about multiple dihedral 

angles in the linkage between G and the aromatic ring is rare. Indeed, the only exception in 

the literature to date is POB-G,41 which like BzG has carbon spacers in the (–(CH2)3CO–) 

linkage. Finally, most other adducts involve a C–C or C–N bond linking the bulky moiety 

to the DNA base, with relatively few examples of O-linked adducts found in the literature 

(C8-PhO-G,51 C8-OTA-G,58 and O6-POB-G41). These differences may affect the structures 

adopted and therefore the mutagenicity of BzG compared to other adducts. For example, 

helices containing adducts with a large, rigid aromatic bulky moiety have been determined 

to more likely adopt the S-conformation in order to maximize nucleobase–nucleobase 

stacking interactions, while adducts with less rigid bulky moieties prefer major or minor 

groove orientations that permit rotation of the bulky group.23, 51, 54, 59, 60 Furthermore, the 

site of attachment of the bulky moiety dictates changes in the hydrogen-bonding patterns 
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between the adduct and the canonical bases. Therefore, the conformation of BzG in DNA 

must be studied in detail. 

 

The present work fills a void in the literature on BzG by unveiling the intrinsic 

conformation of the bulky moiety, the preferred orientation of the bulky group relative to 

the base, and the favoured conformation of the base about the glycosidic bond. Due to the 

atomic level details provided by computer simulations, computational chemistry is used to 

determine the preferred BzG conformation in models of varying size. First, the preferred 

orientation of the bulky group is determined relative to the G base, as well as the anti/syn 

preference, using a BzG nucleoside model and quantum mechanics. The effect of the DNA 

backbone on the intrinsic structure of the lesion is subsequently determined using a 

nucleotide model built from select low energy nucleoside conformations. Finally, the small 

model studies are used to direct MD simulations on adducted DNA helices, which will 

determine the effects of the pairing nucleotide and flanking base pairs on the BzG and 

adducted helical conformation, as well as the effect of BzG on the overall helix stability. 

For the first time, our calculations determine the most stable conformation and base pairing 

of the adduct, and thereby explain the previously reported mutagenic nature of BzG. 

Furthermore, our data expands the current literature on DNA adducts by considering a 

lesion containing a bulky moiety with a varied site of attachment, size, linkage type, and 

intrinsic conformational flexibility. 
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2.2. Computational Details 

2.2.1. Nucleoside Model: In all nucleoside calculations, the C3′ hydroxyl of BzG was 

directed such that (HC3′O3′H) = –60°, which has been shown to be the preferred 

conformation in related G adducts.61 Furthermore, the C5′ hydroxyl was originally 

constrained ( (C4′C5′O5′H) = 180°) to prevent unnatural interactions between the 

nucleobase and the C5′ hydroxyl (denoted as β-constraint) since this approach yields 

structures relevant to the DNA environment in previous studies of natural G, as well as 

other G adducts.57, 62, 63 The preferred conformation of the BzG nucleoside was first 

considered by mapping the potential energy surface (PES) with B3LYP/6-31G(d) as a 

function of χ ( (O4′C1′N9C4)), which dictates the (anti/syn) conformation of the base 

relative to the sugar moiety, and θ ( (C5C6O6C10)), which dictates the orientation of the 

bulky group with respect to the base (Figure 2.1). Specifically, χ and θ were rotated and 

fixed in 10° increments from 0 to 360°, and the remainder of the molecule was relaxed at 

each point (except the additional β-constraint). Further information about the nucleoside 

conformation was then obtained by considering the dihedral angles φ ( (C6O6C10C11)) 

and ξ ( (O6C10C11C12)), which control the intrinsic conformation of the bulky moiety 

(Figure 2.1). Specifically, the PES was searched as a function of φ and θ or ξ and θ (with χ 

fixed to the minimum energy anti or syn value) using the same method as described for the 

χ and θ PES. Representative structures were optimized without β-constraints. All 

representative structures (with and without β-constraint) for the nucleoside model were 

performed using B3LYP-D3/6-311+G(2df,p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d), and the associated 

relative energies include scaled (0.9806) zero-point vibrational corrections. 
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2.2.2. Nucleotide Model: Previous computational work has determined PCM-B3LYP/6-

31G(d) optimizations in water using a model that includes a Na+ counterion yield the most 

biologically-relevant geometries for natural 5 -monophosphate 2 -deoxyguanosine.62 

Therefore, the same model was implemented in the present work, which was built by 

adding PO3– coupled with a Na+ counterion to select β-constraint nucleoside minima. All 

nucleotide calculations implemented PCM-B3LYP-D3/6-311+G(2df,p)//PCM-B3LYP/6-

31G(d), and relative energies include scaled (0.9806) zero-point vibrational corrections.  

All nucleoside and nucleotide calculations were performed using Gaussian 09, Revisions 

C.01 or D.01.64, 65 

 

2.2.3. DNA Model: MD simulations were performed on the NarI (5′-

CTCG1G2CG3CCATC) sequence with the BzG adduct in the G3 position, adopting a variety 

of conformations and paired opposite different nucleotides. Specifically, anti–BzG was 

paired opposite anti–C, anti–T, syn–G and syn–A, while syn–BzG was paired opposite 

anti–C, anti–T and anti–G. The corresponding natural sequence (containing the anti–

G:anti–C base pair at G3) was also considered. The G3 position was chosen since this is a 

known hotspot for mutagenesis.66, 67 The starting χ, θ, φ and ξ dihedral angles (Figure 2.1) 

were chosen based on the quantum mechanical calculations, while ensuring BzG hydrogen 

bonds with the opposing nucleotide and avoids steric clashes with all neighbouring bases. 

Simulations were then conducted following the protocol used to investigate other adducted 

helices.49, 51, 57, 68 Specifically, parameters for BzG were assigned according to the GAFF69 

and AMBER ff99SB70 force fields using ANTECHAMBER 1.4 (Figure A.1, Appendix 
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A).71 Partial charges for the BzG adduct were developed using RESP charge fitting from a 

HF/6-31G(d) calculation by the R.E.D.v.III.4 program (Table A.1, Appendix A).72 

Simulations on DNA helices neutralized with 22 Na+ ions were carried out in an 8 Å TIP3P 

water box with the SANDER module of AMBER 1273 using a 2 fs time step. Initial 

minimization of the solvent and ions was carried out with a 500 kcal/mol constraint on 

DNA. Subsequently, 1000 steps of unrestrained steepest descent and 1500 steps of 

unrestrained conjugate gradient minimization were performed on the entire system. The 

system was subsequently heated at constant volume from 0 to 300 K over 20 ps with a 10 

kcal/mol restraint on DNA. The entire system was then simulated without restraints for 20 

ns. All simulations have a stable RMSD (< 4.6 Å, Table 2.1). The MD simulations were 

analysed using the cpptraj module of AmberTools 13.74 Simulations displaying a bi or 

trimodal distribution with respect to χ or φ were manually clustered. Furthermore, total and 

binding free energies were calculated for each simulation (or cluster) through the MM-

PBSA75 approximation using the Poisson-Boltzmann approach with snapshots taken every 

50 ps.  

 

2.3. Results 

2.3.2. Nucleoside Model: To investigate the preferred conformation of the BzG nucleoside, 

the PES was first mapped as a function of the χ and θ dihedral angles, which control the 

relative orientations about the base–sugar and base–bulky moiety bonds, respectively 

(Figure 2.1). The PES (Figure 2.2a) reveals two anti minima (χ ≈ 240°, θ ≈ 0 and 180°) and 

two syn minima (χ ≈ 80°, θ ≈ 0 and 180°). In the relaxed structures (Figure 2.2b), the bulky 

moiety adopts a planar orientation in all minima, with θ ≈ 180° (O6 lone pairs directed 
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towards N7) being ~7 kJ mol-1 lower in energy than the corresponding θ ≈ 0° orientation. 

More importantly, the syn conformers are higher in energy than the anti conformers by 

approximately 12 kJ mol-1. The rotational barriers about χ and θ are ~15 – 30 and ~25 kJ 

mol-1, respectively. Interestingly, φ and ξ are dependent on θ, but independent of χ (Figure 

2.3). Therefore, the PES was further mapped as a function of φ and θ or ξ and θ, while 

sequentially constraining the χ dihedral angle to the values in the anti and syn minima (χ = 

80 or 240°). Since these PESs are very similar for the anti and syn conformers (Figures A.2 

and A.3, Appendix A), only the lower energy anti surfaces will be discussed in more detail 

below. 

 
Figure 2.2. (a) PES (kJ mol-1) as a function of χ and θ (degrees) in BzG (where red is the lowest 
energy region and each color change represents 5 kJ mol-1), and (b) corresponding β-constrained 

optimized minima and transition states (χ and θ dihedral angles provided with energy (kJ mol-1) in 
parentheses). 

 

The PES with respect to φ and θ (Figure 2.4a) has 6 minima that adopt two θ values (0 and 

180°) and each of three φ values (90, 180 and 270°). In all minima, the benzyl group is 

parallel (φ ≈ 180°) or perpendicular (φ ≈ 90 and 270°) to the guanine base, with an energy 

difference of less than 2 kJ mol-1 between the φ minima (Figure 2.4b). On the other hand, 
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the θ ≈ 180° minima are ~7 kJ mol-1 lower in energy than the corresponding θ ≈ 0° 

conformations. The barrier to rotation from either φ ≈ 90° to φ ≈ 180° or φ ≈ 180° to φ ≈ 

270° is ~5 kJ mol-1. However, due to steric repulsion between the benzyl ring and N1 of G 

when φ ≈ 0°, the rotational barrier between φ ≈ 90° and φ ≈ 270° is much larger, being 31.0 

kJ mol-1 for the relaxed θ ≈ 180° transition state and ~65 kJ mol-1 for θ ≈ 0° (estimated from 

the PES since the corresponding fully optimized TS could not be characterized).  

 
Figure 2.3. (a) φ and (b) ξ dihedral angles (degrees) for each point on the BzG χ versus θ 

(degrees) PES (Figure 2.2a). 
 

The PES as a function of ξ and θ is very flat with respect to ξ (Figure 2.5a), with the average 

rotational barrier less than 3 kJ mol-1 for a given θ. Nevertheless, there are two minima at 

both θ ≈ 0 and 180° with ξ ≈ 20 and 160°. Therefore, the minima are not perfectly planar 
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or perpendicular, but rather are twisted by ~20° with respect to G (Figure 2.5b). Notably, 

rotation between these minima is essentially barrierless.  

 

 
Figure 2.4. (a) PES (kJ mol-1) as a function of θ and φ (degrees) in BzG (where red is the lowest 
energy region and each color change represents 5 kJ mol-1), and (b) corresponding β-constraint 

optimized minima and transition states (θ and φ angles provided with energy (kJ mol-1) in 
parentheses). 

 

 
Figure 2.5. (a) PES (kJ mol-1) as a function of θ and ξ (degrees) in BzG (where red is the lowest 
energy region and each color change represents 5 kJ mol-1), and (b) corresponding β-constraint 

optimized minima and transition states (θ and ξ angles provided with energy (kJ mol-1) in 
parentheses). 
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Figure 2.6. Optimized BzG β-constrained nucleoside minima including important dihedral angles 

(degrees) and relative energies given in parentheses (kJ mol-1). 
 

Based on the calculated PESs, select structures were chosen to more broadly compare the 

nucleoside minima (Figure 2.6). Specifically, structures with the lowest energy anti (χ = 

240°) or syn (χ = 80°) arrangements and the lowest energy θ value (180°) were considered. 

Due to the similarity in energy, but differences in structure, both φ ≈ 90 or 180° were 

considered. Finally, only the lowest energy ξ = 160° arrangement was chosen due to the 

small rotational barrier about ξ. When the resulting optimized (all but β-constraint 

removed) structures are compared (Figure 2.6), the conclusions previously highlighted are 

emphasized. Specifically, the two anti minima are ~11 kJ mol-1 more stable than the syn 

minima. Additionally, there is less than a 0.5 kJ mol-1 energy difference between structures 

with φ ≈ 90 and 180°. Notably, two ξ values are adopted upon optimization (~40° (when φ 

≈ 80°) and ~180° (when φ ≈ 180°)) despite the lack of defining intramolecular hydrogen 

bonds. Furthermore, when the β-constraint is removed and the minimum energy points re-

optimized (Figure A.4, Appendix A), there is less than a 0.5° change in any of the key 

dihedral angles in the anti conformer. In contrast, an intramolecular C5′–H···N3 interaction 
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forms in the syn structures, which is coupled with an ~20° change in χ and an up to 6° 

change in ξ. This contact helps stabilizes the syn structure over the anti by nearly 30 kJ 

mol-1, which underscores the importance of implementing the β-constraint when using a 

nucleoside model to gain structural information relevant to DNA.  

 

2.3.2. Nucleotide Model: Although the anti conformation is preferred according to the β-

constrained nucleoside model, the anti/syn energy difference is small (< 11 kJ mol-1) and 

other factors (i.e., the 5′-phosphate) may alter the preferred conformation (i.e., due to steric 

constraints). Therefore, the effect of the 5′ phosphate was considered by adding a Na+ 

neutralized phosphate to the β-constrained nucleoside minima as done in previous work on 

other DNA adducts.57, 62 The optimized nucleotide structures (Figure 2.7) exhibit only small 

deviations in the χ, θ and φ dihedral angles compared to the nucleoside model, while larger 

changes occur in ξ, which is consistent with the previously discussed barrierless rotation 

about this dihedral angle. Nevertheless, the nucleotide model predicts an even smaller 

anti/syn energy difference (2 kJ mol-1) than the nucleoside model (11 kJ mol-1). 

Furthermore, the syn nucleotides can be lower in energy compared to the anti 

conformations depending on the φ adopted. However, the syn nucleotides are stabilized by 

an intramolecular hydrogen bond between the phosphate moiety and N2 of G that in order 

to maximize favorable stacking interactions with the flanking bases may not form in DNA, 

yet have been shown to be important for C8-AAF-G76, C8-AF-G76 and C8-IQ-G.77 Most 

importantly, the anti/syn energy difference is small enough that the final BzG conformation 

will be determined by intrahelical interactions in the DNA environment.  
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Figure 2.7. Optimized BzG nucleotide minima including important dihedral angles (degrees) and 

relative energies given in parentheses (kJ mol-1). 
 

2.3.4. DNA Model: To gain more information about the conformation of the adduct in 

DNA, BzG was placed in the anti and syn orientations at the G3 position of the NarI 

sequence opposite a variety of canonical nucleotides and MD simulations were conducted 

on each strand. DNA maintains a double helical structure without any kinks or bulges upon 

incorporation of the lesion (see Figures 2.8a, 2.9(top) and A.5, Appendix A). Indeed, 

absolute deviations are observed in the helical parameters for all base pairs (except the 

terminal base pairs since these are known to unwind throughout the course of MD 

simulations78) of up to 1.163 Å or 15.1° with respect to the natural DNA strand (Table A.2, 

Appendix A). Notably, standard deviations in helical parameters up to 1.138 Å or 14.2° 

occur in the simulation of the natural NarI helix, which suggests the observed changes in 

the adducted helices are within the inherent dynamics of DNA. Furthermore, any changes 

in discrete interbase interactions are localized to the BzG base pair since the flanking 

hydrogen-bonded pairs retain the strength observed in the corresponding natural helix 

(Table 2.2). Additional details of the calculated structure will be discussed below as a 

function of the opposing base.
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Table 2.1. Parameters from 20 ns MD simulations of the BzG adduct incorporated into the G3 position of the NarI DNA sequence. 

Simulation Clustera Occupancy RMSD (Å) BzG-χa (°) C2′ endob 
(%) 

dR Puckerb BzG-θa (°) BzG-φa (°) BzG-ξa (°) C1′-C1′c (Å) 

anti–G:anti–C all 1.00 3.392±0.742 251.3±18.7 45.1 C2′-endo (45.1%) NA NA NA 10.7±0.2 

           
anti–BzG:anti–C all 1.00 3.473±0.743 258.5±16.9 47.7 C2′-endo (47.7%) 73.4±75.4 180.0±14.3 195.3±94.0 11.3±0.4 

           
anti–BzG:anti–T all 1.00 3.965±0.805 242.4±19.3 38.7 C2′-endo (38.7%) 152.0±67.8 181.4±15.6 172.9±94.4 10.6±0.2 

           
syn–BzG:anti–C χ: 5-200° 0.73 4.329±0.852 53.9±14.4 5.8 C1′-exo (61.3%) 190.7±89.0 178.9±12.8 236.9±84.3 10.8±0.6 

χ: 200-365° 0.27 2.282±0.460 327.7±14.1 0.7 O4′-endo (70.9%) 158.3±67.5 182.2±10.9 165.8±103.6 10.9±0.2 

           
syn–BzG:anti–T φ: 0-110° 0.03 2.556±0.499 42.4±10.8 0.0 O4′-endo (82.9%) 144.1±33.8 81.5±11.0 64.6±42.3 8.5±0.3 

φ: 110-220° 0.28 3.249±0.815 45.1±12.4 0.8 O4′-endo (53.5%) 336.7±73.7 174.3±16.3 199.6±101.5 8.7±0.8 
φ: 220-360° 0.70 2.491±0.595 42.6±14.3 0.3 O4′-endo (65.5%) 184.8±14.4 278.8±10.0 115.8±27.9 8.7±0.4 

           
syn–BzG:anti–C extrahelical 1.00 4.002±1.629 56.3±12.2 10.6 C1′-exo (81.7%) 322.8±63.3 178.9±11.2 205.3±60.0 12.8±1.8 

           
syn–BzG:anti–T extrahelical 1.00 5.298±1.192 60.9±12.4 13.1 C1′-exo (84.8%) 297.7±77.9 179.4±11.0 211.2±78.2 14.7±1.6 

anti–BzG:syn–A all 1.00 3.803±0.690 252.4±17.8 45.3 C2′-endo (45.3%) 36.0±45.4 180.2±13.6 171.0±89.4 11.4±0.3 

           
anti–BzG:syn–G φ: 0-120° 0.19 2.641±0.426 239.1±16.0 2.5 C3′-endo (48.5 %) 155.0±71.3 75.0±12.5 110.8±81.7 9.6±0.5 

φ: 120-240° 0.74 4.590±0.676 236.0±17.4 7.9 C3′-endo (48.2 %) 187.7±106.7 181.0±13.1 180.7±94.9 10.1±0.7 
φ: 240-360° 0.08 2.635±0.443 234.7±13.6 5.3 C3′-endo (58.3 %) 142.9±23.6 290.5±14.0 185.2±87.4 10.2±0.8 

           
syn–BzG:anti–G φ: 0-125° 0.23 2.199±0.407 49.6±12.3 1.3 O4′-endo (49.8%) 172.0±19.7 79.1±10.9 65.6±20.7 10.6±0.6 

φ: 125-230° 0.23 4.204±0.861 46.9±13.4 0.0 O4′-endo (76.2%) 177.0±113.4 177.8±14.8 189.5±92.6 10.3±0.4 
φ: 230-360° 0.54 3.134±0.702 48.2±14.2 1.4 O4′-endo (51.7%) 191.6±20.2 276.0±10.0 283.7±21.0 10.8±0.4 

aSee Figure 2.1 for definitions of important dihedral angles. bPercentage of the simulation that BzG adopts the C2′–endo pucker and the most common sugar pucker adopted by the deoxyribose (dR) in 
BzG. cDistance between C1′ of BzG and C1′ of the pairing nucleotide. 
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2.3.4.1. Structure of DNA Containing BzG Paired Opposite a Pyrimidine: When BzG 

adopts the anti orientation opposite (anti) C or T, the benzyl moiety is located in the solvent 

exposed major groove (φ ≈ 180°), χ deviates by less than 20° throughout the simulation and 

C2′-endo is the most prominent sugar pucker (Table 2.1). As anticipated from the 

nucleoside PESs (Figures 4 and 5), there is great variation in the ξ dihedral angle throughout 

the simulations due to the associated low rotational barriers. Despite the fact that the 

(quantum mechanically) calculated rotational barrier about θ is larger than about φ, there is 

little variation in φ, but significant deviation in θ throughout the simulation, likely due to 

steric constraints imposed on φ by the DNA helix. Although the C1′–C1′ distance indicates 

a slightly wider BzG:C pair (11.3 ± 0.4 Å) than the canonical G:C variant (10.7 ± 0.2 Å), 

the distance in BzG:T is close to that adopted by nucleobase pairs in natural helices (10.6 

± 0.2 Å, Table 2.1). 

 

When anti–BzG is paired opposite anti–C, a wobble base pair is formed, which contains 

two stable hydrogen bonds (95% occupancy), and two transient interactions (< 20% 

occupancy, Figure 2.8b). The corresponding interaction energy is –42.1 ± 8.2 kJ mol-1, 

which is ~76 kJ mol-1 less stable than the natural G:C Watson-Crick base pair (Table 2.2). 

However, the π–interactions between the anti–BzG:anti–C base pair and the flanking base 

pairs are stronger than the π–interactions involving the canonical G:C pair  

(by ~30 kJ mol–1, Tables 2.3 and A.3, Appendix A).  
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Table 2.2. AMBER interaction energies (kJ mol-1) for hydrogen-bonding interactions at the lesion 
site or in the flanking base pairs during 20 ns MD simulations with BzG at the G3 position of the 

NarI sequence. 

Simulation Clustera Occupancy 
5′ Hbond 3′ Hbond Hbond  

 G:Cb  G:Cc  Bzg:ntd 

anti–G:anti–C all 1.00 –117.6±7.7 –118.8±7.0 –118.4±7.2       
anti–BzG:anti–

C 
all 1.00 –118.7±7.1 –118.7±7.1 –42.1±8.2 

      
anti–BzG:anti–

T 
all 1.00 –119.3±6.7 –119.3±6.7 –20.4±4.8 

syn–BzG:anti–C χ: 5-200° 0.73 –119.3±6.9 –119.3±6.9 –46.5±13.3 
χ: 200-365° 0.27 –118.0±7.3 –120.3±6.3 –45.5±9.7 

      

syn–BzG:anti–T φ: 0-110° 0.03 –120.0±6.6 –116.8±7.4 –13.5±4.8 
φ: 110-
220° 

0.28 –118.8±7.1 –118.9±6.7 –16.3±5.0 

φ: 220-
360° 

0.70 –117.2±7.9 –117.9±7.2 –11.5±4.1 

      
syn–BzG:anti–C extrahelical 1.00 –115.9±8.2 –118.6±7.0 –3.4±5.8 

      
syn–BzG:anti–T extrahelical 1.00 –117.1±7.6 –117.8±7.6 –1.3±2.9       

      
anti–BzG:syn–A all 1.00 –118.5±7.2 –118.5±7.2 –41.7±6.3 

      

anti–BzG:syn–G φ: 0-120° 0.19 –116.0±7.8 –116.0±7.8 –10.6±7.6 
φ: 120-
240° 

0.74 –117.8±7.5 –117.8±7.5 –7.7±8.4 

φ: 240-
360° 

0.08 –116.4±8.1 –116.4±8.1 –12.3±6.9 
      

syn–BzG:anti–G φ: 0-125° 0.23 –117.0±8.0 –118.5±7.0 –48.2±12.3 
φ: 125-
230° 

0.23 –116.1±8.6 –119.0±6.7 –36.2±9.5 

φ: 230-
360° 

0.54 –117.6±7.7 –119.1±6.9 –52.0±9.4 

aSee Figure 2.1 for definitions of χ and φ. bInteraction between residues 8 and 17. cInteraction 
between residues 6 and 19. dInteraction between residues 7 (BzG) and 18.  
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Table 2.3. AMBER interaction energies (kJ mol-1) between BzG in the G3 position of the NarI sequence and the surrounding nucleobases from 20 
ns MD simulations. 

Simulation Clustera Occupancy 
BzG-intrastrand BzG-interstrand nt-intrastrand nt-interstrand 

5′b 3′c 5′d 3′e 5′f 3′g 5′h 3′i 

anti–G:anti–C all 1.00 –14.8±12.0 –54.6±7.9 –21.6±6.5 23.6±6.3 –25.9±8.6 –53.3±8.0 12.6±3.0 31.5±5.6            
anti–BzG:anti–C all 1.00 –22.4±6.8 –29.3±11.4 –20.4±7.0 –16.1±8.2 –31.2±5.7 –50.7±9.8 8.6±3.6 28.6±8.1            
anti–BzG:anti–T all 1.00 –23.6±6.1 –35.8±7.5 –28.6±8.2 –10.6±5.4 –13.5±6.8 –27.0±5.2 0.2±2.2 10.7±5.9            
syn–BzG:anti–C χ: 5-200° 0.73 –20.6±10.4 –23.3±8.7 –19.3±7.2 –19.8±8.2 –19.7±7.4 –18.2±17.5 –7.6±7.0 –2.4±15.5 

χ: 200-365° 0.27 –26.9±7.2 –13.8±6.7 –21.3±6.0 –23.5±9.5 –23.3±5.5 –16.1±7.7 –8.7±2.4 –9.5±7.7 
           

syn–BzG:anti–T φ: 0-110° 0.03 –29.1±6.2 –28.6±6.7 –12.0±4.6 –4.2±4.9 –22.2±7.3 –24.0±4.5 –3.1±4.5 7.4±5.0 
φ: 110-220° 0.28 –37.6±5.5 –30.1±6.0 –16.0±7.2 –7.9±4.8 –12.5±8.8 –22.9±5.6 –1.2±3.9 9.5±5.4 
φ: 220-360° 0.70 –48.6±5.8 –21.6±4.7 –10.1±4.8 –7.9±6.0 –20.4±6.8 –25.5±5.0 –4.8±3.9 2.4±8.6 

           
syn–BzG:anti–C extrahelical 1.00 –7.1±7.6 –27.2±7.5 –35.8±6.7 –20.4±6.5 –0.6±1.1 –19.9±22.1 –0.2±1.3 2.8±22.8 

           
syn–BzG:anti–T extrahelical 1.00 –15.5±9.7 –29.2±8.0 –31.9±8.9 –21.1±7.7 3.4±8.4 0.6±1.7 0.0±1.0 1.6±1.7            

           
anti–BzG:syn–A all 1.00 –22.3±6.7 –29.6±8.4 –18.2±5.8 –10.4±6.6 –13.1±5.3 –28.1±4.8 –2.5±2.6 3.6±3.6 

           

anti–BzG:syn–G φ: 0-120° 0.19 –33.3±10.8 –27.4±10.0 –23.1±8.6 –5.8±8.9 –5.9±11.0 –10.1±8.5 –3.3±5.8 –7.2±7.0 
φ: 120-240° 0.74 –24.8±7.1 –24.3±7.2 –20.6±8.4 –1.0±9.6 –0.2±13.2 –8.6±11.3 –1.3±6.1 –5.3±8.6 
φ: 240-360° 0.08 –21.9±6.7 –34.6±8.9 –22.1±7.2 –11.7±7.0 –4.8±11.5 –13.3±11.1 0.2±5.6 –3.1±8.3 

           

syn–BzG:anti–G φ: 0-125° 0.23 –27.7±6.4 –27.3±7.6 –10.5±5.3 –1.4±5.2 –9.0±8.4 –14.9±14.1 –20.0±9.8 –14.6±9.9 
φ: 125-230° 0.23 –35.6±6.8 –21.8±5.5 –9.2±6.7 –2.1±7.1 –6.4±10.6 –26.6±10.2 –14.0±8.0 –11.2±8.5 
φ: 230-360° 0.54 –45.8±7.1 –18.7±4.6 –11.8±5.1 –5.7±7.0 –5.8±6.7 –11.4±11.1 –17.9±6.4 –12.7±8.4 

aSee Figure 2.1 for definitions of χ and φ. bInteraction between residues 6 and 7 (BzG). cInteraction between residues 7 (BzG) and 8. dInteraction between residues 7 (BzG) and 19. eInteraction 
between residues 7 (BzG) and 17. fInteraction between residues 18 and 19. gInteraction between residues 18 and 17. hInteraction between residues 18 and 6. iInteraction between residues 18 and 8. 
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Figure 2.8. (a) Representative MD structure of BzG adducted DNA with the Bz moiety located in 
the major groove. (b-d) Interactions within anti–BzG base pairs in representative MD structures 

(hydrogen-bonding occupancies were defined based on a distance cut-off of < 3.4 Å and an angle 
cut-off of < 120°). 

 

In DNA containing anti–BzG paired opposite anti–T, one hydrogen bond is formed 

between the amino group of BzG and O2 of the pairing T for 99% of the simulation, while 

another interaction is present between N1 of BzG and N3–H of T for only 32% of the 

simulation (Figure 2.8c). The resulting hydrogen bond is a pseudo-Watson-Crick base pair, 

which has a significantly weaker hydrogen-bonding energy (–20.4 ± 4.8 kJ mol-1) 

compared to the corresponding G:C hydrogen-bonding interaction (–118.4±7.2 kJ mol-1, 

Table 2.2). Nevertheless, the π–interactions between anti–BzG:anti–T and the 

neighbouring pairs (–128.2 kJ mol-1, Tables 2.3 and A.3, Appendix A) are similar in 

strength to the C interactions (–102.5 kJ mol-1, Tables 2.3 and A.3, Appendix A). 

 

More than one BzG conformation is adopted when syn–BzG is paired with the (anti) 

pyrimidines (Figure 2.9). In the case of the C pair, the simulation can be clustered about 

two χ ranges (Table 2.1). In both structures, the benzyl moiety intercalates into the DNA 
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strand, but does not push the opposing C into an extrahelical position (Figures 2.9a and b). 

Nevertheless, C adopts a high anti orientation (χ = 270–300°) in both helices (χ = 281.1 ± 

32.4°), which shifts the Watson-Crick hydrogen-bonding face away from the adduct. In the 

syn–BzG:C pairs, the benzyl moiety converts between an intercalated structure stacked 

with cytosine on the 3′ side with respect to the adduct (χ = 5 – 200°) and partial intercalation 

into the DNA helix from the major groove, which positions BzG in the same plane as 

cytosine (χ = 200 – 365°). Interestingly, 5′ intercalation with respect to the adduct reverts 

to 3′ intercalation upon simulation, possibly due to the orientation of the adduct relative to 

the helical twist, despite the inherent flexibly of BzG and the fact that the adduct base pair 

is flanked by G:C base pairs on both sides at G3 in the NarI sequence. The stacked structure 

is present for 73% of the simulation. These alternate binding arrangements are accompanied 

by different sugar puckers (C1′-exo or O4′-endo), yet maintain the C1′–C1′ distance of 

natural DNA (Table 2.1). In both conformations, one hydrogen bond is present in the syn–

BzG:anti–C pair between the amino group of C and N7 of BzG for over 93% of the 

simulation, which yields one of the strongest (most negative) interactions between BzG and 

the opposing nucleotide among the pairs considered in the present work (–46 kJ mol-1, 

Table 2.2, 2.3 and A.3, Appendix A). In addition, the sum of the 5′ and 3′ intra and 

interstrand π–interactions between BzG:C and the flanking pairs is very strong, being –83.0 

kJ mol-1 (–85.5 kJ mol-1 ) and –47.9 kJ mol-1 ( –57.6 kJ mol-1) for BzG and C interactions 

when χ = 5–200° (χ = 200-365°), respectively (the corresponding G and C interactions in 

the natural helix are –67.4 and –35.1 kJ mol-1, respectively).  
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Figure 2.9. Representative MD structures (top) and interactions (bottom) involving syn–BzG 
observed during 20 ns MD simulations on the adducted NarI DNA helices with various pairing 
nucleotides (hydrogen-bonding occupancies were defined based on a distance cut-off of < 3.4 Å 

and an angle cut-off of < 120°). 

 

In DNA containing the syn–BzG:anti–T pair, three BzG orientations are intermittently 

adopted that primarily differ in φ (Table 2.1 and Figures 2.9c–e). When φ equals 175°, the 

bulky moiety is partially intercalated into the helix from the major groove and located 

beside (without displacing) the opposing T (Figure 2.9c). In this conformation, T adopts an 

anti orientation (χ = 225.1 ± 16.3°), which contrasts the high anti conformation adopted by 

C opposite syn–BzG. When φ equals 80 or 280°, the bulky group extends into the major 

groove, away from the opposing T, and adopts a T-shaped contact (involving the π–system 

of the benzyl ring and the edge of the intrastrand flanking nucleobase) with either the 3′ or 

5′ flanking base with respect to BzG, respectively (Figures 2.9 d and e). Interestingly, there 

is much less variation in ξ for the T-shaped orientations compared to the free rotation 

observed in other conformations (Table 2.1). In all three BzG:T structures, one hydrogen 

bond forms between N3–H of T and N7 of BzG (Figures 2.9 c–e), which has a smaller 

occupancy when the benzyl moiety is intercalated (64%) than projected into the major 

groove (> 92%). The hydrogen-bonding interaction energy between BzG and T is slightly 
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greater for the intercalated structure (by up to 4.8 kJ mol-1, Table 2.2). Nevertheless, the 

overall interaction energy is strongest for the 3′ T-shaped structure, but is still at least 72.9 

kJ mol-1 smaller than that for the natural G:C dimer (Tables 2.2, 2.3 and A.3, Appendix A). 

In contrast, all intra and interstrand interactions with the BzG base pair are larger than for 

the natural G:C helix. Finally, the predominant sugar pucker is O4′-endo (with occupancy 

of 54 – 83%) and the C1′–C1′ distance is significantly shorter (by up to 2.2 Å) in the syn–

BzG:anti–T dimers compared to the natural base pairs. 

 

Since the most commonly observed intercalated structures of adducted DNA reported in 

the literature involve an extrahelical pairing pyrimidine,43, 57, 68, 79, 80 simulations were 

initiated from a structure with BzG intercalated into the helix and the pairing (anti) C or T 

flipped out of the helix. Stable extrahelical conformations were present for the duration of 

the simulation (Figures 2.9f and A.5, Appendix A). In this conformation, the BzG adduct 

adopts the C1′-exo pucker and the BzG dihedrals behaves as discussed for other simulations 

(Table 2.1). Since the pairing base is extrahelical, hydrogen bonding does not occur 

between BzG and the opposing strand. Instead, BzG forms stacking interactions with the 

inter and intrastrand flanking bases that are ~30 kJ mol-1 stronger than the stacking in the 

natural helix (up to 7 kJ mol-1 stronger than the BzG stacking interactions when the pairing 

base is not extrahelical; Tables 2.3 and A.3, Appendix A). Additionally, since the pairing 

pyrimidine is outside the helix and typical DNA stacking interactions are not possible, 

alternative stabilizing interactions are formed. Specifically, the extrahelical C forms 

hydrogen bonds with the 5′-phosphate and O2 of the C +2 with respect to the BzG, while 

the extrahelical T forms a T-shaped interaction with the 3′ flanking base (Figure 2.10). 
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Figure 2.10. Discrete interactions between the extrahelical (a) C or (b) T and the surrounding 
bases in representative structures from MD simulations with syn-BzG intercalated in the DNA 

helix and the pairing base extrahelical. 
 

 
2.3.4.2. Structure of DNA Containing BzG Paired Opposite a Purine: Only the anti–

BzG:syn–A combination affords hydrogen bonding between A and BzG. In this pair 

(Figure 2.8d), the benzyl moiety is located in the major groove. The BzG adduct has a 

similar C2′-endo sugar pucker occupancy as G in the natural helix (~45%, Table 2.1), while 

the C1′–C1′ distance is slightly larger than the natural distance (by 0.6 Å). Two hydrogen 

bonds are present between BzG and A for the majority of the simulation (> 91%, Figure 

2.8d), with a corresponding interaction energy of –41.7 ± 6.3 kJ mol-1 (Table 2.2). The π–

interactions involving the anti–BzG:syn–A base pair are approximately –120.6 kJ mol-1 

(Tables 2.3 and A.3, Appendix A), which is similar to the anti–BzG:anti–C pair (–102.5 kJ 

mol-1, Tables 2.3 and A.3, Appendix A).  

 
When BzG is paired opposite G in either the anti or syn orientation, three distinct BzG 

conformations occur with respect to φ (Figure 2.11). In the first (φ ≈ 180°), the benzyl 

moiety is solvent exposed and located in the major groove (Figure 2.11 and A.5, Appendix 

A). In this conformation, the π–interactions with the flanking bases are larger than those in 

the natural helix (by up to –27.3 kJ mol-1, Tables 2.3 and A.3, Appendix A). In the other 

two BzG conformations, BzG adopts φ ≈ 80° or φ ≈ 280° and the benzyl moiety forms a T-
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shaped interaction with the 3′ or 5′ flanking base with respect to BzG, respectively (Figure 

2.11 and A.5, Appendix A). The T-shaped contact leads to stronger interactions between 

BzG and the flanking bases than observed in the natural helix (by up to –24.4 kJ mol-1, 

Tables 2.3 and A.3, Appendix A). 

 

 

Figure 2.11. BzG interactions in representative structures observed during 20 ns MD simulations 
on adducted NarI DNA helices with various pairing nucleotides (hydrogen-bonding occupancies 

were defined based on a distance cut-off of < 3.4 Å and an angle cut-off of < 120°). 

 
In the BzG:G pairs, the C1′–C1′ distance is typically within 0.1 Å of the corresponding 

distance in the natural G:C pair, and BzG adopts C3′-endo or O4′-endo pucker in the anti 

or syn conformation, respectively (Table 2.1). The anti–BzG:syn–G pair contains two 

hydrogen bonds (Figures 2.10 a–c) with occupancies less than 55% regardless of the φ 
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conformation, which results in a small interaction energy (~–11 kJ mol-1, Tables 2.2 and 

2.3). In contrast, three hydrogen bonds form in the syn–BzG:anti–G pair in all φ 

configurations (Figures 2.10 d–f), but only one hydrogen bond has an occupancy greater 

than 50%, which always involves N7 of BzG. Nevertheless, the stabilities of the hydrogen-

bonded syn–BzG:anti–G pairs (~–45 kJ mol-1) are similar to those for other BzG pairs with 

two hydrogen bonds of high occupancy (Tables 2.2 and A.3, Appendix A). In both the anti 

and syn BzG conformations, the interactions between BzG and the inter or intrastrand 

flanking bases are greater (by up to 22.9 kJ mol-1) than the corresponding natural G 

interaction energies (Table 2.3). In contrast, the interaction between the flanking bases and 

the pairing G is (up to 19.7 kJ mol-1) smaller in anti–BzG:syn–G and (up to 23.4 kJ mol-1) 

greater in syn–BzG:anti–G compared to the natural G:C (Tables 2.3 and A.3, Appendix A).  

 

2.3.4.3. Energetics of DNA Helices Containing BzG: Due to the large number of helices 

and the resulting 16 structures considered in the present work, the total free energy (Tables 

2.4 and A.4, Appendix A) is used to determine the preferred orientation of each BzG pairing 

combination prior to comparing the stabilities across strands with different compositions. 

The total free energy is the energy required for the two single DNA strands to bind, while 

neglecting the conformational and solvation changes in the monomer strands upon binding. 

When BzG is opposite C, four base pairing conformations are possible, namely anti–

BzG:anti–C, syn–BzG:anti–C (intercalated stacked), syn–BzG:anti–C (intercalated) and 

syn–BzG:anti–C (extrahelical). Although the free energy is lower (helix is more stable) for 

the three syn–BzG:anti–C geometries than the anti–BzG:anti–C geometry, there is only a 

6.2 kJ mol-1 difference between all orientations. Thus, all four geometries may exist in the 

cell and no structure can be discounted based on the free energy of helix formation. When 
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BzG is paired opposite T, five distinct base pairing conformations are adopted, the major 

groove conformation associated with anti–BzG, and the intercalated, extrahelical, 5′–T-

shaped and 3′–T-shaped conformations associated with syn–BzG. However, the anti–

BzG:anti–T major groove orientation and syn–BzG:anti–T (extrahelical) orientations are 

highly favored over the remaining syn–BzG orientations (by up to 91.7 kJ mol-1; Tables 2.4 

and A.4, Appendix A). Since the energy difference between the anti–BzG:anti–T major 

groove orientation and syn–BzG:anti–T (extrahelical) orientations is only 2.0 kJ mol-1, both 

will be further considered. Finally, six distinct binding arrangements occur when BzG is 

paired opposite G, namely the major groove, 5′–T-shaped and 3′–T-shaped conformations 

associated with anti–BzG and the major groove, 5′–T-shaped and 3′–T-shaped 

conformations associated with syn–BzG. The syn–BzG:anti–G geometries are much more 

stable than the anti–BzG:syn–G (by up to 153.3 kJ mol-1; Tables 2.4 and A.4, Appendix 

A). However, all syn–BzG structures are within the anticipated accuracy of our 

methodology and therefore must be further analyzed. 

 

With the conformations for each base pairing combination limited by the total free energy, 

the preferred opposing base when BzG is located at the G3 position in the NarI sequence 

can be determined using the free energy of helix binding (relative ΔG, Tables 2.5 and A.5, 

Appendix A), which is the difference in free energy between the DNA helix and the two 

individual unbound strands. Although the free energies of helix binding are less accurate 

than the total free energies, the free energy of helix binding is the only method available to 

energetically compare different base pairing possibilities within a DNA helix over an entire 

MD simulation. The helix with the overall lowest free energy contains the syn–BzG:anti–

C pair. When the helix stabilities for the preferred orientation(s) of the other base pairs are 
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compared, it is clear that the syn–BzG:anti–C pairing is the only combination that yields a 

more stable helix than the corresponding natural helix (Tables 2.5 and A.5, Appendix A). 

In fact, this pair is lower in energy than any other natural or damaged combination (by at 

least 6 kJ mol-1). The next most stable binding conformation is the syn–BzG:anti–T 

arrangement (relative ΔG = 3.4 kJ mol-1). The syn–BzG:anti–G arrangement is the next 

most stable, with the relative ΔG = 19.8 – 22.9 kJ mol-1 depending on the benzyl moiety 

conformation. Finally, helices with anti–BzG paired opposite syn–A, anti–T or anti–C all 

have approximately the same relative helix stability (~25 kJ mol-1 relative to the natural 

G:C pair, Tables 2.5 and A.5, Appendix A), which is not significantly larger than the syn–

BzG:anti–G pair. 

 

Table 2.4. MM-PBSA total free energy (kJ mol-1) for the NarI sequence with the BzG adduct 
incorporated at the G3 position and various opposing bases from 20 ns MD simulations. 

Simulation Clustera Conformation Occupancy Relative Gb  

 anti–BzG:anti–C all  BWC
G  1.00 6.2 

     
syn–BzG:anti–C χ: 5-200° SH

I  0.73 2.9 

χ: 200-365° SH
P  0.27 3.4 

     
syn–BzG:anti–C extrahelical S 

F 1.00 0.0 

 anti–BzG:anti–T all  BWC
G  1.00 0.0 

     
syn–BzG:anti–T φ: 0-110° BH

3'T 0.26 91.7 

φ: 110-220° SH
P  0.11 46.0 

φ: 220-360° BH
5'T 0.70 26.6 

     
syn–BzG:anti–T extrahelical S 

F 1.00 2.0 
 anti–BzG: syn–G φ: 0-120° BWC

3'T  0.19 79.4 
φ: 120-240°  BWC

G  0.74 64.9 
φ: 240-360° BWC

5'T  0.08 153.3 
     

syn–BzG:anti–G φ: 0-125° BH
3'T 0.23 21.7 

φ: 125-230°  BH
G 0.23 11.7 

φ: 230-360° BH
5'T 0.54 0.0 

aSee Figure 2.1 for definitions of χ and φ. bRelative total free energy with respect to the lowest 
energy conformation of each pairing combination.  
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Table 2.5. MM-PBSA free energy of helix binding (kJ mol-1) for the NarI sequence with the BzG 
adduct incorporated at the G3 position and various opposing bases from 20 ns MD simulations. 

Simulation Clustera Conformation Occupancy Relative ΔG b 

syn–BzG:anti–C extrahelical S 
F 1.00 –27.6 

     
syn–BzG:anti–C χ: 5-200° SH

I  0.73 –16.3 

χ: 200-365° SH
P  0.27 –6.8      

anti–G:anti–C all  BWC
G  1.00 0.0      

syn–BzG:anti–T extrahelical S 
F 1.00 3.4 

     
syn–BzG:anti–G φ: 0-125° BH

3'T 0.23 22.0 

φ: 125-230°  BH
G 0.23 22.9 

φ: 230-360° BH
5'T 0.54 19.8  

    
anti–BzG:anti–T all  BWC

G  1.00 24.4      
anti–BzG:syn–A all  BWC

G  1.00 25.3      
anti–BzG:anti–C all  BWC

G  1.00 26.8 
aSee Figure 2.1 for definitions of χ and φ. bRelative free energy of helix binding with respect to the lowest energy pairing. 

 

2.4. Discussion 

2.4.1. Intrinsic Flexibility of the Bulky Moiety: In both the anti and syn conformations, 

the isolated BzG nucleoside and nucleotide preferentially adopt a conformation that places 

the O6 lone pairs towards N7 (θ ≈ 180°, Figures 1, 2 and 4–7), which orients the bulky 

moiety toward the Watson-Crick binding face of G and agrees with computational studies 

on the smaller MeG lesion.28, 29 Nevertheless, rotation about the linkage bond is accessible, 

with an interconversion barrier of less than ~25 kJ mol-1 (Figures 2.2, 2.4 and 2.5). The 

orientation of the phenyl group is highly variable due to low rotational barriers about the φ 

(< 5 kJ mol-1) and ξ (barrierless) dihedral angles (Figures 2.4 and 2.5). Together, this 

combination of linkage and bulky moiety dihedral angles leads to a parallel or 

perpendicular arrangement of the bulky group relative to the base. This relative ring 
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arrangement is maintained upon incorporating BzG into DNA. However, unlike reported 

for MeG,81 significant rotation occurs about θ in the MD simulations. Nevertheless, 9 out 

of 16 structures adopt θ ≈ 180° on average, where alternate θ values occur in the remaining 

7 structures to maximize hydrogen-bonding interactions (Figures 2.8b and d) or reduce 

steric repulsion (Figures 2.9d and 2.10a). The low rotational barrier about ξ in the 

nucleoside model leads to great flexibility about this dihedral in DNA. In contrast, there is 

little rotation about φ due to steric clashes despite the fact that the φ rotational barrier is 

~20 kJ mol-1 lower than the θ rotational barrier according to the quantum mechanical 

models. The range of BzG conformations adopted in DNA is greater than previously 

reported for other adducts (for example 41, 49, 57, 82), which is likely due to a combination 

of the longer and more flexible (–CH2–) linker, and the lack of discrete interactions between 

the bulky moiety and G. The implications of the BzG flexibility on the structures of the 

associated adducted DNA helices are discussed in the following sections. 

 

2.4.2. Overview of Adducted DNA Conformations: When BzG is incorporated into 

DNA, many helical conformations direct the bulky moiety into the solvent exposed major 

groove (Figures 2.8, 2.10 and A.5, Appendix A), which is consistent with previous 

literature suggesting that the bulky moieties of more flexible adducts are generally found 

in a DNA groove.23, 54, 59, 60 However, the BzG bulky moiety can also form T-shaped 

interactions with the 3′ or 5′ flanking base (Figures 2.9, 2.10 and A.5, Appendix A). 

Notably, the T-shaped interactions only form in helices containing a mismatch, and the 

contacts can be present for the majority of the MD simulation (up to 70% for a single T-

shaped conformation). To the best of our knowledge, such T-shaped conformations have 

not been reported for any other DNA adducts. The novelty of these interactions for BzG 
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may not be surprising since the ability to form such contacts is dependent on the 

conformational flexibility of the adduct. In addition to the most widely adopted stacked 

orientations in the literature, which involve an extrahelical opposing  

pyrimidine,43, 49, 57, 68, 83, 84 other intercalated structures are possible for BzG adducted DNA 

due to the small size of the benzyl ring (Figure 2.9). Specifically, the bulky moiety can 

intercalate beside the opposing base or between the opposing base and the 3′ flanking 

nucleobase with respect to the adduct. Such intercalated, yet not base displaced, structures 

have been previously reported for select (PAH) adducts.85-90  

 

2.4.3. Modified Nomenclature for Adducted DNA Conformations: Nomenclature 

currently used to describe the conformations of adducted DNA is based on the structures 

adopted by DNA-containing a C8–major groove aromatic amine adduct. Although this 

classification system can naturally be extended to all major groove adducts, the terminology 

no longer describes the diversity of structures reported in the present study, or found when 

previous literature is carefully searched.85-90 In the existing terminology, DNA structures 

are classified based on the helical location of the bulky moiety according to minor groove 

or wedged (W-conformation), major groove (B-conformation), or intercalated (S-

conformation). The conformations adopted by BzG highlight the substantial structural 

variation within each of these classes. Therefore, we introduce a modified terminology that 

uses subscripts and superscripts to divide the three broad conformations according to 

distinctive structural features (Table A.6, Appendix A). For the W and B conformations, 

superscripts G or T are used to distinguish between conformations that place the bulky 

moiety in a (major/minor) DNA groove versus those that form T-shaped interactions with 

a flanking base. In addition, superscripts are also used to signify whether the T-shaped 
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interaction occurs with the 3′ or 5′ base (with respect to the adduct), while the subscript 

indicates whether the Hoogsteen (H) or Watson-Crick (WC) face of the adduct is available 

to hydrogen bond with the opposing base. Thus, for example, WH
G indicates a wedged 

conformation with the bulky moiety in a DNA groove with the Hoogsteen face available 

for hydrogen bonding with the opposing base, while BWC
3'T  represents a B-type conformation 

with the bulky moiety forming a T-shaped interaction with the 3′ base flanking the adduct, 

and the adduct forms hydrogen bonds with the opposing base using the Watson-Crick face. 

For the S conformation, the superscript P is used to indicate the bulky moiety is partially 

intercalated into the DNA helix from the DNA groove and lies beside the pairing 

nucleotide, while the superscripts I and F distinguish between full intercalation into the 

DNA helix without (I) and with (F) the opposing base flipped into an extrahelical position. 

This modified nomenclature clarifies important helical interactions that distinguish the 

conformation of the adduct in DNA. 

 

2.4.4. Comparison of BzG Adducted DNA Conformation with Other Adducts: Using 

our new nomenclature for adducted DNA, anti–BzG paired opposite anti–C, anti–T or syn–

A adopts the BWC
G  conformation, while anti–BzG paired opposite syn–G adopts the  BWC

G , 

BWC
5'T  or BWC

3'T  conformation. Among the B-conformations, the BWC
G  conformation identified 

for BzG has been most widely observed in the literature (for example, the C8-PhOH-G,49 

C8-OTA-G,57 C8-AF-G,22 O6-POB-G41 and C8-AP-G91 adducts adopt the  BWC
G  

conformation).  
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In the syn conformation, BzG adopts both B and S-conformations. Major groove 

conformations are adopted when syn–BzG is paired opposite anti–G (BH
G, BH

5'T or BH
3'T  or 

anti–T (BH
5'T or BH

3'T). Conversely, previously studied adducts (i.e., PhOH-G,49, 51 8-Br-G,92 

Pyridyl-G93 and Bth-G68) generally form the WH
G conformation in the syn orientation, which 

stabilizes the G*:G mismatch. Despite the fact that unique T-shaped interactions can form 

with BzG and contribute up to ~10 kJ mol-1 to the intrastrand BzG non-covalent 

interactions, the sum of all π–interactions for the adducted pair in the BH
5'T or BH

3'T 

conformations is not necessarily stronger than those in BH
G or SH

P  conformations (without 

the T-shaped contact), and highly depends on the relative alignment between the adducted 

and neighbouring pairs (Tables 2.2, 2.3 and A.3, Appendix A). Furthermore, the strength, 

and therefore likely the frequency, of these T-shaped conformations will be dependent on 

the flanking bases, where T-shaped interactions between the benzene (π–system) and a 

DNA nucleobase (edge) are strongest with A and weakest with T.94  

 

When other adducts are in the syn orientation opposite C, the pairing base typically 

preferentially adopts an extrahelical position (for example, helices containing C8-BthG,68 

C8-AP-G,43 N2-BP-G80 C8-OTB-G57 or AAII-A79 adopt the SF conformation). In stark 

contrast to MD studies on other (C8-BthG and C8-OTB-G)57, 68 adducts, the barrier to rotate 

the pairing pyrimidine out of the helix is not surpassed during the 20 ns MD simulations 

on BzG adducted DNA in the present study. Instead, the SH
P  and SH

I  conformations are 

adopted, which are more stable than natural DNA. Nevertheless, the SF conformation is 

stable during simulations initiated with an extrahelical pyrimidine and this conformation is 

in fact energetically preferred (Table 2.4). Nevertheless, the high stability of all syn-
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BzG:anti-C pairing combinations suggests that the point at which the damage occurs in a 

cell may dictate the S conformation adopted. For example, if the double helix is damaged, 

the barrier to rotate the pairing C out of the helix will likely prohibit the SF conformation 

and a conformation with C intrahelical (SH
P  or SH

I ) will form. Alternatively, if the DNA base 

is damaged when bound to a protein, steric constraints imposed by the protein will likely 

regulate the BzG adducted DNA conformation. Finally, if in the rare instance single-

stranded DNA is damaged, then the SF conformation may be adopted upon complexion 

with the complementary strand due to the anticipated intrinsic flexibility of BzG in single-

stranded DNA.   

 

Although the SF conformation has been most widely cited in the literature, 43, 57, 68, 80, 84 the 

SWC
I  conformer has been observed for a variety of polyaromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) 

adducts, including the minor groove N2-G and major groove N6-A adducts.85-90 Although 

BzG is a relatively small adduct with one ring in the bulky moiety, the PAH adducts that 

form the SWC
I conformation are composed of four or five fused rings. Furthermore, BzG 

gains the flexibility required to both intercalate and hydrogen bond through the –CH2– 

linker, while the PAHs obtain the required flexibility through the puckering of a six-

membered ring in the bulky group. Regardless, the larger PAHs lead to helical distortions. 

The global changes to the DNA helix formed upon incorporate of the BzG adduct will be 

discussed in the following section. 

 

2.4.5. Distortion to the DNA Helix: Despite the large variation in the helical location of 

the bulky BzG moiety in DNA, no conformation of any nucleobase pairing combination 
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distorts the DNA helix through, for example, the introduction of a bulge or kink. 

Furthermore, any deviations in the helical parameters for BzG adducted DNA are consistent 

with the dynamics of natural helices.95 Indeed, DNA is known to be flexible, with 

deviations in helical parameters (such as roll and twist) of up to 20° occurring with a change 

in the base pair sequence.95 The general lack of distortion in the SH
I  structures is particularly 

noteworthy since there is little space between the base pairs in DNA (average calculated 

rise of 3.334 Å, Table A.2, Appendix A) to accommodate a bulky moiety. In fact, the 

average rise in DNA is comparable to the preferred vertical separation between stacked π–

systems (~3.4 Å).96 Indeed, many compounds that intercalate between stacked base pairs 

have been developed for pharmaceutical and scientific applications, and these compounds 

generally distort DNA97-99 through unwinding (decrease in the twist angle), and/or an 

increase in the distance between neighboring base pairs (rise). The lack of helical distortion 

in BzG adducted DNA is consistent with previous findings that small adducts (with 

substituents composed of a single ring) generally do not significantly distort the helix, while 

larger DNA adducts (with bulkier substituents composed of multiple rings) cause notable 

helical distortion.49, 68, 86, 87, 100 For example, the bulky (-)-trans-anti–DB[a,l]P-N6-dA 

adduct, which adopts the SWC
I conformation opposite thymine, leads to an up to 38.6° 

deviation in the twist or 3.8 Å deviation in the rise in the adducted region,87 while the 

smaller phenoxyl-G adducts does not cause helical distortion.49  

 

2.4.6. Preferred Conformation about the Glycosidic Bond: Previous studies of C8-G 

adducts propose that a balance between unfavourable backbone–bulky moiety steric 

repulsion and favourable sugar–bulky moiety hydrogen bonding dictates the 
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conformational preference about the glycosidic bond,57, 101, 102 which in turn influences the 

mutagenic and toxic consequences of adduct formation. However, the O6 bulky moiety in 

BzG does not interact with the DNA backbone. Therefore, the anti conformation is 

intrinsically preferred over the syn conformation in the nucleoside model as found for 

canonical G.103 Nevertheless, the anti/syn energy difference is small (< 2 kJ mol-1 for the 

BzG nucleotide model). Therefore, the anti/syn preference of the adduct in DNA will be 

dictated by discrete interactions between BzG and the neighboring bases. Indeed, 

stabilizing interactions can cause a single structure to be adopted. For example, O6-POB-

G, which also contains a flexible linker, adopts only the anti orientation in DNA due to a 

strong hydrogen bond between the bulky moiety and pairing C.41 

 

Within the DNA helix, the anti orientation of some previously studied G adducts have been 

stabilized through strong Watson-Crick hydrogen bonding with the opposing  

base.21, 49, 68, 83, 104 In contrast, favourable stacking interactions with the flanking 

nucleobases have stabilized the syn conformation of previously studied adducts.21, 49, 51, 57, 

68, 83, 104 In the case of BzG, the preference for the anti or syn BzG orientation depends at 

least in part on discrete interactions with the bulky moiety. For example, the hydrogen-

bond strength between an opposing syn–G and anti–BzG (–7 to –12 kJ mol–1, Tables 2.2 

and A.3, Appendix A) is significantly smaller than between an opposing anti–G and syn–

BzG (–36 to  

–52 kJ mol–1). Furthermore, the discrete stacking interactions for the adducted pair are 

larger for syn–BzG (–125 to –129 kJ mol–1) than anti–BzG (–86 to –116 kJ mol–1). The 

stronger discrete BzG interactions explain the greater calculated stability of the adducted 

helix with syn–BzG rather than anti–BzG opposing natural G.  
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Nevertheless, the anti/syn equilibrium of BzG in the DNA helix is not always simply 

dictated by discrete nucleobase interactions as discussed for G. For example, although the 

hydrogen-bonding (–42 kJ mol–1 for anti–BzG and –3 or –46 kJ mol–1 for syn–BzG) and 

stacking (–133 kJ mol–1 for anti–BzG and –110 to –143 kJ mol–1 for syn–BzG) interactions 

for the adducted BzG:C pair are either just as strong or stronger for the anti–BzG, the syn 

conformation is overall energetically preferred (Tables 2.2, 2.4, and A.3, Appendix A). 

Some reasons for the increased stabilization of the syn conformation include the increased 

solvation of the hydrophobic benzyl moiety in the  BWC
G  conformation, which has been 

discussed in the literature for other adducts such as Bth-G,68 PhOH-G,49 PhO-G,51  

AAF-G105 and IQ-G.106 Additionally, for the SF conformation, which has the smallest 

calculated hydrogen-bonding and reported stacking energies, contains additional discrete 

interactions with the extrahelical C that are not accounted for in our calculations of the 

discrete intrahelical interactions. Thus, the BzG adduct displays an anti/syn conformational 

heterogeneity that is highly dependent on the opposing base and the conformation of 

adducted DNA. 

 

2.4.7. Preferred Base Pairing: According to MD simulations, the preferred base pairing 

of BzG is syn–BzG:anti–C > syn–BzG:anti–T > syn–BzG:anti–G > anti–BzG:anti–T ≈ 

anti–BzG:syn–A ≈ anti–BzG:anti–C (Table 2.4). In fact, syn–BzG:anti–C forms a more 

stable helix than the corresponding natural DNA due to particularly strong π–interactions 

between the BzG base pair and the flanking bases. Therefore, C may be incorporated 

opposite BzG at a higher rate than any other nucleobase. If the syn-BzG conformation is 
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adopted, pairing with T may also occur. Alternatively, if the anti-BzG conformation is 

adopted, helices of equal stability can be obtained with C, A or T incorporated opposite the 

lesion. Therefore, the nucleobase incorporated may be largely dependent on the polymerase 

used to replicate the DNA adduct as discussed in the next section.  

 

2.4.8. Biological Implications: The alteration of a DNA nucleobase through the formation 

of a bulky adduct or an alkylation product can result in the incorrect replication or 

transcription of DNA, which can lead to mutations and, in the long term, cause cancer, 

premature aging or cardiovascular disease.1-4 Large DNA lesions are typically removed by 

the nucleotide excision repair (NER) pathway, which relies on changes to DNA structure 

upon incorporation of a lesion to identify damaged sites.107 Since BzG does not deform 

DNA, this lesion may not be readily repaired by NER, with the potential exception of the 

extrahelical (SF) structures, but will likely be repaired by O6-alkylguanine-DNA 

alkyltransferase.14 Therefore, BzG may lead to a high rate of mutation upon processing by 

biological machinery. 

 

When BzG adducted DNA is replicated by Dpo4, C is inserted most frequently opposite 

BzG (70%), while A and T are also inserted (15% each).38 The preferential incorporation 

of C is explained by the high stability of the strand with syn-BzG paired opposite this 

nucleobase (Table 2.4), which is in fact more stable in several conformations than natural 

DNA. This finding also explains the low rate of mutation when BzG is replicated by 

Dpo4.29, 38 Nevertheless, a crystallography study of the replication of BzG adducted DNA 

by Dpo4 reveals only the anti orientation of the adduct bound in the enzymatic active site.38 
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Thus, the BzG conformation adopted may be different in a double strand versus when 

bound to a polymerase.  

 

Experiments suggest that G is never incorporated opposite BzG by Dpo4.29, 38 Although 

this initially appears to contradict our calculated relative helix stabilities (Table 2.4), 

modeling syn–BzG:anti–G in the Dpo4 active site reveals a less than 1 Å separation 

between N2 of BzG and Nη of R332 when the syn–BzG conformation with the bulky 

moiety in the minor groove is adopted (Figure A.6, Appendix A). Nevertheless, the syn–

BzG:anti–C pair (in the SH
P  or SH

I  conformation) with the bulky moiety intercalated into the 

helix (rather than in the minor groove) is possible due to reduced steric repulsion with R332 

in this syn-BzG orientation.  

 

The relative BzG pairing with A and T is dependent on the polymerase considered, with 

equal (15%) incorporation by Dpo438 and preference for T by Pol η leads to a different 

proportion of pairing nucleotides (55% C, 31% T, 11% A).32 This can be understood based 

on the possible adducted DNA conformations. Specifically, there is not space in the Dpo4 

active site to accommodate the extrahelical T conformation opposite syn-BzG and the 

remaining anti-BzG conformations opposite T and A have similar energetics, which 

explains the experimental data. In contrast, all T and A BzG pairing conformations may be 

structurally feasible in the Pol η active site. Therefore, the close structural resemblance of 

the anti–BzG:anti–T rather than anti–BzG:syn–A base pair to G:C, coupled with the greater 

stability of BzG pairing with T, may be responsible for the observed preferred insertion of 

T over A by Pol η.  
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With the preferred BzG base pairings understood, the mutagenic behaviour can be 

considered. Although BzG will most likely pair with C, the syn–BzG:anti–C pair may be 

mutagenic due to the substantially different structure (intercalated with or without an 

extrahelical C) than natural G:C. Indeed, the replication of intercalated adducts (with or 

without and extrahelical pairing base) is known to cause frameshift mutations,26 and 

therefore the adoption of intercalated conformations explains the frameshift mutations 

observed when BzG is replicated by pol η.32 Additionally, the (high anti) orientation of the 

C opposing BzG in the SH
P  or SH

I  conformation may change the preferred C pairing upon 

replication. In the anti-BzG orientation, helices of equal stability are formed with BzG 

paired opposite A, T and C, and therefore there is the potential for mispairing upon 

replication. In particular, the incorporation of A opposite BzG can lead to G  T 

transversion mutations, while the incorporation of T opposite BzG can lead to G  A 

transition mutations, which agrees with the experimentally-observed pairing, and 

subsequent detection of transition and transversion mutations.38  

 

In summary, the significant flexibility within the BzG moiety and about the glycosidic bond 

in the corresponding nucleoside and nucleotide is observed in all DNA models considered 

in the present work. This flexibility leads to many different DNA conformations, including 

unique T-shaped conformations and a variety of intercalated structures that have yet to be 

explicitly discussed for other DNA adducts. The conformation of BzG adopted in DNA is 

greatly dependent on a number of factors, including the pairing nucleotide, the discrete 

interactions in the helix and the solvation of the benzyl moiety. This in turn leads to a 
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complicated mutagenic and toxic profile that may invoke pairing with natural C, mispairs, 

or deletion mutations. Further studies with various DNA polymerases are required to fully 

explain the biological consequences of the BzG adduct. 
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Chapter 3: Conformational Flexibility of the Benzyl-guanine Adduct in a 

Bypass Polymerase Active Site Permits Replication: Insights from 

Molecular Dynamics Simulationsa,b,c 

 
3.1. Introduction 

Many endogenous and exogenous substances, such as hormones, tobacco, processed meats, 

and by-products from the combustion of fossil fuels, damage our DNA through the 

formation of DNA addition products (adducts).1-4 The DNA adducts identified to date 

involve different nucleobases (i.e., A, G, T, or C), sites of carcinogen attachment (e.g., N2, 

O6, or C8 of dG), carcinogen–nucleobase linker atoms (e.g., N, O, or C), and chemical 

composition of the carcinogen (e.g., the ring number, size, aromaticity, and substitution, as 

well as presence, length, conjugation, and substitution of the alkyl chain between the 

nucleobase and bulky moiety ring).5, 6 To accompany this chemical diversity, DNA adducts 

exhibit a range of biological outcomes. For example, among the well-studied N-linked C8-

dG adducts, the single-ringed N-linked C8-aniline-dG lesion lacks potent mutagenicity,7 

while N-linked C8-dG adducts with larger bulky moieties (e.g., aminofluorene (AF), 1-

nitropyrene (AP), 3-nitrobenzanthrone (ABA), and 8-[(3-methyl-3H-imidazo[4,5-

f]quinolin-2-yl)amino] (IQ)) exhibit potent, diverse mutagenic profiles, including base 

mispairs and deletion mutations.8-10 As a result, these large lesions have been associated 

a Chemical Research in Toxicology reference style used throughout this chapter 
 
b Reprinted with permission from Wilson, K. A., and Wetmore, S. D. (2017). 
Conformational flexibility of the benzyl-guanine adduct in a bypass polymerase active 
site permits replication: Insights from molecular dynamics simulations. Chem. Res. 
Toxicol., 30, 2013-2022. 

c K.A.W. performed calculations, data analysis and wrote the first draft of the manuscript. 
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with various diseases, including bladder,11 colorectal,12 oral,13 and pharyngeal cancer,13 as 

well as inflammatory bowel disease.14 

 

 

Figure 3.1. Structure of the Bz-dG nucleoside with the bulky moiety highlighted in red. 
Definitions of key dihedral angles and the sequence context considered in MD simulations are 

provided (with anti or syn-Bz-dG, or dG at the G* position). 
 

 

The mutagenicity of DNA adducts arises from their effects on the process of DNA 

replication.1-4 In general, the active sites of standard (replicative) DNA polymerases are 

unable to accommodate bulky nucleobase lesions and thus an alternative process known as 

translesion synthesis (TLS) is required to copy past DNA adducts.15 TLS (bypass) 

polymerases are more flexible and have much less sterically constrained active sites than 

replicative polymerases, which allow these enzymes to replicate a wide variety of 

nucleobase lesions. As a consequence of this adaptability, TLS polymerases have been 

reported to have lower processivity, efficiency, and accuracy than replicative 

polymerases.15 Nevertheless, since the first general information about TLS polymerases 

was only obtained ~ 15 years ago,15, 16 there are currently many unknowns about this 

replication pathway.  
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Recent literature has shown that the TLS past a nucleobase damaged site can be divided 

into three general stages: 1) binding of the adduct in the bypass polymerase active site prior 

to dNTP binding (i.e., the pre-insertion complex), 2) insertion of a dNTP opposite the lesion 

(i.e., the insertion complex), and 3) replication of the 5′ base(s) with respect to the lesion 

(i.e., the extension complex(es)).15, 17 Previous work has illustrated that bypass polymerases 

process damaged DNA through these steps less efficiently than natural DNA. Furthermore, 

research on adducted DNA replication has demonstrated that the mutagenic behavior and 

the inability to replicate damaged DNA may stem from problems at different stages in the 

TLS process. For example, the AF18  and IQ19 adducts can lead to insertion of the incorrect 

nucleotides, and the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH)20 and acetylaminofluorene 

(AAF)21 adducts can block dNTP insertion, while the 3-nitrobenzanthrone (3-NBA)22 and 

AP23 adducts can prevent extension. Therefore, gaining structural information along the 

entire TLS pathway is paramount for uncovering the function of this critical class of 

enzymes and understanding how DNA adducts are processed in cells.  

 

The current study focuses on the TLS past an O6-dG adduct, namely O6-benzyl-guanine 

(Bz-dG, Figure 3.1). In general, O6-dG adducts are some of the most mutagenic and 

carcinogenic lesions currently identified in the literature to date.24-26 Furthermore, O6-dG 

adducts are particularly intriguing due to their modified dG Watson-Crick hydrogen-

bonding face (i.e., N1 is a hydrogen-bond acceptor rather than a hydrogen-bond donor). 

The Bz-dG adduct is of specific interest since it is a chemotherapeutic agent and related to 

adducts formed from known carcinogens, including tobacco.27 Furthermore, Bz-dG has 
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been investigated experimentally as an informative, yet simple, model to gain an 

understanding of the replication of O6-dG lesions.28-31  

 

Experimental kinetics studies have revealed that the replication of Bz-dG primarily results 

in successful dCTP insertion (i.e., ~ 70% of the replication products contain the Bz-dG:dC 

base pair).28, 29, 32 However, dTTP28, 29 and dATP28, 29 misincorporation has also been 

reported, with the insertion frequency depending on the TLS polymerase considered (i.e., 

DNA polymerase IV (Dpo4) or REV1, as well as human polymerase η, ι, δ or κ), and the 

experimental approach implemented (i.e., steady state kinetics, pre-steady state kinetics, 

gel electrophoresis, or mass spectrometry). To complement these experimental studies, 

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations on DNA duplexes containing Bz-dG mismatches33 

and the corresponding DNA–Dpo4 insertion complexes34 have provided atomic level 

structural explanations for the observed mutagenicity associated with Bz-dG replication. 

Furthermore, X-ray crystal structures of the Dpo4 extension complex have provided key 

structural data about the extension stage of the TLS process.28 However, experimental 

steady state kinetic studies have also shown that a replication step prior to or during bond 

formation is significantly slower for Bz-dG than dG replication.28 While it has been 

proposed that Bz-dG inhibits the nucleotidyl-transfer reaction,28, 29 neither the pre-insertion 

complex nor the nucleotidyl-transfer reaction has been investigated for Bz-dG replication 

in order to rationalize this experimental observation. This lack of information arises at least 

in part due to the short-lived nature of the pre-insertion complex, as well as transition states 

along the reaction pathway, and thus challenges associated with crystallization of relevant 

DNA–polymerase complexes. 
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Since computational chemistry has been shown to be an important tool for gaining insight 

into the function of DNA polymerases (see, for example, 8, 35-48), and can readily provide 

key information about short-lived species, the present work uses computer calculations to 

gain molecular level details of the TLS stages prior to the bond formation reaction for the 

nonmutagenic insertion of dCTP opposite Bz-dG. Specifically, 100 ns production MD 

simulations were used to study the pre-insertion and insertion complexes for Dpo4 

replication of Bz-dG at physiological salt concentrations. Since a previous computational 

study on Bz-dG adducted DNA suggests that the lesion may adopt either the anti or syn 

orientation in the double helix opposite dC,33 both anti and syn-Bz-dG were bound within 

the Dpo4 active site to determine the impact of this potential conformational heterogeneity 

on the structure of the pre-insertion and insertion complexes. Furthermore, to provide a 

basis for evaluating the adducted DNA–polymerase complexes, the Dpo4 pre-insertion and 

insertion complexes associated with the replication of canonical dG were also modelled. 

Replication by Dpo4 is investigated since this is the most widely studied TLS polymerase 

(see, for example, 49-56) and an abundance of the experimental work on Bz-dG replication 

has been completed using Dpo4.28 By combining our newly acquired structural data with 

that previously obtained from X-ray crystal structures of the Dpo4 extension complexes for 

Bz-dG replication,28 indispensable structural details are now available at each critical stage 

of the Bz-dG TLS replication pathway. As a result, we demonstrate how a bypass 

polymerase can accommodate multiple orientations of a flexible DNA lesion at different 

stages during a single TLS replication cycle. Furthermore, although Bz-dG may also affect 

the nucleotidyl-transfer reaction, our structural insights suggest that a replication step prior 

to bond formation likely significantly affects the overall rate of lesion bypass, which 
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correlates with previous experimental observations.28 This finding emphasizes the 

importance of studying each stage of the TLS process and therefore will likely encourage 

similar future studies for other DNA adducts.   

 

3.2. Computational Details 

All starting structures for molecular dynamics simulations were derived from a crystal 

structure of the Dpo4 ternary complex corresponding to dATP insertion opposite the 5′-dT 

with respect to a benzo[a]pyrene adenine adduct (PDB ID: 1S0M).57 This crystal structure 

was chosen from other available Dpo4 ternary complexes due to the preserved substrate 

(i.e., the presence of a deoxyribose instead of dideoxyribose at the 3′-primer terminus and 

the presence of a canonical dNTP) and absence of mutations to the enzyme. However, Ca2+ 

ions were used to prevent the reaction and allow crystallization, which like any 

crystallization condition may affect the enzyme structure and/or may trap the system into a 

small part of the configurational space. Nevertheless, the coordination of the Ca2+ ions 

mimics that of the catalytically essential Mg2+ ions. Furthermore, the orientation of the 

1S0M active site is conserved in 45 other crystal structures of Dpo4 ternary complexes 

obtained through a variety of crystallization conditions (see Figure B.1 and Appendix B for 

a list of the crystal structures considered). This comparison supports that we are not 

neglecting critical orientations of active site amino acids by focusing on one crystal 

structure.  

 

The starting structures for the MD simulations were built from the 1S0M crystal structure 

by modifying the template DNA strand sequence to 5′–CG*CCATCGCC with dG or Bz-

dG at the G* position. Pre-insertion complexes were generated for anti and syn-Bz-dG, and 
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anti-dG in the Dpo4 active site with no pairing dNTP, while insertion complexes include 

dCTP opposite the same nucleoside conformations. Two divalent ions (Ca405 and Ca408) 

were trapped during crystallization in a position that affords coordination to the phosphate 

backbone of the solvent exposed DNA, and therefore were removed since they do not 

interact with the polymerase and do not affect the active site conformation (Figure B.1, 

Appendix B). The two remaining crystallographic divalent ions (Ca403 and Ca404) possess 

active site positions and coordination consistent with previous research on TLS 

polymerases. Specifically, previous literature has established that the nucleotidyl-transfer 

reaction is dependent on two active-site divalent metal cations (typically Mg2+), one of 

which assists dNTP binding (denoted the binding Mg2+ ion) through coordination to 

Asp7(Oδ2), Phe8(O), Asp105(Oδ2), dNTP(PαO1), dNTP(PβO1), and dNTP(PγO1), and 

the second of which assist catalysis (denoted the catalytic Mg2+ ion) through coordination 

to the primer terminus (O3′), Glu106(Oε1), Asp7(Oδ1), dNTP(PαO2), Asp105(Oδ1), and 

a water molecule (Figure B.2, Appendix B). Additionally, recent kinetic,58-60 time-lapsed 

X-ray crystallography,61-64 and computational studies65-68 have concluded that the binding 

Mg2+ ion enters the active site with the dNTP, while the catalytic Mg2+ ion moves into the 

active site when the reaction coordinate is aligned. Therefore, Ca403 and Ca404 were 

removed for the pre-insertion complexes, and Ca403 and Ca404 were changed to catalytic 

Mg2+ ions for the insertion complexes in order to assess the structure of the complex 

directly prior to the nucleotidyl-transfer reaction.  

 

The resulting complexes were prepared for simulation by adding hydrogen atoms to 

generate the natural protonation states of all DNA and protein residues. Furthermore, the 

systems were neutralized with Na+, solvated with a periodic TIP3P water box such that the 
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sides are 10 Å from the solute, and buffered with 150 mM NaCl. All amino acids, 

undamaged nucleotides, ions (Na+ and Cl–), and water were modeled with the AMBER 

ff14SB force field. Bz-dG was described using parameters previously published by our 

group,33 Mg2+ ions were described using the parameters from Allner et al.,68 and dCTP 

parameters were adapted from the literature.67 In the simulations, the SHAKE algorithm 

was used to constrain covalent bonds involving hydrogen and the particle mesh Ewald 

algorithm was used for long range electrostatic interactions, with a nonbonded cutoff of  

8.0 Å.  

 

Each DNA–Dpo4 complex was subjected to minimization, equilibration, and production 

steps using the pmemd module of Amber 14.69 The first minimization phase involved 1000 

steps of steepest decent minimization, followed by 3000 steps of conjugate gradient 

minimization, with a 500 kcal mol–1 Å–2 force constraint on the protein and DNA. Next, the 

DNA was minimized using 1000 steps of steepest decent, followed by 3000 steps of 

conjugate gradient minimization, with a 500 kcal mol–1 Å–2 force constraint on the protein. 

Finally, 1000 steps of steepest decent minimization, followed by 4000 steps of conjugate 

gradient minimization were performed on the entire system. Subsequently, the equilibration 

phase was completed using a Langevin thermostat (γ = 1.0) to heat the system from 0 to 

300 K over 20 ps, with a 10 kcal mol–1 Å–2 force constraint on the protein and DNA. To 

explore the active site conformational space, this process was repeated for several (up to 

15) starting configurations. Since comparison of 46 crystal structures of Dpo4 ternary 

complexes suggests that the crystallization conditions do not significantly change the active 

site conformation, these starting configurations differed in the conformation and binding 

orientation of the template base (pre-insertion and insertion complexes) and pairing dCTP 
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(insertion complexes) in order to explore the template base alignment and lesion site 

hydrogen bonding. Furthermore, since previous work has indicated that Bz-dG is a highly 

flexible adduct as both an isolated nucleoside and within a DNA duplex, different 

conformations about key Bz-dG dihedral angles were considered. Based on each starting 

configuration, short (< 20 ns) production simulations were performed at 330 K. For each 

DNA–polymerase complex, a starting configuration was chosen for a final 100 ns 

unrestrained production simulation that best represents a catalytic complex based on 

previously determined criteria.8, 35 The production simulation was performed at 330 K using 

a 2 fs time step.  

 

Analysis of the simulations was performed with the cpptraj module of Amber 14.69 

Specifically, hydrogen-bonding occupancies are reported as the percentage of simulation 

time that the heavy atom distance is < 3.4 Å and the hydrogen-bonding angle is > 120°. 

Furthermore, Linear Interaction Energies were used to evaluate the strength of stacking 

(van der Waals component) and hydrogen-bonding (electrostatic component) interactions. 

Over the 100 ns production trajectories, all complexes showed a stable rmsd of the DNA 

and protein backbone atoms with respect to the first frame of the corresponding simulation 

(Table B.1, Appendix B).  

 

3.3. Results 

3.3.1. Replication of Canonical dG.  

3.3.1.1. Pre-insertion Complex. In the pre-insertion complex (Figure 3.2a), dG adopts the 

anti orientation about the glycosidic bond (χ=236.1±22.0°) and the C2′-endo sugar pucker 

dominant in canonical DNA duplexes (Table B.1, Appendix B). The position of dG in the 
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Dpo4 active site is maintained through hydrogen bonds between the dG phosphate moiety, 

and Arg331(NωH) and Ser34(OγH) (96 and 20% occupancy, respectively; Figure B.3a, 

Appendix B). Although there are no hydrogen bonds between the dG nucleobase and Dpo4, 

and the interactions between dG and the 5′-intrastrand dC are insignificant (–0.5±0.5 

kcal/mol), the position of the dG base is stabilized through stacking interactions with the 

3′-intrastrand dC (–6.1±0.9 kcal/mol; Figure 3.2a and Table B.2, Appendix B). As 

expected, translocation of dG into the active site does not affect the canonical base pairing 

of 3′–dC:dG, which contains three hydrogen bonds (99–100% occupancy), a C1′–C1′ 

distance of 10.740±0.163 Å, and an interaction strength of –28.1±2.8 kcal/mol (Tables B.3, 

Appendix B). Furthermore, interactions between the phosphate backbone of 3′–dC:dG and 

Dpo4 help stabilize the pre-insertion complex. Specifically, the phosphate moiety of 3′–dC 

hydrogen bonds with Arg332(NωH), Arg332(NϵH), and Thr250(OγH) (> 99% occupancy), 

while the phosphate moiety of 3′–G hydrogen bonds with Lys152(NζH) (74% occupancy; 

Figure B.4a, Appendix B). Most importantly, the anti nucleoside conformation directs the 

dG Watson-Crick hydrogen-bond face towards a void in the Dpo4 active site (Figure 3.2a), 

which leaves space for dNTP binding opposite dG during the next stage of TLS.  

 

3.3.1.2. Insertion Complex. In the dG:dCTP insertion complex (Figure 3.3a), both dG and 

dCTP adopt the anti glycosidic orientation (χ= 255.5±12.9 and 225.5±10.1°, respectively; 

Table B.1, Appendix B). However, while dG adopts the canonical B-DNA C2′-endo 

pucker, the dCTP adopts the C1′–exo sugar pucker. The incoming dCTP forms canonical 

Watson-Crick bonding with dG (with each hydrogen bond having > 99% occupancy), 

which results in a dG:dCTP pair with a C1′–C1′ distance of 10.773±0.138 Å, and an 

interaction strength of –30.7±2.7 kcal/mol  (Figure 3.4).  The  position of  dG is  maintained  
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Figure 3.2. Representative MD structures and corresponding average (AMBER) stacking 

interactions between dG* and the 3′–base pair in the (a) dG, (b) anti-Bz-dG, and (c) syn-Bz-dG 
pre-insertion complexes for replication by Dpo4. 

 
 

in the Dpo4 active site through hydrogen bonds between the dG phosphate moiety and 

Arg331(NωH) (69% occupancy; Figure 3.5, left). However, no interactions occur between 

Dpo4, and the nucleobases of dG or dCTP. Instead, the locations of the dG and dCTP bases 

are stabilized through interactions within DNA (Figure 3.3d). Specifically, significant 

stacking occurs between dG and the 3′–dC, and dCTP and the 3′–dG (~ –6 kcal/mol each; 

Table B.2, Appendix B). In contrast, minimal stacking occurs between dG, and the 5′–dC 

or 3′–dG, and dCTP and the 3′–dG (each weaker than –2 kcal/mol, Table B.2, Appendix 

B). The position of dCTP is further stabilized by many interactions with Dpo4 (Figure 3.5, 

right). Specifically, the γ-phosphate moiety hydrogen bonds with Arg51(NωH), 

Lys159(NζH), Tyr48(OH), and Tyr10(NH) (40–100% occupancy), while the β-phosphate 
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moiety hydrogen bonds with Thr45(OH) (67% occupancy) and Phe11(NH) (100% 

occupancy), and finally dNTP(O3′) hydrogen bonds with Tyr12(NH) (86% occupancy).  

 

 
Figure 3.3. Representative MD structures of the (a) dG, (b) anti-Bz-dG, and (c) syn-Bz-dG 
insertion complexes for replication by Dpo4, and (d) the corresponding average (AMBER) 

stacking interactions between the dG*:dCTP and 3′–dC:dG pair. 
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As expected, the insertion of dCTP opposite dG does not affect the structure of the 

previously replicated 3′–dC:dG pair, which has a C1′–C1′ distance of 10.728±0.158 Å, 

three canonical Watson-Crick hydrogen bonds (> 99% occupancy), and an interaction 

energy of –28.9±2.6 kcal/mol (Table B.3, Appendix B). As discussed for the pre-insertion 

complexes, the location of the 3′–dC phosphate moiety is maintained through hydrogen 

bonds with Arg332(NωH), Arg332(NϵH), and Thr250(OγH) (> 95% occupancy), and the 

phosphate moiety of the 3′ interstand dG hydrogen bonds with Lys152(NζH) (53% 

occupancy; Figure 3.5). Although Na+ ions in solution transiently coordinate with the 

solvent exposed phosphate moieties of the bound DNA throughout the simulation, no 

additional ions migrate into the active site. 

 
Figure 3.4. Representative MD structures and corresponding average (AMBER) hydrogen-bond 

strength between dG* and dCTP in the (a) dG, (b) anti-Bz-dG, and (c) syn-Bz-dG insertion 
complexes for replication by Dpo4. 
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Figure 3.5. Occupancies of hydrogen bonds between the template strand (blue) or dCTP and 

primer strand (green), and the surrounding amino acid residues in the (a) dG, (b) anti-Bz-dG, and 
(c) syn-Bz-dG insertion complexes for replication by Dpo4. 

 

Previous literature has identified several factors that must favorably align for the 

nucleotidyl-transfer reaction to occur. Specifically, the positions of the dNTP and terminal 

O3′ of the primer must be maintained through octahedral coordination of the two catalytic 

Mg2+ ions (Figure B.2, Appendix B).42, 45, 70 Furthermore, the distance between the α-

phosphate of the dNTP and the terminal O3′ of the primer strand must approach the van 

der Waals radii for O and P (3.5 Å), while X-ray and computational studies indicate that 

the in-line attack angle [ O3′(primer 3′ end)–Pα(dNTP)–Oαβ(dNTP)] should range 

between 150 and 180°.42, 45, 70 The dG:dCTP insertion complex studied in the present work 

contains the expected coordination of the Mg2+ ions (11 of the 12 coordination distances < 

2.5 Å for > 90% of the simulation), average Pα–O3′ distance (3.529±0.158 Å), and in-line 

attack angle (168.8±5.8°; Table B.4, Appendix B).  

 

3.3.2. Replication of Bz-dG.  

3.3.2.1. Pre-insertion Complex. In the absence of an opposing dNTP, Bz-dG can readily 

adopt the anti (χ=246.4±15.1°) or syn (χ=42.0±15.7°) orientation about the glycosidic bond 

in the Dpo4 active site (Figure 3.2b), and the C2′-endo or C1′-exo sugar pucker, 
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respectively (Table B.1, Appendix B). Regardless of the glycosidic orientation, the lesion 

is bound in the active site through hydrogen bonds between the Bz-dG phosphate moiety, 

and Arg331(NωH) and Ser34(OγH) (> 83 and > 33% occupancy, respectively; Figure B.3b, 

Appendix B). However, no interactions occur between Dpo4 and the Bz-dG nucleobase or 

carcinogenic moiety. As a result, Bz-dG displays a high degree of conformational 

flexibility within the alkyl chain of the bulky moiety (θ=149.9±52.3 or 1.2±50.1°, for anti 

or syn-Bz-dG, respectively), as well as rotation of the phenyl ring (ξ=3.9±97.9 or 

355.0±58.3°, for anti or syn-Bz-dG, respectively; Table B.1, Appendix B). However, there 

is little variation in φ (177.9±12.7 or 179.0±9.8°, for anti or syn-Bz-dG, respectively; Table 

B.1, Appendix B) such that the lesion adopts an extended conformation throughout the 

simulation (Figure 3.2b). The Bz-dG conformation within the Dpo4 active site consistently 

places the carcinogenetic moiety above the 3′-interstrand dG (Figures 3.2 and B.5, 

Appendix B). Nevertheless, the carcinogenic group of anti-Bz-dG is positioned towards N1 

(θ≈180°), while that of syn-Bz-dG is positioned towards N7 (θ≈0°), which affords 

maximum overlap with the 3′–interstrand dG for each glycosidic orientation.   

 

Regardless of the glycosidic orientation, this intercalated orientation leads to strong 

stacking interactions between the adduct, and the 3′–dC and 3′–dG (each ~ –7 kcal/mol), 

while a minimal interaction occurs between Bz-dG and the 5′–dC (~ –1 kcal/mol; Figure 

3.2c and Table B.2, Appendix B). Despite interactions between the lesion and the 

previously replicated base pair, Bz-dG does not affect the canonical base pairing of 3′–

dC:dG, which contains three hydrogen bonds (with > 97% occupancy), a C1′–C1′ distance 

of ~ 10.7 Å, and an interaction energy of ~ –28 kcal/mol (Tables B.3, Appendix B). 

Furthermore, the phosphate moiety of the 3′–dC hydrogen bonds with Arg332(NωH), 
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Arg332(NϵH) and Thr250(OγH) (> 92% occupancy), and the phosphate moiety of the 3′–

dG hydrogen bonds with Lys152(NζH) (> 76% occupancy, Figure B.4, Appendix B).  

 

3.3.2.2. Insertion Complex. When dCTP (χ=232.3±16.2° for anti-Bz-dG or 255.6±14.8° 

for syn-Bz-dG) is placed opposite anti (χ=267.2±13.7°) or syn (χ=29.3±14.8°) Bz-dG in the 

Dpo4 active site (Figures 3.3b and c), dCTP and Bz-dG adopt the C1′–exo or C2′–endo 

sugar pucker (Table B.1, Appendix B). While anti-Bz-dG forms a wobble base pair with 

the incoming dCTP that contains two hydrogen bonds, namely Bz-dG(N1)·· ·dCTP(N4H) 

and Bz-dG(N2H)···dCTP(N3) (69 and 70% occupancy, respectively; Figure 3.4b), syn-Bz-

dG forms a single dG(N7)·· ·dCTP(N4H) hydrogen bond (92% occupancy; Figure 3.4c). 

The Bz-dG:dCTP hydrogen-bonding interaction is –5.4±2.9 or –6.6±1.7 kcal/mol for anti 

or syn-Bz-dG, respectively.   

 

No interactions occur between the carcinogenic moiety, or the Bz-dG or dCTP nucleobases, 

and Dpo4. The lack of Dpo4 interactions with Bz-dG allows for significant rotation about 

key dihedral angles in the carcinogenic moiety. As a result, there is variation in the 

conformation of the alkyl chain (standard deviation in θ up to ~ 116°) and the position of 

the phenyl ring (standard deviation in ξ up to ~ 93°; Table B.1, Appendix B). However, 

Bz-dG remains in an extended conformation (φ ~ 180 with a standard deviation < 10°; 

Table B.1, Appendix B), with the bulky moiety solvent exposed in the major groove (Figure 

3.3b and c).  
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The locations of the bases in the newly forming Bz-dG:dCTP pair are stabilized by stacking 

between the adduct and the 3′–dC (~ –6.8±0.9 or –5.9±0.7 kcal/mol for anti or syn-Bz-dG, 

respectively), and dCTP and the 3′–dG (–5.0±1.0 or –3.1±0.9 kcal/mol for anti or syn-Bz-

dG, respectively). Additionally, regardless of the glycosidic orientation, weak interactions 

occur between Bz-dG, and the 5′–dC or 3′–dG, and dCTP and the 3′–dC (each < ~ –2 

kcal/mol; Figure 3.3d and Table B.3, Appendix B).  

 

Bz-dG is bound in the active site through a hydrogen bond between the phosphate moiety 

and Arg331(NωH) (> 73% occupancy; Figure 3.5, left). Furthermore, regardless of the Bz-

dG glycosidic bond orientation, the position of the incoming dCTP is maintained through 

interactions between the dCTP backbone and Dpo4 (Figure 3.5, right). Specifically, the γ-

phosphate moiety hydrogen bonds with Arg51(NωH), Lys159(NζH), and Tyr10(NH) (> 

80% occupancy), while Tyr48(OH) hydrogen bonds with the γ-phosphate moiety (> 42% 

occupancy), and the β-phosphate moiety hydrogen bonds with Thr45(OH), and Phe11(NH) 

(> 49% or 100% occupancy, respectively). A hydrogen bond also exists between 

dNTP(O3′) and Tyr12(NH) (> 52% occupancy).  

 

The 3′–dG:dC pair retains three canonical Watson-Crick hydrogen bonds (> 92% 

occupancy), an average C1′–C1′ distance of  10.6–10.7 Å, and an average interaction 

energy of  –27 to – 29 kcal/mol (Table B.3, Appendix B). The location of the 3′–dC 

phosphate moiety is maintained through hydrogen bonds with Arg332 and Thr250 (> 95% 

occupancy), while the phosphate moiety of the 3′–interstand dG hydrogen bonds with 

Lys152 (> 76% occupancy, Figure B.4c, Appendix B). Furthermore, Na+ ions in the 
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solution coordinate with the solvent exposed phosphate moieties of the DNA helix, but no 

additional ions migrate into the active site. The coordination of the active site Mg2+ ions is 

catalytic, with > 90% occupancy of a distance of < 2.5 Å for 11 of the 12 atoms coordinated 

to the Mg2+ ions (Table B.4, Appendix B). Additionally, the Pα–O3′ distance (~ 3.4 – 3.5 

Å) and the in-line attack angle (~ 168–169°; Table B.4, Appendix B) are reaction ready.  

 

3.4. Discussion 

The present work complements previous MD structural information regarding the 

mutagenic bypass of Bz-dG by Dpo434 and X-ray structural data for the associated 

extension complex.28 Indeed, when our newly acquired structural information is combined 

with previously published experimental X-ray structures of the dG and Bz-dG extension 

complexes,28 molecular insights at each stage during a single TLS replication cycle are now 

available for dG and Bz-dG. As a result, our work sheds light on the experimentally 

observed nonmutagenic replication by Dpo4 for these bases, as well as the reduced dCTP 

binding affinity and insertion efficiency for Bz-dG.  

 

 
Figure 3.6. Overlay of representative MD structures of the (a) dG (red) and anti-Bz-dG (blue), 

and (b) dG (red) and syn-Bz-dG (yellow) pre-insertion complexes for replication by Dpo4. 
 

During the first stage of TLS, the template nucleotide is positioned in the bypass 

polymerase active site prior to dNTP binding. Comparison of the Dpo4 pre-insertion 
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complexes for dG and (anti or syn) Bz-dG reveals that the template nucleotide is 

consistently held in the active site through contacts between the phosphate backbone and 

Dpo4. As a result, canonical and adducted dG adopt similar positions in the active site 

(Figure 3.6). The consistent orientation of canonical and adducted dG in Dpo4 pre-insertion 

complexes has previously been reported for the BP-dG adduct,39 which provides further 

support that DNA lesions are recognized in the active site in the same manner as their 

natural counterparts. Although strong interactions between the template nucleotide and the 

5 -base have been proposed to impede translocation of the TLS polymerase,71 no such 

contacts are observed in the dG or Bz-dG pre-insertion complexes with Dpo4. Furthermore, 

although highly stabilizing (hydrogen-bonding or stacking) interactions between the bulky 

moiety and bypass polymerases have been proposed to stall replication for other  

adducts,35, 72 no interactions between the bulky moiety and Dpo4 are observed for either 

Bz-dG glycosidic orientation. Thus, these global geometric features of the pre-insertion 

complexes are consistent with experimental data reporting bypass of dG and Bz-dG by 

Dpo4.28  

 

The orientation of dG in the Dpo4 pre-insertion complex directs the Watson-Crick 

hydrogen-bonding face toward a void in the active site (Figures 3.2a), which is the positon 

the incoming dNTP must bind to yield the corresponding insertion complex (Figures 3.3a). 

Since the dG and Bz-dG nucleotides are positioned similarly in the Dpo4 pre-insertion 

complex, the Watson-Crick hydrogen-bonding face of anti-Bz-dG adopts the same 

orientation as that of dG (Figure 3.6a). In contrast, the change in the glycosidic orientation 

results in the Hoogsteen binding face of syn-Bz-dG being directed towards the dNTP 
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binding pocket. However, for both Bz-dG conformations, the bulky moiety is positioned 

over the 3 -flanking base pair in the dNTP binding site (Figures 3.2b and 2c). This 

orientation is stabilized by stacking interactions between the 3 -flanking pair and the 

template base, which are stronger for Bz-dG than canonical dG (by up to ~ 7 kcal/mol total, 

Table B.3, Appendix B). Since this conformation orients the bulky moiety in the position 

the incoming dNTP must bind regardless of the Bz-dG glycosidic orientation, the lesion 

must likely undergo a conformational change to permit dNTP binding opposite the lesion 

in a catalytically conducive orientation. This conformational change would at least in part 

contribute to the observed weaker binding of dCTP to the Bz-dG replication complex 

compared to the corresponding dG complex.28 Interestingly, although the BP-dG lesion that 

leads to deletion mutations has been reported to be positioned similar to dG in the pre-

insertion complex, the BP-dG bulky moiety is directed into the major groove pocket in the 

active site in the pre-insertion complex,39 reflecting that the chemical structure of the lesion 

may affect early steps in the TLS process and thereby the replication outcome. 

 

Despite the additional stability the stacking interactions between Bz-dG and the 3 –flanking 

base pair provide to the pre-insertion complex, the strength of these contacts are 

significantly less than other biologically-relevant interactions (i.e., hydrogen bonding in a 

canonical dG:dC Watson-Crick pair). Furthermore, although the bulky moiety maintains 

the position above the 3 –flanking pair in the pre-insertion complex, Bz-dG exhibits 

significant conformational flexibility in the Dpo4 active site, as previously reported for 

DNA nucleoside and duplex models.33, 34 These factors suggest that Bz-dG could undergo 

a conformational change to afford dCTP binding. Although coordinating the 
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conformational change of Bz-dG with insertion of the correct dNTP is anticipated to be 

challenging, experimental studies have unanimously reported successful dCTP insertion 

during TLS by Dpo4.28, 31  

 

To gain further insight into the TLS replication cycle for Bz-dG, Dpo4 insertion complexes 

were considered with dCTP inserted opposite dG or (anti or syn) Bz-dG. Successful dCTP 

binding is achieved through positioning the bulky moiety in the major groove of the 

growing DNA duplex. Nevertheless, as found in the present work for the Dpo4 pre-

insertion complex and previous studies on DNA duplexes,33 the bulky moiety exhibits 

flexibility in this position in the Dpo4 insertion complexes. 

 

Although stable Watson-Crick hydrogen bonding occurs between a template dG and dCTP, 

less stable Bz-dG:dCTP hydrogen-bonding arises due to a reduction in the number, as well 

as occupancy, of the hydrogen bonds upon addition of the carcinogenic moiety to dG. 

Nevertheless, the wobble base pair for anti-Bz-dG and the single hydrogen bond for syn-

Bz-dG are similar to the configurations of Bz-dG:dC base pairs reported for adducted DNA 

duplexes.33 Since previous research has suggested that hydrogen bonding between the base 

being replicated and the incoming dNTP is an essential component of TLS,31, 73, 74 the 

weaker interactions for Bz-dG may hinder dCTP insertion, and thereby contribute to the 

observed decreased dCTP binding affinity and dCTP insertion efficiency opposite Bz-dG 

compared to dG.28   

 

Most importantly, within the Dpo4 insertion complexes, all DNA–protein interactions and 

DNA–DNA stacking interactions are similar, the catalytic Mg2+ ions are fully coordinated 
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in the active site, and the reaction coordinate is aligned for dCTP insertion regardless of 

whether the template base is canonical dG or damaged Bz-dG. Therefore, despite the bulky 

moiety being in the position of the incoming dNTP in the corresponding pre-insertion 

complex, dCTP can be inserted opposite dG and Bz-dG, and our results support the 

experimentally observed nonmutagenic bypass of dG and Bz-dG by Dpo4.28 This contrasts 

results from a previous computational study of the AAF-dG lesion, which maintains 

Watson-Crick hydrogen bonding, but disrupts Mg2+ coordination and dNTP–protein 

interactions,8 and therefore blocks replication bypass.21 

 

Our newly characterized structural features of the Dpo4 pre-insertion and insertion 

complexes for Bz-dG replication illustrate the ability of the lesion to adopt, and Dpo4 to 

accommodate, different template nucleotide conformations during the various replication 

stages in order to facilitate bypass. This can be clearly seen when representative MD 

structures of the pre-insertion and insertion complexes are compared to X-ray crystal 

structures of dG and Bz-dG extension complexes (Figure 3.7). Specifically, for dG 

replication, the template base and the protein backbone maintain the same orientation 

across the three key TLS stages, namely pre-insertion, insertion and extension (Figure 

3.7a). In contrast, the Bz-dG bulky moiety is positioned in the dNTP binding pocket in the 

pre-insertion complex, but maintains a similar major groove location in the insertion and 

extension complexes (Figure 3.7b). Interestingly, the orientation of Bz-dG in the extension 

complex is also consistent with the conformation reported in fully formed DNA duplexes,33 

which indicates that little conformational change will occur once dCTP has been inserted 

opposite the lesion.  
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Figure 3.7. Overlay of structures and respective protein backbone RMSD from different TLS 

stages for a complete replication cycle, including a representative MD structure of the pre-
insertion complex (blue), a representative MD structure of the dCTP insertion complex (red), and 
a crystal structure for the extension complex (yellow) for (a) dG or (b) anti-Bz-dG replication by 

Dpo4. 
 

 

Overall, by characterizing structures along a single cycle of Bz-dG replication by Dpo4, 

the present work reveals a conformational change is required prior to or in conjunction with 

dNTP binding for Bz-dG replication that is not required for dG replication. This structural 

data is fully consistent with experimental kinetic evidence that a Bz-dG replication step 

prior to or during bond formation is significantly slower than for dG replication.28 Thus, 

although future work must consider the reaction mechanism for the insertion of dCTP 

opposite Bz-dG to evaluate the effects of the adduct on the nucleotidyl-transfer reaction, 

the present study sheds light on the effects of Bz-dG on the early stages of TLS and 

emphasizes the importance of obtaining structural insight along the entire TLS process for 

other DNA lesions. 
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Chapter 4: Molecular Insights into the Translesion Synthesis of Benzyl-

Guanine from Molecular Dynamics Simulations: Structural Evidence 

for Mutagenic and Non-Mutagenic Replicationa,b,c 

 
4.1. Introduction 

DNA is damaged 60,000 times per cell per day by agents in our environment such as UV 

radiation, industrial chemicals, by-products from the combustion of fossil fuels, and 

agricultural contaminants.1 One class of the resulting DNA lesions is alkylation adducts 

(addition products), which are formed when an alkyl or aryl group adds to a DNA 

nucleobase. Although alkylation adducts occur at low physiological levels, they are 

particularly harmful, especially at the O6 position of dG (Figure 4.1).2, 3 Many O6-dG 

alkylation adducts have been reported in the literature, including O6-methyl-guanine 

(Me-dG), O6-ethyl-guanine (Et-dG), O6-benzyl-guanine (Bz-dG), O6-carboxymethyl-

guanine (CM-dG), and O6-pyridyloxobutyl-guanine (POB-dG; Figure 4.1). These 

alkylation adducts can form upon exposure of guanine to many different compounds. For 

example, Me-dG and POB-dG can result from a tobacco carcinogen that has been linked 

to lung cancer.4-8 Additionally, synthetic alkylation adducts, such as Bz-dG, have been 

developed as inhibitors for O6-alkylguanine-DNA alkyltransferase for cancer treatment, 

but are carcinogenic to patients with long-term survival.9, 10 
                                                 
a Biochemistry reference style used throughout this chapter 
 
b Reprinted with permission from Wilson, K. A., and Wetmore, S.D. (2017). Molecular 
insights into the translesion synthesis of benzyl-guanine from molecular dynamics 
simulations: Structural evidence of mutagenic and nonmutagenic replication. 
Biochemistry 56, 1841-1853. 
 
c K.A.W. performed calculations, data analysis and wrote the first draft of the manuscript. 
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Figure 4.1. Structures of the Bz-dG nucleoside, other O6-dG alkylation adducts and canonical 

dG, as well as the definitions of key rotatable dihedral angles in Bz-dG [χ = (O4′C1′N9C4), θ = 
(N1C6O6C10), φ = (C6O6C10C11), and ξ = (O6C10C11C12)]. 

 

The propensity of O6-dG alkylation adducts to cause cancer stems from their effects on 

DNA replication, specifically their tendency to form base mispairs. In general, such 

genetic mutations occur since the standard DNA replication pathway is impeded or 

completely blocked by bulky adducts.11, 12 Therefore, an alternative replication pathway, 

namely translesion synthesis (TLS), typically processes these lesions. TLS (bypass) 

polymerases have more open and solvent accessible active sites than standard 

(replicative) polymerases.11, 12 Although these features permit replication of bulky DNA 

lesions, TLS polymerases have lower selectivity, fidelity, efficiency, and processivity 

compared to replicative polymerases.11, 12 Notably, the type of DNA damage has been 

shown to affect the mechanism and efficiency of TLS, and therefore understanding how 

TLS polymerases replicate different types of DNA damage will allow general conclusions 

to be made about this critical biological pathway. Unfortunately, while many studies have 

investigated the replication of N2-dG and C8-dG adducts (see, for example, 13-21), less 
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work has been completed on O6-dG adducts.22-26 In particular, there is no structural 

information for the insertion of a dNTP opposite an O6-dG addition product. 

 

Nevertheless, some key structural features are available that shed light on how O6-dG 

alkylation adducts are accommodated in a DNA duplex and the active site of a TLS 

polymerase. Specifically, molecular dynamics (MD) and nuclear magnetic resonance 

spectroscopy (NMR) data for damaged DNA duplexes suggest Me-dG adopts the anti  

(χ = (O4′C1′N9C4) = 180±90°) orientation opposite dC, with the methyl group located 

in the major groove.27-31 While MD indicates that Bz-dG can assume the same 

conformation opposite a pyrimidine, Bz-dG can also adopt the syn (χ = 0±90°) orientation 

with the bulky moiety intercalated into the helix with or without displacing an opposing 

dC.32 Conversely, NMR and X-ray crystallographic data for the post-lesion synthesis 

complex (i.e., replication of the 5′-base with respect to the lesion) of Bz-dG or Me-dG 

adducted DNA bound to DNA polymerase IV (Dpo4) have only shown the adduct in the 

anti orientation opposite a pyrimidine.23, 26, 33-37 Together, this data on the DNA duplexes 

and post-lesion synthesis complexes suggests that anti-O6-dG alkylation adducts form 

two hydrogen bonds with an opposing dC in a wobble base-pairing arrangement, and 

form two hydrogen bonds with an opposing dT in a pseudo Watson-Crick base-pairing 

arrangement (Figure C.1, Appendix C).23, 27-32 These hydrogen-bonding patterns contrast 

the canonical Watson-Crick dG:dC base pair due to the modified hydrogen-bonding face 

of O6-dG adducts (i.e., N1 is a hydrogen-bond acceptor rather than a hydrogen-bond 

donor; Figure 4.1). 
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To complement MD, NMR, and X-ray crystallographic studies, kinetic studies have been 

completed for the replication of O6-dG alkylation adducts by a range of TLS 

polymerases.22-25 The current work focuses on the TLS of Bz-dG, which is a common 

experimental model to investigate the replication of O6-dG alkylation adducts.23-25, 38 The 

replication of Bz-dG by Dpo4 has been reported to result in dT, dA, and dG 

misincorporation frequencies (i.e., kcat/Km for incorrect dNTP insertion divided by kcat/Km 

for correct dCTP insertion) of 0.14, 0.21, and 0.059, respectively.23 This correlates with 

information from mass spectroscopy, which suggests that nucleotide insertion opposite 

Bz-dG is ~70% dC, ~15% dT, and ~15% dA.23 Nevertheless, another kinetic study has 

reported misincorporation frequencies of 0.024, 0.0091, and 0.04 for dT, dA, and dG, 

respectively.20 Interestingly, unlike reported for the replication of other bulky adducts 

(e.g., C8-AP-dG and the C8 and N2-dG polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) 

adducts),20, 39-42 deletion mutations are not formed upon replication of Bz-dG by Dpo4.23 

Additionally, both nascent Bz-dG:dC and Bz-dG:dT base pairs can be extended 

(extension frequency of 0.14 or 0.52 and 0.0034 or 0.04, respectively), 23, 25 while the Bz-

dG:dA pair is extended at a very low frequency (0.00079).25 The human TLS 

polymerases η and ι, as well as the human replicative polymerases T7– and δ, show little 

preference for dC or dT insertion opposite Bz-dG, with measured dT misincorporation 

frequencies of ~1.2. 23,26 In contrast, dA insertion is not observed opposite Bz-dG upon 

replication by polymerases η, ι, T7– and δ, with measured misincorporation frequencies of 

~0.01.23,26 Nevertheless, replication by human TLS polymerase κ leads to a dT 

misincorporation frequency of 0.55.24 Overall, despite disagreement in the quantitative 

incorporation of each nucleobase opposite Bz-dG, these experimental kinetics studies 

generally agree that dC is most commonly inserted opposite Bz-dG and dT is also 
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inserted opposite Bz-dG. Furthermore, the data indicates that dA could possibly be 

inserted opposite Bz-dG. Unfortunately, the structural information on TLS of Bz-dG is 

currently limited to replication of the 5′-base with respect to the adduct.23, 25 However, the 

mutagenicity of adduct replication stems from the insertion of a dNTP opposite the 

adduct, and structural information that explains the observed Bz-dG replication outcomes 

is currently unavailable. 

 

The present work uses MD simulations to provide molecular level details of the 

replication of Bz-dG to understand the full range of possible TLS outcomes. Focus is 

placed on lesion bypass by Dpo4, which is considered to be a prototypical TLS 

polymerase and has been experimentally used to study the translesion synthesis of a range 

of DNA adducts (see, for example, 15-18, 21, 43-45). Specifically, MD simulations were 

completed on all possible ternary insertion complexes (i.e., insertion of each canonical 

dNTP opposite different (anti/syn) Bz-dG conformations) and ternary –1 base deletion 

complexes (i.e., insertion of the complementary dNTP opposite the 5′-base with respect to 

(anti/syn) Bz-dG, with no base opposite the lesion). Key structural and energetic 

parameters that dictate successful dNTP insertion were rigorously analyzed to reveal the 

most viable replication outcomes. Overall, our calculations provide the first structural 

insight into the experimentally-observed preferential insertion of dCTP and 

misincorporation of dTTP opposite Bz-dG, as well as explain the lack of deletion 

mutations for this adduct. Our findings provide a basis for understanding the replication 

of related O6-dG adducts. 
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4.2. Computational Details 

MD simulations were performed on the Dpo4 ternary complex for the replication of Bz-

dG based on a crystal structure of the Dpo4 ternary complex corresponding to dATP 

insertion opposite the 5′-dT with respect to a benzo[a]pyrene adenine adduct.46 The 

nascent base pairs considered include anti-Bz-dG paired opposite anti-dCTP, anti-dTTP, 

syn-dGTP, or syn-dATP, and syn-Bz-dG paired opposite anti-dCTP, anti-dTTP, anti-

dATP, or anti-dGTP. Additionally, a control simulation was performed for the ternary 

insertion complex with anti-dG paired opposite anti-dCTP. Furthermore, ternary –1 base 

deletion complexes were investigated in which no base is positioned opposite anti or syn-

Bz-dG, and dGTP was paired opposite the 5′-dC with respect to the adduct. All natural 

amino acids, nucleotides, and the solvent were modeled with AMBER ff99SB 

parameters,47 while the parameters for Bz-dG32 and the dNTPs48-50 were adapted from the 

literature. For each of the 11 complexes, a 20 ns AMBER MD simulation was carried out 

in explicit solvent (water and Na+ counterions).51-53 Each simulation was stable, with an 

overall backbone root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) of ~1.3–2.3 Å (Table C.1, Appendix 

C). To further confirm adequate sampling over the 20 ns, the trajectories for the insertion 

of anti-dCTP opposite anti-Bz-dG or anti-dG were extended to 100 ns. Extending the 

simulations led to only small deviations in the structures and do not change the overall 

conclusions (see Tables C.2–C.7, Appendix C, and Figures 4.2–4.4, C.2 and C.3 for a 

comparison of the data). Throughout the results and discussion, average interaction 

energies are reported with the dynamical information (standard deviations) provided in 

the Appendix C. Furthermore, the positions of the nucleobases are referenced with respect 

to the base being replicated (Bz-dG or dG). Additional details of the methods used in the 

present work are provided in Appendix C. 
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4.3. Results 

4.3.1. Criteria Used to Assess the Catalytic Nature of Dpo4 Ternary Complexes: 

Previous research has proposed a reaction mechanism for the replication of natural DNA 

by Dpo4,54, 55 which involves dNTP selection and then addition to the growing DNA 

chain through O3′ attack on the dNTP α-phosphate (Figure C.4, Appendix C). Previous 

literature on the replication of natural and adducted DNA has identified many factors 

(discussed below) that must be favorably aligned in order for this reaction to occur. 

Although these structural and energetic parameters could be individually considered, they 

are clearly interdependent and adduct replication will only occur with high efficiency 

when all parameters are satisfactory for the reaction. Therefore, to determine the effects 

of Bz-dG on the reactant complex for lesion replication and the preferred dNTP insertion 

opposite the adduct, all of these previously identified factors required for successful 

replication of natural and adducted DNA were simultaneously investigated. While this 

detailed analysis of the reactant complexes provides key information about possible Bz-

dG replication outcomes, we acknowledge that future work must investigate the structure 

and energetics of the transition state to fully understand the replication reaction. 

 

Since previous computational studies show that Bz-dG can adopt many different 

conformations in duplex DNA,32 we carefully monitored the conformations of Bz-dG, as 

well as the pairing base, in the polymerase active site. Furthermore, previous studies have 

reported that hydrogen bonding between the base being replicated and the incoming 

dNTP is an essential component of TLS.25, 56, 57 In the case of a dG adduct, the ideal 

hydrogen-bonding interaction with the incoming dNTP mimics a natural dG:dC Watson-

Crick base pair, with a C1′–C1′ distance of 10.8 Å, 3 hydrogen bonds, and a hydrogen-
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bond strength of approximately –110 kJ mol–1. Hydrogen bonding in the previously 

replicated base pairs should also be maintained upon lesion replication. Additionally, 

helical stacking between the nascent and 3′-base pairs, and the adduct and the 5′-base, 

should be consistent with a canonical DNA duplex. Indeed, strong interactions between 

the bulky moiety and the 5′-base have been proposed to impede translocation of the TLS 

polymerase.58  

 

Beyond the important interactions within DNA (including the dNTP), several interactions 

between the adduct or dNTP and the polymerase must be maintained for successful 

replication. Specifically, computational and experimental studies have shown that the 

location of the adduct is maintained through hydrogen bonds between the adduct 

phosphate moiety and Dpo4 (Arg331 and Ser34; Figure C.5a, Appendix C).39, 48, 55, 59-61 

Nevertheless, interactions between the bulky moiety and the TLS polymerase have been 

proposed to stall replication.48, 62 For example, a hydrogen-bonding interaction between 

the bulky moiety of PhIP-C8-dG and Arg322 (Dpo4),48 or a stacking interaction between 

BP-N2-dG and Phe171 (polymerase κ)62 has been hypothesized to stall replication. 

Additionally, the dNTP location is stabilized by hydrogen bonds between O3′ and 

Tyr12(NH), Oβ and Phe11(NH), Thr45(OγH) and Arg51(NζH), and Oγ and Tyr10(NH), 

Tyr48(OH) Arg51(NζH) and Lys159(NζH) (Figure C.5b, Appendix C).39, 48, 55, 59-61 A 

conserved sugar–π interaction (dNTP–Tyr12) allows Dpo4 to be selective toward 

deoxyribose over ribose,63, 64 and has been proposed to be crucial for the bypass of DNA 

adducts.60 Additionally, the octahedral coordination of the two catalytic Mg2+ ions is 

essential for stabilizing the dNTP (nucleotide binding ion) and terminal O3′ of the primer 

(catalytic ion).  
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Finally, in order for the reaction to occur, the dNTP must be correctly aligned with 

respect to the 3′ terminus of the primer strand. Specifically, the distance between the 

terminal O3′ of the primer strand and the α-phosphate of the dNTP must approach the 

sum of the van der Waals radii for O and P (3.5 Å). Furthermore, previous X-ray 

crystallographic and computational data on natural DNA replication suggests that the in-

line attack angle [ O3′(primer 3′ end)–Pα(dNTP)–Oαβ(dNTP)] should fall between 150 

and 180°.54, 55, 65 

 

4.3.2. The simulated orientation of dCTP opposite dG in the Dpo4 active site is 

conducive for replication: When dCTP is paired opposite dG in the Dpo4 ternary 

insertion (control) complex (Figure 4.2), both dG and dCTP adopt the anti conformation 

(χ; Table C.2, Appendix C). The dG:dCTP and 3′-dC:dG base pairs contain three 

canonical Watson-Crick hydrogen bonds with 100% occupancy (i.e., the percent of the 

simulation time that the heavy atom distance is < 3.4 Å and the hydrogen-bonding angle 

is < 120°; Figure 4.2b and Table C.3, Appendix C), and an associated average interaction 

strength of –127.6 and –122.0 kJ mol–1, respectively (Table C.4, Appendix C). The C1′–

C1′ distance in the nascent dG:dCTP pair is on average ~10.8 Å (Table C.2, Appendix C), 

which is within the range expected for a catalytically-active complex. The stacking 

interaction between dG:dCTP and the 3′-dC:dG pair stabilizes the growing DNA duplex 

(–62.9 kJ mol–1; Table C.4, Appendix C) . Conversely, there is little interaction between 

the 5′-dC and the nascent base pair (–1.0 kJ mol–1; Table C.4, Appendix C). The location 

of dG is further maintained by hydrogen bonds between the phosphate moiety, and Ser34 

and Arg331 for 36 and 98% of the simulation, respectively (Table C.5, Appendix C). 
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Additionally, many hydrogen-bonding interactions occur between the incoming dCTP 

and Dpo4. Specifically, dCTP forms multiple hydrogen bonds with Lys159 (69 and 37% 

occupancy) and Arg51 (84, 74, 57, and 51% occupancy; Table C.5 and Figure C.6, 

Appendix C), which stabilize dCTP binding to the DNA–polymerase complex by –191.4 

and –127.7 kJ mol–1, respectively (Table C.6, Appendix C). Furthermore, dCTP hydrogen 

bonds with Tyr10 (100% occupancy), Thr45 (100% occupancy), Tyr12 (79% occupancy), 

and Phe11 (67% occupancy), and forms a sugar–π interaction with Tyr12 (Figure C.7, 

Appendix C), with each residue contributing up to approximately –60 kJ mol–1 to dCTP 

binding (Table C.6, Appendix C). The Mg2+ ions are slightly repositioned in the active 

site compared to the crystallographic Ca2+ ions (rmsd of ~1.1 Å), which allows them to 

exhibit catalytically-active coordination, with 11 of the 12 coordination distances being < 

2.5 Å for > 90% of the simulation (Table C.7, Appendix C). Indeed, the nucleotide 

binding and catalytic Mg2+ ions contribute a total of –937.1 and –435.7 kJ mol–1 to dCTP 

binding, respectively (Table C.6, Appendix C). Based on the dCTP location, the geometry 

of the complex is favorable for the reaction to occur, with an average Pα–O3′ distance of 

~3.3 Å and an in-line attack angle of ~161° (Figure 4.2c). Overall, the simulated structure 

of the control ternary insertion complex is conducive for replication, which gives us 

confidence our methodology is predictive of experimental TLS outcomes and provides us 

with a frame of reference for evaluating the ternary insertion complexes corresponding to 

the replication of Bz-dG adducted DNA.  
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Figure 4.2. Representative MD structure for the Dpo4 ternary complex of canonical dG 

replication depicting a) the orientation of dCTP with respect to the DNA, b) the dG:dCTP 
hydrogen-bonding arrangement and the percent occupancy of the hydrogen-bonding interactions, 

and c) the average reaction parameters. 
 

 

4.3.3. Due to stabilizing DNA–DNA and DNA–polymerase interactions, dCTP is 

favorably oriented for insertion opposite both anti and syn-Bz-dG: The bulky moiety 

of both anti and syn-Bz-dG adopts an extended conformation with respect to the damaged 

dG (φ ≈ 180°; Table C.2, Appendix C). The bulky moiety of anti-Bz-dG extends into the 

major groove, while the bulky moiety of syn-Bz-dG intercalates between the 3′-base pair 

and the pairing anti-dCTP (Figure 4.3a and b). Furthermore, significant variation is 

observed in θ and ξ (standard deviations up to ~90°), and therefore the bulky moiety is 

directed toward N1 or N7 of the adducted dG and there is free rotation of the phenyl ring 

(Table C.2, Appendix C). 
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Figure 4.3. Representative MD structures depicting (a and b) the orientation of dCTP with respect 

to the DNA in the Dpo4 ternary complexes and (c and d) possible Bz-dG:dCTP hydrogen-
bonding arrangements for (a and c) anti-Bz-dG and (b and d) syn-Bz-dG replication. 

 

A wobble base pair is formed between anti-Bz-dG and anti-dCTP that contains two [Bz-

dG(N1)·· ·dCTP(N4H) and Bz-dG(N2H)···dCTP(N3)] hydrogen bonds for 63 and 77% of 

the simulation, respectively (Figure 4.3c). This hydrogen-bonding pattern is consistent 

with that observed in an MD study of Bz-dG adducted DNA,32 and a crystal structure of 

the post-lesion synthesis complex for replication of Bz-dG containing DNA by Dpo4 

(rmsd based on nucleobase heavy atoms of 0.383 Å; Figure C.8a, Appendix C).23 

Conversely, when syn-Bz-dG is paired opposite anti-dCTP, a single Bz-

dG(N7)·· ·dCTP(N4H) hydrogen bond is formed for 90% of the simulation (Figure 4.3d). 
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However, stacking interactions also occur between the syn-Bz-dG bulky moiety and the 

pairing dCTP (Figure 4.3b), which are not present during anti-Bz-dG or dG replication. 

The syn-Bz-dG hydrogen-bonding pattern is consistent with a structure reported in a MD 

study of Bz-dG adducted DNA,32 and an analogous intercalated structure observed in an 

X-ray crystal structure of DNA containing the Bz-dG:dPer pair.33 Both the anti and syn-

Bz-dG:dCTP pairs are significantly weaker than the canonical Watson-Crick dG:dC pair 

due to the changes in the Watson-Crick binding face, with interaction strengths of –23.0 

and –29.3 kJ mol–1, respectively (Table C.4, Appendix C). Interestingly, regardless of the 

location of the bulky moiety, the strength of the stacking interaction between Bz-

dG:dCTP and the 3′-dC:dG pair is comparable to that for the replication of canonical dG 

(approximately –60 kJ mol–1; Table C.4, Appendix C) and the 3′-dG:dC pair retains  

> 90% occupancy of the three Watson-Crick hydrogen bonds (Table C.3, Appendix C). 

Furthermore, similar to the replication of natural dG, regardless of the Bz-dG glycosidic 

orientation, Bz-dG does not form strong interactions with the 5′-dC (approximately –2 kJ 

mol–1; Table C.4, Appendix C). 

 

Although no hydrogen bonds occur between the Bz-dG bulky moiety and Dpo4, 

hydrogen bonds exist between the phosphate moiety of anti or syn-Bz-dG, and Ser34 and 

Arg331 for > 60% of the simulation (Table C.5, Appendix C). Furthermore, hydrogen 

bonds are formed between dCTP, and Tyr10, Thr45, Phe11, Arg51, and Lys159 with 

similar geometric parameters as observed in the control simulation (Figure C.6, Appendix 

C), and the dR:Tyr12 sugar–π interaction is consistently maintained (Figure C.7, 

Appendix C). These interactions stabilize dCTP binding to the DNA–polymerase 

complex to a similar extent as for dG replication. Specifically, the largest contribution to 
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dCTP binding arises from Arg51 (approximately –190 kJ mol–1) and Lys159 

(approximately –150 kJ mol–1), with significant contributions also coming from Tyr10, 

Tyr45, and Phe11 (up to approximately –60 kJ mol–1 each; Table C.6, Appendix C). In 

addition to the dNTP interactions with the DNA and protein, the coordination of the Mg2+ 

ions is catalytically favorable for both anti and syn-Bz-dG, with > 90% occupancy of a 

distance < 2.5 Å for 11 of the 12 coordinating atoms (Table C.7, Appendix C). As seen in 

the control simulation, the nucleotide binding and catalytic Mg2+ ions contribute 

approximately –950 or –440 kJ mol–1 to dCTP binding, respectively (Table C.6, 

Appendix C). Furthermore, the Pα–O3′ distance and in-line attack angle are reaction 

ready, being on average ~3.3 Å and ~166°, or ~3.2 Å and ~162° for anti or syn-Bz-dG 

replication, respectively (Figure 4.3). Taken together, our data indicates the Dpo4 active 

site conformation is preserved compared to the control simulation, and suggests the Dpo4 

ternary insertion complex is conducive for dCTP insertion opposite either anti or syn-Bz-

dG. 

 

4.3.4. dTTP is favorably aligned for insertion opposite anti-Bz-dG, while the lack of 

DNA–DNA interactions likely precludes dTTP insertion opposite syn-Bz-dG: For 

both anti and syn-Bz-dG opposite anti-dTTP, an extended adduct conformation is adopted 

(φ ≈ 180°; Table C.2, Appendix C), which places the bulky moiety in the major groove 

(Figure 4.4a and b). However, there is significant flexibility in the bulky moiety 

regardless of the orientation about the glycosidic bond, with standard deviations in θ and 

ξ being up to ~100° (Table C.2, Appendix C). Consequently, the phenyl ring is directed 

toward N1 or N7 of dG and exhibits free rotation.  
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In the syn-Bz-dG:anti-dTTP pair, there are no interbase hydrogen-bonding interactions, 

and this base pair is wider than a canonical pair by 1.1 Å (Figure 4.4). Due to this 

disruption, the stacking interaction between syn-Bz-dG:anti-dTTP and the 3′-dG:dC is on 

average ~10 kJ mol–1 less stable than observed in the control simulation (Table C.4, 

Appendix C). The distortion in the nascent base pair also decreases the occupancy of two 

Watson-Crick hydrogen bonds in the 3′-dG:dC pair (70 and 77%; Table C.3, Appendix 

C), and decreases the interaction energy by ~20 kJ mol–1 (Table C.4, Appendix C). 

Furthermore, syn-Bz-dG forms a strong interaction with the 5′-dC (approximately  

–25 kJ mol–1; Table C.4, Appendix C), which may prevent translocation.58 This lesion site 

misalignment that distorts key DNA–DNA interactions likely impedes dTTP insertion 

opposite syn-Bz-dG. 

 

In contrast to syn-Bz-dG, viable interbase hydrogen bonding occurs for dTTP insertion 

opposite anti-Bz-dG in two distinct hydrogen-bonding patterns. Specifically, a pseudo 

Watson-Crick base pair is formed for the first 8.6 ns of the simulation, which contains 

two [Bz-dG(N1)·· ·dTTP(N3H) and Bz-dG(N2H)···dTTP(O2)] hydrogen bonds (40 and 

92% occupancy, respectively; Figure 4.4c). During the remaining 11.4 ns of the 

simulation, an alternative conformation exists due to repulsion between anti-Bz-dG and 

the pairing dTTP, which results in only a single Bz-dG(N2H)···dTTP(O4) hydrogen bond 

(88% occupancy; Figure C.9, Appendix C). Both hydrogen-bonding arrangements 

between anti-Bz-dG and anti-dTTP are weaker than the anti-Bz-dG:anti-dCTP 

interaction, with strengths of –16.1 and –8.3 kJ mol–1, respectively (Table C.4, Appendix 

C). The pseudo Watson-Crick hydrogen bonding observed in our ternary insertion 

complex is similar to the crystal structure geometry of the anti-Bz-dG:anti-dT base pair in 
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the Dpo4 post-lesion synthesis complex (rmsd based on nucleobase heavy atoms is 0.523 

Å; Figure C.8b, Appendix C).23 Furthermore, our observed change in hydrogen-bonding 

orientation is consistent with significant disorder in the anti-Bz-dG:anti-dT base pair 

reported in this crystal structure, which was proposed to occur due to repulsion between 

the exocyclic carbonyl groups.23 The presence of multiple hydrogen-bonding patterns is 

further supported by the significant disorder observed in the dT electron density for the 

anti-Me-dG:anti-dT pair in the Dpo4 post-lesion synthesis complex,34 which led to the 

assignment of three distinct bonding orientations, including the pseudo Watson-Crick 

base pair and two orientations that reduce electrostatic repulsion between the carbonyl 

groups. The change in the hydrogen-bonding orientation observed in the present work 

affects the stacking interactions of the nascent adducted base pair. Specifically, while 

anti-Bz-dG does not interact with the 5′-dC during the first 8.6 ns of the simulation, anti-

Bz-dG favorably stacks with the 5′-dC during the last 11.4 ns of the simulation (–17.1 kJ 

mol–1; Table C.5, Appendix C). Nevertheless, changes to the anti-Bz-dG:anti-dT base 

pair geometry do not disrupt stacking with the 3′-flanking base pair (approximately –60 

kJ mol–1 regardless of the hydrogen-bonding geometry; Table C.5, Appendix C) and the 

3′-dG:dC pair retains three canonical Watson-Crick hydrogen bonds for > 90% of the 

simulation (Table C.3, Appendix C). 

 

In general, there are no significant changes in the interactions between Bz-dG and the 

polymerase compared to the control simulation, regardless of the glycosidic orientation. 

Specifically, the phosphate moiety of Bz-dG hydrogen bonds with Ser34 and Arg331, 

which stabilizes the adduct location in the Dpo4 active site (Table C.5, Appendix C). No 

interactions form between the Bz-dG bulky moiety and the polymerase. The Tyr12:dR π-
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interaction occurs throughout both simulations (Figure C.7, Appendix C). Additionally, 

hydrogen bonds between anti-dTTP and Phe11, Tyr10, Thr45, or Arg51 occur with 

similar frequencies as the control (Figure C.4 and Table C.5, Appendix C). As a result, 

Arg51 contributes approximately –185 kJ mol–1, and Tyr10 and Thr45 each contribute up 

to approximately –60 kJ mol–1 to dTTP binding (Table C.6). Nevertheless, while the 

location and strength of the interaction between dTTP and Lys159 remain similar to the 

control for the replication of anti-Bz-dG, a change in the orientation of Lys159 relative to 

the dNTP for replication of syn-Bz-dG significantly increases the Lys159–dNTP 

interaction strength (by ~80 kJ mol–1). This alteration in the Lys159 orientation will likely 

further impede catalysis since Lys159 has been shown to play a critical role in stabilizing 

the dNTP.  

 

The maintenance of the majority of critical dTTP-polymerase interactions leads to 

reaction-ready parameters in the ternary insertion complex regardless of the Bz-dG 

glycosidic orientation or anti-Bz-dG hydrogen-bonding orientation. Indeed, 11 of the 12 

interactions with the Mg2+ ions have a distance < 2.5 Å for > 90% of the simulation 

(Table C.7, Appendix C), the Pα–O3′ distance is ~3.4 Å, and the in-line attack angle is 

~168° (Figure 4.4 and Table C.7, Appendix C). Overall, although dTTP is correctly 

positioned with respect to the growing DNA chain when paired opposite anti and syn-Bz-

dG in the Dpo4 active site, dTTP will likely only be inserted opposite anti-Bz-dG due to 

the stark lack of DNA–DNA interactions and changes to the DNA–protein interactions in 

the syn-Bz-dG:anti-dTTP complex.  
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Figure 4.4. Representative MD structures depicting (a and b) the orientation of dTTP with respect 
to the DNA in the Dpo4 ternary complexes and (c and d) possible Bz-dG:dTTP hydrogen-bonding 

arrangements for (a and c) anti-Bz-dG and (b and d) syn-Bz-dG replication. The hydrogen-
bonding arrangement for anti-Bz-dG:anti-dTTP occurs during the first 8.6 ns of the simulation. 
See Figure C.9 for the hydrogen-bonding pattern for anti-Bz-dG:anti-dTTP pair during the last 

11.4 ns of the simulation. 
 

4.3.5. Distortions in the Dpo4 active site that alter DNA–polymerase and DNA–DNA 

interactions likely prevent insertion of a purine opposite Bz-dG: When Bz-dG is in 

the anti orientation, the pairing purine dNTP adopts the syn orientation, while syn-Bz-dG 

pairs opposite an anti-purine dNTP in the Dpo4 active site (Figure 4.5). Similar to MD 

results for Bz-dG adducted DNA,32 the Bz-dG bulky moiety is located in the major 

groove and adopts many orientations (standard deviations in φ, θ, and ξ of up to ~100°; 
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Table C.2, Appendix C). Specifically, the bulky moiety is either positioned towards N1 or 

N7 of dG, oriented perpendicular or parallel to dG, and there is free rotation of the phenyl 

moiety in the Dpo4 ternary insertion complexes. 

 

Hydrogen bonding between Bz-dG and either canonical purine dNTP is not particularly 

favorable (Figure 4.6 and Table C.4, Appendix C). The strongest hydrogen bonding with 

a purine dNTP (–24.7 kJ mol–1) occurs when anti-Bz-dG forms three [Bz-

dG(N2H)···dGTP(O6), Bz-dG(N1)·· ·dGTP(N1H), and Bz-dG(O6)·· ·dGTP(N2H)] 

hydrogen bonds with syn-dGTP (7, 12 and 38% occupancy, respectively). Nevertheless, 

this base-pairing arrangement varies significantly throughout the simulation as evident by 

the low occupancies of the hydrogen bonds and high standard deviation for the interaction 

energy (±18.4 kJ mol–1). In contrast, anti-Bz-dG forms two [Bz-dG(N2H)···dATP(N6H) 

and Bz-dG(N3)·· ·dATP(N6H)] hydrogen bonds (83 and 71% occupancy, respectively) 

opposite syn-dATP (–13.4 kJ mol–1), and syn-Bz-dG forms a single [Bz-

dG(N7)·· ·dATP(N6H)] hydrogen bond of low occupancy (22%) opposite anti-dATP (–

6.3 kJ mol–1). Furthermore, syn-Bz-dG does not form any hydrogen bonds with anti-

dGTP. In direct correlation with these interactions, the C1′–C1′ distance between Bz-dG 

and dATP is smaller (by up to ~1.2 Å), while the C1′–C1′ distance between Bz-dG and 

dGTP is greater (by up to ~1.9 Å; Table C.2, Appendix C), than that of the canonical 

dG:dCTP pair in the Dpo4 active site. Nevertheless, the Watson-Crick hydrogen bonding 

in the 3′-flanking dC:dG is generally retained (Tables C.3 and C.4, Appendix C), while 

stacking interactions between the adducted base pair and 3′-dC:dG are generally weaker 

(by up to ~20 kJ mol–1) than those for the dG:dCTP control (Table C.4, Appendix C). 
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Furthermore, Bz-dG generally forms strong interactions with the 5′-dC (up to 

approximately –25 kJ mol–1) that are not present in the control. 

 
Figure 4.5. Representative MD structures depicting the orientation of the purine dNTP in the 
Dpo4 ternary complexes for a) anti-Bz-dG:syn-dGTP, b) syn-Bz-dG:anti-dGTP, c) anti-Bz-

dG:syn-dATP, and d) syn-Bz-dG:anti-dATP. 
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Figure 4.6. Representative MD structures depicting possible hydrogen-bonding arrangements of 

Bz-dG with purine dNTPs for a) anti-Bz-dG:syn-dGTP, b) syn-Bz-dG:anti-dGTP, c) anti-Bz-
dG:syn-dATP, and d) syn-Bz-dG:anti-dATP replication. 

 
 

Regardless of the Bz-dG glycosidic orientation and pairing purine dNTP, hydrogen bonds 

between the phosphate moiety of Bz-dG and Ser34 or Arg331 occur during the simulation 

(Table C.5, Appendix C). As observed for pyrimidine dNTP insertion opposite Bz-dG, no 

hydrogen bonds occur between the bulky moiety and polymerase for purine dNTP 

insertion opposite syn-Bz-dG. However, for purine dNTP insertion opposite anti-Bz-dG, 

hydrogen bonding occurs between Bz-dG(N2H) and the backbone oxygen of Gly58 for 

up to 34% of the simulation (Table C.5, Appendix C), which may impede  

translocation.48, 62 In all cases for purine dNTP insertion opposite Bz-dG, the active site 

conformation is different than observed in the control, with key dNTP–polymerase 

interactions being disrupted. This change in the active site conformation significantly 

weakens DNA–polymerase interactions. For example, Arg51 contributes up to ~170 kJ 

mol–1 less than in the control (Figure C.6 and Table C.6, Appendix C). Furthermore, 

hydrogen bonds exist that are not observed in the control. For example, Tyr12(OH) 

hydrogen bonds with syn-dGTP(N7) paired opposite anti-Bz-dG, and Tyr12(OH) 

hydrogen bonds with anti-dATP(PαO) paired opposite syn-Bz-dG (Table C.5, Appendix 
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C). As a result, although the dNTP:Tyr12 sugar–π interaction does not occur for purine 

dNTP insertion opposite Bz-dG (Figure C.7, Appendix C), Tyr12 contributes 

approximately the same amount to dNTP binding as seen in the control.  

 

Finally, even though syn-Bz-dG does not base pair with anti-dGTP, the reaction 

parameters are optimally aligned, with an ~3.2 Å reaction distance and an ~166° in-line 

attack angle (Figure 4.5), as well as full coordination of the catalytic Mg2+ ions (all 12 

coordination interactions have > 90% occupancy of a distance < 2.5 Å; Table C.7, 

Appendix C). Nevertheless, the terminal 3′-OH in the template strand forms a direct 

hydrogen bond with dGTP(Pα) that is not present for canonical dG replication. 

Conversely, despite at least some hydrogen bonding in the lesion pair, the reaction 

distance and angle for anti-Bz-dG opposite syn-dGTP, or either glycosidic orientation of 

Bz-dG opposite dATP, are not conducive for the reaction (up to ~6.9 Å and ~75 or 95°, 

respectively; Figure 4.5). Furthermore, a maximum of 6 of the 12 atoms coordinating to 

Mg2+ have > 90% occupancy of a distance of < 2.5 Å for anti-Bz-dG opposite syn-dGTP 

or Bz-dG opposite dATP (Table C.7, Appendix C), which further suggests that these 

DNA–polymerase complexes are not catalytically competent. Taken together, our data 

suggests that the purines are unlikely to be inserted opposite either Bz-dG glycosidic 

orientation by Dpo4 due to the lack of hydrogen-bonding interactions with Bz-dG, 

changes in the active site conformation and/or the lack of reaction-ready parameters.  

 

4.3.6. Deviations in key reaction parameters prevent –1 base deletion mutations 

upon Bz-dG replication by Dpo4: Consistent with the ternary insertion complexes, 

significant variation is observed in φ, θ and ξ in the deletion complex for both anti and 
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syn-Bz-dG, with standard deviations up to ~130° (Table C.8, Appendix C). As a result, 

the bulky moiety adopts many conformations in the polymerase active site, including 

being planar or perpendicular with respect to the adducted dG, positioned towards N1 or 

N7 of the adducted dG, and free rotation of the phenyl moiety. Furthermore, although the 

bulky moiety is always positioned in the major groove for anti-Bz-dG (Figure 4.7a), the 

bulky moiety shifts between the preferred major groove position and an intercalated 

position for syn-Bz-dG (Figure 4.7b and c). Regardless of the conformational flexibility 

of the unpaired Bz-dG, the 3′-dC:dG and 5′-dC:dGTP flanking pairs retain a C1′–C1′ 

distance of ~10.8 Å, > 95% occupancy of the three canonical dG:dC Watson-Crick 

hydrogen bonds (Table C.3, Appendix C) and have interaction energies of approximately 

–110 kJ mol–1 regardless of the Bz-dG glycosidic orientation (Table C.9, Appendix C). 

Additionally, the stacking interactions between Bz-dG and 3′-dG:dC are weaker than 

observed in the control ternary insertion complex for dG replication (by up to  

~20 kJ mol–1). Furthermore, the stacking interactions between Bz-dG and the 5′-dG:dCTP 

are even weaker (by ~15 kJ mol–1) than the interaction between Bz-dG and the 3′-dG:dC 

in the ternary –1 base deletion complexes. Regardless of the Bz-dG glycosidic 

orientation, the Arg331 and Ser34 interactions with the phosphate moiety of the 5′-dC in 

the nascent pair are maintained. However, dGTP hydrogen-bonding interactions with the 

polymerase generally occur with < 16% occupancy (Table C.10, Appendix C), and the 

dGTP–Tyr12 sugar–π interaction is not aligned in either deletion complex (Figure C.10, 

Appendix C). Indeed, the dGTP–polymerase interactions generally contribute less than 10 

kJ mol-1 to dGTP binding regardless of the orientation about the Bz-dG glycosidic bond 

(Table C.6, Appendix C). Additionally, neither the reaction distance (> 4.8 Å; Table C.8, 

Appendix C), the reaction angle (< 103.1°; Table C.8, Appendix C), nor the coordination 
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of the catalytic Mg2+ ions (< 3 coordinated atoms with > 90% occupancy of a distance of 

< 2.5 Å; Table C.7, Appendix C) is conducive for the reaction regardless of the Bz-dG 

glycosidic orientation. Therefore, our MD simulations suggest that a –1 base deletion 

mutation is unlikely to occur upon replication of Bz-dG by Dpo4. 

 

 
Figure 4.7. Representative MD structures of the Dpo4 –1 base deletion complexes for a) anti-Bz-

dG, b) syn-Bz-dG in the major groove conformation, and c) syn-Bz-dG in the intercalated 
conformation. 

 

4.4. Discussion 

4.4.1. MD simulations on the Dpo4 ternary insertion complexes for the replication of 

Bz-dG provide a structural explanation for the experimentally-observed insertion of 
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dCTP and dTTP opposite Bz-dG: Numerous experimental studies have investigated the 

TLS of Bz-dG.22-25 While these studies show significant variation in the frequency of base 

mispairs upon replication of Bz-dG, there is a general consensus that dC is the most 

commonly inserted nucleotide opposite Bz-dG, and that dT has the highest 

misincorporation frequency.22-25 Additionally, both nascent Bz-dG:dC and Bz-dG:dT base 

pairs can be extended, and are in fact the only Bz-dG base pairs that have appreciable 

extension frequencies.23, 25 Nevertheless, previous X-ray crystallographic work has only 

provided structural information for the Dpo4 replication of the 5′-base with respect to Bz-

dG.23, 25 However, lesion mutagenicity stems from the insertion of a dNTP opposite the 

adduct and therefore it is critical to obtain structural data for this step in order to 

understand the biological outcome of adduct replication. The present work provides the 

first atomic level details of the ternary insertion complexes for Bz-dG replication by 

Dpo4. Specifically, MD simulations were completed on all possible ternary insertion 

complexes with either anti or syn-Bz-dG conformations. To identify which complexes are 

conducive for replication, structural and energetic parameters that dictate successful 

dNTP insertion were thoroughly analyzed. Indeed, for the reaction to occur, dNTP 

binding in the active site must be stabilized by both dNTP–DNA and dNTP–polymerase 

interactions, the DNA must be stabilized by DNA–polymerase contacts, and the dNTP 

must be correctly aligned for insertion.  

 

To validate our methodology and provide a frame of reference for evaluating the 

feasibility of adduct replication, the ternary insertion complex for the replication of 

canonical dG by Dpo4 was investigated. In this complex, the dG:dCTP base pair contains 

Watson-Crick hydrogen bonding, with an average interaction strength of approximately  
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–125 kJ mol-1. Furthermore, stacking interactions occur between the nascent base pair and 

3ʹ-dC:dG, while there is a lack of interactions between the nascent base pair and 5ʹ-dC. 

The location of the incoming dCTP is also stabilized through hydrogen bonds with 

surrounding polymerase residues, such as Lys159, Arg51, Tyr12 Phe11, Tyr10, and 

Thr45. Overall, these contacts lead to reaction parameters that are aligned for insertion, 

including an average reaction distance [O3′(primer 3′ end)–Pα(dNTP)] ~3.3 Å and an 

average in-line attack angle [ (O3′(primer 3′ end)–Pα(dNTP)–Oαβ(dNTP))] of ~160.7°.  

 

Conversely, when anti-dGTP or anti-dTTP is paired opposite syn-Bz-dG, no hydrogen 

bonding occurs between Bz-dG and the opposing dNTP, while hydrogen bonding 

between anti-dATP and syn-Bz-dG is very weak (i.e., an average interaction energy of 

approximately –6 kJ mol-1). For these pairing combinations, the C1′–C1′ distance of the 

nascent base pair is up to 1.7 Å wider than the canonical dG:dCTP base pair (~10.8 Å). 

This weakens dNTP–DNA interactions (e.g., stacking between the nascent base pair and 

3ʹ-dC:dG) and disrupts key dNTP–polymerase interactions (e.g., Tyr12 and Lys159 are 

repositioned). Thus, although the reaction parameters are aligned for insertion in these 

cases, the disruption of key dNTP–DNA and dNTP–polymerase interactions likely 

prevent anti-dGTP, anti-dTTP or anti-dATP insertion opposite syn-Bz-dG. 

 

For insertion of syn-dATP or syn-dGTP opposite anti-Bz-dG, weak and transient 

hydrogen-bonding interactions occurs in the nascent base pair in the Dpo4 active site (i.e., 

average interaction energies up to approximately –25 kJ mol-1 and standard deviations up 

to ~18 kJ mol-1). Furthermore, the reaction parameters are significantly distorted, with a 

reaction distance > 5.8 Å and an in-line attack angle of ~75°. There are also significant 
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distortions to key dNTP–polymerase interactions (i.e., Arg51, Lys159, and Tyr12), which 

weaken dNTP binding. Consequently, although syn-dATP and syn-dGTP can form weak 

hydrogen-bonding interactions with anti-Bz-dG, this occurs at the expense of suitable 

DNA–polymerase interactions and reaction parameters, and therefore successful dNTP 

insertion is unlikely.  

 

The final pairing options are anti-dCTP or anti-dTTP insertion opposite anti-Bz-dG, or 

anti-dCTP insertion opposite syn-Bz-dG. Hydrogen bonding between Bz-dG and the 

incoming dNTP is significantly weaker in these cases compared to dCTP insertion 

opposite canonical dG (by ~100 kJ mol-1) as discussed for purine dNTP pairing with anti-

Bz-dG, which arises due to a change in the Watson-Crick hydrogen-bonding face upon 

O6-dG alkylation (Figure 4.1). More importantly, these complexes have DNA–DNA and 

dNTP–DNA stacking interactions, and DNA–polymerase and dNTP–polymerase 

hydrogen-bonding interactions similar to Dpo4 insertion of dCTP opposite dG. 

Furthermore, these key interactions preserve reaction-ready parameters. This suggests 

that both anti-dCTP and anti-dTTP can be inserted opposite anti-Bz-dG, and anti-dCTP 

can also form a catalytically competent complex opposite syn-Bz-dG. Although this is the 

first time a base pair with syn-Bz-dG has be observed in a polymerase active site, the 

stable syn-Bz-dG orientation predicted when bound to Dpo4 is consistent with previous 

MD and X-ray studies on Bz-dG-adducted DNA.32, 33 

 

Taken together, our structural data on Dpo4 ternary insertion complexes for insertion of 

each canonical dNTP opposite different Bz-dG conformations correlates with the 

experimentally-observed preference for dCTP insertion opposite Bz-dG, as well as the 
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greatest number of mispairs stemming from dTTP insertion.22-25 Our findings are 

supported by crystal structures of Dpo4 post-lesion synthesis complexes that show viable 

reaction parameters for extension past only Bz-dG:dT and Bz-dG:dC base pairs.23 

Furthermore, our simulations show that the structural parameters for dCTP or dTTP 

binding opposite Bz-dG are within standard deviation of the binding of dCTP opposite 

dG.  

 

While our simulations support the preferential insertion of dCTP and the 

misincorporation of dTTP opposite Bz-dG by Dpo4 observed in experimental  

studies,22-25 insertion of dATP has also been reported in some experiments.23 

Nevertheless, dATP insertion opposite Bz-dG is not considered to be significant24 and 

extension past a Bz-dG:dA base pair does not occur.23, 24 Our work provides structural 

evidence that supports difficulties with dATP insertion opposite Bz-dG by Dpo4 due to 

altered DNA–DNA and DNA–polymerase interactions, but provides no further 

clarification on the discrepancies reported in these experimental studies. Experiments 

have also shown that Bz-dG strongly inhibits the enzymatic reaction compared to dG.23 

Our study reveals one factor that may contribute to the reduced catalytic efficiency of Bz-

dG compared to dG replication, namely weak hydrogen bonding between the adducted 

dG and pairing dNTP. Indeed, previous studies have reported that hydrogen bonding 

between the base being replicated and the incoming dNTP is an essential component of 

TLS.25, 56, 57 However, several factors likely play a role in the overall reduction in the 

catalytic efficiency beyond the structure of the reactant complex investigated in the 

current study, including potential changes in the nucleotidyl transfer reaction. Therefore, 

to complement our new explanations for the experimentally-observed preferred Bz-dG 
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replication outcomes, further computational studies should consider the structure of Bz-

dG replication complexes at different stages of Dpo4 replication, including the pre-lesion 

and post-lesion synthesis complexes. Furthermore, the reaction mechanism should be 

investigated to unveil the effects of Bz-dG on the structures of the transition states and 

products, and reaction energetics associated with TLS by Dpo4. 

 

4.4.2. MD simulations of the –1 base deletion complexes provide the first structural 

evidence for the lack of deletion mutations upon Bz-dG replication: Even though TLS 

of DNA adducts frequently results in deletion mutations,20, 39-42, 66-68 Bz-dG replication 

rarely leads to base deletions.23, 24 Due to the frequency of deletion mutations upon lesion 

bypass by Dpo467, 68 and a reported intercalated Bz-dG-adducted DNA conformation,32, 33 

which is a known precursor to deletion mutations,69 the current work aimed to understand 

why Bz-dG replication by Dpo4 does not cause deletion mutations in vivo. Specifically, 

dGTP was positioned opposite the 5′-dC with respect to (anti/syn) Bz-dG, with no base 

opposite the lesion. MD simulations reveal that dNTP–polymerase interactions are 

severely distorted (e.g., Arg51, Lys159, Tyr10, Thr45, and Phe11), and neither the 

reaction distance (> 4.8 Å), the reaction angle (< 103.1°), nor the coordination of the 

catalytic Mg2+ ions (< 3 coordinated atoms) is conducive for dNTP insertion. Therefore, 

our data suggests that –1 base deletion mutations are unlikely to occur during Bz-dG 

replication by Dpo4. This is consistent with the lack of –1 base deletion mutations 

identified in experimental studies.23, 24 Furthermore, we predict the reaction distance to be 

at least 1.3 Å greater for the Bz-dG deletion complexes than canonical dG replication, 

which supports the hypothesis based on experimental kinetic studies that deletion 
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mutations do not occur upon Bz-dG replication by Dpo4 since the terminal O3′ of the 

primer strand is too far from the dNTP.23 

 

Previous literature on the replication of N2-dG and C8-dG adducts has proposed two 

mechanisms for the formation of deletion mutations during TLS: 1) the replication of a 

base (i.e., the adduct or flanking base) is skipped due to adduct intercalation, or 2) the 

adduct is looped out of the helix in order to translocate past the lesion.65, 66 When coupled 

with experimental data for the replication of other adducts, our simulations provide 

insight into why Bz-dG does not form deletion mutations through either of these 

previously proposed mechanisms. First, skipping the replication of the adduct commonly 

occurs for lesions with bulky moieties composed of more than one aromatic ring (e.g., 

C8-BP-dG, N2-BP-dG, N2-Naph-dG, C8-ABA-dG, and C8-AP-dG),20, 39-42, 66 which can 

fill the space of the missing pairing base and thus stabilize a –1 base deletion complex. 

Conversely, the single ring bulky moiety of the C8-Ph-dG adduct is insufficient to 

stabilize an intercalated structure and this lesion does not form deletion mutations.16 

Similar to C8-Ph-dG, our simulations suggest that the size and/or position of the Bz-dG 

bulky moiety in the polymerase active site precludes the lesion from filling the void of the 

missing base and stabilizing the intercalated precursor to a –1 base deletion mutation. 

Second, looping the adduct (e.g., N2-BP-dG) out of the helix commonly occurs to 

translocate past lesions that sterically clash with the polymerase during translocation and 

consequently leads to –1 base deletion mutations.70, 71 However, our simulations suggest 

that the inherent flexibility of Bz-dG allows the adduct to adopt many positions in the 

Dpo4 active site. Therefore, it is unlikely that looping Bz-dG out of the helix is required 

for a TLS polymerase to translocate past the adduct. Since the bulky moiety in all O6-dG 
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adducts reported in the literature to date are small and highly flexible (Figure 4.1), these 

lesions are unlikely to cause –1 base deletion mutations. Nevertheless, the varying 

composition of the bulky moieties of O6-dG adducts, including the presence of 

heteroatoms, may affect discrete interactions of the adducts in the polymerase active site 

and therefore replication outcomes. 

 

4.5. Conclusions 

Computational studies of the TLS of DNA adducts are critical for obtaining structural 

information about the replication complexes. The present work provides currently 

missing atomic level details of the ternary insertion and –1 base deletion complexes for 

Bz-dG replication by Dpo4, and is the first study to outline these features for the 

replication of an O6-dG adduct. Due to the lack of critical hydrogen-bonding interactions, 

changes in the active site conformation and/or the lack of reaction-ready parameters, the 

purines are unlikely to be inserted opposite Bz-dG. Consistent with previous experimental 

kinetic studies that show dCTP and dTTP insertion opposite Bz-dG,22-25 the calculated 

preserved active site conformation compared to natural dG replication suggests the Dpo4 

ternary insertion complex is conducive for dCTP or dTTP insertion opposite Bz-dG. We 

also provide unique insight into the experimentally determined preference for dCTP 

insertion opposite Bz-dG due to the formation of catalytically competent reactant 

complexes for dCTP insertion opposite both anti and syn-Bz-dG, while the insertion of 

dTTP opposite syn-Bz-dG is unlikely due to the lack of DNA–DNA interactions. Finally, 

although the TLS of DNA adducts has been shown to commonly form deletion 

mutations,20, 39-42, 66 these are not a predominant outcome for Bz-dG replication. The 

current work shows that deletion mutations will not occur upon Bz-dG replication due to 
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the small size and high degree of flexibility of the Bz-dG bulky moiety in the polymerase 

active site. Together, the structural insights acquired from our simulations provide a more 

complete understanding of Bz-dG replication. Furthermore, due to the similarity in 

previously observed orientations of O6-dG adducts in DNA duplexes, the calculated 

conformations of Bz-dG in the Dpo4 active site provide a basis for understanding the 

replication of other O6-dG adducts.  
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Chapter 5: Computational Insights into the Mutagenicity of Two 

Tobacco Derived Carcinogenic DNA Lesionsa,b,c 

 

5.1. Introduction 

Nitrosamines are a large group of compounds that occur in the human diet, cosmetics, and 

tobacco, as well as flexible plastics such as balloons, condoms, and baby bottle nipples (1-

3). Despite the high prevalence of nitrosamines in contemporary society, these compounds 

are very carcinogenic, with 90% of the 300 identified nitrosamines being known 

carcinogens (4). The nitrosamine 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone (NNK) 

is formed during the curing of tobacco and has been identified in all tobacco products, 

including those used in conventional cigarettes, electronic cigarettes, and Hookahs (5-7). 

NNK is also the only tobacco component that has led to lung cancer in every species tested 

(i.e., mice, rats, hamsters, rabbits, pigs, monkeys, and humans) regardless of the route of 

administration (8,9). Therefore, the World Health Organization’s International Agency for 

Research on Cancer has classified NNK as carcinogenic to humans (Group 1) (10). 

Nevertheless, changes in cigarette design since the 1950s and new routes of tobacco 

administration have increased human exposure to NNK, and consequently led to an 

a Nucleic Acids Research reference style used throughout this chapter. 
b Adapted from Wilson, K. A., Garden, J.L., Wetmore, N.T., and Wetmore, S.D. (2018). 
Computational insights into the mutagenicity of two tobacco derived carcinogenic DNA 
lesions. Nucleic. Acids Res. (DOI: 10.1093/nar/gky1071). 
c J.L.G. performed calculations on the PHB-G nucleobase model and N.T.W. performed 
preliminary calculations on the PHB-G base pair model. K.A.W. performed calculations 
on the nucleobase, base pair, DNA and polymerase models, as well as data analysis on all 
models and wrote the first draft of the manuscript. 
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increase in the number of cases of adenocarcinoma (a form of lung cancer) (11,12). Indeed, 

lung cancer is the most common cancer caused by NNK and is also the leading cause of 

cancer death worldwide in part due to a survival rate of only 18% (13).  

 

In cells, NNK can be reduced to 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanol (NNAL), 

and cytochrome p450 enzymes convert both NNK and NNAL into species that react with 

DNA (5). The complex metabolism of NNK and NNAL gives rise to a variety of DNA 

lesions including methyl, formaldehyde, pyridyloxobutyl (POB), and pyridylhydroxybutyl 

(PHB) DNA adducts (5). The current study focuses on the larger POB-G and PHB-G 

lesions that result from attack at the O6 position of G (Figure 5.1). Both POB-G and PHB-

G have a modified Watson-Crick hydrogen-bonding face compared to G (i.e., N1 becomes 

a hydrogen-bond acceptor; Figure 5.1). Therefore, this may cause these G lesions to no 

longer exhibit a preference for C, which could result in mutations upon replication. POB-

G and PHB-G differ in the substitution of the chain connecting the adducted G to the bulky 

moiety ring (i.e., carbonyl versus hydroxyl group, respectively) and previous work on DNA 

adducts arising from known human carcinogens has shown that lesion mutagenicity is 

affected by small changes in chemical composition including linker substituents, ring 

substitution, and ionization state (14-25). Thus, POB-G and PHB-G may have different 

mutagenic profiles, and their consideration may afford a broader understanding of the effect 

of bulky moiety linker composition on lesion mutagenicity.  
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Figure 5.1. The G, POB-G and PHB-G nucleosides in the anti glycosidic conformation, with the 
Watson-Crick hydrogen-bonding face highlighted in blue and the Hoogsteen face in green. Key 

dihedral angles are defined for the lesions including χ [ (O4′C1′N9C4)], α′ [ (C5C6O6C10)], β′ 
[ (C6O6C10C11)], γ′ [ (O6C10C11C12)], δ′ [ (C10C11C12C13)], ϵ′ [ (C11C12C13C14)], 

and ρ′ [ (C12C13C14C15)], as well as ζ′ for PHB-G [ (C12C13O13H13)]. 

 

Detailed investigations have shown that POB-G is highly mutagenic (21,26,27). 

Specifically, POB-G has a 96% mutation rate in E. coli cells, exclusively leading to G  

A transition mutations (26). The mutational spectrum in human HEK293 cells is slightly 

more complex, with the primary replication outcome still being G  A transition mutations 

(54%), but G  T mutations also occurring at a low frequency (2%) (26). In vitro kinetics 

studies support these reported mutational spectra, indicating that translesion synthesis 

(TLS) polymerases preferentially insert dCTP and dTTP opposite the lesion (21,27). 

Although the kinetic studies also report dGTP insertion, extension past the POB-G:G base 

pair does not occur (21,27). Furthermore, while polymerase η bypasses POB-G with a 

kcat/Km of 0.63 mM-1 s-1, polymerase ι, κ, and ν bypass POB-G with a kcat/Km of < 0.005 

mM-1 s-1, which indicates that polymerase η likely plays a critical role in POB-G replication 
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(21,27). Nevertheless, POB-G replication is significantly slower compared to that of natural 

DNA, which has a kcat/Km of 160 mM-1 s-1 for the insertion of dCTP opposite G by 

polymerase η (21). While the mutagenicity of PHB-G is currently unknown, the NNAL 

parent compound that primarily forms PHB lesions has been reported to be tumorigenic in 

mice (28).  

 

To complement mutagenicity data, structural studies have been performed on POB-G using 

a variety of models (29-31). Molecular mechanics (MM) minimization of the 5′–AT[POB-

G] 2′-deoxytrinucleoside diphosphate revealed that the bulky moiety can be directed either 

3′ or 5′ with respect to the lesion site, or extended in the same plane as the adducted G (29). 

Classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations on POB-G adducted DNA (29) and NMR-

based restrained MM minimizations (30) found that the bulky moiety is preferentially 

extended in the same plane as the adducted G. Nevertheless, while only one position of the 

POB-G bulky moiety was reported in the NMR structure, the inherent flexibility of the 

lesion is reflected in broad NMR signals (30). This correlates with computational work on 

the POB-G nucleobase (31) and 5′–AT[POB-G] 2′-deoxytrinucleoside diphosphate models 

(29), which indicate POB-G has a high degree of conformational flexibility. In terms of 

base pairing, POB-G has been shown both in computational and experimental work to form 

a wobble pair opposite C (29-31). Previous computational work from our group provided 

the first structural data for understanding the observed POB-G mutagenicity by 

characterizing nucleobase base dimers (31). Specifically, a stable, non-distorted pseudo-

Watson-Crick POB-G:T pair, and marginally distorted pairs between the Watson-Crick 

face of POB-G and A or C were identified (31). Furthermore, a predicted stable, but highly-

distorted, Hoogsteen POB-G:G pair was found (31), which correlates with the 
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experimentally-observed insertion of dGTP opposite POB-G, but the lack of subsequent 

extension (21,27). Overall, these previous studies have provided insight into the flexibility 

and base-pairing propensity of POB-G. Furthermore, these works highlight the critical role 

computational studies can play in unveiling how lesion structural properties relate to 

mutagenicity. Nevertheless, structural details of the adduct mispairs within the helical 

environment, as well as pairs within the polymerase active site, are key for understanding 

lesion mutagenicity, but remain unavailable. Additionally, no structural studies have 

clarified the similarities and/or differences in the flexibility and base-pairing preferences 

of PHB-G with respect to POB-G.  

 

To shed further light on the mutagenicity of POB-G and provide the first clues regarding 

the mispairing potential of PHB-G, the present work uses quantum chemical calculations 

and molecular dynamics simulation methods to characterize the intrinsic conformational 

and hydrogen-bonding preferences of POB-G and PHB-G, as well as the corresponding 

properties in a DNA duplex and human TLS polymerase active site. Specifically, DFT 

nucleobase and nucleoside models are initially used to examine the energy penalty for 

rotation about key bonds in the bulky moiety and at the glycosidic linkage, which uncovers 

the accessible conformations of free POB-G and PHB-G. Subsequently, 28 hydrogen-

bonded pairs for each lesion were characterized using DFT nucleobase models to 

understand possible interactions between different lesion orientations and the canonical 

DNA nucleobases. MD simulations on adducted DNA provide insight into the dynamic 

conformational landscape of POB-G and PHB-G, and the effects of the identity of the 

pairing base on the structure of post-replication duplexes. Finally, MD simulations reveal 

the POB-G and PHB-G conformational flexibility and base pairing within the confines of 
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the polymerase η active site, and thereby shed light on the relative propensity for the 

insertion of various dNTPs. Overall, our multiscaled computational approach provides 

structural insight into the mispairing potential of two key tobacco-derived DNA lesions and 

complements a growing body of literature focused on understanding how small changes in 

the chemical composition of adducts affect mutagenicity (14-25).  

 

5.2. Computational Details 

An AMBER conformational search about key rotatable bonds in the POB-G and PHB-G 

nucleobases (α′, β′, γ′, δ′, ϵ′, ρ′, and ζ′, Figure 5.1) as implemented in Hyperchem was used 

to determine the inherent conformational preference about the nucleobase–bulky moiety 

linker and within the bulky moiety. All orientations of POB-G and PHB-G isolated from 

the conformational search were subsequently optimized using density functional theory 

(DFT), specifically B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-31G(d) and the relative energies were determined 

using B3LYP-D3/6-311+G(2df,2p). The structures thus obtained were grouped into 

conformational categories based on the orientation of the bulky moiety with respect to the 

adducted G. Subsequently, to assess the relative stability of the anti (χ ≈ 220°) and syn (χ 

≈ 60°) conformations about the glycosidic bond in the POB-G and PHB-G nucleosides, 2′-

deoxyribose was added to the most stable orientation from each conformational category 

of the nucleobase adducts. Finally, hydrogen-bonded nucleobase dimers between the 

Watson-Crick or Hoogsteen face of the most stable orientations of POB-G and PHB-G 

from each conformational category, and each of the four canonical DNA bases were 

investigated. These steps all involved B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-31G(d) or M06-2X/6-31G(d) 

optimizations, and B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-311+G(2df,2p) energy calculations using Gaussian 

09 (revision D.01).  
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MD simulations (AMBER14SB) were performed on 5′–CTCGGCG*CCATC 12-mer 

DNA duplexes, with G*=POB-G or PHB-G in orientations that represent each 

conformational category and paired opposite C. Using the insight gained from these 

simulations about possible POB-G or PHB-G orientations in DNA, MD simulations were 

performed on duplexes containing the lesions mispaired against T, A, and G. Finally, MD 

simulations for dCTP, dTTP and dATP insertion opposite POB-G or PHB-G by polymerase 

η were initiated from a crystal structure of the insertion complex for dATP incorporation 

opposite T (PDB ID: 4ECS). DNA systems were neutralized and solvated such that 8 Å of 

TIP3P water surround the duplex, while polymerase systems were solvated such that 10 Å 

of TIP3P water surround the solute and the concentration of NaCl is ~0.150 M. All systems 

were minimized, heated and equilibrated. Subsequently, 20 ns pre-production simulations 

were performed to understand the inherent conformational dynamics at the lesion site. From 

these trial simulations, representative structures of unique conformations that cannot be 

easily converted into another conformation through standard MD sampling were chosen as 

starting points for further simulations. To enhance sampling of the accessible lesion 

conformations, this process was continued iteratively until no new structures were obtained. 

Based on these sampling simulations, the lesion orientation was used to select structures 

for final 300 (DNA) or 100 (polymerase) ns production simulations. Two additional 100 ns 

replicas were performed for each system (using different initial velocities) to ensure 

statistically relevant results were obtained. Due to negligible all-atom rmsds between each 

replica (generally < 2.5 Å; Table D.1, Appendix D), data from one replica will be discussed 

throughout the main text. The representative structure for each MD simulation shown in 

the figures was obtained by clustering the trajectory based on the rmsd of the damaged base 
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pair using the average linkage algorithm; however, all analysis was performed over the 

entire trajectory.  

 

Full details of the computational protocol are provided in the Supplementary Data. 

 

5.3. Results and Discussion 

5.3.1. POB-G and PHB-G have a high degree of inherent conformational flexibility: 

To understand the inherently preferred orientations of POB-G and PHB-G, the 

conformational landscape of both lesions is investigated using DFT nucleobase and 

nucleoside models. Consistent with the low rotational barriers previously reported for POB-

G (31), both lesions are extremely flexible, with 302 and 710 unique conformations of 

POB-G and PHB-G identified, respectively (Figure 5.2a). The greater number of structures 

for PHB-G compared to POB-G arises due to multiple orientations of the hydroxy moiety. 

All structures were visually inspected and classified based on discrete interactions between 

the bulky moiety and adducted G as stacked, hydrogen bonded, T-shaped or extended (no 

interactions; Figure 5.2b). The majority of POB-G (62%) and PHB-G (52%) conformations 

do not contain an interaction between the bulky moiety and the adducted G (extended, 

Figure D.1, Appendix D). The relative distribution of the remaining conformations varies 

between the two adducts, although the separation between the categories is not as clear for 

PHB-G since some stacked conformations also involve hydrogen bonding between the 

bulky moiety hydroxy group and the adducted G. Most importantly, regardless of the 

lesion, substantial variation occurs within each conformational category (Figure 5.2a), 

which further highlights lesion flexibility.  
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Figure 5.2. a) Overlay (based on G ring atoms) of POB-G (left) and PHB-G (right) conformations 
identified using DFT, with the bulky moiety highlighted in red. b) Most stable POB-G (top) and 

PHB-G (bottom) structure identified for each conformational category (relative energies 
provided). POB-G nucleobase geometries adapted from reference 31. 

 

The most stable POB-G conformation is stacked, while the most stable hydrogen bonded, 

extended and T-shaped orientations are 2.6, 8.0 and 10.5 kJ/mol less favorable, respectively 

(Figure 5.2b, top). Conversely, the most stable PHB-G conformation is hydrogen bonded, 

while the most stable stacked, T-shaped and extended orientations are 2.6, 7.4 and 9.8 

kJ/mol less favorable, respectively (Figure 5.2b, bottom). Nevertheless, the PHB-G 

conformations span a larger energy range than those for POB-G (by 15 kJ/mol; Figure D.2, 

Appendix D). Upon adding 2′-deoxyribose to the most stable POB-G and PHB-G 

nucleobase conformations, the bulky moiety orientations and the trends in relative stability 

are maintained (Figure D.3 and D.4, Appendix D). Additionally, the anti orientation is 

consistently ~ 15 kJ/mol more stable than the syn conformation, which indicates that both 

glycosidic orientations of the lesions may be energetically accessible. Overall, these 
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calculations on the damaged nucleobases and nucleosides reveal that both POB-G and 

PHB-G display a high degree of inherent conformational flexibility, adopting several 

conformational themes that may have unique biological implications. 

 

5.3.2. The Watson-Crick face of POB-G and PHB-G forms stable and minimally 

distorted base pairs with C, T, and A, while the Hoogsteen face of POB-G and PHB-

G forms stable but distorted base pairs with G: To understand the effects of the POB-G 

and PHB-G conformational heterogeneity on the lesion base-pairing potential, DFT is used 

to evaluate the geometry and strength of interactions between the Watson-Crick or 

Hoogsteen face of the most stable structure in each lesion conformational category and the 

canonical nucleobases. Additionally, since an NMR structure of POB-G adducted DNA 

predicted the bulky moiety to be projected straight into the major groove (30), the 

hydrogen-bonding potential of fully extended POB-G and PHB-G (i.e., all dihedral angles 

in the bulky moiety set to 180°) is also considered. Since neither the POB nor PHB bulky 

moiety orientation affects the trends in stability of the resulting base pairs (Table D.2 and 

Figures D.3-D.12, Appendix D), only the fully extended conformation will be discussed 

for simplicity. Nevertheless, the bulky moiety orientation may lead to additional 

interactions between the lesion and pairing base (e.g., hydrogen bonding between the bulky 

moiety and opposing base; Figures D.3-D.12, Appendix D), which may be important and 

will be discussed in more detail in the helical and polymerase environments.  
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Figure 5.3. DFT structures (distances in Å and angles in deg.) and binding energies (kJ/mol) for 

the most stable hydrogen-bonded pairs between the extended POB-G (left) or PHB-G (right) 
conformation and each canonical nucleobase. Figures D.3-D.12 contain data for different lesion 

orientations. POB-G hydrogen-bonding dimer geometries adapted from reference 31. 
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Both POB-G and PHB-G form a wobble base pair with C using the Watson-Crick face of 

the lesion (Figure 5.3), which is consistent with previous studies on POB-G (29-31). This 

pair contains two hydrogen bonds and is weaker than the canonical G:C pair by ~ 58–65 

kJ/mol. Both wobble pairs are wider than G:C by ~0.6 Å and the base pair opening is ~10° 

larger. Nevertheless, the base pairs are nearly planar (interplanar angle=1–4°). Regardless 

of the bulky moiety, adducted G forms a pseudo-Watson-Crick base pair with T (–69.7 or 

–55.6 kJ/mol for POB-G or PHB-G, respectively; Figure 5.3), which contains two hydrogen 

bonds. Although the G*:T mispairs slightly deviate from planarity (by 10–30°), both base 

pairs maintain the opening and width of natural DNA (50–54° and 10.6–10.7 Å, 

respectively), and therefore are overall less distorted than G*:C. Two hydrogen bonds are 

formed between the lesion Watson-Crick face and the Hoogsteen face of A (–64.3 or –59.8 

kJ/mol for POB-G or PHB-G, respectively; Figure 5.3). The base pair opening and width 

of the G*:A pairs deviate from those of natural DNA (by ~5° and ~0.8 Å, respectively). 

The base pair between the Watson-Crick face of G* and the Hoogsteen face of G is weak 

(–38.1 or –29.8 kJ/mol, respectively; Table D.2, Appendix D) and significantly distorted 

(i.e., deviations up to ~2 Å and 55° in the base pair width and interplanar angles, 

respectively, Figures D.11 and D.12, Appendix D).  

 

Several other DNA adducts use their Hoogsteen face to pair with the canonical nucleobases 

(18,32,33). In the case of POB-G and PHB-G, the strongest interactions with the lesion 

Hoogsteen face occur with G (–73.8 and –93.9 kJ/mol for POB-G and PHB-G, respectively, 

Figure 5.3). Nevertheless, these base pairs deviate from the natural G:C pair in the opening 

angle by up to ~25° and base pair width by up to ~2 Å, and the pairs are nonplanar by up 
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to ~57° (Figure 5.3). The hydrogen-bonding interactions between the Hoogsteen face of 

POB-G or PHB-G, and the Watson-Crick face of C, T or A are weak (–43 to –52 kJ/mol, 

Table D.2 and Figures D.3-D.10, Appendix D), and the pairs are structural distorted (i.e., 

deviations up to ~3 Å and 20° in the base pair width and opening angles, respectively, 

Figures D.3-D.8, Appendix D).  

 

Overall, the Watson-Crick faces of POB-G and PHB-G form similar hydrogen-bonding 

interactions with the canonical nucleobases. In particular, stable pairs are characterized 

between the lesions and C, T, and A, with the T pairs being the least distorted. Conversely, 

the most stable base pairs with the Hoogsteen faces of the lesions occur with G. However, 

the high degree of distortion predicted for the isolated G*:G mispairs indicates that either 

the distorted base pairing geometry will not be adopted in the duplex environment or the 

pair will cause significant structural changes to the overall helical geometry. 

 

5.3.3. Both lesions preferably extended the bulky moiety into the major groove of 

DNA, while PHB-G may also adopt an intercalated conformation: Since each lesion 

conformational category identified for the adducted nucleobases will result in a different 

bulky moiety position in DNA duplexes, MD simulations were initiated from each 

conformational theme for POB-G or PHB-G paired opposite C to better understand the 

accessible lesion orientations in DNA and the resulting impacts on DNA structure. 

Unsurprisingly, the bulky and intrinsically unstable T-shaped nucleobase orientation 

(Figure 5.2) does not fit within the confines of the duplex environment. Incorporation of 

the stacked POB-G or PHB-G conformation into DNA places the bulky moiety between 

the adducted base pair and the 5′ or 3′ flanking base pair. Regardless of the initial 3′ or 5′ 
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stacked orientation, the bulky moiety consistently adopted an extended orientation within 

the first 1 ns of an unconstrained MD simulation (Figure D.13, Appendix D), which 

suggests the inherently stable stacked conformation of the damaged nucleobases (Figure 

5.2) cannot be accommodated in the duplex. When the lesion hydrogen-bonded 

conformation is considered, the bulky moiety is situated in the location of the pairing base, 

forcing the opposing C into an extrahelical position. Although this conformation could be 

stabilized through stacking interactions between the bulky moiety and flanking base pairs, 

as well as hydrogen bonding between the bulky moiety and adducted G, POB-G acquires 

an extended conformation with the bulky moiety in the major groove and stacked with the 

3′-G upon simulation, regardless of the initial starting point (Figure 5.4, left). This suggests 

that the POB-G hydrogen-bonded conformation is not stable in the duplex. Conversely, 

PHB-G remains intercalated throughout the simulation (Figure 5.4, right). In addition to 

bulky moiety stacking interactions with the flanking pairs and hydrogen-bonding 

interactions with the adducted G, the intercalated PHB-G position is stabilized through 

discrete hydrogen-bonding interactions between the bulky moiety hydroxy group and the 

5′-G (N7, 46% or O6, 10%; Figure 5.4, right), which suggests the stability of this conformer 

is likely sequence dependent.  

 

When the dynamics of the extended POB-G or PHB-G orientation is considered with the 

bulky moiety in the major groove, many lesion conformations occur in which the bulky 

moiety does not interact with the surrounding DNA (Figures 5.5 and 5.6). This directly 

correlates with the extended conformation being the inherently most common orientation 

for the isolated nucleobase (Figure 5.2). Nevertheless, in some of the sampled adducted 

DNA conformations, the bulky moiety forms a T-shaped interaction with the Hoogsteen 
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edge of the adducted G or a flanking base, or a hydrogen bond with the pairing C (N4H, 

~20%), which further highlights the inherent lesion flexibility and the predicted similar 

stability of many nucleobase conformational themes. As predicted by DFT base pair 

models, both POB-G and PHB-G form a wobble pair with C that contains 

G*(N1)·· ·C(N4H) and G*(N2H)···C(N3) hydrogen bonds (each occupied for > 87% of the 

simulation). The pairs are ~0.6 Å wider and the opening angle is ~10° larger than for 

canonical DNA (Figure 5.5c and 5.6c and Figures D.14 and D.15, Appendix D). The 

stability of POB-G:C (–61.8 kJ/mol) is less than PHB-G:C (–68.9 kJ/mol; Table D.2, 

Appendix D), as well as canonical G:C. Other global structural feature of the damaged 

DNA are consistent with those expected for natural DNA throughout the simulation, 

including the maintenance of the flanking base pairs and base step parameters (Figures 

D.14-D.15, Appendix D).  

 

Figure 5.4. a) MD representative structures obtained for POB-G (left) and PHB-G (right) 
adducted DNA based on an initial hydrogen-bonded orientation of the lesion with the pairing C in 

the major groove. b) Overlay of lesion conformations adopted throughout the MD simulation, 
highlighting the deviation in bulky moiety orientation (red). c) Lesion hydrogen-bonding 

interactions within DNA. 
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Figure 5.5. a) MD representative structure of POB-G adducted DNA with the lesion in the 

extended orientation opposite C. b) Overlay of lesion conformations adopted throughout the MD 
simulation, highlighting the deviation in bulky moiety orientation (red). c) Lesion hydrogen-

bonding interactions within DNA. 

 

 
Figure 5.6. a) MD representative structure of PHB-G adducted DNA with the lesion in the 

extended orientation opposite C. b) Overlay of lesion conformations adopted throughout the MD 
simulation, highlighting the deviation in bulky moiety orientation (red). c) Lesion hydrogen-

bonding interactions within DNA. 
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Overall, POB-G adducted DNA adopts one dominant conformational theme that positions 

the bulky moiety in the major groove and the damaged G hydrogen bonds with the opposing 

base, which correlates with the single structure of POB-G:C adducted DNA previously 

reported based on NMR (30). Nevertheless, the current work provides insight into the 

diversity of bulky moiety orientations, which is consistent with reported broad NMR peaks 

(30). In contrast, PHB-G adducted DNA can adopt two conformations: 1) the bulky moiety 

intercalates into the helix and the pairing base is displaced into the major groove, and 2) 

the bulky moiety is in the major groove and the adducted G hydrogen bonds with the 

opposing base. This difference in the conformational heterogeneity of POB-G and PHB-G 

damaged DNA highlights the potential influence of the bulky moiety composition on 

mutagenic outcomes. Indeed, it has been proposed that DNA lesions with the ability to 

stabilize intercalated conformations have a propensity to form deletion mutations 

(18,32,33). Therefore, our calculations predict that PHB-G may lead to deletion mutations, 

while the instability of the intercalated conformation for POB-G correlates with the absence 

of deletion mutations in the reported mutagenic profile for this lesion (21,27). Regardless, 

both POB-G and PHB-G can maintain hydrogen bonding with an opposing C such that 

there are only minor distortions to the DNA structure, which reflects the importance of this 

non-mutagenic pairing in the broader biological context and is consistent with the 

experimentally-observed non-mutagenic replication of POB-G (21,27).  

 

5.3.4. Both POB-G and PHB-G form stable interactions with T and A in the DNA 

duplex: To probe the dynamical structure of post-replication duplexes that correspond to 

mutagenic events, the POB-G and PHB-G mispairs with T, A, and G were modeled in 
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DNA. When POB-G or PHB-G is paired opposite T, a pseudo-Watson-Crick pair is 

maintained that contains G*(N2H)···T(O2) and G*(N1)·· ·T(N3H) hydrogen bonds (–41.7 

or –55.5 kJ/mol for POB-G or PHB-G, respectively; Figure 5.7a and 5.8a and Table D.3, 

Appendix D). The G*(N1)·· ·T(N3H) interaction is less persistent for POB-G (33%) than 

PHB-G (63%) due to the orientation of the bulky moiety at the site of attachment (i.e., C10–

H is directed toward the POB-G Watson-Crick face to allow for T-shaped interaction 

between the pyridyl ring with the flanking base pairs, but C10–H is directed toward the 

PHB-G Hoogsteen face, with transient hydrogen bonding between the bulky moiety 

hydroxy group and flanking bases). Although the G*:T pairs are 15 to 20 kJ/mol weaker 

than the G*:C pairs within the helix, the G*:T mispairs cause little deviation in the 

canonical DNA structure, with a lesion base pair width of ~10.6 Å and opening of ~58°, as 

well as base step and base pair parameters consistent with natural DNA (Figures D.17-

D.18, Appendix D).  

 

When PHB-G is paired opposite A, the lesion forms persistent G*(N2H)···A(N7) and 

G*(N1)·· ·A(N6H) hydrogen bonds (> 80%; Figures 5.7b and 5.8b and Table D.3, 

Appendix D). In contrast, POB-G forms transient G*(N2H)···A(N7) and 

G*(N1)·· ·A(N6H) hydrogen bonds (< 50%; Figures 5.7b and 5.8b and Table D.3, 

Appendix D). These pairs are weaker than the G*:C pairs by ~12 kJ/mol. Furthermore, 

some deviations occur compared to canonical DNA for DNA containing POB-G:A or PHB-

G:A, with the base pair width and opening angle increasing by ~1 Å and 10°, respectively 

(Figure 5.7b and 5.8b). Nevertheless, no significant deviations occur in the remaining 

helical parameters (Figure D.19-D.20, Appendix D). 
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Figure 5.7. MD representative structures of POB-G adducted DNA with the bulky moiety in the 
major groove opposite a) T, b) A, or c) G. The trimer containing the lesion pair (green), flanking 

pairs (blue), and bulky moiety (red) is shown on the left, while the lesion-site hydrogen bonding is 
shown on the right. 

 

When syn-POB-G or PHB-G is paired opposite G (Table D.3, Appendix D), a single 

hydrogen bond occurs between the adducted G(N7) and the pairing G (N2, for > 89% of 

the simulation; Figures 5.7c and 5.8c and Table D.6, Appendix D), which results in pairs 

that are up to 10 kJ/mol weaker than the G*:C pairs. Although there is little deviation from 

the canonical base pair width, the lesion mispair is not planar (interplanar angle ~35°). As 
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a result, the DNA helix is highly distorted with respect to all base step and base pair 

parameters surrounding the lesion site (Figures D.21-D.22, Appendix D). For example, the 

rise and twist between the adducted base pair and the 5′-flanking pair are 2 Å and ~90° 

smaller than for an undamaged helix, respectively.  

 

Figure 5.8. MD representative structures of PHB-G adducted DNA with the bulky moiety in the 
major groove opposite a) T, b) A, or c) G. The trimer containing the lesion pair (green), flanking 

pairs (blue), and bulky moiety (red) is shown on the left, while the lesion-site hydrogen bonding is 
shown on the right. 
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Overall, our simulations on post-replication DNA duplexes suggest that potential base 

substitution mutations formed upon replication of POB-G and PHB-G due to alterations in 

the Watson-Crick face of G will afford stable duplexes. Specifically, stable T and A 

mispairs can exist for both lesions, with the T mispairs causing the least distortion to the 

DNA duplex. However, the predicted highly distorted helices containing POB-G:G and 

PHB-G:G suggest that the G mispairs will destabilize the post-replication duplexes and 

may hinder lesion replication. This proposal is consistent with the observed formation of 

POB-G:G pairs, but the lack of extension past the lesion site by polymerase η, ι, κ, and ν in 

vitro (21,27).  

 

5.3.5. Polymerase η insertion complexes indicate that dCTP and dTTP are best 

aligned for catalytic insertion opposite POB-G and PHB-G, but suggest that PHB-G 

may display a higher mutagenic potential: To understand the impact of constraints 

imposed by the polymerase η active site on the preferred lesion orientations and structures 

of lesion base pairs, the polymerase η insertion complexes were considered for dCTP, 

dTTP, or dATP incorporation opposite POB-G and PHB-G. The bulky moiety adopts many 

distinct extended conformations in the polymerase η major groove binding pocket (Figure 

D.23, Appendix D). However, in contrast to the lesions in unbound DNA, the bulky moiety 

is exclusively positioned away from the Watson-Crick face of the lesion in the polymerase 

η active site.  

 

Regardless of the lesion conformation, all insertion complexes have key structural features 

that correctly align the dNTP for the phosphoryl transfer reaction. Specifically, Cys16, 

Phe17, Phe18, Tyr52, Arg55, Arg61, and Lys231 form hydrogen-bonding interactions with 
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the dNTP (Figure D.25, Appendix D) (34). Although minor differences exist in the 

interactions between the polymerase and each dNTP (Figure 5.10), all dNTPs maintain a 

network of dNTP-polymerase hydrogen bonds (Tables D.7-D.9, Appendix D). 

Additionally, all predicted structures for the polymerase η insertion complexes associated 

with POB-G and PHB-G replication maintain octahedral coordination of the binding and 

catalytic Mg2+ ions (Table D.10, Appendix D), which is known to be essential for catalysis 

(34). Nevertheless, the coordination of Oα2 to the binding Mg2+ ion adopts a wide spread 

of distances (Figure D.24, Appendix D). Finally, for a polymerase insertion complex to be 

catalytically active, the reaction coordinates should be aligned, which includes: 1) the 

distance between the 3′-primer end(O3′) and the dNTP(Pα) approaching the van der Waals 

radii for O and P (3.5 Å), and 2) the in-line attack angle [ (3′-primer end(O3′)–dNTP(Pα)–

dNTP(Oαβ))] approaching 180° (35-37). All POB-G and PHB-G replication complexes 

maintain this reaction coordinate orientation, with a distance < ~3.3 Å and angle > ~170° 

(Figure 5.9).  

 

In addition to the contacts between polymerase η and the dNTP triphosphate tail, the 

position of the dNTP in the active site is stabilized by hydrogen-bonding interactions with 

the lesion in the template strand. Indeed, hydrogen bonding between the template base and 

incoming dNTP has been proposed to play an important role in dNTP selection by TLS 

polymerases (16,38,39). Consistent with DNA duplex models (Figure 5.5-5.8), POB-G and 

PHB-G form a wobble pair with dCTP that contains G*(N1)·· ·dCTP(N4H) (> 40%) and 

G*(N2H)···dCTP(N3) (> 80%) interactions, and has an overall interaction strength of  

~ –50 kJ/mol (Figure 5.9). The POB-G and PHB-G pairs with dCTP have opening angles 
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~10° wider than G:dCTP in the polymerase η active site, but have the same interplanar 

angle as G:dCTP. While the POB-G:dCTP pair has the same width as G:dCTP, the PHB-

G:dCTP pair is ~0.7 Å wider.  

 
Figure 5.9. Hydrogen bonding between POB-G (left) or PHB-G (right) and an incoming dCTP, 

dTTP, or dATP in the polymerase η insertion complex. 
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Figure 5.10. Overlay of the polymerase η insertion complex for POB-G (blue) and PHB-G (red) 
replication for dCTP, dTTP, or dATP insertion, highlighting the orientation of key active site 

residues around the dNTP. 

 

The lesions also form two hydrogen bonds with dATP, namely the G*(N1)·· ·dATP(N6H) 

(< 30%) and G*(N2H)···dATP(N7) (< 55%) hydrogen bonds. Nevertheless, dATP 

incorporation results in a weak base-pair strength (~ –25 kJ/mol; Figure 5.9). Furthermore, 

the dATP pairs contain wide opening angles (~90–110°), but possess a width and 

interplanar angle consistent with canonical DNA replication.  

 

As seen for unbound DNA, a persistent pseudo-Watson-Crick pair occurs between dTTP 

and POB-G or PHB-G that contains an intermittent POB-G(N1)·· ·dTTP(N3H) interaction 

(50 or 41%, respectively) and a well preserved POB-G(N2H)···dTTP(O2) hydrogen bond 

(> 93%; Figure 5.9). When only these two interactions are formed between the adducted 
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nucleobase and the incoming dTTP, both pairs have an interaction strength of ~ –45 kJ/mol. 

However, in contrast to unbound DNA and dTTP insertion opposite POB-G within the 

polymerase η active site, the PHB-G:dTTP pair can also contain a hydrogen bond between 

the bulky moiety hydroxy group and O4 of the pairing dTTP (24%). When this bulky 

moiety–dTTP contact is present, the interaction strength increases to ~ –70 kJ/mol. 

Irrespective of the involvement of the bulky moiety in dTTP binding, both the POB-G and 

PHB-G pairs maintain a structure consistent with canonical DNA.  

 

Overall, regardless of the catalytically conducive alignment of the polymerase η active site, 

the lack of strong, persistent and undistorted hydrogen bonding between A and the lesion 

suggests that dATP is unlikely to be selectively incorporated opposite POB-G or PHB-G 

by polymerase η. On the other hand, dCTP insertion results in a more stable and a less 

distorted hydrogen-bonded pair with both lesions, as well as a correct active site 

configuration. Finally, persistent hydrogen bonding occurs between both lesions and an 

incoming dTTP, which leads to base pair structural parameters more consistent with natural 

DNA than dCTP. Therefore, our calculations predict that polymerase η replication of these 

two key tobacco induced DNA lesions will lead to preferential dNTP insertion according 

to dTTP > dCTP >> dATP. This is consistent with experimental studies on POB-G, which 

report a high frequency of G  A mutations and non-mutagenic replication (21,26,27), and 

highlights the predictive power of computer modeling for understanding the mutagenicity 

of DNA damage. In the absence of experimental data, the same computational approach 

reveals that the PHB-G:dTTP pair can be significantly more stable in the polymerase η 

active site than POB-G:dTTP, and therefore indicates that PHB-G may be more mutagenic. 

This effect is caused by a difference in the bulky moiety composition, and therefore this 
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finding complements previous literature that emphasizes the influence of adduct structure 

on the mutational outcomes of DNA lesions (14-25).  

 

5.4. Conclusion 

The current study uses a multiscale computational approach to provide structural data that 

rationalizes and predicts the mutagenicity of two tobacco-derived carcinogenic DNA 

lesions, namely POB-G and PHB-G. Quantum mechanical calculations reveal that both 

POB-G and PHB-G possess a high degree of inherent conformational flexibility, which 

may affect the biological processing of the lesions and emphasizes the importance of 

dynamical structural data for other flexible DNA lesions. Nevertheless, regardless of the 

conformation adopted, both lesions form stable and minimally distorted nucleobase pairs 

with C, T, and A, but highly distorted pairs with G. Indeed, molecular dynamics simulations 

predict that the G mispairs significantly alter the DNA duplex, suggesting that dGTP 

incorporation will not afford stable post-replication duplexes. This proposal is consistent 

with the previously reported formation of, but lack of extension past, POB-G:G pairs by 

TLS polymerases in vitro (21,27). In contrast, stable minimally distorted duplexes occur 

when POB-G or PHB-G are paired opposite C, T, and A. However, dATP weakly interacts 

with either lesion when bound within the polymerase, and therefore is unlikely to be 

selectively incorporated opposite POB-G or PHB-G, despite a catalytically conducive 

alignment of the polymerase η active site. This finding agrees with the observed low 

frequency of G  T mutations upon replication of POB-G in vivo (2%) (26). When dCTP 

and dTTP are placed opposite POB-G or PHB-G, the polymerase η active site is aligned 

for catalysis and the dNTP forms stable interactions with both lesions. However, the 

G*:dTTP pairs are less distorted, suggesting dTTP will be inserted more often than dCTP. 
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These findings are consistent with experimental studies that report an abundance of G  

A mutations, as well as non-mutagenic replication, for POB-G (21,26,27), which validates 

our approach. Nevertheless, differences in the bulky moiety hydrogen-bonding patterns 

enhance the stability of the PHB-G:dTTP pair, suggesting that dTTP will be more often 

misinserted opposite PHB-G. Furthermore, the mutagenicity of PHB-G is likely increased 

by the stabilization of a conformation that intercalates the bulky moiety into the DNA helix, 

which has been associated with deletion mutations for other adducts. This contrasts the 

instability of an analogous conformer for POB-G, which coincides with the experimental 

mutagenicity spectrum. Nevertheless, future experimental work that probes the mutational 

profile of PHB-G is required to confirm the relative importance of deletion mutations for 

different tobacco-derived lesions. Overall, this study provides key structural insight into 

the reported mutagenicity of POB-G, uncovers the first clues about the mutagenicity of 

PHB-G, and adds to a growing body of literature that highlights the impact of small 

chemical changes to the bulky moiety on lesion mutagenicity.  
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Chapter 6: Evidence for the replication of a syn DNA pyrimidine: A 

computational investigation of a highly mutagenic tobacco-derived 

thymine lesiona,b,c 

 

6.1. Introduction 

DNA encodes all information required for human life. However, this information is 

constantly threatened by many endogenous and exogenous damaging agents (1). Some 

particularly carcinogenic yet prevalent sources of DNA damage are nicotine products, such 

as conventional cigarettes and e-cigarette liquid (2, 3). The use of tobacco products is 

associated with several cancers (e.g., lung, head, and neck) and it is estimated to account 

for 30% of cancer deaths worldwide (4). One of the main causes of tobacco-induced cancers 

is believed to be 4-(methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanone (NNK), which is formed 

in vivo when nicotine is metabolized (5-7). In fact, NNK is the only tobacco component 

that has led to cancer in every species tested (i.e., mice, rats, hamsters, rabbits, pigs, 

monkeys, and humans) irrespective of the route of exposure (8, 9). Within the body, NNK 

is converted into species that react with DNA to form many different purine and pyrimidine 

a Proceedings of the National Academy of Science U.S.A. reference style used throughout 
this chapter. 
 
b Adapted from Wilson, K.A., Holland, C. and Wetmore, S.D. (2018). Evidence for the 
replication of a syn DNA pyrimidine: A computational investigation of a highly mutagenic 
tobacco-derived thymine lesion. Nucleic. Acids Res. (In preparation). 
 
c C.H. performed the nucleobase model conformational search and preliminary calculations 
on the nucleoside and DNA models. K.A.W. performed calculations on the nucleobase, 
nucleoside, base pair, DNA and polymerase models, as well as data analysis on all models 
and wrote the first draft of the manuscript. 
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lesions such as methyl (O2-T, O4-T, or O6-G), formaldehyde (N6-A, N4-C, or N2-G) and 

pyridyloxobutyl (POB; O2-T, O4-T, N6-A, O6-G, N7-G, O2-C, N3-C, or N4-C) adducts 

(7).  

 

DNA lesions caused by tobacco affect many cellular pathways (10, 11). For example, 

standard DNA replication is typically stalled by damaged nucleobases, and an alternative 

pathway known as translesion synthesis (TLS) is responsible for replicating past damaged 

sites. While TLS is critical for preventing cell death, it is error prone and can introduce 

mutations, which in turn can lead to cancer. Current literature on the replication of DNA 

adducts arising from known human carcinogens shows that TLS is affected by the chemical 

structure of the lesion (12-20). However, most studies on damaged DNA replication have 

considered purine lesions (see, for example, references (12-20)), while very little is known 

about the replication of damaged pyrimidines. In fact, only a few damaged pyrimidines 

have been identified in the literature to date (7, 21, 22). 

 

A common pyrimidine adducts is O2-[4-oxo-4-(3-pyridyl)butyl]thymine (POB-T; Figure 

6.1a), which is also the most persistent POB adduct formed from NNK, at least in part due 

to a repair resistance (23, 24). Additionally, the mutational signature (signature 4) 

associated with tobacco smoking in human cancers contains T A mutations (25) that have 

not yet been explained, but could be associated with POB-T. As a result, researchers are 

striving to understand the structure and mutagenicity of this T lesion. POB-T is a minor 

groove lesion and has an altered Watson-Crick (WC) hydrogen-bonding face compared to 

canonical T (i.e., N3 becomes a hydrogen-bond acceptor; Figure 6.1a), and therefore may 

no longer preferentially pair with A. Indeed, in vitro studies indicate that DNA polymerase 
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η (pol η) preferentially inserts dATP and dTTP opposite POB-T, while DNA polymerase κ 

(pol κ) preferentially inserts dGTP over dATP opposite the lesion (26, 27). Interestingly, 

the unique outcomes for POB-T replication by pol κ and η indicate that these two human 

TLS polymerases process the lesion in different ways, although the exact pathways are 

currently unknown. 

 

 
Figure 6.1. a) The T, anti-POB-T and syn-POB-T nucleosides, with WC face in blue and 

Hoogsteen face in green. Key dihedral angles for the lesions include α′ [ (N1C2O2C8)], β′ 
[ (C2O2C8C9)], γ′ [ (O2C8C9C10)], δ′ [ (C8C9C10C11)], ϵ′ [ (C9C10C11C12)], ρ′ 

[ (C10C11C12C13)] and χ [ (C2N1C1′O4′)]. b) POB-T base pairings previously speculated in 
the literature (27, 28). 

 

To clarify the polymerase responsible for POB-T bypass in vivo, single and double 

knockout strains of human cells (HEK293K) were considered for pol η, κ, ι, and ζ, and 

Rev1 (28, 29). Knockout of pol η and ζ has a significant effect on lesion bypass (bypass 

efficacy reduced from < 55% in wild-type cells to < 36% in the pol η knockout or < 22% 

in the double knockout), while knockout of pol κ, ι or Rev1 did not substantially change 

the efficiency of TLS past POB-T (28, 29). These results from the knockout strains are 

consistent with in vitro work indicating that pol η most efficiently bypasses POB-T (27). 
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Nevertheless, pol η replicates POB-T ~1000-fold less efficiently than natural DNA (26, 

27). Furthermore, in wild-type cells, T A mutations (i.e., dTTP incorporations) occur at 

a high frequency (up to ~50%) regardless of the organism (i.e., E. coli, mice, or humans) 

(28-32). These in vivo studies are consistent with POB-T replication by pol η, since in vitro 

studies indicate that pol η most commonly inserts dTTP opposite POB-T (26, 27). 

However, these conclusions contrast literature suggesting pol κ replicates minor groove 

lesions (33), while pol η replicates pyrimidine dimers and major groove adducts (34, 35). 

Indeed, pol κ has an open pocket on the minor groove side of the DNA duplex that can 

accommodate a bulky moiety, while pol η has an open pocket that aligns with the DNA 

major groove (36, 37). Nevertheless, pol κ has been proposed to require WC hydrogen 

bonding for rapid catalysis (28, 38), a condition that is not satisfied by POB-T.  

 

There is currently no structural information available for POB-T replication. However, 

hydrogen-bonding patterns between the lesion and the canonical nucleobases have been 

proposed to rationalize the observed lesion mutagenicity. Specifically, the prevalence of 

dGTP insertion by pol κ was speculated to arise due to the formation of two hydrogen bonds 

between POB-T and dGTP (Figure 6.1b) (26, 27). On the other hand, the observed insertion 

of dATP and dTTP by pol η (26, 27) was explained based on interbase hydrogen bonding 

involving protonation of the lesion (i.e., at N3) or the pairing base (i.e., at N1 of A or O2 

of T) (Figure 6.1b) (27, 28). However, the authors acknowledge that these proposed pairs 

do not explain why dGTP is not inserted by pol η (26, 27). Additionally, mass spectrometry 

data indicates that POB-T is not cationic (39), and there is no evidence to support the 

protonation of a canonical DNA nucleobase interacting with POB-T. It has therefore been 

suggested that protein–DNA interactions may play a large role in dictating dNTP insertion 
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opposite POB-T (27, 28). Thus, detailed structural information about the lesion and 

polymerase-DNA complex is required to elucidate factors that control POB-T replication 

by pol κ and η. 

 

Previous work on other DNA lesions has shown that computational chemistry is an 

important tool for gaining molecular level insight into the function of DNA polymerases, 

including lesion accommodation within the active site and mutagenic outcomes (40-45). 

Therefore, the present work uses density functional theory (DFT) calculations and 

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to provide the first structural information for POB-

T, as well as the preferred base pairings and lesion replication. Specifically, DFT 

nucleobase models reveal the intrinsic conformational preference about the nucleobase–

bulky moiety linker and within the bulky moiety of POB-T. Next, docking and MD 

simulations uncover how the lesion is accommodated in the pol κ and η active sites prior 

to dNTP binding. DFT models of isolated hydrogen-bonded pairs provide insight into 

possible interactions between POB-T and the canonical nucleobases. Finally, MD 

simulations on insertion complexes and select post-replication DNA duplexes shed light on 

how pol κ and η replicate POB-T and rationalize the varying propensities for dNTP 

insertion. Overall, our multiscale computational approach provides the structural insight 

necessary to clarify the apparent discrepancy in the DNA replication literature by 

highlighting differences in how two human TLS polymerases replicate POB-T and thereby 

expanding the biological role of pol η.  

 

6.2. Results and Discussion 
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6.2.1. POB-T is a highly flexible lesion: To understand the inherent structural preference 

about the nucleobase–carcinogen linker and within the bulky moiety in the absence of steric 

constraints, the conformational landscape of the POB-T nucleobase was mapped using 

DFT. Calculations initiated from a linear orientation (i.e., α′, β′, γ′, δ′, ϵ′, and ρ′ = 180°, 

Figure 6.1a) indicate that the bulky moiety exhibits a ~41 kJ/mol preference to be 

positioned toward the WC face at the nucleobase–carcinogen linker (i.e., first carbon of the 

bulky moiety directed toward N3), with the corresponding rotational barrier being ~45 

kJ/mol (Figure E.1-E.2, Appendix E). Nevertheless, POB-T is highly flexible about all 

other key bulky moiety dihedral angles (minima within ~5.5 kJ/mol and rotational barriers 

of < 30 kJ/mol; Figure E.1-E.2, Appendix E). Therefore, the interplay between various 

bulky moiety orientations needs to be considered. 

 

 
Figure 6.2. Overlay of DFT POB-T nucleobase conformations (based on damaged T heavy 
atoms, bulky moiety highlighted in red, top) and most stable conformer from each category 

(bottom). 
 

Since full exploration of the POB-T conformational space would require characterization 

of a 7-dimensional energy surface, a usage-directed conformational search was performed 

to gain insight into the minimum energy regions on the surface. The resulting 164 unique 

adduct conformations (Figure E.3, Appendix E) were visually inspected and classified 
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based on the interactions between the bulky moiety and the adducted T as stacked, T-

shaped, hydrogen bonded or extended (no interaction; Figure 6.2). Although there is 

substantial structural and energetic (up to ~50 kJ/mol) variation within each conformational 

category (Figure 6.2 and Figure E.4, Appendix E), the majority of accessible POB-T 

conformations are extended (49%), while there is an approximately equal number of 

stacked and T-shaped structures (~20% each), and fewer hydrogen bonded conformers 

(10%; Figure E.4a, Appendix E). However, within DNA none of the hydrogen bonded 

conformations can occur, and many of the T-shaped and extended conformations are 

excluded as well, due to the close proximity of the bulky moiety and the site of backbone 

attachment (Figure 6.2). Regardless, the lesion displays a consistent orientation at the 

nucleobase–carcinogen linker (i.e., first carbon of the bulky moiety is directed toward the 

WC face) and the bulky moiety is rarely linear in the 52 lowest energy structures (relative 

energy < 20 kJ/mol; Figure E.5, Appendix E).  

 

6.2.2. POB-T can adopt the canonical anti glycosidic orientation in the pol κ active 

site, while only syn-POB-T can be accommodated by pol η: The orientation of POB-T 

in the pol κ and η active sites prior to dNTP insertion was investigated to gain insight into 

the impact of the enzyme and surrounding DNA on the lesion conformation. Initially, all 

POB-T conformers identified in the conformational search were manually docked into the 

pol κ active site such that the lesion adopts the canonical anti conformation about the 

glycosidic bond. Although most conformations of the isolated POB-T nucleobase do not 

fit in the pol κ active site, 37 of the 164 conformations are well accommodated (closest 

heavy atom distance between the lesion and polymerase or DNA > 2.0 Å; Figure E.6, 

Appendix E). All 37 conformers adopt an extended orientation, the most common 
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conformation of the isolated nucleobase. When MD simulations (100 ns in triplicate) were 

performed on the pol κ preinsertion complex, POB-T adopts orientations that span all 37 

manually docked conformations (Figure E.7, Appendix E). These orientations position the 

bulky moiety in an open pocket near the little finger domain and away from the reactive 

center of pol κ. There is little change in the overall polymerase structure upon POB-T 

accommodation compared to a crystal structure of T replication (Figure 6.3a). This 

accommodation of POB-T correlates with evidence that pol κ replicates minor groove 

adducts, such as N2-G and N3-A lesions (36, 37). 

 

 
Figure 6.3. Overlay of MD representative structures for a) anti-POB-T bound in the pol κ active 
site (purple) and b) anti-POB-T or c) syn-POB-T bound in the pol η active site (blue) with crystal 
structures (grey) for dATP insertion opposite dT (PDB ID: 5W2C for pol κ and 4ECS for pol η). 

 

Since pol η is generally believed to replicate major groove lesions (46), it is not clear how 

the enzyme exerts activity towards the minor groove POB-T adduct. Indeed, when all POB-

T nucleobase orientations were manually docked into the pol η active site using the same 

protocol applied to pol κ, only 8 of the 164 conformations fit in the pol η active site (Figure 

E.8, Appendix E). However, these 8 conformations correspond to extended orientations 

that place the bulky moiety in close proximity to key residues in the catalytic palm domain 

(e.g., Phe18 and Arg61) and/or the binding position of the incoming dNTP. Furthermore, 

subsequent MD simulations reveal disruptions in the active site region that will 

compromise dNTP binding regardless of the initial bulky moiety orientation (Figure 6.3b 
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and E.9, Appendix E). This suggests that anti-POB-T is unlikely to be bypassed by pol η, 

which is consistent with the lack of replication of other minor groove lesions by  

pol η (36, 37), but contradicts in vivo and in vitro studies on POB-T (26-28). Nevertheless, 

pol η may accommodate POB-T in a different conformation. 

 

A change in the glycosidic conformation for POB-T was considered, as the addition of 

various bulky moieties to purine nucleosides induces a syn glycosidic  

conformation (14, 47, 48). Although no such preference has been previously reported for a 

pyrimidine lesion, our DFT calculations suggest that the syn-POB-T conformation is only 

~9 kJ/mol higher in energy than the anti conformation and the two conformations are 

connected by a modest ~35 kJ/mol barrier (Figure E.10, Appendix E). When syn-POB-T 

was manually docked into the pol η active site, significantly more POB-T conformations 

can be accommodated by pol η compared to anti-POB-T (30 versus 8; Figure E.8, 

Appendix E). These conformations extend the bulky moiety on the major groove side of 

the growing helix and into an open pocket near the pol η little finger domain. Subsequent 

MD simulations reveal only minor changes in the little finger domain to accommodate the 

lesion (Figure 6.3), which will likely have a much smaller impact on dNTP insertion than 

the disruption of the catalytic palm domain seen for anti-POB-T. While damaged purines 

have been shown to adopt a syn glycosidic orientation during replication (14, 47, 48), to 

the best of our knowledge this is the first evidence suggesting that a pyrimidine adopts the 

syn glycosidic conformation within a polymerase active site. Nevertheless, other nucleic 

processing enzymes, such as the TET family of enzymes (49), the NEIL1 DNA repair 

enzyme (50), and functional RNA (51), bind pyrimidines in the syn conformation. The 

unique POB-T glycosidic orientations accommodated by pol κ and η may explain the 
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observed differential replication outcomes, which will be probed in the following sections 

by analyzing the corresponding dNTP insertion complexes.  

 

6.2.3. Pol κ adopts a catalytically conducive conformation for the insertion of dGTP 

opposite POB-T: Prior to investigating the POB-T base-pairing preferences in the pol κ 

active site, DFT calculations were used to explore potential hydrogen bonding between the 

POB-T WC face and each canonical nucleobase (Figure 6.4). POB-T was considered in the 

extended conformation, the only orientation accommodated by pol κ. In all dimers, a 

stacking interaction occurs between the POB-T bulky moiety and the pairing base, which 

complements interbase hydrogen bonding to stabilize the base pairs (Figure 6.4a). When 

POB-T is paired with A or G, two hydrogen bonds occur (Figure 6.4a). Nevertheless, POB-

T pairing with G (~–94 kJ/mol) is significantly stronger than with A (~–70 kJ/mol). 

Furthermore, the POB-T:G hydrogen-bonding geometry is different from that proposed in 

the literature (27, 28) (Figure 6.1b) since our predicted orientation at the carcinogen–

nucleobase linker directs the first carbon of the bulky moiety toward the lesion WC face 

and thus prevents O2 of the lesion from hydrogen bonding with the pairing G. Finally, 

POB-T mispairs with T or C contain a single hydrogen bond and have interaction energies 

of –70.6 or –80.7 kJ/mol, respectively (Figure 6.4a). All POB-T pairs are non-planar 

(interplanar angle ≈ 30°). Additionally, the base pairs exhibit distortion in the canonical 

base pair width (by up to 2.2 Å) and/or opening (by up to 30°), with the exception of the 

POB-T:syn-dATP pair, which maintains a width and opening consistent with canonical 

DNA.  
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Figure 6.4. DFT structures and binding energies for base pairs between the a) T or POB-T WC 

face or b) POB-T Hoogsteen (H) face and the canonical nucleobases. 
 

To gain a better understanding of POB-T replication by pol κ, MD simulations on the pol 

κ insertion complexes with dGTP or dATP paired opposite POB-T were performed. These 

pairs were considered since G and A form two hydrogen bonds with POB-T in the 
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nucleobase dimers and these pairs are observed experimentally (26, 27). Conversely, 

pairing C and T lead to only a single hydrogen bond with POB-T and does not correlate 

with an experimentally-observed mutagenic outcome and thus these pairs were not 

considered in the polymerase active site. Regardless of the opposing base, the bulky moiety 

adopts many distinct extended conformations in the insertion complexes. Nevertheless, the 

first carbon of the bulky moiety is preferentially directed toward the lesion WC face as 

observed for the isolated nucleobase (Figure E.11, Appendix E). The bound POB-T 

orientation consistently positions the bulky moiety in an open pocket of pol κ, where a 

hydrogen bond occurs between the bulky moiety N and Ser102 (Table E.1-E.3, Appendix 

E). Unlike the nucleobase dimers, the steric constraints of the active site prevent 

interactions between the bulky moiety and opposing base, which will destabilize the pairs.  

 

To correctly align the dNTP for the phosphoryl transfer reaction, a number of active site 

features must be maintained, including octahedral coordination of the catalytic and binding 

Mg2+ ions, a reaction distance [d(3′-primer end(O3′)–dNTP(Pα))] of < 3.5 Å and a reaction 

angle [ (3′-primer end(O3′)–dNTP(Pα)–dNTP(Oαβ))] of ~ 180° (52-54). These criteria are 

satisfied for dATP and dGTP insertion opposite POB-T by pol κ (Figure 6.5 and Table E.4, 

Appendix E). In addition, minimal differences occur in the interactions between the dNTP 

backbone, and the surrounding amino acids compared to dATP insertion opposite T (Figure 

E.12a and Tables E.1-E.3 and E.5, Appendix E).  
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Figure 6.5. Structure and reaction coordinates for pol κ insertion of dATP opposite a) T or b) 

POB-T, and c) syn-dATP or d) dGTP insertion opposite POB-T. 
 

Despite the correct alignment of the reaction coordinate, the largest differences in the dATP 

and dGTP pol κ insertion complexes occur in the nascent base pair. Specifically, POB-T 

does not hydrogen bond with an incoming anti-dATP. Instead, the bulky moiety chain or 

pyridyl ring form non-covalent C–H···π and π· · ·π interactions with dATP (Figure E.11, 

Appendix E). This leads to an average POB-T:dATP interaction energy of –31.2 kJ/mol. In 

agreement with data for the DFT nucleobase dimers, changing the dATP glycosidic 

orientation results in a less distorted base pair in the pol κ active site, which maintains an 

opening and interplanar angle consistent with canonical DNA. Furthermore, POB-

T(O4)·· ·dATP(N6H) and POB-T(N3)·· ·dATP(N6H) hydrogen bonds are transiently 

formed (< 22%), and the pair has an average interaction energy of –29.0 kJ/mol (Figure 
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6.5c). Nevertheless, despite the reaction coordinate being aligned for catalysis, weak 

interactions occur between POB-T and dATP, regardless of the dATP glyosidic orientation. 

Overall, this correlates with in vitro kinetic data suggesting that dATP is infrequently 

inserted opposite POB-T by pol κ (26, 27). 

 

Although POB-T:dGTP is distorted compared to undamaged DNA (deviations in base pair 

width of ~1 Å and opening of ~20°), the POB-T(O4)·· ·dGTP(N1H) and POB-

T(N3)·· ·dGTP(N2H) hydrogen bonds are persistent (> 90%; Figure 6.5d). This leads to an 

average interaction strength of –61.4 kJ/mol, which is ~12 or ~30 kJ/mol stronger than 

canonical T:dATP or POB-T:dATP, respectively (Figure 6.5d). When coupled with the 

catalytic orientation of the reaction coordinate, this correlates with experimental in vitro 

kinetic studies that indicate dGTP is inserted opposite POB-T at a higher rate than dATP 

(27). Although our calculations rationalize the in vitro data, in vivo studies indicate that 

knockout of pol κ does not influence POB-T replication and therefore it is unlikely that pol 

κ replicates POB-T in vivo (28). Since the predicted insertion complexes are aligned for 

catalysis, our data supports suggestions that the decreased reactivity of pol κ towards POB-

T may stem from the lack of WC hydrogen bonding, which is proposed to be required for 

rapid catalysis (38). 

 

6.2.4. Unique syn glycosidic orientation explains experimentally observed dTTP and 

dATP insertion opposite POB-T by pol η: MD simulations on preinsertion complexes 

predict that an extended orientation of POB-T is accommodated in the pol η active site in 

the syn, but not canonical anti, glycosidic orientation. However, it is unclear how the POB-

T Hoogsteen face interacts with the canonical nucleobases. DFT calculations on pairs 
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between the POB-T Hoogsteen face and the canonical nucleobases reveal no interactions 

between the bulky moiety and any canonical pairing base. Although a stable Hoogsteen-

POB-T:G base pair could not be isolated, a single hydrogen bond occurs between POB-

T(O4) and A(N6H), C(N4H), or T(N3H) (Figure 6.4b). As a result, pairs involving the 

POB-T Hoogsteen face are all significantly less stable than canonical T:A (by 22 – 35 

kJ/mol) and pairs involving the POB-T WC face (by 21 – 59 kJ/mol). Additionally, while 

all syn-POB-T base pairs retain the width of canonical DNA, the pairs are significantly 

nonplanar (by up to ~70°) and distorted with respect to the opening (by up to ~30°). The 

consistent weak and distorted interactions between the POB-T Hoogsteen face and the 

canonical nucleobases correlate with reports that pol η has a low dNTP selectivity during 

POB-T replication (26, 27).  

 

To further understand the POB-T replication outcomes MD simulations on the pol η 

insertion complexes were performed. Specifically, dATP, dCTP, and dTTP were paired 

opposite the lesion in the pol η active site, since A, C, and T all form a hydrogen bond in 

the nucleobase pairs with POB-T. In all complexes, there is substantial variation in the 

bulky moiety conformation (Figure E.13, Appendix E). However, the lesion preferentially 

adopts an extended orientation that directs the bulky moiety away from the pairing base, 

toward the previously replicated DNA, and near residues in the little finger domain (i.e., 

Arg368, Met418, and Leu375). Additionally, as observed for pol κ, all pol η insertion 

complexes maintain octahedral coordination of the catalytic and binding Mg2+ ions (Table 

E.4, Appendix E), and the reaction distance and angle are < 3.5 Å and 170–175°, 

respectively (Figure 6.6). Furthermore, regardless of the pairing base, interactions between 

the dNTP backbone and surrounding amino acids are similar to those for the replication of 
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T (Figure E.12b and Tables E.5-E.8, Appendix E). Therefore, all complexes contain a 

catalytically conducive active site orientation. 

 
Figure 6.6. Structure and reaction coordinates for pol η insertion of dATP opposite a) T or b) 

POB-T, and c) syn-dATP, d) dCTP or e) dTTP insertion opposite POB-T. 
 

Despite a consistent N–H···POB-T(O4) hydrogen bond in the lesion nucleobase pairs with 

A, C or T, differences occur in the interactions between the dNTP and syn-POB-T in the 

pol η active site. Indeed, steric constraints within the active site force syn-POB-T:syn-dATP 

and syn-POB-T:dCTP into geometries that lack interbase hydrogen bonding (Figure 6.6). 

This suggests that neither syn-dATP nor dCTP will be selectively incorporated opposite the 
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lesion by pol η. Interestingly, when dATP is placed opposite syn-POB-T, the lesion flips 

out of the helix into the major groove and toward the little finger domain of pol η. With 

syn-POB-T out of the helix, dATP is stabilized in the active site by a water-bridged 

hydrogen bond between dATP(N1) and the 3′-A(O4′) (Figure 6.6 and Figure E.13b, 

Appendix E). A crystal structure of dATP insertion opposite an abasic site by pol η shows 

a water-bridged hydrogen bond between the dATP nucleobase and the template backbone 

(55). This indicates that the experimentally-observed insertion of dATP opposite POB-T 

(26-28) likely occurs in a manner analogous to the replication of an abasic site. 

 

In contrast to dCTP and dATP, dTTP paired opposite syn-POB-T by pol η leads to POB-

T(O4)·· ·dTTP(N3H) (53%) and POB-T(C7H)···dTTP(O2) interactions (~10%; Figure 

6.6e), which contribute to an average interaction energy of –29 kJ/mol. Nevertheless, while 

the pair maintains a width consistent with natural DNA, it is not planar (interplanar 

angle=33°). However, since only dTTP directly interacts with syn-POB-T within the 

confines of the pol η active site, the structure of this pair was further probed using MD 

simulations on the corresponding post-replication DNA duplex. The helical environment 

leads to a more planar syn-POB-T:T pair (by ~15°) than the pol η active site, with the same 

POB-T(O4)·· ·T(N3H) (92%) and POB-T(C7H)···dTTP(O2) (12%) hydrogen bonds, and 

stability (–32 kJ/mol; Figure 6.7). Since T is the only nucleobase that can directly interact 

with POB-T in the pol η active site, our simulations provide the first structural explanation 

for in vitro studies that indicate pol η preferentially inserts dTTP opposite POB-T (26, 27), 

as well as in vivo studies that report POB-T leads to T A mutations (28). Our new proposal 

that pol η bypasses POB-T in the syn glycosidic conformation sheds light on the differential 
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POB-T replication outcomes for pol κ and η, and to the best of our knowledge provides the 

first evidence that a polymerase can replicate a damaged syn pyrimidine.  

 

 
Figure 6.7. a) MD representative structure of adducted DNA containing POB-T:T. b) Overlay 
(based on damaged T heavy atoms) of adducted base pair throughout the MD simulation (bulky 

moiety in red). c) Lesion pair structure in DNA. 
 

6.3. Conclusion   

Our multiscale modeling provides the first structural information on the minor groove 

POB-T lesion, and thereby rationalizes the previously confusing mutational spectrum (26-

28). Indeed, although pol κ typically replicates minor groove lesions, pol κ has been 

reported to insert dGTP opposite POB-T in vitro, but does not replicate the lesion in vivo 

(26-28). In contrast, in vivo work indicates that POB-T is replicated by pol η, which 

typically bypasses major groove lesions, and this replication leads to up to ~ 50% T A 

mutations (26-28). Our results further clarify the role of these human polymerases by 

predicting that POB-T adopts different glycosidic orientations in the pol κ and η active 
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sites. Specifically, the anti-POB-T can fit in the pol κ active site and this POB-T orientation 

preferentially pairs with dGTP, which correlates with the experimentally observed 

replication outcome (26-28).  Conversely, anti-POB-T cannot be accommodated by pol η 

and instead the syn conformation is adopted. In the syn conformation, the lesion 

preferentially pairs with dTTP, which correlates with previous reported in vitro and in vivo 

pol η data (26-28). We propose that the experimentally-observed non-mutagenic replication 

of POB-T by pol η occurs through stabilization of dATP opposite POB-T in a manner 

analogous to dATP insertion opposite an abasic site (55) rather than through conventional 

WC hydrogen bonding. All lesion conformations and associated hydrogen-bonding 

patterns between POB-T and the canonical nucleobases calculated in the present work 

differ from those previously hypothesized in the literature in the absence of accurate 

structural data, thus highlighting the need for this fundamental information. Overall, the 

current work provides the structural insights necessary to clarify an apparent discrepancy 

in the DNA replication literature by expanding the biological role of pol η. Furthermore, 

although other nucleic acid binding enzymes have been shown to bind pyrimidines in the 

syn glycosidic conformation (49-51), our results provide the first evidence for the 

replication of a syn pyrimidine. Most importantly, the current work provides structural 

support that indicates POB-T may lead to the T A mutations observed in the mutational 

signature (signature 4) associated with tobacco smoking in human cancers (25). 

 

6.4. Computational Details 

6.4.1. DFT Calculations: Barriers for changing the α′, β′, γ′, δ′, ϵ′, and ρ′ dihedral angles 

in the bulky moiety of the POB-T nucleobase (Figure 6.1a) were determined using B3LYP-

D3(BJ)/6-31G(d). To gain a more complete picture of possible POB-T nucleobase 
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orientations, an AMBER conformational search about α′, β′, γ′, δ′, ϵ′, and ρ′ as implemented 

in HyperChem was performed. All resulting lesion orientations were subsequently 

optimized using B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-31G(d) and the relative energies determined using 

B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-311++G(2df,2p). Hydrogen-bonded dimers between the WC or 

Hoogsteen face of POB-T and the canonical nucleobases were investigated using B3LYP-

D3(BJ)/6-311++G(2df,2p)//M06-2X/6-31G(d). All calculations were performed using 

Gaussian 09 (revision D.01). 

 

6.4.2. MD Simulations: The orientation of POB-T in the pol κ and η active sites was 

initially investigated by overlaying (adducted T heavy atoms) the nucleobase 

conformations identified in the conformational search onto the template T in a pol κ or η 

crystal structure (PDB IDs: 5W2C and 4ECS) corresponding to dATP insertion. 

Representative lesion orientations were then used to initiate MD simulations (AMBER 

ff14SB) on the pol κ and η preinsertion and insertion complexes with select dNTPs, as well 

as select 5′-CTGTGTC[POB-T]GCAGCG 14-mer DNA duplexes.  

 

All complexes were solvated in a TIP3P octahedral water box such that the solute was at 

least 10.0 Å from the box edge. NaCl was added to DNA–polymerase systems to yield an 

~ 0.150 M concentration, while DNA systems were neutralized with Na+. Mg2+ ions were 

included in the insertion complexes. All systems were minimized, heated to 310 K, and 

equilibrated. 20 ns unconstrained pre-production simulations were performed to identify 

geometries that were distinctly different from the initial structures and cannot be easily 

converted during standard MD sampling. Structures with a hydrogen-bonding geometry 

and lesion orientation most conducive for the reaction were selected as initial structures for 
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the final 100 ns production simulations, which were run in triplicate. Since the replicas 

exhibit negligible all-atom rmsds (> 2.5 Å), data from one replica is discussed in the main 

text. While analysis was performed on the entire trajectory, a representative structure was 

chosen for figures based on the lesion orientation and hydrogen bonding. All MD 

simulations were performed using AMBER 14. 

 

Full details of the computational protocol are provided in the Appendix E. 
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Chapter 7: Exploring the Identity of the General Base for a DNA 

Polymerase Catalyzed Reaction Using QM/MM: The Case Study of 

Human TLS Polymerase ηa,b,c  

 

7.1. Introduction 

DNA replication plays a large role in the accurate transmission and maintenance of genetic 

information, and therefore is fundamental to life. The process of DNA replication is carried 

out by enzymes known as DNA polymerases. Understanding the function of these enzymes 

is critical due to their health implications. Indeed, replication errors by polymerases are 

predicted to account for 66% of cancer driving mutations,1 and changes to the function of 

DNA polymerases have been shown to unequivocally lead to cancer.2-3 Furthermore, 

antibiotic and chemotherapy resistance has been linked to the action of DNA polymerases.4-

8 Seventeen human DNA polymerases have been identified to date, which vary in amino 

acid sequence, three-dimensional structure, and subunit composition.9 Nevertheless, all 

polymerases are believed to share a metal ion (typically Mg2+) mediated nucleotidyl transfer 

reaction. 

 

a Journal of the American Chemical Society reference style used throughout this chapter. 
b Adapted from Wilson, K.A., Fernandes, P.A., Ramos, M.J., and Wetmore, S.D. (2018). 
Exploring the Identity of the General Base for a DNA Polymerase Catalyzed Reaction 
Using QM/MM: The Case Study of Human TLS Polymerase η.  ACS Catalysis. 
(submitted, cs-2018-04002m). 
c K.A.W. performed calculations, data analysis and wrote the first draft of the manuscript. 
P.A.F., M.J.R. and S.D.W. played supervisory roles. 
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Many studies have provided key information about the reaction pathways catalyzed by a 

variety of polymerases.10-11 The general proposed mechanism for the nucleotidyl transfer 

reaction consists of initial deprotonation of the primer 3′-OH by a general base to generate 

the activated 3′-oxyanion nucleophile (Figure 7.1). Subsequently, the 3′-oxyanion 

nucleophile attacks the α-phosphate of the incoming dNTP to form a phosphodiester bond 

and release pyrophosphate.12 The roles of metal ions in the DNA polymerase mechanism 

have also been well studied.12-15 Specifically, the catalytic Mg2+ ion lowers the pKa of the 

primer 3′-OH, the binding Mg2+ ion stabilizes the negative charge on the leaving group 

pyrophosphate, and an additional Mg2+ ion has been proposed to potentially stabilize the 

transition state for pyrophosphate formation, assist in product release and/or prevent the 

reverse reaction. Despite the critical contributions of previous studies for understanding the 

overall mechanism, an important outstanding question is: what is the identity of the general 

base that initiates the reaction? 

 

 

Figure 7.1. The proposed general reaction mechanism for nucleotide addition by a DNA 
polymerase. 
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Since identifying the general base with experimental techniques is challenging, several 

computational studies have characterized different mechanisms for the initial step in the 

polymerase catalyzed reaction.13-14, 16-33 These works have each investigated a selection of 

the proposed mechanisms (typically one to three pathways) and have used a wide variety 

of methods ranging from quantum mechanical (QM) cluster approaches to empirical 

valence bond and quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) calculations, with 

the size of the QM region typically being 52–80 atoms (with only two studies using a large 

QM region of  140 or 183 atoms). For polymerase (pol) β and λ, as well as T7 DNA 

polymerase, a conserved active site Asp/Glu residue has been proposed to play the role of 

the general base, either directly or assisted by water (Figure F.1a).16-22 Alternatively, pol β 

has been proposed to invoke direct proton transfer to the dNTP α-phosphate (Figure 

F.1b).23-24 Meanwhile, for many translesion synthesis (TLS) polymerases (i.e., Dpo4, as 

well as pol κ and ι), a water mediated substrate assisted (WMSA) mechanism has been 

suggested in which a series of water molecules transfer the primer 3′-OH proton to the 

dNTP α-phosphate group and then to the dNTP γ- or β-phosphate group through subsequent 

water-mediated proton transfer steps (Figure F.1c).25-30 An active site water molecule that 

is hydrogen bonded to bulk water has also been considered as the general base for pol η 

(Figure F.1d),13 while other studies on pol η and β have indicated that a hydroxide ion 

coordinated to the catalytic Mg2+ ion could play this role.14, 31-32 Finally, a recent study 

proposed a self-activated mechanism (SAM) in which the leaving pyrophosphate 

deprotonates the primer 3′-OH (Figure F.1e) and an interaction between the 3′-oxyanion 

and the catalytic Mg2+ ion mediates subsequent movement of the polymerase along the 

DNA to align the primer for dNTP binding (translocation).33 Overall, these previous studies 

on the reaction mechanisms catalyzed by DNA polymerases, highlight the discrepancy in 
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the literature surrounding the identity of the general base. Indeed, recent literature has 

emphasized the need for future studies to establish the identity of the general base.13-14  

 

The current work aims to fill this gap in the literature by examining all previously proposed 

mechanisms using a consistent theoretical framework. Human pol η was chosen as the 

model for the current investigation due to the established biomedical importance of this 

enzyme. Specifically, pol η specializes in rescuing stalled replication forks at UV-induced 

pyrimidine dimers, as well as many other DNA lesions, by extending the primer past the 

site of damage.34-35 Furthermore, pol η is the only DNA polymerase in which mutations to 

the enzyme or the lack of the polymerase has been explicitly linked with cancer.2, 6 Indeed, 

lack of pol η causes the human syndrome xeroderma pigmentosum (XPV), which is 

characterized by elevated rates of skin malignancies.36 Conversely, the presence of pol η 

can decrease cell sensitivity to anticancer agents such as cisplatin.37-38 Due to its biomedical 

importance, a number of experimental studies have investigated the function of pol η, 

reporting observed kcat values of 0.23 – 3.33 s-1,15, 39-45 which correspond to an upper bound 

for the overall barrier for all reaction steps (including binding, conformational change(s), 

chemical step(s) and product release) of ~80 kJ/mol according to transition state theory. 

Additionally, these studies have proposed bulk water or Ser113 to be the general base that 

initiates the pol η catalyzed reaction.15  

 

To explore the mechanism for the nucleotidyl transfer reaction catalyzed by human pol η, 

the current work uses molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, umbrella sampling, and 

ONIOM QM/MM calculations. Specifically, we considered all possibilities for the general 

base based on previous proposals from experimental and computational studies on pol η or 
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other DNA polymerases. Our results show that proton transfer to a hydroxide ion or to 

Glu116 through Ser113 leads to calculated barriers consistent with experimental kinetic 

data.15, 39-45 However, a new pathway for the nucleotidyl transfer reaction is identified in 

this work that invokes direct proton abstraction by Glu116, which is the most 

thermodynamically favored pathway, and is fully consistent with all experimental kinetic 

and mutational data. In line with the common proposal that all DNA polymerases share a 

general mechanism,9 Glu116 acting as the general base for the pol η catalyzed reaction is 

the first evidence that supports a TLS polymerase using a mechanism similar to that 

proposed for other DNA polymerases in which a conserved Asp/Glu initiates the reaction 

through proton abstraction.16-22  

 

7.2. Computational Details 

7.2.1. Structural Preparation: The X-ray crystal structure corresponding to pol η insertion 

of dATP opposite a template T in the presence of Ca2+ (PDB ID: 4ECS, 1.95 Å resolution) 

was used as a starting point for modeling. Missing residues (Thr155-Glu159), which are 

located in a loop region far away from the active site, were added manually using 

GaussView and the active site Ca2+ ions were converted to Mg2+ ions. All amino acids and 

nucleotides were assigned physiological protonation states (verified by PROPKA)46 using 

the tLEAP module of AMBER 12.47 dATP was modeled in the –4 charge state. The system 

was neutralized by Na+ ions and surrounded by a cubic box of TIP3P water such that the 

minimum distance between the box edge and solute is 10.0 Å.  
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7.2.2. Classical MD Simulations: The system was minimized in stages using AMBER 12. 

Specifically, water and counterions were minimized over 2500 steps of steepest descent 

and 2500 steps of conjugate gradient minimization with a 50 kcal/(mol.Å2) constraint on 

the solute. Subsequently, the hydrogen atoms were minimized over 4000 steps of steepest 

descent and 4000 steps of conjugate gradient minimization, with a 50 kcal/(mol.Å2) 

constraint on all heavy atoms. Next, 12500 steps of steepest descent and 12500 steps of 

conjugate gradient minimization were performed, with a 50 kcal/(mol.Å2) constraint on the 

DNA and protein backbone. Finally, 30000 steps of unconstrained steepest descent and 

30000 steps of unconstrained conjugate gradient minimization were performed. The 

minimized system was then heated to 310 K over 100 ps using the Langevin thermostat 

(γ=2.0), with a 10 kcal/(mol.Å2) restraint on the solute. Finally, the system was equilibrated 

for 0.5 ns and simulated for 60 ns in an NPT ensemble at 310 K and 1 bar using the 

Langevin thermostat (γ=2.0) and Berendsen Barostat. For all calculations, a time step of 2 

fs, the Particle Mech Ewald (PME) method was used to treat long-range electrostatic 

interactions, a non-bonded cutoff of 10.0 Å, the periodic boundary condition and SHAKE 

were implemented. All amino acids, nucleotides, Na+ ions and the solvent were modeled 

with AMBER ff99SB parameters, while Mg2+ was modeled with the parameters from 

Allner et al,48 and dATP parameters were adapted from the literature.49  

 

7.2.3. Umbrella Sampling: Starting from the equilibrated pol η structure, umbrella 

sampling was used to investigate the orientation of the primer 3′-OH, which dictates the 

residue that is correctly aligned for the initial proton transfer step and is therefore critical 

to the overall reaction mechanism. Specifically, the (H3′–C3′–O3′–HO3′) dihedral angle 
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was successively sampled in 5° intervals from 0 to 360°. Each window was minimized for 

500 steps of steepest descent minimization followed by 1500 steps of conjugate gradient 

minimization, equilibrated for 50 ps and simulated for 2 ns, with a 30 kcal/(mol.rad2) force 

constraint to ensure adequate sampling. The potential of mean force (PMF) was calculated 

for rotation about the dihedral angle using the weighted histogram analysis method 

(WHAM).50  

 

7.2.4. QM/MM Calculations: The free energy profile for the nucleotidyl transfer reaction 

catalyzed by pol η was modeled using ONIOM QM/MM as implemented in Gaussian 09 

(Rev. D.01).51 The starting reactant geometries were taken from the minimized crystal 

structure or a structure from the umbrella sampling. To obtain a reactant, all Na+ ions and 

water molecules beyond a 4 Å shell around the pol η–DNA complex were removed. The 

QM (high-level) region includes two to five water molecules, the dNTP (excluding the 

nucleobase), the 3′-primer terminus (C1′, H1′, C2′, H2′1, H2′2, C3′, H3′, O3′, O3′H, C4′, 

H4′, and O4′), the binding and catalytic Mg2+ ions, the amino acids coordinated to the Mg2+ 

ions (Asp13 (side-chain), Asp115 (side-chain), Glu116 (side-chain), and Met14 

(backbone)), and the amino acids interacting with the triphosphate tail (Tyr52 (side-chain), 

Cys16 (backbone), Asp15 (backbone), Arg55 (side-chain) and Lys231 (side-chain; Figure 

7.2). Depending on the reaction considered, the side-chains of Arg61 and/or Ser113, as well 

as the 5′-phosphate of the 3′-primer terminus, were also included in the high-level region. 

Therefore, the ONIOM model contained 127–140 atoms in the high-level region. All other 

polymerase, DNA and water atoms were modeled in the low-level (MM) region. Hydrogen-

link atoms were used for covalent bonds that spanned the QM/MM boundary. All water 

molecules in the low-level region were frozen, while all other atoms were mobile during 
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the calculations. Preliminary linear scans along the reaction coordinate for each chemical 

step were performed using an increment of 0.10 Å, while finer scans with an increment of 

0.01 Å were used in the transition state region. Where possible, the identified reactant (RC), 

intermediate (IC) and product (PC) complexes, as well as transition states (TS1 and TS2), 

were subsequently fully optimized. Stationary points were verified through vibrational 

frequency calculations, with the one imaginary frequency found for each transition state 

being visually inspected to verify the reaction coordinate. All calculations were performed 

using ONIOM(B3LYP-D3/6-311+G(2d,2p):AMBER ff99SB)// ONIOM(B3LYP/6-

31G(d):AMBER ff99SB) and electronic embedding. Gibbs free energies and zero-point 

corrected energies were calculated by adding the thermal or scaled (0.9813) zero-point 

correction obtained from the frequency calculations to the ONIOM energies of each 

complex.  

 

Figure 7.2. Solvated QM/MM model for pol η, with the ONIOM high-level region highlighted in 
tube representation. 
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7.3. Results and Discussion  

The present work uses a consistent approach to systematically consider all possibilities for 

the general base in the nucleotidyl transfer reaction catalyzed by pol η (Figure 7.1) based 

on previous proposals from experimental and computational studies on this and other 

polymerases. Specifically, the pathways considered are primer 3′-OH deprotonation by 1) 

an active site water molecule that is hydrogen bonded to bulk water (denoted as bulk 

solvent),13, 15 2) the α-phosphate of dATP,23-24 3) water coordinated to the catalytic Mg2+ 

(i.e., the WMSA mechanism),25-30 4) a hydroxide ion coordinated to the catalytic Mg2+,14, 

31-32 5) Glu116 facilitated by Ser113,15 and 6) Glu116 directly (i.e., a conserved active site 

Asp/Glu).16-22 Although each reaction mechanism differs in the general base, all pathways 

lead to an intermediate complex containing an activated 3′-oxyanion nucleophile, which 

subsequently attacks the α-phosphate of the incoming dATP to form a phosphodiester bond 

and generate pyrophosphate. 

 

Figure 7.3. Comparison of the initial crystal structure geometry (PDB ID: 4ECS, green) and a 
MD representative structure from 60 ns simulation on the a) wild-type enzyme (light purple) or b) 
the Ser113Ala mutant enzyme (dark purple), showing residues that interact with the dNTP (left) 

or the 3′-primer terminus (right). 
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Bulk Solvent as the General Base: Several active site structural features are known to be 

required for a polymerase–DNA complex to be catalytically active, including the 

template:dATP hydrogen bonding, alignment of the reaction coordinate and coordination 

of the metal ions.  During the classical MD simulation on the pol η complex 

corresponding to dATP insertion opposite T, Watson-Crick hydrogen bonding between the 

template T and the incoming dATP persists, and several hydrogen bonds occur between the 

dATP backbone and surrounding amino acids (i.e., Arg55, Lys231, Tyr52, Phe18, Phe17 

and Cys16; Figure F.3 and 7.3). Additionally, both the catalytic and binding Mg2+ ions 

maintain octahedral coordination, and the distance (angle) between the primer 3′-O and the 

dNTP(Pα) is 3.3 Å (174°; Figure F.3). Throughout the classical MD simulation, the primer 

3′-OH is directed toward and hydrogen bonds with bulk solvent (Figure F.3), which is also 

the global minimum energy orientation identified from umbrella sampling (Figure 7.4 and 

F.4). This is consistent with the general orientation and energetic trends previously reported 

for pol κ using a similar umbrella sampling methodology,25 and with the conformations 

reported in a previous computational study on pol η.14 Additionally, this orientation of the 

primer 3′-OH aligns with the previous suggestion that bulk solvent may act as a general 

base due to the presence of water in the vicinity of the primer 3′-OH according to time-

lapsed X-ray crystallography.15 Nevertheless, when proton transfer to bulk solvent is 

modeled with QM/MM, the mechanism proceeds to a high energy IC that lies ~155 kJ/mol 

above the corresponding RC (Table 7.1 and Figure 7.5). This is much greater than the 

estimated experimental barrier for pol η of ~80 kJ/mol,15, 39-45 and therefore bulk water is 

unlikely the general base.  
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Figure 7.4. Reactant complexes obtained from umbrella sampling, with the energy and  
( (H3′–C3′–O3–HO3′) torsion angle, in parentheses) provided. 

 

The α-phosphate of dNTP as the General Base: Based on umbrella sampling, a local 

minimum energy orientation of the primer 3′-OH contains a hydrogen bond between the 

hydroxy group and the α-phosphate (ΔG ~ 20 kJ/mol), and the barrier for rearrangement to 

this orientation from the global minimum energy conformation is ~25 kJ/mol (Figure 7.4 

and S2). This orientation of the primer 3′-OH is also consistent with the general orientations 

and energetic trends previously reported in the literature.14, 25 When the α-phosphate of 

dATP acts as the general base, the energy continuously increases during proton transfer, 

with the IC that contains the proton on the α-phosphate being ~113 kJ/mol higher in energy 

than the corresponding RC (Table 7.1 and Figure F.6). Since this energy difference is 

substantially higher than the estimated experimental barrier (~80 kJ/mol),15, 39-45 it is 

unlikely that the dNTP α-phosphate will play the role of the general base.  
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Table 7.1. ONIOM(B3LYP-D3/6-311+G(2d,2p):AMBER ff99SB)// 
ONIOM(B3LYP/6-31G(d):AMBER ff99SB) reaction energies (kJ/mol) for the DNA pol η 

catalyzed nucleotidyl transfer reaction involving different general bases for the initial primer  
3′-OH deprotonation step. 

General Base RC RC* TS1 IC TS2 PC 

Bulk Water 0.0 – – (157.9)a – – 

dATP 0.0 19.5b – (127.0)a – – 

Mg2+ Water (dATP) 0.0 19.5b – (92.0)a – – 

Mg2+ Water (5’-phosphate) 0.0 19.5b – (90.9)a – – 

Ser113 (Glu116) 0.0 24.2b 67.7 [67.5]c 51.2 [56.8]c 59.0 [58.4]c –21.9 [–23.6]c 

Water (Glu116)d 0.0 – 65.1 [64.0]c 72.6 [73.4]c 88.5 [84.7]c 41.6 [41.8]c 

Glu116  0.0 39.3b 43.5 [38.1]c 48.8 [44.5]c 71.9 [64.7]c –54.5 [–57.0]c 
aConstrained optimization relative energy. bFree energy required to reorient the lowest energy reactant identified using umbrella 
sampling.  cΔG and [ΔE]. dSer113Ala mutant pol η enzyme. 

 

 

Proton Abstraction by Water Coordinated to the Catalytic Mg2+ (WMSA Mechanism): The 

local minimum energy orientation of the primer 3′-OH from umbrella sampling that 

contains a hydrogen bond between the primer 3′-OH and the α-phosphate is also aligned 

for the WMSA pathway proposed for other TLS polymerases.25-30 Specifically, the primer 

3′-OH is 1.520 Å away from a water molecule that is coordinated to the catalytic Mg2+ ion 

and this Mg2+ coordinated water hydrogen bonds with another water molecule that interacts 

with the dATP α-phosphate (Figure F.7). Nevertheless, when the Mg2+ coordinated water 

acts as the general base to pass the proton from the primer 3′-OH to the dATP α-phosphate 

through a water chain, the energy continuously increases with the corresponding IC being 

~250 kJ/mol above the RC (Table 7.1). However, the Mg2+ coordinated water forms a 

second hydrogen bond with the 5′-phosphate group of the 3′-primer terminus, which was 

originally included in the QM/MM low-level region as done in previous computational 

studies on other polymerases.25-30 To ensure the high energy is not a computational artifact, 

we reconsidered this mechanism using a model that includes the 5′-phosphate in the high-
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level region (Figure F.8). In the resulting pathway, the terminal 3′-OH proton is shuttled 

through the Mg2+ coordinated water molecule to the 5′-phosphate of the primer 3′-terminal 

nucleotide in an uphill reaction, leading to an IC of ~80 kJ/mol (Figure F.7 and Table 7.1). 

Thus, as discussed for direct deprotonation by the α-phosphate or bulk solvent, the WMSA 

mechanism seems unlikely for pol η.  

 

Figure 7.5. ONIOM product complex and key reaction distances for the nucleotidyl transfer 
reaction catalyzed by DNA pol η involving a hydroxide ion acting as the general base. 

 

Hydroxide Ion as the General Base: While the Mg2+ coordinated water molecule is not able 

to assist the initial proton transfer, it has been proposed that this water molecule may be 

replaced by a hydroxide ion.14, 31-32 Upon alignment of the primer 3′-OH to hydrogen bond 

with a Mg2+ coordinated hydroxide ion, barrierless conversion to the product complex 

occurs (Figure 7.5). This is consistent with the feasibility of this pathway reported in recent 

work on pol η.14 Although our calculations suggest that a hydroxide ion bound to the 

catalytic Mg2+ ion could deprotonate the primer 3′-OH, hydroxide is present at a 

substantially lower concentration than water in the cell.53 Furthermore, there will be an 

energetic cost to align the active site for the reaction, including the binding of a hydroxide 

ion to the catalytic Mg2+ ion. Although the free energy penalty for exchange of a water 

molecule for a hydroxide ion in a similar active site has been estimated to be  
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~11 kJ/mol,54 hydroxide ions exhibit high reactivity toward DNA and proteins.55-57 

Therefore, a metal bound hydroxide may not be the ideal general base for this reaction.  

 

Proton Abstraction by Glu116 Assisted by Ser113: Based on the proximity of Ser113 to the 

primer 3′-OH and Glu116 in a crystal structure of a pol η reactant mimic, Ser113 has been 

proposed to mediate an initial proton transfer from 3′-OH to Glu116.15 Therefore, a reaction 

mechanism for proton abstraction by Glu116 assisted by Ser113 was investigated based on 

the minimized crystal structure geometry. In the RC, Ser113 simultaneously hydrogen 

bonds with Glu116 through the side-chain oxygen that is also coordinated to the catalytic 

Mg2+ ion (Figure 7.6). The first step of the reaction occurs with a free energy barrier of 

43.5 kJ/mol, leading to an IC that is 51.2 kJ/mol higher in energy than the RC (Table 7.1). 

The free energy barrier for the second step is 7.8 kJ/mol, which leads to an exergonic 

reaction (PC = –21.9 kJ/mol). Nevertheless, in contrast to the crystal structure, Ser113 is 

consistently directed away from the active site, and no longer positioned between the 

primer 3′-OH and Glu116 throughout the classical MD simulation initiated from the same 

crystal structure geometry (Figure 7.3). Furthermore, although a complex with the 3′-OH 

hydrogen bonded to Ser113 can be identified that is ~24 kJ/mol higher in energy than the 

global minimum orientation, a complex in which Ser113 interacts with Glu116 does not 

occur during umbrella sampling. In summary, the overall calculated barrier (~75 kJ/mol 

including active site rearrangement) is consistent with the experimental barrier and 

indicates that Ser113 may be able to mediate the proton transfer step of the nucleotidyl 

transfer reaction. Nevertheless, the dynamic structural data (MD and umbrella sampling) 

for the RC* suggests Ser113 is not aligned to play a critical role in the reaction, which is 

consistent with mutational data indicating that the Ser113Ala mutant retains 95% of kcat.15 
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Figure 7.6. ONIOM stationary points and key reaction distances for the nucleotidyl transfer 
reaction catalyzed by DNA pol η involving Ser113 mediated proton transfer to Glu116. 

 

To further investigate the role of Ser113 in the pol η mechanism, MD simulations and 

subsequent QM/MM calculations were performed on the Ser113Ala mutant. Classical MD 

simulations reveal that a water molecule bridges the interaction between the primer 3′-OH 

and Glu116 in the absence of Ser113 (Figure 7.3b). All other contacts in the wildtype 

complex are maintained in the mutant RC (Figure 7.3). When the corresponding reaction 

pathway is mapped, the first step occurs with a free energy of activation of 65.1 kJ/mol, 

resulting in an IC that is 72.6 kJ/mol higher in energy than the RC (Figure 7.7 and Table 

7.1). Finally, the free energy barrier for the second step is 88.5 kJ/mol, which leads to an 
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overall endergonic (by 41.6 kJ/mol) reaction pathway for the Ser113Ala mutant. 

Experimentally the Ser113Ala mutant retains the same catalytic activity as the wildtype pol 

η complex and our calculated barrier is consistent with the experimental barrier (~80 

kJ/mol),15 which indicates that water may play the role of the general base, replacing Ser113 

in the Ser113Ala mutant.  

 

Figure 7.7. ONIOM stationary points and key reaction distances for the nucleotidyl transfer 

reaction catalyzed by the Ser113Ala pol η mutant involving water mediated proton transfer to 

Glu116. 
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Glu116 Directly Abstracting the Proton at the 3′-terminus: The final literature proposal for 

the general base in the nucleotidyl transfer reaction catalyzed by a DNA polymerase is a 

conserved active site Asp/Glu (Glu116 in pol η).16-22 Based on umbrella sampling on pol 

η, the active site configuration that aligns Glu116 to act as the general base is 39.3 kJ/mol 

higher in energy than the global minimum (Figure 7.4). In this structure, one side-chain 

oxygen of Glu116 interacts with the catalytic Mg2+, while the other oxygen hydrogen bonds 

with the primer 3′-OH. This reactant geometry more favorably aligns Glu116 to act as the 

general base than that modeled for other polymerases in which the same side-chain oxygen 

of the catalytic Asp/Glu simultaneously interacts with the catalytic Mg2+ and the primer 3′-

OH.16, 18, 21 Upon considering Glu116 of pol η as the general base, barrierless proton transfer 

leads to an IC that is only 9.5 kJ/mol higher in energy than the aligned RC* (Figure 7.8 and 

Table 7.1). Additionally, the barrier for phosphodiester bond formation and pyrophosphate 

generation is 23.1 kJ/mol and the reaction is exergonic (by 54.5 kJ/mol). Thus, this pathway 

leads to an overall barrier (~67 kJ/mol, including active site rearrangement) that is 

consistent with experimental data (barrier ~ 80 kJ/mol),15, 39-45 which indicates that Glu116 

may act as the general base.   

 

Compared to the other reaction mechanisms characterized in the current work, the pathway 

in which Glu116 acts as the general base is the most thermodynamically favored, the only 

pathway consistent with the (MD and umbrella sampling) dynamical data, and consistent 

with all available experimental kinetic and mutational data for pol η.15, 39-45 Our proposal 

contrasts conclusions from previous computational studies on other TLS polymerases that 

have not fully considered the dynamical structure of the active site.25, 29 However, direct 
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involvement of Glu116 as the general base aligns the pol η mechanism with those for other 

DNA polymerases (pol β and λ).16-22 Therefore, this work contributes to our understanding 

of the chemical details of TLS and points to a shared mechanism for different classes of 

polymerases.  

 

Figure 7.8. ONIOM stationary points and key reaction distances for the nucleotidyl transfer 
reaction catalyzed by DNA pol η involving Glu116 acting as the general base. 

 

7.4. Conclusion 

A consistent theoretical framework was used in the present work to investigate the range 

of previous proposals for the general base in the nucleotidyl transfer reaction catalyzed by 
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pol η. This comprehensive investigation of the pol η catalyzed reaction indicates that the 

dNTP α-phosphate moiety, bulk water, and the Mg2+ bound water molecule are not optimal 

choices for the general base due to the high predicted energy of the resulting intermediate 

complexes. In contrast, our calculations suggest that a pathway in which a hydroxide ion 

coordinated to the catalytic Mg2+ ion acts as a general base is consistent with available 

experimental kinetic data.15, 39-45 However, the contribution of this pathway may be limited 

by the low availability in the pol η active site. Furthermore, it is energetically feasible for 

Ser113 to assist the first chemical step by mediating proton transfer to Glu116, and a water 

molecule could play the role of Ser113 in the Ser113Ala mutant. Nevertheless, classical 

MD simulations and umbrella sampling predict that Ser113 is preferentially directed away 

from the active site such that the side chain is no longer poised near the primer 3′-OH or 

Glu116, which indicates that Ser113 may not be the ideal general base. Finally, direct 

proton transfer from the primer 3′-OH to Glu116 leads to the most thermodynamically 

favorable pathway, and is the only pathway consistent with the dynamical data (i.e., 

classical MD and umbrella sampling) collected for pol η obtained in the present work, and 

available experimental kinetic and mutational data.15, 39-45 Additionally, while all DNA 

polymerases are believed to share a general mechanism,9-11  this is the first evidence that 

aligns the mechanism of a TLS polymerase with that proposed for other DNA polymerases 

(pol β and λ) in which a conserved Asp/Glu acts as the general base.16-22 Taken together, 

our data contributes to answering a long-standing question in the DNA replication field 

regarding the identity of the general base for the nucleotidyl transfer reaction catalyzed by 

TLS polymerases. Future work should strive to determine whether our proposed reaction 

mechanism is the most favorable pathway for a broad range of other TLS polymerases. 
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8. Chapter 8: Conclusionsa 

8.1 Thesis Overview 

It has been previously determined that the conformations adopted by DNA lesions dictates 

their mutagenic consequences. Previous literature1-5 and the work presented in this thesis 

show that computational studies are critical for obtaining important structural information. 

The current thesis first examines the conformational preferences of Bz-G, POB-G, PHB-

G, and POB-T. For all systems, a systematic multiscale modeling approach was used that 

employs models of increasing size (from a nucleobase to a nucleoside to a nucleotide to a 

base pair dimer to an adducted DNA duplex to a DNA polymerase pre-insertion complex 

to a DNA polymerase insertion complex) and computational methods of varying accuracy 

(from QM to MD). Subsequently, the mechanism catalyzed by human DNA pol η was 

investigated using a combination of MD, umbrella sampling, and ONIOM QM/MM 

calculations. Overall, each model used in this thesis has provided critical insight into the 

replication of flexible DNA lesions by TLS polymerases. 

 

In Chapter 2, the substantial conformational flexibility of Bz-G, including rotation of the 

bulky group with respect to the base and the internal conformation of the bulk moiety, is 

seen in the nucleoside and nucleotide models. This conformational flexibility suggests that 

the orientation adopted by Bz-G will be highly dependent on the local environment of the 

adduct. Upon incorporation of Bz-G into DNA, the conformational flexibility is maintained 

and leads to many damaged DNA conformations, including those not previously reported 

in the literature. The range of Bz-G conformations adopted in DNA arises due to a 

a Chemical Research in Toxicology reference style used throughout this chapter. 
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combination of the flexible (–CH2–) linker, the small adduct size, the discrete interactions 

in the helix, and the solvation of the benzyl moiety. These factors in turn lead to a 

complicated mutagenic profile that may involve pairing with natural C, mispairs with A or 

T, or deletion mutations, which is supported by previously reported experimental 

biochemical studies.6-9 Nevertheless, my calculations suggest that pairing with C leads to 

the most stable helical structure, which is the first combined structural and energetic 

explanation for experimental results that report a higher rate of C incorporation than any 

other nucleobase upon the Bz-G replication.6-9 Overall, Chapter 2 highlights the key 

information obtained from nucleoside, nucleotide, and DNA models on flexible DNA 

lesions that will assist in modeling the conformation and base pairing of DNA lesions in 

the polymerase active site.  

 

To further understand the mutagenicity of Bz-G, the binding of the lesion in the Dpo4 active 

site was investigated (Chapter 3). These calculations show that Bz-G binds in the pre-

insertion complex in the same manner as natural G due to lack of interactions between 

Dpo4 and the template base. As a result, the Bz-G bulky moiety is positioned over the 3 –

flanking base pair and thereby occupies the dNTP binding pocket. Therefore, Bz-G must 

undergo a conformational change prior to or during dNTP binding in order for replication 

to proceed. This prediction is consistent with the experimentally observed decrease in 

catalytic rate prior to or during dNTP insertion opposite Bz-G compared to G.7 This is the 

first atomic level detail about a pre-insertion complex for an O6-G lesion and highlights 

the importance of obtaining structural information at each stage during the TLS process for 

DNA lesions.  
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Subsequently, the Dpo4 insertion complexes for Bz-G replication (Chapter 4) were 

modeled. When dCTP or dTTP are paired opposite Bz-G in the Dpo4 active site, a 

catalytically conducive orientation is adopted. In contrast, due to the lack of critical 

hydrogen-bonding interactions, changes in the active site conformation and/or the lack of 

reaction-ready parameters, the purines are unlikely to be inserted opposite Bz-G. 

Additionally, although TLS of DNA adducts has been shown to commonly result in 

deletion mutations, this is not a predominant outcome for Bz-G replication, and I predict 

this is due to the small size and high degree of flexibility of the Bz-G bulky moiety in the 

polymerase active site. Overall, the observed structural parameters in the Dpo4 active site 

for Bz-G replication indicate that dCTP and dTTP will be inserted opposite the lesion, 

which correlates with the experimental mutational spectrum.6-9 Furthermore, the observed 

differences between the DNA and polymerase models emphasize the effects of the enzyme 

active site on the predicted mutagenic outcomes. In summary, Chapters 2 – 4 provide 

significant chemical insights that explain the mutagenicity of the Bz-G adduct and highlight 

the predictive power of computer modeling for understanding the mutagenic outcomes 

associated with DNA damage.  

 

Using the same multiscale modeling approach developed in Chapters 2 – 4, the 

mutagenicities of POB-G and PHB-G, which differ in a single substituent on the bulky 

moiety chain (i.e., carbonyl versus hydroxy), were investigated in Chapter 5. POB-G and 

PHB-G exhibit a high degree of conformational flexibility in nucleobase, nucleoside, DNA 

duplex, and polymerase models. In the DNA duplex and pol η active site, the bulky moiety 

is preferentially located in the DNA major groove. POB-G and PHB-G form stable pairs 
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opposite C and T, with the T pairs being the least distorted relative to canonical DNA. This 

is consistent with the previously observed predominant G  A mutations and the non-

mutagenic replication of POB-G.9-11 Furthermore, my calculations predict PHB-G to be 

more mutagenic than POB-G since the hydroxy group forms an additional hydrogen bond 

with the pairing dTTP that further stabilizes the PHB-G:dTTP pair in the pol η active site 

compare to the POB-G:dTTP pair. The mutagenicity of PHB-G is further increased by the 

stabilization of an intercalated DNA conformation that has been associated with deletion 

mutations for other adducts.12-14 Since POB-G and PHB-G only differ in a single substituent 

on the bulky moiety linker chain, the differences in mutagenicity afford a broader 

understanding of how subtle chemical changes to the bulky moiety of a DNA adduct can 

affect the lesion mutagenicity. 

 

In Chapter 6, the first atomic level details that clarify the replication outcomes for the most 

persistent tobacco lesion, namely POB-T, are provided. These calculations explain how 

human pol κ and η process this minor groove lesion. Although the experimental mutagenic 

profile for POB-T has been previously reported,15-17 the findings are puzzling in terms of 

the human polymerase involved. Specifically, although pol κ typically replicates minor 

groove adducts, in vivo studies indicate pol η replicates POB-T despite being known for 

processing major groove adducts.15-17 The multiscale modeling approach provides 

structural information on POB-T and thereby clarifies the unique replication outcomes for 

these two polymerases. Our calculations reveal that the anti glycosidic orientation of POB-

T can fit in the pol κ active site, but only syn-POB-T is accommodated by pol η. These 

binding orientations rationalize the reported differential mutagenic spectra15-17 based on the 

preferential stabilization of dGTP and dTTP opposite the lesion for pol κ and η, 
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respectively. By uncovering a unique approach for POB-T replication by pol η, Chapter 6 

provides the insight necessary to clarify a discrepancy in the DNA replication literature by 

expanding the biological role of pol η and providing the first evidence for the replication 

of a damaged pyrimidine in the syn glycosidic orientation. 

 

Finally, in Chapter 7, the pol η catalyzed nucleotidyl transfer reaction is investigated using 

MD, umbrella sampling, and ONIOM QM/MM calculations. Specifically, although there 

have been many studies that have investigated the reaction pathway for a variety of DNA 

polymerases, certain features of the mechanism remain unclear, including the identity of 

the general base for nucleophile formation.18-37 Therefore, Chapter 7 investigates all 

possibilities for the general base based on previous proposals from experimental and 

computational studies on pol η and other DNA polymerases using a consistent theoretical 

framework. The characterized reaction pathways indicate that neither the dNTP α-

phosphate nor water can play the role of the general base. Conversely, a hydroxide ion or 

a conserved active site Glu (Glu116) meditated by an active site Ser (Ser113) leads to 

calculated barriers consistent with experimental kinetic data,38-45 and therefore may play 

the role of the general base. However, these pathways may be limited by the availability of 

hydroxide in the active site or the orientation of Ser113, respectively. Overall, the most 

thermodynamically favored pathway considered in this work invokes Glu116 as the general 

base for the nucleotidyl transfer reaction.  This pathway is in agreement with the dynamical 

structural information obtained in Chapter 7 (i.e., MD and umbrella sampling), as well as 

with the available experimental kinetic and mutational data,38-45 and aligns with the 

proposal made for the identity of the general base for other DNA polymerases.18-24 Taken 

together, these results help to answer a long-standing question in the DNA replication 
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literature regarding the identity of the general base for the DNA polymerase reaction 

mechanism. 

 

8.2. Future Work 

8.2.1. DNA Lesions 

The computational methodology developed and successfully applied in this thesis could be 

used to investigate other flexible DNA lesions, such as the other tobacco-induced POB and 

PHB adducts (i.e., PHB-O2-T,46 POB-O4-T,46 PHB-O4-T,46 POB-N6-A,47 PHB-N6-A,47 

POB-O2-C,48 PHB-O2-C,48 POB-N3-C,48 PHB-N3-C,48 POB-N4-C,48 or PHB-N4-C;48 

Figure 8.1). While the current thesis studied the most abundant POB and PHB lesions (i.e., 

POB-O2-T and POB-O6-G), the recently discovered POB-N6-A and PHB-N6-A lesions 

are present at modest concentrations in vivo, and therefore the mutagenic consequences of 

these adducts is important to consider.47 Additionally, understanding the biological 

implications of POB-O2-C is of particular interest since this major product of POB/PHB 

adduction of C is unique compared to other POB lesions due to its cationic nature and its 

frequent spontaneous deamination to form POB-O2-U.48 Nevertheless, the experimental 

mutational spectra of these other POB and PHB lesions have not been reported to date. The 

ability of the new methodology developed in this thesis to predict and rationalize 

experimental mutational data makes this multiscale approach particularly suited to provide 

insight into the biochemical impact of these structurally-related DNA lesions. 
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Figure 8.1.  POB and PHB lesions formed upon exposure to NNK for which structural and 

mutational information is not known. 
 

In addition to investigating the biological consequences of other tobacco lesions, the 

computational methodology developed in this thesis can be used to study the structure and 

associated mutagenic consequences of other flexible lesions. For example, several flexible 

DNA lesions (i.e., estragole-N6-A (ES-A),49, 50 estragole-N2-G (ES-N2-G),49, 50  estragole-

C8-G (ES-C8-G),49, 50 methyleugenol-N6-A (MIE-N6-A),51, 52 methyleugenol-N2-G (MIE-

N2-G),51, 52 N2-3′-safrole-G (3′-S-N2-G),53 N2-1′-safrole-G (1′-S-N2-G), 53 and N6-

safrole-A (3′-S-N6-A);53 Figure 8.2) have recently been identified. These lesions are 

formed upon exposure to estragole, methyleugenol, and safrole, which are used as additives 

in many food and cosmetic products, and found naturally in various herbs and spices, 

including mace, tarragon, basil, fennel, nutmeg, and anise.49, 51-53 Nevertheless, no 

structural or mutagenic data is currently available for these estragole, methyleugenol, and 
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safrole lesions. Obtaining a structural understanding of these lesions is critical since this 

thesis and previous work on DNA adducts arising from known human carcinogens 

highlights that lesion mutagenicity can be affected by small changes in the chemical 

composition of the adduct, such as the damaged nucleobase, linker substituent, ring 

substitution, and ionization state.7-9, 12, 54-62 Therefore, by investigating this series of flexible 

lesions, along with the POB and PHB adducts, a broader understanding of the connection 

between adduct chemical composition and biological outcomes will be obtained. 

 

 
Figure 8.2.  Estragole, methyleugenol, and safrole DNA lesions proposed for future structural 

investigations. 
 

Besides gaining a greater understanding of the structure and mutagenicity of flexible DNA 

lesions, computational chemistry can be used to verify the expanded role of pol η in 

replicating O2-T lesions proposed in Chapter 6. Specifically, it would be of interest to 

investigate the bypass of other O2-alkyl-T lesions. Experimentally, a series of O2-alkyl-T 
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lesions has been synthesized (i.e., methyl, ethyl, n-propyl, iso-propyl, n-butyl, iso-butyl, 

and s-butyl) and the replication of these lesions has been investigated in human cells.63 As 

is observed for POB-T,15-17 the replication of straight chained O2-alkyl-T lesions is carried 

out by pol η.63  Furthermore, the frequency of T  A transversion mutations for straight 

chained O2-alkyl-T lesions increases with chain length from 1% (methyl), 5% (ethyl) and 

~13% (propyl and butyl).63 The effect of chain length on the bypass of these lesions 

indicates that although the methyl and ethyl lesions may be accommodated in the canonical 

anti conformation in the pol η active site, the steric constraints of the active site likely cause 

the propyl and butyl lesions to adopt a syn orientation about the glycosidic bond, as seen 

for POB-T in Chapter 6. Furthermore, pol ι replicates the branched chain O2-alkyl-T 

lesions in vivo and leads to mostly non-mutagenic replication (< 4% T  A mutations).63 

The structural basis for the branched and straight chain alkyl-T lesions being replicated by 

different polymerases is not yet known. By using the same methodology applied in Chapter 

6 to computationally investigate the replication of this series of O2-alkyl-T lesions, the 

structural basis for their mutagenicity can be identified and a greater understanding of key 

human DNA polymerases can be obtained.  

 

8.2.2. DNA Polymerase Reaction Mechanism  

Aside from understanding the mutagenic outcomes for the replication of DNA lesions, 

computer modeling can be used to obtain insight into the reaction mechanism catalyzed by 

DNA polymerases. Indeed, in Chapter 7, the mechanism of action of DNA pol η was 

investigated and my calculations provided substantial insight into the identity of the general 

base for the corresponding nucleotidyl transfer reaction. Due to the conserved active site 

configuration, future studies should investigate the proposed reaction mechanism for a 
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broad range of replicative and TLS polymerases to further elucidate whether a unified 

reaction mechanism for the general base exists for all DNA polymerases. By using a 

methodology consistent with that employed in Chapter 7, a quantitative comparison 

between different polymerases could be completed that is not possible based on previous 

literature (i.e., due to the variation in models and methods used). Additionally, although 

previous work has provided some insight into the role of metal ions in the reaction 

mechanism, future work that examines the role of the third metal in the reaction is required. 

Specifically, although a third metal ion has been proposed to stabilize the transition state 

for pyrophosphate formation, assist in product release and/or prevent the reverse reaction 

for pol β and η,33, 34, 38, 64 it has also been proposed that an Arg residue could fulfill this role 

and therefore the impact of a third metal ion on the reaction barriers needs to be 

investigated. Furthermore, since polymerases are believed to share the same general 

reaction mechanism due to the conserved structure of the active site, the question still 

remains whether other DNA polymerases utilize a third metal ion during catalysis.   

 

8.3. Final Remarks 

In conclusion, this thesis provides the first comprehensive structural information on the 

replication of flexible O6-G and O2-T alkyl lesions. This work clarifies the mutational 

spectra for several lesions and the structural basis for their replication by pol η. 

Furthermore, the reaction mechanism catalyzed by pol η is now better characterized. The 

work proposed in this Chapter will help to further probe the mechanism of action of TLS 

polymerases, including the molecular basis for the mutagenic replication of flexible DNA 

lesions. Overall, this thesis emphasizes the complex interplay between many factors that 

are required to replicate damaged DNA. 
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Table A.1. Partial charges for BzG obtained from HF/6 –31G(d) and RESP charge fitting. 
Atom Atom Type Charge 

P P 1.1617 
O OS –0.4974 

O1 O2 –0.7662 
O2 O2 –0.7662 
O3 OS –0.5408 
C5' CT –0.059 

H5'1 H1 0.0909 
H5'2 H1 0.0909 
C4' CT 0.1406 
H4' H1 0.0743 
O4' OS –0.4085 
C1' CT 0.1123 
H1' H2 0.151 
C3' CT 0.181 
H3' H1 0.071 
C2' CT –0.0013 

H2'1 HC 0.0386 
H2'2 HC 0.0386 
N9 N* –0.0145 
C8 CK 0.2263 
H8 H5 0.1528 
C4 CB 0.3054 
N7 NB –0.6079 
C5 CB 0.0017 
N3 NC –0.6978 
C6 CA 0.6199 
C2 CQ 0.873 
O6 OS –0.2792 
N1 NC –0.7099 
N2 N2 –0.9381 
H21 H 0.3935 
H22 H 0.3935 
C10 CT 0.0224 

H101 H1 0.0759 
H102 H1 0.0759 
C11 CA 0.0637 
C12 CA –0.1295 
H12 HA 0.1307 
C13 CA –0.1226 
H13 HA 0.1188 
C14 CA –0.1776 
H14 HA 0.146 
C15 CA –0.1773 
H15 HA 0.1465 
C16 CA –0.127 
H16 HA 0.135 
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Table A.2. Helical parameters from 20 ns MD simulations on BzG opposite a variety of paring nucleotides. 

Base Pair Shear Stretch Stagger Buckle Propeller Opening HB Shift Slide Rise Tilt Roll Twist 

G:C 1 –24 0.176 –0.089 0.218 –3.2 –15.2 –1.0 3 –0.067 –0.837 3.432 2.2 3.6 31.3 

G:C 2 –23 –0.137 0.013 0.177 –7.7 –15.6 1.3 2 0.361 –0.076 3.362 1.3 1.4 37.1 

G:C 3 –22 0.136 –0.047 0.052 –8.1 –5.7 0.1 3 0.071 –0.124 3.049 –0.4 8.1 22.9 

G:C 4 –21 –0.094 –0.052 0.110 5.5 –3.8 –0.3 3 –0.380 –0.434 3.427 –1.4 4.1 34.7 

G:C 5 –20 –0.099 –0.053 0.094 2.2 –10.2 –0.5 3 –0.046 –0.682 3.383 1.1 0.7 35.6 

G:C 6 –19 0.113 –0.064 0.009 0.8 –9.6 –0.5 3 0.151 –0.260 3.323 0.0 8.7 29.4 

G:C 8 –17 0.094 –0.051 0.130 1.2 –11.6 –0.8 3 –0.074 –0.664 3.344 –1.6 0.5 35.6 

G:C 9 –16 0.116 –0.061 0.134 –4.1 –9.3 –0.1 3 0.530 –0.518 3.418 1.8 3.5 35.5 

G:C 10 –15 0.081 0.018 –0.084 –2.9 –11.6 0.7 2 –0.608 –0.328 3.280 0.6 10.2 28.3 

G:C 11 –14 –0.101 0.018 0.015 0.8 –12.5 1.5 2 0.120 –0.825 3.260 –0.4 0.3 30.2 

G:C 12 –13 0.345 –0.041 –0.104 1.5 –4.6 0.8 3 0.431 –0.190 3.397 1.7 2.7 36.1 
              

anti –BzG:syn –A 1 –24 0.569 –0.053 –0.251 4.7 –16.3 5.9 3 –1.021 0.592 3.505 –3.2 7.3 26.7 

anti –BzG:syn –A 2 –23 –0.260 0.044 0.011 0.0 –15.8 –1.9 2 0.822 0.294 3.406 2.1 0.6 39.4 

anti –BzG:syn –A  3 –22 0.109 –0.060 –0.042 –2.3 –8.5 –0.1 3 –0.153 –0.094 3.158 –2.7 9.0 25.1 

anti –BzG:syn –A  4 –21 –0.117 –0.063 0.137 5.7 –6.4 –0.4 3 –0.230 –0.692 3.491 –0.6 4.8 34.4 

anti –BzG:syn –A  5 –20 –0.124 –0.064 0.039 –1.5 –10.9 –0.4 3 0.294 –0.686 3.386 –0.1 1.6 34.8 

anti –BzG:syn –A  6 –19 0.068 –0.042 0.100 –2.3 –4.7 –0.8 3 0.305 –1.121 6.609 2.2 1.0 61.0 

anti –BzG:syn –A  8 –17 0.196 –0.050 –0.072 7.7 –13.4 0.4 3       
anti –BzG:syn –A  9 –16 0.173 –0.079 0.073 –2.9 –9.1 –0.3 3 –0.228 –1.295 3.575 –1.4 5.5 31.6 

anti –BzG:syn –A  10 –15 0.067 0.025 –0.095 –6.4 –12.8 0.3 2 –0.196 –0.595 3.368 1.7 10.7 30.5 

anti –BzG:syn –A  11 –14 –0.150 0.026 0.038 –2.6 –12.5 0.2 2 –0.172 –0.904 3.268 –0.3 –0.7 31.2 

anti –BzG:syn –A  12 –13 0.310 –0.076 –0.116 1.1 –2.4 0.5 3 0.574 0.200 3.355 2.3 2.8 34.6 
              

anti –BzG:anti –C 1 –24 0.175 –0.090 0.235 –4.5 –15.1 –1.1 3 –0.306 –0.964 3.427 2.1 2.2 28.2 

anti –BzG:anti –C  2 –23 –0.157 0.024 0.151 –6.7 –12.0 0.5 2 0.277 0.020 3.282 1.5 1.9 34.2 
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anti –BzG:anti –C  3 –22 0.118 –0.054 –0.011 –3.2 –7.0 0.0 3 –0.065 –0.099 3.195 –0.9 8.1 28.7 

anti –BzG:anti –C  4 –21 –0.128 –0.064 0.046 3.8 –5.8 –0.3 3 0.006 –0.991 3.525 0.2 4.8 31.5 

anti –BzG:anti –C  5 –20 –0.124 –0.058 –0.046 –3.9 –10.6 –0.2 3 0.116 –0.723 3.411 –0.6 0.9 35.7 

anti –BzG:anti –C  6 –19 0.083 –0.044 0.095 –5.1 –4.5 –0.6 3 –0.009 –0.222 6.631 3.5 –0.6 63.5 

anti –BzG:anti –C  8 –17 0.160 –0.062 –0.052 4.4 –9.7 –0.6 3       

anti –BzG:anti –C  9 –16 0.148 –0.072 0.014 0.8 –9.5 –0.3 3 –0.142 –0.810 3.454 –0.8 4.0 30.1 

anti –BzG:anti –C  10 –15 0.067 0.018 –0.092 –7.2 –13.1 0.8 2 –0.285 –0.445 3.471 0.7 9.7 33.3 

anti –BzG:anti –C  11 –14 –0.158 0.037 0.136 –4.0 –12.0 –0.8 2 –0.214 –0.845 3.282 –1.3 0.0 30.0 

anti –BzG:anti –C  12 –13 0.235 –0.097 –0.121 2.2 –1.5 1.5 3 0.799 0.675 3.297 4.3 3.1 33.7 

              
anti –BzG:anti –T 1 –24 0.166 –0.087 0.240 –3.5 –15.4 –1.1 3 –0.126 –0.788 3.400 2.1 3.6 30.7 

anti –BzG:anti –T  2 –23 –0.149 0.010 0.164 –6.4 –15.4 0.9 2 0.422 –0.042 3.370 1.4 0.8 37.6 

anti –BzG:anti –T  3 –22 0.107 –0.044 0.044 –7.3 –6.0 0.0 3 0.066 –0.170 3.065 –0.6 7.9 23.8 

anti –BzG:anti –T  4 –21 –0.109 –0.055 0.108 5.1 –4.2 –0.4 3 –0.385 –0.523 3.409 –1.3 3.6 34.3 

anti –BzG:anti –T  5 –20 –0.119 –0.054 0.096 2.3 –8.6 –0.5 3 0.329 –0.604 3.355 0.7 0.2 34.3 

anti –BzG:anti –T  6 –19 0.163 –0.061 –0.040 4.1 –3.8 –0.6 3 0.102 –2.204 6.920 1.0 5.9 60.5 

anti –BzG:anti –T  8 –17 0.205 –0.060 0.034 –4.3 –13.3 0.8 3       

anti –BzG:anti –T  9 –16 0.166 –0.049 0.139 –10.3 –3.4 0.5 3 0.131 –0.666 3.492 0.4 4.7 35.0 

anti –BzG:anti –T  10 –15 0.054 0.024 –0.032 0.7 –7.0 0.2 2 –0.120 –0.191 3.094 1.5 10.6 21.5 

anti –BzG:anti –T  11 –14 –0.120 0.013 –0.007 4.5 –14.3 –0.2 2 –0.130 –0.633 3.284 –0.2 –3.0 30.0 

anti –BzG:anti –T  12 –13 0.297 –0.083 –0.106 4.2 –3.4 0.3 3 0.609 0.997 3.490 3.9 4.2 37.3 

              
anti –BzG:syn –G –1 1 –24 0.187 –0.098 0.282 –4.2 –17.8 –1.1 3 –0.007 –0.908 3.434 0.9 2.7 33.6 

anti –BzG:syn –G –1 2 –23 –0.153 0.011 0.352 –8.2 –15.7 –1.8 2 0.016 0.066 3.292 2.2 0.5 32.2 

anti –BzG:syn –G –1 3 –22 0.106 –0.046 –0.023 –3.8 –5.1 0.3 3 0.209 1.039 3.044 –1.5 9.1 13.8 

anti –BzG:syn –G –1 4 –21 –0.130 –0.036 0.262 13.3 –5.6 0.4 3 –0.197 –0.695 3.594 1.0 5.4 33.9 

anti –BzG:syn –G –1 5 –20 –0.143 –0.062 –0.023 2.6 –15.4 0.6 3 0.225 –0.350 3.367 2.3 0.2 38.7 

anti –BzG:syn –G –1 6 –19 0.201 –0.083 –0.247 –0.8 –13.6 1.1 3 –0.238 –1.793 6.817 2.2 16.8 57.0 



252 

anti –BzG:syn –G –1 8 –17 0.116 –0.063 0.017 –8.9 –12.4 0.5 3       

anti –BzG:syn –G –1 9 –16 0.141 –0.034 0.185 –13.3 –3.4 0.2 3 0.501 –0.331 3.491 0.5 2.0 35.3 

anti –BzG:syn –G –1 10 –15 0.067 0.033 0.085 0.9 –0.4 0.4 2 –0.294 –0.017 3.040 0.9 5.4 29.2 

anti –BzG:syn –G –1 11 –14 –0.004 0.003 –0.146 17.3 4.3 2.9 2 0.281 –0.421 3.090 1.6 0.9 22.6 

              
anti –BzG:syn –G –2 1 –24 0.197 –0.100 0.246 –2.9 –17.0 –1.0 3 0.043 –0.886 3.448 1.4 3.2 32.9 

anti –BzG:syn –G –2 2 –23 –0.117 0.000 0.307 –8.1 –16.0 0.6 2 0.120 –0.066 3.309 1.8 1.0 33.4 

anti –BzG:syn –G –2 3 –22 0.106 –0.046 0.014 –5.3 –5.3 –0.2 3 0.251 0.106 3.095 –1.0 8.0 21.3 

anti –BzG:syn –G –2 4 –21 –0.134 –0.061 0.179 6.7 –6.7 –0.3 3 –0.142 –0.904 3.525 1.0 4.9 33.3 

anti –BzG:syn –G –2 5 –20 –0.143 –0.066 –0.045 –1.4 –12.1 0.1 3 0.330 –0.591 3.328 0.8 1.7 35.5 

anti –BzG:syn –G –2 6 –19 0.229 –0.065 –0.073 –1.0 –8.7 0.5 3 –0.476 –2.173 6.633 2.1 13.1 57.7 

anti –BzG:syn –G –2 8 –17 0.132 –0.057 –0.077 –3.2 –13.7 1.0 3       

anti –BzG:syn –G –2 9 –16 0.146 –0.058 0.145 –8.3 –6.9 –0.1 3 0.277 –0.576 3.469 –0.2 5.5 33.8 

anti –BzG:syn –G –2 10 –15 0.055 0.028 0.048 –2.0 –5.3 0.9 2 –0.196 –0.299 3.159 0.6 8.1 28.7 

anti –BzG:syn –G –2 11 –14 –0.076 0.014 –0.027 8.7 –3.3 1.5 2 0.007 –0.582 3.169 0.6 0.4 26.5 

anti –BzG:syn –G –2 12 –13 0.779 –0.528 0.642 14.6 –14.4 –0.6 1 0.994 1.976 3.573 10.3 1.5 27.6 

              
anti –BzG:syn –G –3 1 –24 0.209 –0.104 0.293 –3.8 –18.0 –1.1 3 –0.054 –0.806 3.482 1.4 2.9 32.2 
anti –BzG:syn –G –3 2 –23 –0.133 –0.007 0.360 –9.6 –15.2 1.1 2 0.582 0.338 3.342 3.0 1.4 35.9 
anti –BzG:syn –G –3 3 –22 0.128 –0.047 0.041 –6.8 –0.9 –0.8 3 0.405 –0.361 3.061 –1.0 5.5 19.7 
anti –BzG:syn –G –3 4 –21 –0.128 –0.063 0.227 6.3 –7.3 –0.4 3 –0.089 –1.089 3.630 2.4 2.9 36.4 
anti –BzG:syn –G –3 5 –20 –0.198 –0.071 –0.094 –5.0 –13.1 0.3 3 0.156 –0.614 3.362 –0.8 –0.4 36.1 
anti –BzG:syn –G –3 6 –19 0.047 –0.031 0.002 –4.7 –7.8 0.1 3 –0.651 –1.970 6.638 2.7 8.3 55.5 
anti –BzG:syn –G –3 8 –17 0.075 –0.053 –0.127 –0.6 –11.0 0.1 3       

anti –BzG:syn –G –3 9 –16 0.114 –0.057 0.064 –7.3 –5.4 –0.1 3 0.121 –0.582 3.588 –0.9 2.2 34.6 
anti –BzG:syn –G –3 10 –15 0.053 0.021 0.011 –0.4 –4.4 0.7 2 –0.144 0.017 3.209 0.8 6.0 32.6 
anti –BzG:syn –G –3 11 –14 –0.027 0.012 –0.125 10.6 –2.7 1.6 2 0.090 –0.632 3.163 0.6 1.1 23.5 
anti –BzG:syn –G –3 12 –13 3.416 –0.256 0.875 –8.2 34.1 24.4 0 1.978 2.536 3.982 –15.5 12.8 43.8 



253 

              
syn –BzG:anti –C 1 1 –24 0.168 –0.091 0.262 –4.4 –16.1 –1.0 3 –0.154 –0.695 3.428 1.9 3.4 31.4 
syn –BzG:anti –C 1 2 –23 –0.150 0.007 0.251 –8.4 –14.7 1.9 2 0.799 0.268 3.294 3.1 1.9 35.2 
syn –BzG:anti –C 1 3 –22 0.108 –0.045 –0.011 –4.7 –3.1 –0.8 3 –0.118 –0.290 3.165 –2.6 6.4 26.3 
syn –BzG:anti –C 1 4 –21 –0.120 –0.068 0.168 2.6 –8.3 –0.6 3 0.024 –1.371 3.575 2.8 5.0 32.7 
syn –BzG:anti –C 1 5 –20 –0.188 –0.070 –0.129 –7.6 –13.3 0.2 3 –0.244 –0.864 3.396 –0.9 1.4 34.9 
syn –BzG:anti –C 1 6 –19 0.190 –0.064 0.096 –9.5 –7.6 –0.9 3 0.371 –0.671 7.041 –3.3 15.0 61.1 
syn –BzG:anti –C 1 8 –17 0.094 –0.073 –0.346 1.3 –5.9 –0.1 3       

syn –BzG:anti –C 1 9 –16 0.190 –0.072 –0.108 0.2 –5.8 –0.1 3 –0.297 –1.100 3.436 –1.7 5.8 27.0 
syn –BzG:anti –C 1 10 –15 0.069 0.021 –0.135 –8.1 –12.7 1.7 2 –0.356 –0.635 3.507 0.6 9.7 32.1 
syn –BzG:anti –C 1 11 –14 –0.171 0.038 0.125 –5.0 –11.8 –1.2 2 –0.304 –0.882 3.284 –1.3 –0.3 30.5 
syn –BzG:anti –C 1 12 –13 0.363 –0.053 –0.157 1.4 0.6 1.7 3 0.813 0.714 3.308 4.1 3.1 34.7 

              
syn –BzG:anti –C 2 1 –24 0.207 –0.089 0.161 –5.2 –13.0 –0.7 3 –0.199 –0.543 3.435 1.7 2.8 31.7 
syn –BzG:anti –C 2 2 –23 –0.117 0.012 0.156 –9.0 –14.3 2.6 2 0.649 0.101 3.254 1.3 3.4 33.0 
syn –BzG:anti –C 2 3 –22 0.127 –0.050 –0.007 –2.5 –3.1 –1.0 3 0.965 –1.013 3.389 0.4 4.8 23.4 
syn –BzG:anti –C 2 4 –21 –0.097 –0.074 0.036 –2.9 –12.2 –0.2 3 –0.228 –1.576 3.546 2.4 6.0 32.2 
syn –BzG:anti –C 2 5 –20 –0.153 –0.052 –0.218 –12.9 –8.6 –0.4 3 –0.144 –0.635 3.145 –1.5 5.2 30.9 
syn –BzG:anti –C 2 6 –19 0.193 –0.070 0.021 –2.1 –3.0 –2.2 3 –0.506 0.364 6.809 –5.8 2.6 62.7 
syn –BzG:anti –C 2 8 –17 0.059 –0.026 –0.329 14.1 –8.1 –0.9 3       

syn –BzG:anti –C 2 9 –16 0.196 –0.074 –0.111 5.1 –11.9 0.6 3 –0.028 –1.284 3.592 –2.9 6.2 27.5 
syn –BzG:anti –C 2 10 –15 0.070 0.021 –0.133 –9.5 –13.2 1.9 2 –0.217 –0.856 3.619 0.8 11.5 31.8 
syn –BzG:anti –C 2 11 –14 –0.154 0.043 0.145 –6.5 –11.8 –0.8 2 –0.331 –0.931 3.290 –1.4 –1.0 31.2 
syn –BzG:anti –C 2 12 –13 0.367 –0.068 –0.090 –0.3 0.2 1.2 3 0.662 0.457 3.313 2.9 3.1 33.0 

              
syn –BzG:anti –G 1 1 –24 0.220 –0.109 0.199 0.9 –19.6 –0.9 3 –0.025 –0.929 3.498 1.3 3.2 33.4 
syn –BzG:anti –G 1 2 –23 –0.186 0.016 0.271 –6.4 –16.4 –0.6 2 0.545 0.256 3.399 2.8 –1.5 39.9 
syn –BzG:anti –G 1 3 –22 0.098 –0.045 0.045 –8.6 –6.5 0.0 3 –0.310 0.289 2.992 –2.1 8.4 21.0 



254 

syn –BzG:anti –G 1 4 –21 –0.170 –0.058 0.192 9.2 –4.0 –0.1 3 0.139 –0.785 3.538 1.4 4.1 31.9 
syn –BzG:anti –G 1 5 –20 –0.128 –0.067 –0.013 1.8 –12.8 0.2 3 –0.077 –0.607 3.378 0.6 –0.3 38.0 
syn –BzG:anti –G 1 6 –19 0.094 –0.055 –0.049 –0.9 –12.6 0.5 3 0.113 –1.836 6.681 2.3 8.7 59.7 
syn –BzG:anti –G 1 8 –17 0.225 –0.070 –0.108 –4.3 –10.4 0.4 3       

syn –BzG:anti –G 1 9 –16 0.100 –0.050 0.096 –4.4 –6.1 –0.1 3 0.272 –0.641 3.384 –1.8 4.2 33.9 
syn –BzG:anti –G 1 10 –15 0.051 0.014 –0.139 –4.6 –9.7 1.1 2 –0.091 –0.361 3.320 2.0 10.3 30.2 
syn –BzG:anti –G 1 11 –14 –0.089 0.013 0.095 1.2 –8.2 1.3 2 0.008 –0.877 3.260 –1.5 1.2 28.3 
syn –BzG:anti –G 1 12 –13 1.323 0.334 –0.324 1.2 13.6 20.5 2 1.102 1.069 3.481 0.9 10.3 33.6 

              
syn –BzG:anti –G 2 1 –24 0.187 –0.098 0.193 –1.6 –15.5 –0.9 3 –0.063 –0.906 3.421 1.8 3.3 31.2 
syn –BzG:anti –G 2 2 –23 –0.144 0.017 0.184 –5.2 –14.7 0.7 2 0.376 –0.108 3.342 1.8 0.5 36.8 
syn –BzG:anti –G 2 3 –22 0.111 –0.050 –0.004 –5.3 –7.1 0.0 3 –0.084 –0.116 3.089 –1.8 8.2 25.4 
syn –BzG:anti –G 2 4 –21 –0.146 –0.056 0.120 6.5 –3.3 –0.2 3 –0.033 –0.779 3.424 0.2 4.1 30.8 
syn –BzG:anti –G 2 5 –20 –0.121 –0.059 0.003 4.0 –9.3 –0.1 3 0.125 –0.512 3.286 0.8 1.0 37.0 
syn –BzG:anti –G 2 6 –19 0.166 –0.058 –0.110 6.3 –12.0 0.2 3 –0.618 –2.241 6.896 1.7 15.5 59.0 
syn –BzG:anti –G 2 8 –17 0.231 –0.078 –0.085 –7.7 –10.0 0.0 3       

syn –BzG:anti –G 2 9 –16 0.083 –0.045 0.115 –8.6 –5.1 0.2 3 0.772 0.108 3.356 0.4 3.8 36.9 
syn –BzG:anti –G 2 10 –15 0.069 0.033 –0.037 –3.5 –10.0 1.6 2 –0.296 –0.341 3.187 0.8 10.1 24.7 
syn –BzG:anti –G 2 11 –14 –0.184 0.033 0.077 –0.3 –13.5 –1.0 2 –0.418 –0.714 3.278 –1.0 –1.2 31.9 
syn –BzG:anti –G 2 12 –13 0.417 –0.028 –0.221 3.0 –1.3 3.1 3 0.842 0.799 3.361 4.2 3.8 35.7 

              
syn –BzG:anti –G 3 1 –24 0.184 –0.096 0.257 –3.9 –17.3 –1.1 3 –0.126 –0.859 3.459 2.175 3.688 31.897 
syn –BzG:anti –G 3 2 –23 –0.173 0.014 0.218 –9.6 –15.4 0.3 2 0.698 0.188 3.377 2.046 0.505 39.017 
syn –BzG:anti –G 3 3 –22 0.106 –0.032 0.071 –9.9 –3.4 0.3 3 –0.114 –0.103 2.934 –1.013 8.591 18.780 
syn –BzG:anti –G 3 4 –21 –0.133 –0.044 0.144 8.9 –1.2 –0.1 3 –0.194 –0.540 3.429 –0.088 3.600 33.927 
syn –BzG:anti –G 3 5 –20 –0.110 –0.044 0.063 6.8 –9.2 0.1 3 –0.093 –0.747 3.344 –0.079 1.509 36.253 
syn –BzG:anti –G 3 6 –19 0.044 –0.057 –0.080 5.9 –10.8 –1.0 3 0.253 –2.340 6.864 1.721 8.095 60.462 
syn –BzG:anti –G 3 8 –17 0.160 –0.051 –0.075 –3.4 –7.9 0.1 3       



255 

syn –BzG:anti –G 3 9 –16 0.118 –0.060 –0.004 –2.6 –5.5 –0.2 3 0.139 –0.490 3.353 0.246 4.158 31.935 
syn –BzG:anti –G 3 10 –15 0.091 0.017 –0.126 –6.7 –13.4 0.8 2 –0.592 –0.267 3.413 0.225 8.852 31.127 
syn –BzG:anti –G 3 11 –14 –0.181 0.046 0.131 –4.4 –13.1 –1.8 2 –0.208 –0.842 3.290 –1.480 –0.534 31.441 
syn –BzG:anti –G 3 12 –13 0.311 –0.076 –0.192 3.7 0.0 0.9 3 0.788 0.863 3.268 4.939 3.452 33.387 

              
syn –BzG:anti –T 1 1 –24 0.127 –0.073 0.222 –3.0 –13.1 –0.9 3 0.408 –0.776 3.275 2.0 1.1 31.9 
syn –BzG:anti –T 1 2 –23 –0.123 0.011 0.184 –0.5 –11.0 1.7 2 –0.480 –0.550 3.164 1.4 2.9 28.9 
syn –BzG:anti –T 1 3 –22 0.104 –0.048 –0.147 7.1 –12.1 0.8 3 –0.290 –0.274 3.321 –1.9 12.4 32.2 
syn –BzG:anti –T 1 4 –21 –0.195 –0.090 0.065 6.0 –8.8 –0.7 3 0.385 –1.281 3.619 1.7 6.5 30.4 
syn –BzG:anti –T 1 5 –20 –0.178 –0.074 –0.136 –7.3 –15.4 0.4 3 –0.006 –0.362 3.319 0.5 1.1 38.4 
syn –BzG:anti –T 1 6 –19 0.194 –0.081 –0.034 –8.6 –10.2 1.0 3 0.309 –0.566 6.744 4.3 12.1 56.2 
syn –BzG:anti –T 1 8 –17 0.139 –0.054 –0.044 –0.6 –2.3 –0.7 3       
syn –BzG:anti –T 1 9 –16 –0.023 –0.048 0.167 –5.4 –9.4 –0.4 3 0.308 0.555 3.548 0.3 –6.2 42.7 

syn –BzG:anti –T 1 10 –15 0.122 0.015 0.051 –6.7 –9.3 –0.8 2 –1.062 –0.215 3.325 –2.0 8.9 29.5 
syn –BzG:anti –T 1 11 –14 –0.134 0.015 0.210 –2.2 –7.1 –0.9 2 0.008 –0.717 3.291 –0.6 0.0 29.6 
syn –BzG:anti –T 1 12 –13 0.287 –0.059 –0.346 14.1 2.7 –0.3 3 1.035 1.932 3.072 8.2 4.9 28.4 

              
syn –BzG:anti –T 2 1 –24 0.142 –0.085 0.314 –5.1 –16.5 –1.0 3 –0.161 –0.659 3.330 2.4 4.2 29.7 
syn –BzG:anti –T 2 2 –23 –0.167 0.009 0.158 –5.2 –14.1 0.1 2 0.666 0.210 3.358 2.3 –0.6 38.6 
syn –BzG:anti –T 2 3 –22 0.099 –0.053 –0.001 –5.4 –7.0 –0.1 3 –0.549 0.198 3.150 –2.3 6.7 29.0 
syn –BzG:anti –T 2 4 –21 –0.134 –0.067 0.112 3.5 –4.8 –0.8 3 0.419 –0.687 3.353 0.2 5.0 28.4 
syn –BzG:anti –T 2 5 –20 –0.090 –0.046 0.118 4.1 –9.1 –0.1 3 0.005 –0.262 3.284 3.0 –1.0 36.5 
syn –BzG:anti –T 2 6 –19 0.245 –0.079 –0.159 7.6 –11.2 0.7 3 0.790 –1.184 7.256 0.9 5.4 63.2 
syn –BzG:anti –T 2 8 –17 0.142 –0.061 –0.251 1.2 –5.0 0.6 3       
syn –BzG:anti –T 2 9 –16 0.103 –0.062 –0.021 –2.9 –6.7 –0.4 3 0.044 –0.120 3.515 –0.6 1.1 36.6 

syn –BzG:anti –T 2 10 –15 0.078 0.021 –0.090 –6.1 –10.9 1.6 2 –0.506 –0.240 3.399 –0.1 8.1 30.6 
syn –BzG:anti –T 2 11 –14 –0.132 0.028 0.053 –0.4 –11.3 0.5 2 –0.113 –0.748 3.224 –0.9 1.1 28.7 
syn –BzG:anti –T 2 12 –13 0.310 –0.076 –0.143 3.3 –3.1 0.6 3 0.605 0.340 3.347 2.9 2.6 35.9 



256 

              
syn –BzG:anti –T 3 1 –24 0.165 –0.037 0.179 –3.9 –16.5 –2.4 3 –0.003 –0.781 3.401 1.8 3.6 31.1 
syn –BzG:anti –T 3 2 –23 –0.148 0.010 0.171 –6.7 –15.6 0.9 2 0.478 –0.030 3.362 1.9 0.7 37.2 
syn –BzG:anti –T 3 3 –22 0.102 –0.046 0.027 –7.3 –6.8 0.0 3 –0.319 –0.028 3.089 –1.6 8.0 26.4 
syn –BzG:anti –T 3 4 –21 –0.137 –0.061 0.100 4.6 –2.9 –0.6 3 0.365 –0.734 3.339 0.1 4.2 29.2 
syn –BzG:anti –T 3 5 –20 –0.094 –0.037 0.088 6.4 –8.5 0.2 3 –0.297 –0.490 3.285 1.4 0.7 34.7 
syn –BzG:anti –T 3 6 –19 0.159 –0.084 –0.165 7.8 –12.6 0.3 3 1.068 –1.820 7.024 1.9 12.3 65.4 
syn –BzG:anti –T 3 8 –17 0.083 –0.038 –0.030 –3.2 –6.9 1.1 3       
syn –BzG:anti –T 3 9 –16 0.088 –0.055 0.065 –4.8 –5.1 –0.4 3 0.040 –0.267 3.439 0.1 1.9 34.6 

syn –BzG:anti –T 3 10 –15 0.083 0.014 –0.079 –3.8 –11.1 1.3 2 –0.642 –0.197 3.309 0.1 9.5 28.0 
syn –BzG:anti –T 3 11 –14 –0.140 0.024 0.088 –1.3 –12.1 0.1 2 –0.119 –0.771 3.304 –1.0 –0.2 30.7 
syn –BzG:anti –T 3 12 –13 0.577 0.011 –0.166 1.2 2.3 5.5 3 0.924 0.767 3.392 3.2 4.7 36.4 



257 

 
Table A.3. AMBER (ff99SB) interaction energies (kJ mol –1) between BzG in the G3 position of 

the NarI sequence and the surrounding nucleobases from 20 ns MD simulations. 

Simulation Cluster Occupancy BzGa dNTPb π–interactionsc Hbondd Total Interactione 

anti –G:anti –C all 1.00 –67.4 –35.1 –102.5 –118.4 –220.9 

anti –BzG:anti –C all 1.00 –88.2 –44.7 –132.9 –42.1 –175.0 

anti –BzG:syn –A all 1.00 –80.5 –40.1 –120.6 –41.7 –162.3 
anti –BzG:anti –T all 1.00 –98.6 –29.6 –128.2 –20.4 –148.6 
anti –BzG:syn –G φ: 0 –120° 0.19 –89.6 –26.5 –116.1 –10.6 –126.7 

φ: 120 –240° 0.74 –70.7 –15.4 –86.1 –7.7 –93.8 

φ: 240 –360° 0.08 –90.3 –21.0 –111.3 –12.3 –123.6 
syn –BzG:anti –C χ: 5 –200° 0.73 –83.0 –47.9 –130.9 –46.5 –177.4 

χ: 200 –365° 0.27 –85.5 –57.6 –143.1 –45.5 –188.6 
syn –BzG:anti –C extrahelical 1.00 –90.5 –17.9 –108.4 –3.4 –112.8 
syn –BzG:anti –G φ: 0 –125° 0.23 –66.9 –58.5 –125.4 –48.2 –173.6 

φ: 125 –230° 0.23 –68.7 –58.2 –126.9 –36.2 –163.1 

φ: 230 –360° 0.54 –82.0 –47.8 –129.8 –52.0 –181.8 
syn –BzG:anti –T φ: 0 –110° 0.03 –73.9 –41.9 –115.8 –13.5 –129.3 

φ: 110 –220° 0.28 –91.6 –27.1 –118.7 –16.3 –135.0 

φ: 220 –360° 0.7 –88.2 –48.3 –136.5 –11.5 –148.0 

syn –BzG:anti –T extrahelical 1.00 –97.7 5.6 –92.1 –1.3 –93.4 
aπ-interactions involving BzG. bπ -interactions involving dNTP. cπ -interactions involving BzG or dNTP. dHydrogen-bonding 
energy between BzG and dNTP. eSum of interactions a-d. 
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Table A.4. Total free energy (kJ mol –1) of the NarI sequence with the BzG adduct incorporated at the G3 position and various opposing bases from 
20 ns MD simulations. 

Simulation Cluster Occupancy TS Bond Angle Dihedral VdW Elec 1 –4 VdW 1 –4 Elec E PB E cavity E Complex G Relative G 

anti –BzG: 
anti –C all 1.00 –210.8 860.7 1727.5 2138.9 –1707.3 15489 870.6 –14768.4 –26046.2 107 –21328.1 –21117.3 6.2 

                
syn –BzG: 

anti –C 
χ: 5 –200° 0.73 –200.6 858.9 1752 2112.4 –1693.2 15350.3 868.3 –14791.1 –25885.4 106.5 –21321.2 –21120.6 2.9 

χ: 200 –365° 0.27 –215.9 851.9 1754.1 2123.9 –1707.1 15331.3 869 –14791.8 –25873.7 106.3 –21336.1 –21120.2 3.4 
syn –BzG: 

anti –C extrahelical 1.00 –204.4 866.9 1741.0 2108.0 –1710.1 15561.4 866.4 –14771.3 –26095.2 104.9 –21327.9 –21123.5 0.0 

anti –BzG: 
anti –T all 1.00 –217.4 853.6 1723.6 2157.8 –1735.5 15073.1 868.2 –13762.3 –26106.2 106.7 –20820.9 –20603.5 0.0 

                
syn –BzG: 

anti –T 
ϕ: 0 –110° 0.26 –205 882.4 1789.2 2125.9 –1745.3 15498.4 854.1 –13813.1 –26414.3 105.9 –20716.8 –20511.7 91.7 

ϕ: 110 –220° 0.11 –203.6 857.3 1725.5 2155.7 –1724.3 15216.1 870.6 –13781.3 –26186.9 106.2 –20761.1 –20557.5 46 

ϕ: 220 –360° 0.70 –209.3 854 1740.9 2133.2 –1738 15161.1 863.8 –13784.4 –26122.5 105.6 –20786.3 –20576.9 26.6 
syn –BzG: 

anti –T extrahelical 1.00 –188.1 857.9 1737.4 2116.5 –1693.2 15264.5 865.6 –13765.4 –26280.4 107.5 –20789.5 –20601.5 2.0 

anti –BzG: 
syn –G 

ϕ: 0 –120° 0.19 –216 856.8 1754.1 2111.3 –1758.4 15750.7 865.7 –14523.9 –26291.5 105.4 –21129.7 –20913.6 79.4 

ϕ: 120 –240° 0.74 –207.1 856.8 1736.9 2125 –1723.6 15636.7 859.9 –14529.2 –26205.7 108 –21135.2 –20928.1 64.9 

ϕ: 240 –360° 0.08 –217.2 891.5 1739.1 2152.7 –1724.7 15423 866.2 –14540.4 –25971.4 107.2 –21056.9 –20839.7 153.3 
                

syn –BzG: 
anti –G 

ϕ: 0 –125° 0.23 –208.7 878.4 1737 2131.8 –1745.4 15456.6 865.2 –14491.3 –26118 105.6 –21179.9 –20971.3 21.7 

ϕ: 125 –230° 0.23 –205.9 863.9 1752.8 2122.2 –1747.5 15598.9 866.5 –14541.3 –26208.8 106.2 –21187.2 –20981.3 11.7 

ϕ: 230 –360° 0.54 –205.4 871.6 1734 2108.3 –1738.4 15407 859 –14501.5 –26044.5 106.1 –21198.4 –20993 0.0 
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Table A.5. MM –PBSA free energy of helix binding (kJ mol –1) for the NarI sequence with the 
BzG adduct incorporated at the G3 position and various opposing bases from 20 ns MD 

simulations. 
Simulation Cluster Occupancy TS E VdW E Elec E PB E cavity E ΔG Relative ΔG 

anti –G: 
anti –C 

all 1.00 –206.1 –239.6 7989 –8151.4 –23.7 –425.9 –219.8 0.0 

           
anti –BzG: 

syn –A 
all 1.00 –212.5 –253.3 7874 –8002.8 –24.5 –406.9 –194.5 105.9 

           
anti –BzG: 

anti –T 
all 1.00 –217.4 –264.8 7943 –8066.1 –25.0 –412.8 –195.4 102.2 

syn –BzG: 
anti –T extrahelical 1.00 –45.0 –65.3 1907.3 –1932.2 –6.5 –96.7 –216.4 14.2 

           
anti –BzG: 

anti –C 
all 1.00 –210.8 –255.4 7946 –8069.5 –24.9 –403.8 –193.0 112.2 

           
syn –BzG: 

anti –C 
χ: 5 –200° 0.73 –200.6 –278.5 7762 –7892.5 –27.2 –436.7 –236.1 –68.3 

χ: 200 –365° 0.27 –215.9 –295.5 7731 –7849.6 –28.1 –442.5 –226.6 –28.5 
syn –BzG: 

anti –C extrahelical 1.00 –48.8 –77.8 1870.9 –1893.8 –7.3 –108.0 –247.4 –115.5 

           
syn –BzG: 

anti –G 
ϕ: 125 –230° 0.23 –208.7 –261.3 7940 –8060.3 –25.3 –406.5 –197.8 91.9 
ϕ: 230 –360° 0.23 –205.9 –260.4 7957 –8074.0 –25.3 –402.8 –196.9 95.9 
ϕ: 0 –110° 0.54 –205.4 –243.4 7858 –7995.7 –23.9 –405.3 –199.9 82.9 
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Table A.6. Overview of new nomenclature for adducted DNA conformations. 
Conformation Location of Bulky Group Orientation of Adduct 

 BWC
G  Major groove anti 

BWC
5'T  Major groove T –shaped interaction with 5′ base anti 

BWC
3'T  Major groove T –shaped interaction with 3′ base anti 

WH
G  Minor groove syn 

WH
5'T Minor groove T –shaped interaction with 5′ base syn 

WH
3'T Minor groove T –shaped interaction with 3′ base syn 

SWC
P  Intercalated and beside pairing base anti 

SH
P  Intercalated and beside pairing base syn 

SWC
I  Intercalated and stacking with pairing base anti 

SH
I  Intercalated and stacking with pairing base syn 

S 
F Intercalated and opposing base extrahelical anti or syn 
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Figure A.1. AMBER atom types for the BzG adduct. 

 

 
Figure A.2. PES (kJ mol –1) as a function of θ and φ (degrees) in BzG (where red is the lowest 

energy region and each color change represents 5 kJ mol –1) with χ constraint to 240° (left) or 80° 
(right)  
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Figure A.3 PES (kJ mol –1) as a function of θ and ξ (degrees) in BzG (where red is the lowest 

energy region and each color change represents 5 kJ mol –1) with χ constraint to 240° (left) or 80° 
(right). 

 
 
 

 
Figure A.4. Structures of the minima BzG non –constrained nucleosides and notable dihedrals 

(degrees).  
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Figure A.5. Representative structure from 20 ns MD simulations on the NarI DNA helixes with 
the BzG adduct (red) incorporated at the G3 position. The pairing nucleotide is shown in blue and 

the flanking bases are shown in yellow. 
 
 

 

 
Figure A.6. Close contact between R332 and syn–BzG in Dpo4 with the BzG moiety located in 

the DNA minor groove (PDB ID: 1S0M). 
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Appendix B 

Supplementary Information for Chapter 3: Conformational Flexibility of the 
Benzyl-Guanine Adduct in a Bypass Polymerase Active Site Permits Replication: 

Insights from Molecular Dynamics Simulations 
 

Contains a list of Dpo4 crystal structure considered in present work, Tables B.1–B.4 and 
Figures B.1–B.5
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Dpo4 Crystal Structures Considered in the Present Work 
5EWD, 1S0M, 1S0O, 2AGQ, 2ASD, 2ATL, 2C22, 2J6S, 2J6T, 2R8I, 2UVR, 2UVU, 2UVV, 
2UVW, 2V4Q, 2V4R, 2W8L, 2W9A, 2XCP, 3GII, 3GIJ, 3GIK, 3GIM, 3KHL, 3KHR, 3QZ7, 
3QZ8, 3RAQ, 3RAX, 3RB3, 3RB4, 3RB6, 3RBD, 3RBE, 3T5H, 3T5J, 3T5K, 3T5L, 3V6H, 3V6J, 
4JUZ, 4JV0, 4JV1, 4JV2, 4QW8, 4QWB 
 
Table B.1. Average structural parameters with standard deviations during MD simulations on the 

preinsertion or dCTP insertion complex for the replication of dG or Bz-dG by Dpo4. 
 dG dG:dCTP anti-Bz-dG syn-Bz-dG anti-Bz-dG:dCTP syn-Bz-dG:dCTP 

rmsd 1.641±0.353 Å 1.131±0.145 Å 1.578±0.236 Å 1.284±0.201 Å 1.178±0.122 Å 1.249±0.188 Å 

dG* χa 236.1±22.0° 255.5±12.9 ° 246.4±15.1° 42.0±15.7° 267.2±13.7° 29.3±14.8° 

dG* pucker C2′-endo C2′-endo C2′-endo C1′–exo C2′-endo C1′–exo 

Bz-dG* θa NAb NAb 149.9±52.3° 1.2±50.1° 106.5±116.1° 294.9±86.0° 

Bz-dG* φa NAb NAb 177.9±12.7° 179.0±9.8° 177.0±10.2° 178.8±10.4° 

Bz-dG* ξa NAb NAb 3.9±97.9° 355.0±58.3° 316.4±92.5° 50.0±87.3° 

dCTP χa NAb 225.5±10.1° NAb NAb 232.3±16.2° 255.6±14.8° 

dCTP pucker NAb C1′–exo NAb NAb C1′–exo C1′–exo 
dG*:dCTP 
d(C1′–C1′) 

NAb 10.773±0.138 Å NAb NAb 11.371±0.319 Å 11.082±0.263 Å 
adG* = dG or Bz-dG. See Figure 1 for the definitions of key nucleoside dihedral angles. bNot applicable. 

 

 
Table B.2. Average and standard deviations for stacking interactions (kcal/mol) between the 

dG*:dCTP and 3′–dC:dG pairs, and dG* and 5′–dC (dG * = dG or Bz-dG) during MD simulations 
on the Dpo4 preinsertion and insertion complexes. 

 dG dG:dCTPa anti-Bz-dG syn-Bz-dG anti-Bz-dG:dCTPa syn-Bz-dG:dCTPa 

dG*:5'–dC –0.5±0.5 –0.3±0.1 –0.3±0.4 –1.2±0.4 –2.3±1.3 –1.3±0.4 

dG*:3'–dC –6.1±0.9 –6.7±0.7 –7.1±0.8 –7.2±0.6 –6.8±0.9 –5.9±0.7 

dG*:3'–dG –0.9±0.5 –2.0±0.5 –6.2±1.0 –6.4±0.9 –2.0±0.6 –3.7±0.9 

dCTP:3'–dC NAb –6.0±0.6 NAb NAb –5.0±1.0 –3.1±0.9 

dCTP:3'–dG NAb –0.7±0.2 NAb NAb –1.0±0.5 –1.5±0.7 
aStrength of the (AMBER) stacking between dG or Bz-dG and the indicated flanking base. bNot applicable. 
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Table B.3. Occupancies (percentage of simulation time), average C1′–C1′ distance with standard 
deviation (Å), and average hydrogen-bond strength with standard deviation (kcal/mol) for the 3′–

dC:dG pair with respect to dG or Bz-dG during MD simulations on the corresponding Dpo4 
preinsertion and insertion complexes. 

 dG(O6)·· ·  
dC(HN4)a 

dG(N1H)···  
dC(N3)a 

dG(N2H)···  
dC(O2)a d(C1′–C1′) 

3′ Base Pair 
Hydrogen 

Bondb 
dG 99% 100% 100% 10.740±0.163 Å –28.1±2.8 

dG:dCTP 99% 100% 100% 10.728±0.158 Å –28.9±2.6 

anti-Bz-dG 97% 98% 100% 10.619±0.186 Å –27.6±3.0 

syn-Bz-dG 98% 100% 100% 10.708±0.171 Å –28.2±2.8 

anti-Bz-dG:dCTP 92% 99% 100% 10.606±0.188 Å –27.7±3.3 

syn-Bz-dG:dCTP 100% 100% 100% 10.740±0.155 Å –29.0±2.5 
aHydrogen-bonding occupancies are based on a distance cutoff of < 3.4 Å and an angle cutoff of > 120°. bStrength of 
the (AMBER) hydrogen bond in the base pair 3′ with respect to dG or Bz-dG. 

 
 
 

Table B.4. Average reaction parameters with standard deviations during MD simulations on the 
dCTP insertion complex for the replication of dG or Bz-dG by Dpo4. 
 Reaction 

Distancea Reaction Angleb Coordination 
Catalytic Mg2+c 

Coordination 
Binding Mg2+c 

dG:dCTP 3.529±0.158 Å 168.8±5.8° 6/6 5/6 (PβO) 

anti-Bz-dG:dCTP 3.477±0.152 Å 168.4±5.9° 6/6 5/6 (PβO) 

syn-Bz-dG:dCTP 3.425±0.217 Å 168.9±5.7° 6/6 5/6 (PβO) 
aPα···O3′ distance. b (PαβPαO3′) angle. cNumber of coordinated atoms within < 2.5 Å for < 90% of 
the simulation/Number of possible coordinated atoms, with atom not coordinated to Mg2+ throughout 
the simulation indicated in parentheses. See Figure S2 for coordination of Mg2+ ions. 
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Figure B.1. Overlay of the active site region of 45 crystal structures of Dpo4 ternary complexes 

obtained under a variety of crystallization conditions. The active site from 1S0M, which was used 
as the starting point for the present work, is highlighted in cyan. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure B.2. Coordination of the dNTP binding [Mg2+ (A)] and catalytic [Mg2+ (B)] Mg2+ ions. 
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Figure B.3. Representative MD structures of the (a) dG, (b) anti-Bz-dG, and (c) syn-Bz-dG 

preinsertion complexes for replication by Dpo4 depicting the interactions between the template 
base and surrounding amino acids. 
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Figure B.4. Representative MD structures of the (a) dG, (b) anti-Bz-dG, and (c) syn-Bz-dG 

preinsertion complexes for replication by Dpo4 depicting the interactions between the 3′–dC:dG 
base pair and surrounding amino acids. 
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Figure B.5. Overlay of orientations adopted throughout the MD simulation with the simulation 

time indicated in color (red [0 ns] to white [50 ns] to blue [100 ns]) for the (a) dG, (b) anti-Bz-dG, 
and (c) syn-Bz-dG preinsertion complexes for replication by Dpo4. Only the 3′–dC:dG pair is 

shown for simplicity. 
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Appendix C 

Supplementary Information for Chapter 4: Molecular Insights into the Translesion 
Synthesis of Benzyl-Guanine from Molecular Dynamics Simulations: Structural 

Evidence for Mutagenic and Nonmutagenic Replication 
 

Contains full computational details, Figures C.1–C.10 and Tables C.1–C.10. 
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Full Computational Details 

Starting Geometries: Initial structures for the MD simulations were obtained from chains 

B, E and F of a crystal structure of the Dpo4 ternary complex corresponding to the pairing 

of dATP opposite the 5′-dT with respect to the benzo[a]pyrene adenine adduct (PDB ID: 

1S0M).1 This crystal structure was chosen due to the presence of a dNTP (rather than a 

ddNTP), the near perfect coordination sphere of the catalytic divalent ions, and the lack of 

active site distortions. Two excess divalent ions (Ca405 and Ca408) were removed and the 

two remaining divalent ions (Ca403 and Ca404) were changed to the catalytic Mg2+ ions. 

We note that the position of the Mg2+ ions changes upon equilibration relative to the 

crystallographic Ca2+ ions in order to achieve the coordination required for catalysis (i.e., 

coordination of the terminal O3′ of the primer strand to the catalytic Mg2+ ion). 

Subsequently, the template DNA strand sequence was modified to 5′–CG*CCATCGCC for 

the ternary insertion complexes or 5′–GCG*CCATCCCC for the ternary  

–1 base deletion complexes, with Bz-dG positioned at G*. These sequences parallel that 

used in a previous MD study on Bz-dG adducted DNA.2 To generate the ternary insertion 

complexes, Bz-dG was paired opposite each natural dNTP. In each starting complex, four 

key dihedral angles in the adducted nucleotide (Figure 4.1) were initially set to the lowest 

energy orientations previously determined using density functional theory (DFT) 

calculations on nucleoside models, and MD simulations on adducted DNA helices.2 

Specifically, the initial Bz-dG conformation contained θ ≈ 0° (bulky moiety towards N7 of 

G), φ ≈ 180° (bulky moiety in a planar extended conformation), and ξ ≈ 0° (phenyl ring in 

the same plane as G and the methylene linker). Furthermore, χ was adjusted to the anti or 

syn orientation, such that the nascent base pairs considered include anti-Bz-dG paired 
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opposite anti-dCTP, anti-dTTP, syn-dGTP, or syn-dATP, and syn-Bz-dG paired opposite 

anti-dCTP, anti-dTTP, anti-dATP, or anti-dGTP. Additionally, a control simulation was 

performed for the ternary insertion complex with anti-dG at G* paired opposite anti-dCTP. 

To generate the ternary –1 base deletion complexes, no base was positioned opposite anti 

or syn-Bz-dG, and dGTP was paired opposite the 5′-dC with respect to the adduct. 

 

The resulting 11 DNA–polymerase complexes were prepared for minimization using the 

tleap module of Amber 11.3 Specifically, hydrogen atoms were added to generate the 

natural protonation states of all DNA and protein residues. Furthermore, the systems were 

neutralized with Na+ ions and solvated in a TIP3P octahedral water box such that the DNA–

polymerase complex was at least 8.0 Å from the edge of the box. The resulting complexes 

each contain 341 amino acids, a dNTP, 18 (insertion) or 19 (deletion) nucleotides, 2 Mg2+ 

ions, 5 (insertion) or 6 (deletion) Na+ ions, and ~900 water molecules. All natural amino 

acids, nucleotides, and the solvent were modeled with AMBER ff99SB parameters,4 while 

the parameters for Bz-dG2 and the dNTPs5-7 were adapted from the literature.  

 

Simulation Procedure: For all systems, the first minimization phase involved 1000 steps 

of steepest descent minimization, followed by 3000 steps of conjugate gradient 

minimization, with a 500 kcal mol–1 Å–2 force constraint on the protein (including the Mg2+ 

ions) and DNA (including the dNTP). Next, the DNA was minimized using 1000 steps of 

steepest descent minimization, followed by 3000 steps of conjugate gradient minimization, 

with a 500 kcal mol–1 Å–2 force constraint on the protein. Finally, 1000 steps of steepest 

descent minimization, followed by 4000 steps of conjugate gradient minimization, were 

performed on the entire unconstrained system. Subsequently, the equilibration phase was 
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completed using a Langevin thermostat (γ = 1.0) to heat the system from 0 to 300 K over 

20 ps, with a 10 kcal mol–1 Å–2 force constraint on the protein and DNA. Finally, a 20 ns 

unrestrained production MD simulation was performed on each of the 11 systems at 300 K 

and 1 bar. Each simulation was stable, with an overall backbone root-mean-square 

deviation (rmsd) of ~1.3–2.3 Å (Table C.1, Appendix C). To confirm adequate sampling 

over the 20 ns, the trajectories for the insertion of anti-dCTP opposite anti-Bz-dG or anti-

dG were extended to 100 ns. Extending the simulations led to only small deviations in the 

structures and did not change the overall conclusions (see Tables C.2–C.7, Appendix C and 

Figures 4.2–4.4, C.2 and C.3 for a comparison of the data), which supports the use of 20 ns 

trajectories for the remaining systems. Throughout all minimization, equilibration and 

production calculations, the periodic boundary condition and a non-bonded cutoff of 10 Å 

were implemented. Additionally, SHAKE and a 0.002 ps time step were used in all 

equilibration and production steps. All minimization and equilibration calculations were 

performed using the sander module of Amber 12, while production simulations were 

performed using the pmemd module of Amber 12.8 Analysis of the MD simulations was 

completed using AmberTools 14.9 Specifically, the average linear interaction energies for 

discrete hydrogen-bonding (electrostatic component) and stacking (van der Waals 

component) interactions of the nascent base pair and 5′/3′-bases with respect to dG* were 

calculated across the simulation trajectory. Additionally, Molecular Mechanics/ 

Generalized Born Surface Area (MM/GBSA) pairwise energies were calculated for the 

discrete dNTP–polymerase interactions. We note that it was not feasible to calculate the 

entropy component of the pairwise energies due to the size of the system. Throughout the 

paper, average interaction energies are reported with the dynamical information (standard 
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deviations) provided in the Appendix C. Furthermore, the positions of the nucleobases are 

referenced with respect to dG*.  
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Figure C.1. Previously reported hydrogen-bonding arrangements between an O6-dG alkylation 
adduct (namely Me-dG (R=CH3), Bz-dG (R=C2H2C6H5), or POB-dG (R=C4C6OC5NH4)) and (a) 

dC (wobble base pair) or (b) dT (pseudo Watson-Crick base pair).23, 27-32 

 

 

 
Figure C.2. Representative MD structure for the Dpo4 ternary complex of canonical dG 

replication from 100 ns MD simulations depicting a) the orientation of dCTP with respect to the 
DNA, b) the dG:dCTP hydrogen-bonding arrangement and the percent occupancy of the 

hydrogen-bonding interactions, c) the average reaction parameters, and d) the time evolution of 
key dG and dCTP dihedral angles. 
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Figure C.3. Representative MD structure for the Dpo4 ternary complex of anti-Bz-dG 

replication from 100 ns MD simulations depicting a) the orientation of dCTP with respect to the 
DNA, b) the anti-Bz-dG:dCTP hydrogen-bonding arrangement and the percent occupancy of the 
hydrogen-bonding interactions, c) the average reaction parameters, and d) the time evolution of 

key Bz-dG and dCTP dihedral angles. 
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Figure C.4. Previously proposed reaction mechanism for the replication of natural DNA by 

Dpo4.54, 55 

 

 
 

 
Figure C.5. Previously proposed hydrogen-bonding interactions between Dpo4 and a) the base 

being replicated or b) the dNTP.39, 49, 55, 59-61 
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Figure C.6. Representative MD structures depicting the orientation of the dNTP with respect to 

Lys159 and Arg51 in the Dpo4 ternary complex for dG or Bz-dG replication. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure C.7. Representative MD structures depicting the orientation of the dNTP with respect to 

Tyr12 in the Dpo4 ternary complex for dG or Bz-dG replication. 
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Figure C.8. Overlays of MD representative structures from the ternary insertion complexes (grey) 
and crystal structure of the Dpo4 post-lesion synthesis complex (yellow) for a) Bz-dG:dC (PDB 

ID: 2JEF) and b) Bz-dG:dT (PDB ID: 2JEI). 
 
 

 

 
Figure C.9. Alternative hydrogen-bonding geometry for the anti-Bz-dG:anti-dTTP pair formed 

during the last 11.4 ns of the simulation on the Dpo4 ternary complex. 
 

 

 
Figure C.10. Representative MD structures depicting the orientation of the dNTP with respect to 

Tyr12 (left) or Arg51 and Lys159 (right) in the Dpo4 ternary –1 deletion complex during anti 
(top) or syn (bottom) Bz-dG replication. 
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Table C.1. Backbone rmsds throughout the production MD simulation relative to the first frame 
for the ternary insertion and deletion complexes for Dpo4 replication of dG or Bz-dG. 

Complex Active Site Base Pair rmsd 
Ternary Insertion anti-dG:anti-dCTP (20 ns) a 1.984±0.296 Å 

anti-dG:anti-dCTP (100 ns) a 1.224±0.190 Å 
anti-Bz-dG:anti-dCTP (20 ns) a 1.974±0.234 Å 

anti-Bz-dG:anti-dCTP (100 ns) a 1.102±0.139 Å 
syn-Bz-dG:anti-dCTP 1.945±0.252 Å 
anti-Bz-dG:anti-dTTP 1.295±0.181 Å 
syn-Bz-dG:anti-dTTP 1.653±0.212 Å 
anti-Bz-dG:syn-dGTP 1.968±0.291 Å 
syn-Bz-dG:anti-dGTP 1.690±0.203 Å 
anti-Bz-dG:syn-dATP 2.338±0.612 Å 
syn-Bz-dG:anti-dATP 2.298±0.435 Å 

Deletion anti-Bz-dG 1.911±0.273 Å 
syn-Bz-dG 1.381±0.254 Å 

a Data from 20 and 100 ns simulations. 
 
Table C.2. Structural parameters from MD simulations on the Dpo4 ternary (insertion) replication 
complexes of dG or Bz-dG. 

Active Site Base Pair 

dG* dG* dG* dG* dG* dNTP dNTP dG*: 
dNTP 

χ a Pucker b θ a φ a ξ a χ Pucker b 
C1′–C1′ 
Distance 

c 
anti-dG:anti-dCTP 

(20 ns) d 
227.2± 
14.1° 

C1′-exo 
(40.5%) 

NA e NA e NA e 216.6± 
9.5° 

C3′-endo 
(47.8%) 

10.824± 
0.147 Å 

anti-dG:anti-dCTP 
(100 ns) d 

224.4± 
15.6° 

C1′-exo 
(39.6%) 

NA e NA e NA e 219.0± 
10.2° 

C3′-endo 
(36.5%) 

10.809± 
0.142 Å 

anti-Bz-dG:anti-dCTP 
(20 ns) d 

230.1± 
16.9° 

C1′-exo 
(43.4%) 

168.9± 
69.4° 

178.4± 
13.7° 

185.1± 
93.6° 

226.1± 
15.9° 

C1′-exo 
(30.9%) 

11.669± 
0.419 Å 

anti-Bz-dG:anti-dCTP 
(100 ns) d 

233.1± 
19.7° 

C1′-exo 
(26.0%) 

163.9± 
83.5° 

179.0± 
13.7° 

260.5± 
56.4° 

224.2± 
14.9° 

C1′-exo 
(27.0%) 

11.490± 
0.404 Å 

syn-Bz-dG:anti-dCTP 48.2± 
13.3° 

C1′-exo 
(75.8%) 

209.3± 
84.0° 

177.1± 
9.9° 

145.6± 
90.7° 

246.9± 
17.6° 

C1′-exo 
(50.0%) 

11.094± 
0.302 Å 

anti-BzG:anti-TTP 
(pseudo Watson-Crick) f 

248.7± 
13.4° 

C3′-exo 
(62.2%) 

87.2± 
90.5° 

193.6± 
15.1° 

23.3± 
94.6° 

219.3± 
10.9° 

C3′-endo 
(48.2%) 

10.815± 
0.229 Å 

anti-BzG:anti-TTP 
(alternative hydrogen bonding) f 

254.4± 
11.1° 

C3′-exo 
(34.5%) 

84.4± 
120.7° 

182.6± 
13.9° 

351.2± 
90.8° 

216.4± 
10.7° 

C3′-endo 
(48.3%) 

11.571± 
0.335 Å 

syn-Bz-dG:anti-dTTP 47.1± 
11.2° 

C1′-exo 
(35.4%) 

154.4± 
120.0° 

179.1± 
17.3° 

189.8± 
102.8° 

216.7± 
10.0° 

C3′-endo 
(39.4%) 

11.950± 
0.388 Å 

anti-Bz-dG:syn-dGTP 244.8± 
25.3° 

C2′-exo 
(36.2%) 

167.2± 
93.4° 

194.9± 
41.9° 

189.1± 
94.3° 

12.8± 
21.5° 

C1′-exo 
(40.7%) 

11.541± 
2.044 Å 

syn-Bz-dG:anti-dGTP 40.0± 
13.2° 

C3′-endo 
(58.3%) 

186.9± 
58.2° 

164.2± 
47.4° 

165.1± 
98.8° 

240.9± 
10.9° 

C3′-endo 
(70.4%) 

12.460± 
0.403 Å 

anti-Bz-dG:syn-dATP 256.8± 
12.7° 

C2′-exo 
(56.3%) 

145.0± 
52.2° 

183.9± 
40.6° 

174.1± 
94.9° 

321.7± 
15.5° 

C1′-exo 
(72.2%) 

9.597± 
0.318 Å 

syn-Bz-dG:anti-dATP 53.1± 
11.8° 

C1′-exo 
(33.1%) 

168.7± 
73.2° 

164.0± 
65.6° 

152.0± 
96.2° 

212.3± 
25.0° 

C2′-endo 
(45.3%) 

10.004± 
0.856 Å 

a dG* dihedral angle (degrees). See Figure 1 for definitions of adduct dihedral angles. b Most common sugar pucker 
of dG* or the dNTP, and the percentage of the simulation that the sugar pucker is adopted. c Width of the dG* base 
pair. d Data from 20 and 100 ns simulations.  e Not applicable. f See Figures 4 and S9 for a description of the different 
anti-BzG:anti-TTP hydrogen-bonding orientations.  
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Table C.3. Occupancies of the hydrogen bonds in the 3′ and 5′ flanking base pairs in MD 
simulations on the ternary insertion and deletion complexes for Dpo4 replication of dG or Bz-dG. 

Complex Active Site Base Pair Location a O6···HN4 b N1H···N3 
b 

N2H···O2 
b 

Ternary Insertion anti-dG:anti-dCTP (20 ns) c 3′ 100% 100% 100% 

anti-dG:anti-dCTP (100 ns) c 3′ 100% 100% 100% 

anti-Bz-dG:anti-dCTP (20 ns) c 3′ 92% 98% 100% 

anti-Bz-dG:anti-dCTP (100 ns) c 3′ 99% 99% 100% 

syn-Bz-dG:anti-dCTP 3′ 98% 100% 100% 
anti-BzG:anti-TTP  

(pseudo Watson-Crick) d  3′ 98% 100% 100% 

anti-BzG:anti-TTP  
(alternative hydrogen bonding) d 3′ 90% 98% 100% 

syn-Bz-dG:anti-dTTP 3′ 70% 77% 99% 

anti-Bz-dG:syn-dGTP 3′ 90% 97% 100% 

syn-Bz-dG:anti-dGTP 3′ 98% 100% 100% 

anti-Bz-dG:syn-dATP 3′ 98% 100% 100% 

syn-Bz-dG:anti-dATP 3′ 60% 59% 58% 
Deletion anti-Bz-dG 3′ 99% 99% 95% 

5′ 100% 100% 99% 
syn-Bz-dG 3′ 96% 100% 99% 

5′ 100% 99% 99% 
a Location with respect to dG*. b Hydrogen-bonding occupancies are based on a distance cutoff of < 3.4 Å and an 
angle cutoff of < 120°. c Data from 20 and 100 ns simulations.  d See Figures 4 and S9 for a description of the different 
anti-BzG:anti-TTP hydrogen-bonding orientations. 
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Table C.4. Linear interaction energies (kJ mol–1) for stacking and hydrogen-bonding interactions 
between dG* and the flanking base pairs in MD simulations on the ternary complexes for Dpo4 

replication of dG or Bz-dG. 
Active Site Base Pair 3' Hydrogen Bonding a dG*:dNTP Interaction b 3′  

Stacking c 
5′  

Stacking c 
anti-dG:anti-dCTP (20 ns) d –122.0±10.6 –127.6±11.3 –62.9±4.0 –1.0±1.2 

anti-dG:anti-dCTP (100 ns) d –114.9±31.7 –125.1±24.3 –61.8±8.2 –1.0±0.9 

anti-Bz-dG:anti-dCTP (20 ns) d –116.2±14.2 –23.0±11.7 –62.7±5.8 –1.3±2.4 

anti-Bz-dG:anti-dCTP (100 ns) d –119.3±12.7 –23.9±12.2 –61.9±6.1 –6.9±7.4 

syn-BzG:anti-CTP –117.2±17.2 –29.3±10.9 –60.5±5.8 –6.2±2.7 
anti-BzG:anti-TTP  

(pseudo Watson-Crick) e –120.6±7.4 –16.1±7.9 –69.7±4.6 –3.7±4.5 

anti-BzG:anti-TTP  
(alternative hydrogen bonding) e –113.9±13.8 –8.3±6.7 –64.4±4.9 –17.1±5.2 

syn-BzG:anti-TTP –102.7±24.6 0.8±2.9 –50.3±7.2 –25.2±5.3 

syn-BzG:anti-GTP –117.1±11.5 2.1±1.7 –47.3±4.6 –26.3±4.5 
anti-BzG:syn-GTP –115.3±14.9 –24.7±18.4 –61.6±7.8 –11.4±8.3 
anti-BzG:syn-ATP –120.7±11.4 –13.4±7.5 –45.7±5.2 –15.5±5.7 

syn-BzG:anti-ATP –76.3±48.5 –6.3±4.2 –40.6±7.5 –5.7±5.5 
a Strength of the hydrogen bond in the base pair 3′ with respect to dG*. b Strength of the interaction between dG* and 
the pairing dNTP. c Strength of the stacking interaction between the dG base pair and the base pair 5′ or 3′ with 
respect to dG*. d Data from 20 and 100 ns simulations.  e See Figures 4 and S9 for a description of the different anti-
BzG:anti-TTP hydrogen-bonding orientations. 
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Table C.5. Occupancies of the hydrogen bonds between Dpo4 and the incoming dNTP or G* in MD simulations on the Dpo4 ternary complexes 
for dG or Bz-dG replication. a,b 

Acceptor Donor 
anti-dG:anti-dCTP anti-Bz-dG:anti-dCTP syn-Bz-dG:anti-dCTP anti-Bz-dG:anti-dTTP syn-Bz-dG:anti-dTTP anti-Bz-dG:syn-dGTP syn-Bz-dG:anti-dGTP anti-Bz-dG:syn-dATP syn-Bz-dG:anti-dATP 

% Å Deg. % Å Deg. % Å Deg. % Å Deg. % Å Deg. % Å Deg. % Å Deg. % Å Deg. % Å Deg. 
dG*(O3ʹ) Ser34(OγH) 8% 2.8 152.6 NO b   12% 3.2 131.4 NO b   NO b   NO b   NO b   6% 2.9 149.9 54% 3.1 145.3 
dG*(OP2) Arg331(NεH) 14% 3.3 135.5 9% 3.2 135.9 6% 3.0 151.8 35% 3.0 156.3 24% 3.2 139.3 28% 3.0 156.0 15% 3.2 138.1 88% 2.9 153.6 12% 3.2 140.9 
dG*(OP1) Arg331(NηH) 98% 2.8 161.8 92% 2.8 161.1 61% 3.0 154.2 46% 2.9 153.6 100% 2.8 163.0 50% 3.0 152.0 100% 2.8 164.2 NO b   76% 2.9 157.2 
dG*(OP2) Arg331(NηH) NO b   NO b   NO b   65% 2.8 157.5 NO b   29% 2.9 158.1 NO b   88% 2.8 162.3 NO b   
dG*(OP) Gly41(NH) 12% 3.0 138.0 34% 3.0 142.5 59% 3.0 143.5 NO b   NO b   42% 3.0 139.6 NO b   NO   63% 3.0 142.3 
dG*(OP1) Ser34(OγH) 36% 2.8 162.4 64% 2.8 160.8 NO b   30% 2.7 164.1 100% 2.7 164.9 NO b   100% 2.7 164.9 8% 2.7 162.9 34% 2.9 157.0 
dG*(OP2) Ser34(OγH) NO b   22% 2.9 162.5 76% 2.8 164.6 NO b   NO b   60% 2.8 164.3 NO b   NO b   45% 2.9 159.3 
dGTP(N7) Tyr12(OH) NO b   NO b   NO b   NO b   NO b   36% 3.0 152.5 NO b   NO b   NO b   
dNTP(O3ʹ) Tyr12(OH) NO b   NO b   NO b   NO b   83% 3.1 162.8 34% 2.8 161.5 NO b   5% 3.1 136.2 NO b   
dNTP(O3ʹ) Tyr12(NH) 79% 3.1 162.9 86% 3.1 162.3 23% 3.2 160.5 81% 3.1 163.6 NO b   NO b   87% 3.1 165.5 NO b   NO b   
dNTP(O5ʹ) Tyr12(OH) NO b   NO b   NO b   NO b   NO b   NO b   NO b   NO b   18% 3.2 144.2 
dNTP(O5ʹ) dG 3'(O3') NO b   NO b   NO b   NO b   NO b   NO b   98% 2.7 161.7 NO b   NO b   
dNTP(Oα1) Tyr12(OH) NO b   NO b   NO b   NO b   NO b   NO b   NO b   NO b   36% 3.0 158.5 
dNTP(Oβ3) Arg51(NN H) 74% 2.9 159.6 97% 2.9 161.0 82% 2.9 159.1 100% 2.9 161.3 100% 2.9 161.5 NO b   90% 3.0 141.4 NO b   NO b   
dNTP(Oβ) Lys152(NζH) NO b   NO b   94% 2.8 156.6 NO b   NO b   21% 2.9 139.1 NO b   NO b   NO b   
dNTP(Oβ) Lys159(NζH) NO b   NO b   NO b   NO b   NO b   34% 3.0 132.4 NO b   NO b   NO b   
dNTP(Oβ2) Phe11(NH) 67% 3.2 158.9 54% 3.3 158.3 44% 3.2 157.9 58% 3.3 158 59% 3.3 156.8 NO b   99% 3.1 160.9 67% 3.1 156.6 70% 3.1 156.3 
dNTP(Oβ1) Thr45(OγH) 100% 2.7 162.4 100% 2.7 163.0 100% 2.7 163.5 100% 2.7 163.0 100% 2.7 163.8 NO b   10% 3.0 146.7 NO b   77% 2.7 165.8 
dNTP(Oβ3) Tyr10(NH) NO b   NO b   35% 3.0 126.5 42% 3.1 125.9 46% 3.0 126.1 NO b   56% 2.9 129.4 13% 3.2 135.7 NO b   
dNTP(Oγ3) Arg51(NηH2) 57% 3.0 143.6 51% 3.1 137.0 55% 3.0 143.3 44% 3.2 135.9 NO b    NO b   NO b   NO b   30% 3.2 138.6 
dNTP(Oγ2) Arg51(NηH2) NO b   NO b   6% 3.3 134.2 NO b   23% 3.2 136.1 52% 2.8 156.4 13% 3.2 138.1 NO b   41% 3.2 157.4 
dNTP(Oγ3) Arg51(NηH1) 84% 2.9 154.7 88% 2.8 159.9 88% 2.9 152.9 81% 2.8 161.1 64% 3.0 150.0 NO b   NO b   NO b   65% 2.9 164.2 
dNTP(Oγ2) Arg51(NηH1) 51% 3.0 150.3 35% 3.0 148.3 62% 3.1 148.1 38% 3.0 153.3 69% 3.0 158.2 45% 2.9 148.0 97% 2.8 164.2 NO b   NO b   
dNTP(Oγ1) Lys159(NζH) 37% 2.9 154.3 19% 2.9 152.6 NO b   NO b   77% 2.8 152.3 51% 2.8 156.0 58% 2.8 136.5 77% 2.8 158.1 NO b   
dNTP(Oγ2) Lys159(NζH) NO b   NO b   NO b   NO b   NO b   NO b   87% 2.9 157.7 NO b   NO b   
dNTP(Oγ3) Lys159(NζH) 69% 2.8 154.1 75% 2.8 157.5 29% 3.1 138.7 93% 2.8 157.8 41% 3.0 149.6 47% 2.8 161.6 NO b   NO b   NO b   
dNTP(Oγ3) Tyr10(NH) 100% 2.9 162.4 99% 2.9 167.1 100% 2.9 164.3 99% 2.9 167.6 100% 2.9 167.3 11% 3.1 139.1 49% 3.2 163 NO b   62% 3.0 136.4 
dNTP(Oγ3) Tyr48(OH) 24% 2.7 164.4 NO   40% 2.8 159.6 NO   84% 2.6 165.5 26% 2.7 165.8 98% 2.7 167.6 25% 2.7 163.0 NO b   
Gly58(O) Bz-dG(N2H) NO b   NO b    NO b   NO b   NO b   34% 3.0 141.7 NO b   24% 3.0 143.5 NO b   

a Hydrogen-bonding occupancies are based on a distance cutoff of < 3.4 Å and an angle cutoff of > 120°. b Not observed. 
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Table C.6. MM/GBSA average pairwise energy contributions of individual residues to dNTP binding (kJ mol–1) during MD simulations on the 

Dpo4 ternary complexes for dG or Bz-dG replication. a 
Active Site Base Pair Mg343 Mg342 Arg51 Lys159 Tyr10 Thr45 Phe11 Ala44 Gln14 Tyr12 Tyr48 Ile104 Lys152 Asp9 Lys78 

anti-dG:anti-dCTP (20 ns) b –937.1 –435.7 –191.4 –127.7 –58.2 –45.5 –28.8 –18.4 –15.6 –15.3 –14.7 –10.7 –10.0 –8.6 –1.9 

anti-dG:anti-dCTP (100 ns) b –930.4 –429.7 –178.3 –148.3 –57.7 –45.1 –27.0 –18.2 –15.8 –14.6 –6.3 –10.1 –10.3 –6.6 –1.8 

anti-Bz-dG:anti-dCTP (20 ns) b –918.7 –430.2 –185.7 –116.0 –57.8 –45.2 –27.1 –17.1 –15.0 –16.7 –15.5 –10.8 –12.1 –10.1 –6.2 

anti-Bz-dG:anti-dCTP (100 ns) b –907.4 –419.7 –187.3 –121.5  –58.5 –46.2 –27.4 –18.2 –15.0 –18.0 –17.4 –10.3 –13.1 –10.7 –3.3 

syn-Bz-dG: anti-dCTP –1056.7 –451.9 –193.6 –174.9 –57.9 –45.0 –24.5 –16.1 –16.0 –21.7 –20.8 –13.5 –9.1 –4.9 –18.3 

anti-Bz-dG: anti-dTTP –884.8 –390.0 –181.9 –114.8 –58.0 –44.6 –26.8 –18.5 –14.6 –16.1 –16.4 –9.5 –6.0 –11.3 –1.4 

syn-Bz-dG: anti-dTTP –991.4 –412.6 –188.0 –203.0 –59.8 –46.0 –27.9 –18.8 –18.8 –17.0 –43.3 –9.4 –8.9 13.4 –2.2 

anti-Bz-dG:syn-dGTP –661.9 –732.8 –58.9 –135.2 –13.7 –5.8 –6.5 –12.2 –3.8 –14.1 –0.9 –5.3 –30.8 –1.1 –6.6 

syn-Bz-dG: anti-dGTP –1154.7 –397.3 –119.1 –216.4 –48.5 –16.5 –43.3 –17.7 –14.9 –19.7 –46.7 –10.1 –6.4 13.9 –0.9 

anti-Bz-dG:syn-dATP –910.7 –437.6 –17.7 –80.1 –27.8 –10.4 –21.0 –15.4 –8.8 –8.8 –0.6 –4.0 –2.4 –0.5 –1.7 

syn-Bz-dG: anti-dATP –999.1 –546.4 –110.2 –13.1 –39.0 –40.7 –23.7 –13.9 –9.3 –30.1 1.1 –14.7 –8.3 –0.8 –11.5 

anti-Bz-dG deletion –896.2 –422.8 –18.9 –19.4 –9.9 –6.6 –4.8 –7.3 –1.9 0.2 0.1 –4.2 –6.8 –0.8 –2.5 

syn-Bz-dG deletion –970.6 –614.5 –26.9 –81.2 –11.6 –9.0 –3.6 –15.0 –2.1 –7.2 0.1 –7.8 –19.0 –7.9 –1.7 

a Only residues that contributed more than 10 kJ mol–1 to dNTP binding are reported. b Data from 20 and 100 ns simulations.   
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Table C.7. Coordination of catalytic Mg2+ ions during MD simulations on the ternary complex for dG or Bz-dG replication. a 

Active Site Base Pair 
Catalytic Ion: Mg342 Nucleotide Binding Ion: Mg343 

Primer 
(O3‘) 

Glu106 
(Oε1) 

Asp7 
(Oδ1) 

dNTP 
(Oα2) 

Asp105 
(Oδ1) 

Wat 
(O) 

Asp7 
(Oδ2) 

Phe8 
(O) 

Asp105 
(Oδ2) 

dNTP 
(Oα2) 

dNTP 
(Oβ2) 

dNTP 
(Oγ1) 

anti-dG:anti-dCTP  
(20 ns) b 94% 100% 100% 99% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 8% 100% 100% 

anti-dG:anti-dCTP  
(100 ns) b 98% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 5% 100% 100% 

anti-Bz-dG:anti-dCTP  
(20 ns) b 97% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 10% 100% 100% 

anti-Bz-dG:anti-dCTP  
(100 ns) b 98% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 4% 100% 100% 

syn-Bz-dG:anti-dCTP 93% 100% 100% 92% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 62% 100% 100% 
anti-BzG:anti-TTP  

(pseudo Watson-Crick) d 98% 100% 100% 99% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 15% 100% 100% 

anti-BzG:anti-TTP  
(alternative hydrogen bonding) d 98% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 0% 100% 100% 

syn-Bz-dG:anti-dTTP 100% 100% 100% 97% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 33% 100% 100% 

anti-Bz-dG:syn-dGTP NO c NO c 100% NO c 100% 42% 100% 100% 100% NO c NO c  100% 

syn-Bz-dG:anti-dGTP 99% 100% 100% 97% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 97% 100% 100% 

anti-Bz-dG:syn-dATP 1% 100% 100% NO c 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% NO c 100% NO c 

syn-Bz-dG:anti-dATP 100% 100% 100% NO c 100% 100% NO c 100% 100% NO c 100% 100% 

anti-Bz-dG Deletion NO c NO c 76% NO c NO c NO c NO c NO c NO c 100% 100% NO c 

syn-Bz-dG Deletion NO c NO c 100% NO c NO c NO c NO c NO c NO c 100% 100% NO c 

a Percentage of the simulation that the distance between the Mg2+ ion and the specified atom is < 2.5 Å. b Data from 20 and 100 ns simulations.  c Not observed. d See Figures 4 and S9 for a 
description of the different anti-BzG:anti-TTP hydrogen-bonding orientations. 
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Table C.8. Structural parameters from MD simulations on the Dpo4 –1 base deletion complex for 
Bz-dG replication. 

G* rmsd G* 
Puckera 

G* 
χb 

G* 
θb 

G* 
φb 

G* 
ξb 

5′ Base 
Pair  

C1′–C1′ 
Distance 

c 

3′ Base 
Pair  

C1′–C1′ 
Distance 

c 

Reaction 
Distance

d 

Reaction 
Angle e 

anti 
Bz-dG 

1.911± 
0.273 Å 

C4′-exo 
(53.2%) 

226.2± 
8.8° 

178.5± 
132.2° 

159.5± 
43.7° 

176.9± 
88.6° 

10.951±0
.222 Å 

10.831± 
0.178 Å 

5.630± 
0.492 Å 

84.3± 
15.8° 

syn 
Bz-dG 

1.381± 
0.254 Å 

O4′-endo 
(50.9%) 

58.1± 
19.2° 

182.3± 
94.3° 

223.7± 
49.1° 

204.1± 
95.6° 

10.874±0
.195 Å 

10.685± 
0.195 Å 

4.801± 
1.019 Å 

103.1± 
16.2° 

a Most common sugar pucker of Bz-dG and the percentage of the simulation that the sugar pucker is adopted. b Bz-dG dihedral 
angle (degrees). See Figure 1 for definitions of adduct dihedral angles. c Width of the base pair 5′ or 3′ with respect to Bz-dG. d 

Distance between O3′(primer 3′ end) and Pα(dNTP). e (O3′(primer 3′ end)–Pα(dNTP)–Oαβ(dNTP)). 
 
 

 

Table C.9. Strength (kJ mol–1) of stacking and hydrogen-bonding interactions involving Bz-dG 
and the flanking base pairs in MD simulations on the Dpo4 –1 base deletion complex for Bz-dG 

replication. 
G* 3′ Base Pair  

Hydrogen Bond a 
5′ Base Pair  

Hydrogen Bond a 5′ Stacking b 3′ Stacking b 

anti-Bz-dG –110.0±8.3 –116.5±8.2 –15.4±8.2 –41.0±13.9 

syn-Bz-dG –111.2±6.9 –113.4±11.1 –14.5±9.2 –39.8±14.3 
a Strength of the hydrogen bond in the base pair 5′ or 3′ with respect to Bz-dG. b Strength of the stacking interaction 
between Bz-dG and the 5′ or 3′ inter and intrastand bases with respect to Bz-dG 

 
 
 

Table C.10. Occupancies for the hydrogen bonds between Dpo4 and the incoming dNTP or the 
dC being replicated in MD simulations on the Dpo4 deletion complexes for Bz-dG replication. a 

Acceptor Donor 
anti-Bz-dG syn-Bz-dG 

% Å Deg. % Å Deg. 

dC354(OP) Ser34(OγH) 79% 2.9 159.3 55% 2.9 162.8 
dC354(OP) Ser40(OγH) NO b   7% 2.7 158.2 
dC354(OP) Arg331(NηH) 70% 3.0 153.4 86% 2.9 160.7 
dC354(OP) Arg36(NηH) 27% 2.9 156.5 NO b   
Ala44(O) dGTP(O3') NO b   9% 2.9 156.7 

dGTP(O3ʹ) Thr45(OγH) 11% 2.8 160.5 8% 3.0 161.3 
dGTP(Oγ) Tyr10(NH) 10% 3.0 145.2 NO b   
dGTP(Oγ) Arg51(NηH) 16% 2.9 151.2 16% 2.8 164.0 
dGTP(Oγ) Lys159(NζH) NO b 

  74% 2.8 157.0 
dGTP(Oγ) Tyr10(NH) NO b 

  16% 3.0 157.9 
a Hydrogen-bonding occupancies are based on a distance cutoff of < 3.4 Å and an angle cutoff of > 120°. b Not 
observed. 
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Appendix D 

Supplementary Information for Chapter 5: Computational Insights into the 
Mutagenicity of Two Tobacco Derived Carcinogenic DNA Lesions 

 
Contains full computational details, Tables D.1–D.11, and Figures D.1–D.25. 
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Full Computational Details 

DFT Calculations 

Nucleobase model: Due to the anticipated high degree of flexibility within POB-G and 

PHB-G, the inherent conformational preference about the nucleobase–carcinogen linker 

and within the bulky moiety was initially examined using a nucleobase model. Specifically, 

a usage directed conformational search about the α′, β′,γ′, δ′, ϵ′, ρ′, and ζ′ dihedral angles 

within the bulky moiety (Figure 5.1) was completed for each lesion as implemented in 

Hyperchem (1), with a maximum of 100,000 iterations or 1000 optimizations. Unique 

structures were defined based on an energy difference of > 0.2 kJ/mol and a heavy atom 

root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) of 0.25 Å. During the search, each adduct was modeled 

with AMBER99 charges and atom types (Table D.13, Appendix D) and structures within 

40 kJ/mol of the most stable structure were saved. All orientations of POB-G and PHB-G 

isolated from the conformational search were subsequently optimized using B3LYP-

D3(BJ)/6-31G(d) and the relative energies were determined using B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-

311+G(2df,2p). Each unique structure (based on an energy difference of > 0.2 kJ/mol and 

difference of > 0.2° in the key bulky moiety dihedral angles) was considered for further 

analysis, including the classification of the lesion orientation based on the position of the 

bulky moiety relative to the adducted G. Specifically, all structures were visually inspected 

and classified based on discrete interactions between the bulky moiety and adducted G as 

stacked, hydrogen bonded, T-shaped or extended (no direct interaction between the bulky 

moiety and adducted G). 

 

Nucleoside model: To assess the relative stability of the anti (χ ≈ 220°) and syn (χ ≈ 60°) 

conformations about the glycosidic bond in the nucleoside adducts, 2′-deoxyribose was 
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added to the most stable orientation for each conformational category of POB-G and PHB-

G identified using the nucleobase models. In the nucleoside adducts, the 2′-endo sugar 

pucker was used, and the O3′ hydroxy groups was oriented and the O5′ hydroxy groups 

was fixed to reflect the geometry of a non-terminal nucleoside (i.e., (HC3′O3′H) ≈ −60° 

and (C4′C5′O5′H) = 180°). Each nucleoside model was optimized in the anti and syn 

orientations using B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-31G(d) and the relative energies were determined 

using B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-311+G(2df,2p).  

 

Hydrogen-Bonding Interactions: Hydrogen-bonded pairs between the Watson-Crick or 

Hoogsteen face of the most stable orientation of POB-G or PHB-G from each 

conformational category, and each of the four canonical DNA bases were optimized using 

M06-2X/6-31G(d). This method was used since previous work has shown that B3LYP-

D3(BJ)/6-31G(d) optimizations of G mispairs give rise to a single, small imaginary 

frequency, while stable minima with nearly identical structures were identified when the 

same hydrogen-bonded complexes were optimized with M06-2X/6-31G(d) (2). 

Furthermore, no significant structural or energetic differences were observed between the 

most stable nucleobase and nucleoside conformations optimized with B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-

31G(d) and M06-2X/6-31G(d) (2). In the computational model, 2′-deoxyribose was 

replaced with a methyl group since the nucleoside model indicates that the sugar does not 

affect the conformation of the lesion. Furthermore, the methyl groups allow the base pair 

width (C1′–C1′ distance) and opening angle ( (N9C1′C1′)) within the adducted base pairs 

to be assessed. The relative energies were determined using B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-

311+G(2df,2p). 
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All DFT calculations were performed using Gaussian 09 (revision D.01) (3). 

 

Molecular Dynamics Simulations 

Parameters: All natural amino acids, nucleotides, and the solvent were modeled with 

AMBER ff14SB parameters (4). Parameters for POB-G and PHB-G were assigned 

according to the GAFF (5) and AMBER ff14SB force fields using ANTECHAMBER 1.4 

(6), and partial charges for the lesions were developed using RESP charge fitting from a 

HF/6-31G(d) calculation by the R.E.D.v.III.4 program (7,8) (Table D.11, Appendix D). 

The parameters for the dNTPs were adapted from the literature (9-11), Mg2+ was modeled 

with the parameters from Allner et al. (12), and Na+ and Cl– were modeled with the 

monovalent ion parameters from Joung & Cheatham (13).  

 

DNA model: MD simulations were performed on the 5′–CTCGGCG*CCATC 12-mer DNA 

helix. The initial choices of the key dihedral angles in the bulky moiety (α′, β′,γ′, δ′, ϵ′, ρ′, 

ζ′, and χ; Figure 5.1) and the lesion site base-pairing geometry were directed by the DFT 

calculations. Specifically, MD simulations were initially conducted with the lesion paired 

opposite C in a wobble base-pairing arrangement or with the lesion intercalated and the 

pairing C in the major groove. POB-G or PHB-G were positioned at G* in an orientation 

that represents each of the conformational categories identified in the nucleobase 

conformational search. Since the bulky moiety of the lesion resides in the major groove 

regardless of the orientation about the glycosidic bond, the conclusions about the preferred 

lesion orientation can be applied to POB-G and PHB-G regardless of the glycosidic 

orientation. Therefore, MD simulations were subsequently performed with the lesion 
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mispaired opposite T, A, or G, with the bulky moiety initiated in the preferred orientation 

identified from the simulations on DNA containing the lesions paired opposite C.  

 

Initial DNA helices were prepared for simulation by neutralizing the system with 24 Na+ 

ions, and solvating the DNA in a TIP3P octahedral water box such that the DNA was at 

least 8.0 Å from the box edge. The systems were minimized in a stepwise fashion. In the 

first minimization step, a 500 kcal mol–1 Å–2 restraint was placed on the DNA, and 500 

steps of steepest descent minimization and 500 steps of conjugate gradient minimization 

were performed. Subsequently, 1000 steps of unconstrained steepest descent minimization 

and 1500 steps of unconstrained conjugate gradient minimization were performed. The 

systems were then heated to 300 K over 20 ps using the Langevin thermostat (γ=1.0) with 

a 10 kcal mol–1 Å–2 restraint on the DNA. Finally, each system was simulated for 100 ns at 

300 K and 1 bar using the Langevin thermostat (γ=1.0), a Monte Carlo Barostat, and a time 

step of 2 fs. For all calculations, a non-bonded cutoff of 8.0 Å, the periodic boundary 

condition, and SHAKE were implemented. The simulations were run using the pmemd 

module of AMBER 14. For all duplexes, 20 ns pre-production simulations were performed 

to understand the inherent conformational flexibility of the lesion. From these trial 

simulations, representative structures for each unique lesion conformation were chosen as 

starting points for further simulations. The final 300 ns production MD simulation and two 

additional 100 ns MD simulations were run using different starting velocities to ensure the 

results are statistically significant. Due to negligible all-atom rmsds between the replicas 

(Table D.1, Appendix D), data from one replica will be discussed throughout the main text.  
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Polymerase η model: Initial structures for simulations on the polymerase η insertion 

complexes were obtained from a crystal structure of the reactant complex for the insertion 

of dATP opposite dT (PDB ID: 4ECS). This crystal structure was chosen due to the 

resolution, presence of the two ions in the active site, and lack of mutation to the dNTP or 

3′ terminus. Missing residues (Thr155–Glu159) were added by hand using GaussView. 

Glycerol, Ca2+, and pyrophosphate were removed from the system. In cases where multiple 

orientations of amino acids were present in the crystal structure, the orientation that was 

best aligned to interact with the surrounding residues was chosen. In cases where the amino 

acid was not positioned to interact with any surrounding residues, the higher occupied 

crystal structure orientation was chosen. To generate the insertion complexes, dCTP, dTTP, 

or dATP was paired opposite POB-dG or PHB-dG in the active site based on the base pair 

hydrogen-bonding patterns observed in the DNA helix. Adiditonally, the insertion complex 

for dCTP insertion opposite G was modeled as a control. The resulting 7 complexes were 

prepared for simulation using the tleap module of AMBER14. Specifically, hydrogen atoms 

were added to generate the native protonation states of all DNA and protein residues. 

Furthermore, NaCl was added to the water box to neutralize the system and to yield a final 

concentration of ~0.150 M (67 Na+ ions and 56 Cl– ions), and the system was solvated in a 

TIP3P octahedral water box such that the DNA–polymerase complex was at least 10.0 Å 

from the edge of the box. 

 

The systems were minimized in a stepwise fashion. The first step minimized the water for 

2500 steps of steepest descent and 2500 steps of conjugte gradient minimization, with a 50 

kcal mol–1 Å–2 on the rest of the system. Next, the hydrogen atoms were minimized for 

4000 steps of steepest descent and 4000 steps of conjugant gradient minimization, with a  
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50 kcal mol–1 Å–2 on the heavy atoms. Subsequently, the systems were minimized using a 

50 kcal mol–1 Å–2 restraint on the amino acid backbone for 12500 steps of steepest descent 

and 12500 steps of conjugate gradient minimization. Finally, the entire system was 

minimized without restraint for 5000 steps of steepest descent and 5000 steps of conjugant 

gradient minimization. The systems were then heated from 10 to 310 K in 6 steps, each 

increasing the temperature by 50 K over 10 ps using a 1 fs time step. Heating was performed 

with a 10 kcal mol–1 Å–2 restraint on the solute using the Langevin thermostat (γ=1.0). The 

systems were then equilibrated over 5 steps, each of 20 ps, using a 2 fs time step, and a 

constraint of 20, 15, 10, 5, or 1 kcal mol–1 Å–2 on the solute. Finally, a 100 ns unconstrained 

production simulation was performed on each system. MD simulations were run in 

triplicate using different initial velocities to ensure the results were statistically 

significantly. Due to negligible all-atom rmsds between each replica (Table D.1, Appendix 

D), data from one replica will be discussed throughout the main text.  

 

Analysis: Analysis of the MD simulations was performed every 0.1 ns using the cpptraj 

module of Amber 14 (14). Additionally, 3DNA was used to understand the overall structure 

of the DNA helix (15). A representative structure for each MD simulation were obtained 

by clustering the simulations based on the rmsd of damaged base pair using the average 

linkage algorithm. Furthermore, the strength of the lesion hydrogen bonding with the 

pairing base in the DNA and polymerase models was calculated over 100 frames (i.e., every 

3 ns for DNA models or 1 ns for polymerase models) using B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-

311+G(2df,2p) based on the geometry of the base pair in the representative structure, with 

hydrogen-capped nucleobases. When a hydrogen bond periodically exists between the 
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bulky moiety and opposing base, the binding strength was separated into two clusters based 

on the presence or absence of the additional interaction.   
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Table D.1. Heavy atom rmsd (Å) with respect to the representative structure for Trial 1. 
 Trial 1a Trial 2b Trial 3b 

 Lesion Site Entire system Lesion Site Entire system Lesion Site Entire 
system 

DNA POB-G:C 0.875±0.178 1.887±0.399 0.879±0.184 1.889±0.391 0.875±0.191 1.890±0.426 

DNA PHB-G:C 1.331±0.209 2.249±0.456 1.374±0.223 2.180±0.411 1.308±0.225 2.200±0.429 

DNA POB-G:T 1.095±0.191 2.327±0.453 1.086±0.210 2.340±0.466 1.126±0.199 2.393±0.453 

DNA PHB-G:T 1.581±0.249 2.468±0.550 1.157±0.250 2.501±0.571 1.569±0.239 2.878±0.611 

DNA POB-G:A 1.442±0.727 2.175±0.508 1.859±0.344 0.766±0.164 0.791±0.196 1.928±0.372 

DNA PHB-G:A 0.877±0.218 1.994±0.438 0.847±0.171 1.964±0.396 0.852±0.174 1.957±0.397 

DNA POB-G:G 1.300±0.492 2.850±1.147 1.760±0.316 3.827±0.994 1.845±0.273 4.667±0.563 

DNA PHB-G:G 2.244±0.208 5.772±0.805 2.231±0.197 6.052±0.697 1.620±0.229 2.621±0.871 

Pol η POB-G:C 0.862±0.120 2.373±0.449 0.784±0.096 2.217±0.211 0.809±0.102 2.290±0.221 

Pol η PHB-G:C 0.747±0.131 2.010±0.209 1.411±0.415 2.256±0.182 0.941±0.14 2.330±0.230 

Pol η POB-G:T 1.059±0.182 2.090±0.268 0.987±0.230 2.107±0.159 1.120±0.180 2.356±0.121 

Pol η PHB-G:T 1.202±0.264 2.167±0.267 1.646±0.100 2.472±0.250 1.704± 0.097 2.522±0.184 

Pol η POB-G:A 1.157±0.384 2.065±0.330 2.385±0.341 1.044±0.256 0.947±0.117 2.228±0.166 

Pol η PHB-G:A 1.468±0.402 2.077±0.237 2.200±0.116 2.331±0.165 2.197±0.228 2.283±0.130 

a300 ns MD simulations on adducted DNA and 100 ns on polymerase η insertion complex. b100 ns MD simulations. 

 
 
Table D.2. B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-311+G(2df,2p)//M06-2X/6-31G(d) interaction energies (kJ/mol) for 
base pairs between the Watson-Crick or Hoogsteen hydrogen-bonding face of G, or various POB-

G or PHB-G conformers (G*), and the canonical nucleobases.a 
  

G 
Fully Extended Stacked Hydrogen Bonded T-shaped Extended 
POB-G PHB-G POB-G PHB-G POB-G PHB-G POB-G PHB-G POB-G PHB-G 

Watson-
Crick G*:C 

–
138.0 –80.5 –72.5 –79.9 –75.8 N/Ab N/Ab N/Ab N/Ab –64.4 –57.7 

Watson-
Crick G*:T –80.4 –69.7 –55.6 –68.9 –75.4 N/Ab N/Ab N/Ab N/Ab –56.3 –52.8 

Watson-
Crick G*:A –82.5 –64.3 –59.8 –64.7 –65.9 N/Ab N/Ab N/Ab N/Ab –50.6 –48.2 

Watson-
Crick G*:G –69.3 –38.1 –29.8 –48.4 –34.6 N/Ab N/Ab N/Ab N/Ab –43.1 –36.4 

Hoogsteen 
G*:C –59.0 –54.6 –53.1 –59.3 –63.3 –59.3 –53.1 –58.4 –60.0 N/Ab N/Ab 

Hoogsteen 
G*:T –42.4 –52.4 –50.6 –59.5 –69.9 –51.5 –46.9 –50.9 –71.1 N/Ab N/Ab 

Hoogsteen 
G*:A –44.4 -42.7 –43.6 –43.2 –51.7 –43.3 –38.9 –41.4 –58.6 N/Ab N/Ab 

Hoogsteen 
G*:G –69.3 –73.8 –93.9 –76.5 –71.9 –78.7 –68.6 –84.2 –78.0 N/Ab N/Ab 

aSee Figures 5.3 and D.5–D.12. bNot applicable due to bulky moiety interactions with the respective hydrogen-bonding face. 
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Table D.3. Occupancies (%), average heavy atom distances (Å), and average angles (deg.) for 
hydrogen bonds in the adducted, and 3′ and 5′-flanking base pairs across the entire MD simulation 

trajectory for POB-G or PHB-G adducted DNA with the lesion paired opposite C. 
 POB-G:C PHB-G:C 

 Occupancy Average 
Distance 

Average 
Angle Occupancy Average 

Distance 
Average 
Angle 

5′-C(O2)· · ·GN2H) 100% 2.882 163.7 100% 2.877 163.0 
5′-C(N3)· · ·G(N1) 100% 2.962 165.5 100% 2.963 164.8 

5′-C(N4H)· · ·G(O6) 99% 2.924 163.7 99% 2.934 162.2 
G*(N1)· · ·C(N4H) 86% 3.120 159.4 96% 3.020 163.4 
G*(N2H)· · ·C(N3) 91% 3.061 159.7 92% 3.035 160.8 
G*(O12)· · ·C(N4H) 29% 2.961 158.0 7% 2.977 159.0 
3′-C(O2)· · ·G(N2H) 100% 2.861 164.3 100% 2.882 163.1 
3′-C(N3)· · ·G(N1) 100% 2.952 164.3 100% 2.950 163.9 

3′-C(N4H)· · ·G(O6) 99% 2.937 164.3 99% 2.933 163.8 
aHydrogen-bonding occupancies are based on a distance cutoff of < 3.4 Å and an angle cutoff of < 120°.  

 
 
 

Table D.4. Occupancies (%), average heavy atom distances (Å), and average angles (deg.) for 
hydrogen bonds in the adducted, and 3′ and 5′-flanking base pairs across the entire MD simulation 

trajectory for POB-G or PHB-G adducted DNA with the lesion paired opposite T. 
 POB-G:T PHB-G:T 

 Occupancy Average Distance Average Angle Occupancy Average Distance Average 
Angle 

5′-C(O2)· · ·G(N2H) 100% 2.878 163.9 100% 2.873 163.8 
5′-C(N3)· · ·G(N1) 100% 2.955 165.3 100% 2.955 165.1 

5′-C(N4H)· · ·G(O6) 99% 2.917 163.6 99% 2.919 162.9 
G*(N1)· · ·T(N3H) 32% 3.208 154.7 63% 3.136 156.8 
G*(N2H)· · ·T(O2) 94% 2.924 158.1 93% 2.892 158.1 

G*(O12)· · ·5′-
C(N4H) 11% 2.988 154.4 6% 3.068 155.7 

3′-C(O2)· · ·G(N2H) 100% 2.861 163.7 100% 2.869 163.2 
3′-C(N3)· · ·G(N1) 100% 2.954 165.1 100% 2.954 164.9 

3′-C(N4H)· · ·G(O6) 98% 2.953 163.6 98% 2.946 163.4 
aHydrogen-bonding occupancies are based on a distance cutoff of < 3.4 Å and an angle cutoff of < 120°.  
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Table D.5. Occupancies (%), average heavy atom distances (Å), and average angles (deg.) for 
hydrogen bonds in the adducted, and 3′ and 5′-flanking base pairs across the entire MD simulation 

trajectory for POB-G or PHB-G adducted DNA with the lesion paired opposite A. 
 POB-G:A   PHB-G:A   
 Occupancy Average Distance Average Angle Occupancy Average Distance Average Angle 

5′-C(O2)· · ·G(N2H) 100% 2.889 163.4 100% 2.885 163.4 
5′-C(N3)· · ·G(N1) 100% 2.964 165.0 100% 2.966 165.2 

5′-C(N4H)· · ·G(O6) 99% 2.928 162.7 99% 2.929 162.4 
G*(N1)· · ·A(N6H) 51% 3.143 159.8 96% 3.029 161.4 
G*(N2H)· · ·A(N7) 37% 3.040 160.2 95% 3.025 158.5 
3′-C(O2)· · ·G(N2H) 100% 2.876 163.6 100% 2.860 164.0 
3′-C(N3)· · ·G(N1) 100% 2.958 164.2 100% 2.957 164.7 

3′-C(N4H)· · ·G(O6) 97% 2.951 163.4 97% 2.962 163.6 
aHydrogen-bonding occupancies are based on a distance cutoff of < 3.4 Å and an angle cutoff of < 120°.  

 
 

Table D.6. Occupancies (%), average heavy atom distances (Å), and average angles (deg.) for 
hydrogen bonds in the adducted, and 3′ and 5′-flanking base pairs across the entire MD simulation 

trajectory for POB-G or PHB-G adducted DNA with the lesion paired opposite G. 
 POB-G:G   PHB-G:G   
 Occupancy Average Distance Average Angle Occupancy Average Distance Average Angle 

5′-C(O2)· · ·G(N2H) 100% 2.899 165.2 100% 2.883 164.2 
5′-C(N3)· · ·G(N1) 100% 2.965 165.7 100% 2.959 165.0 

5′-C(N4H)· · ·G(O6) 99% 2.923 164.5 99% 2.930 163.3 
G*(N7)· · ·G(N2H) 92% 2.997 154.9 90% 2.967 156.7 
G*(N7)· · ·G(N1H) 10% 3.208 141.7 NOb   
G*(O6)· · ·G(N1H) 4% 3.191 151.9 48% 3.189 150.1 
3′-C(O2)· · ·G(N2H) 100% 2.854 163.9 100% 2.884 162.9 
3′-C(N3)· · ·G(N1) 100% 2.954 164.6 100% 2.960 165.3 

3′-C(N4H)· · ·G(O6) 96% 2.974 162.6 98% 2.940 162.8 
aHydrogen-bonding occupancies are based on a distance cutoff of < 3.4 Å and an angle cutoff of < 120°. bNot Observed. 
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Table D.7. Occupancies (%), average heavy atom distances (Å), and average angles (deg.) for the 
hydrogen bonds between the template G, POB-G, PHB-G or opposing dCTP and the surrounding 

DNA:polymerase η complex across the entire MD simulation on the polymerase η insertion 
complex. 

  G:dCTP POB-G:dCTP PHB-G:dCTP 

  Occupancy 
Average 

Distance 

Average 

Angle 
Occupancy 

Average 

Distance 

Average 

Angle 
Occupancy 

Average 

Distance 

Average 

Angle 

3′-T(O4)· ··A(N6H) 95% 2.989 156.8 95% 2.99 157 82% 2.972 164.4 

3′-T(N3H)·· ·A(N1) 100% 2.937 163.3 100% 2.934 159.2 86% 2.946 164.1 

dCTP(O2)· · ·G(N2H) 100% 2.839 159.8 NOb   NOb   

dCTP(N3)· · ·G(N1H) 100% 2.933 160.3 NOb   NOb   

dCTP(N4H)· · ·G(O6) 100% 2.937 163.3 NOb   NOb   

dCTP(N3)· · ·G*(N2H) NOb   97% 2.999 158.1 77% 3.025 162.3 

dCTP(N4H)· · ·G*(N1) NOb   53% 3.182 141.8 39% 3.117 159.7 

dCTP(O3')· ··Phe18(NH) 95% 3.077 161.1 94% 3.058 163.1 83% 3.053 164.4 

dCTP(Oα1)···Arg61(NH1H) 76% 2.83 157.5 90% 2.813 159.5 71% 2.802 161.3 

dCTP(Oβ2)···Phe17(NH) 84% 3.193 157.6 83% 3.193 159.1 55% 3.227 164.1 

dCTP(Oβ1)···Wat1(OH) 99% 2.7 162.6 50% 2.684 162.4 91% 2.677 165 

Wat1(O)· ··Val50(NH) 100% 2.925 164 50% 2.956 163.8 100% 2.927 163.1 

dCTP(Oβ1)···Wat2(OH) 67% 2.862 157.2 34% 2.907 154.8 52% 2.865 162 

Wat2(O)· ··Arg61(NH1H) 69% 2.881 161.2 43% 2.892 159.9 82% 2.891 161.5 

dCTP(Oβγ)···Arg55(NH2H) 96% 2.942 144.4 97% 2.911 149.6 56% 2.883 161.5 

dCTP(Oγ3)···Tyr52(OH) 97% 2.586 165.5 90% 2.588 165.7 98% 2.572 167.5 

dCTP(Oγ3)···Lys231(NZH) 61% 2.917 144.5 57% 2.923 144.1 42% 2.988 163 

dCTP(Oγ1)···Lys231(NZH) 30% 3.074 147.1 22% 3.006 153.7 13% 2.895 160.4 

dCTP(Oγ3)···Cys16(NH) 100% 2.92 166.8 98% 2.95 165.8 95% 2.941 166 

dCTP(Oγ3)···Arg55(NH2H) 90% 2.939 149.8 78% 2.993 146.4 22% 2.94 158.2 

dCTP(Oγ3)···Arg55(NH1H) 74% 3.041 143 68% 3.007 145.6 13% 2.94 156.9 

dCTP(Oγ2)···Arg55(NH1H) 67% 3.077 152.3 67% 3.007 154.9 60% 2.912 164.3 
aHydrogen-bonding occupancies are based on a distance cutoff of < 3.4 Å and an angle cutoff of < 120°. bNot Observed. 
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Table D.8. Occupancies (%), average heavy atom distances (Å), and average angles (deg.) for the 
hydrogen bonds between the lesion or opposing dTTP and the surrounding DNA:polymerase η 

complex across the entire MD simulation on the polymerase η insertion complex. 
  POB-G:dTTP PHB-G:dTTP 

  Occupancy 
Average 
Distance 

Average 
Angle 

Occupancy 
Average 
Distance 

Average 
Angle 

3′-T(O4)· · ·A(N6H) 97% 2.997 156.8 96% 2.994 159.5 
3′-T(N3H)· · ·A(N1) 100% 2.942 161.3 100% 2.936 160.4 

dTTP(O2)· · ·G*(N2H) 93% 2.939 157.2 96% 2.933 154.1 
dTTP(N3H)· · ·G*(N1) 50% 3.187 141.5 41% 3.162 144.6 
dTTP(O4)· · ·G*(O13H) NOb   24% 2.751 162.6 

dTTP(O3')· · ·Phe18(NH) 90% 3.089 163.4 59% 3.123 162.8 
dTTP(O4)· · ·Arg61(NH1H) 28% 2.828 157.2 NOb   

dTTP(Oβ1)···Arg61(NH1H) NOb   57% 2.936 159 

dTTP(Oβ1)···Arg61(NH2H) NOb   36% 3.092 142.7 

dTTP(Oβ2)···Phe17(NH) 92% 3.154 159.9 73% 3.155 159.9 
Wat2(O)· · ·Val50(NH) 50% 2.982 163.1 50% 2.94 164 

dTTP(Oβ1)···Wat2(OH) 51% 2.71 162.2 71% 2.743 160.2 
dTTP(Oβ3)···Wat1(OH) 41% 2.695 162.2 NOb   
Wat1(O)· · ·Val50(NH) 40% 2.955 163.2 NOb   

Wat2(O)· · ·Arg55(NH2H) NOb   23% 3.004 133.4 

dTTP(Oβγ)···Arg55(NH2H) 99% 2.913 150.5 94% 2.948 146.6 
dTTP(Oγ3)···Tyr52(OH) 76% 2.597 165 29% 2.584 164.3 

dTTP(Oγ3)···Lys231(NZH) NOb   52% 2.84 155.5 

dTTP(Oγ3)···Cys16(NH) 95% 2.98 165.5 98% 2.958 165.5 
dTTP(Oγ2)···Arg55(NH1H) 59% 3.002 154 51% 3.082 147.2 
dTTP(Oγ3)···Arg55(NH1H) 65% 3.003 147.3 84% 2.98 148.9 
dTTP(Oγ3)···Arg55(NH2H) 62% 2.988 149.5 77% 2.956 149.1 
aHydrogen-bonding occupancies are based on a distance cutoff of < 3.4 Å and an angle cutoff of < 120°. bNot Observed. 
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Table D.9. Occupancies (%), average heavy atom distances (Å), and average angles (deg.) for the 
hydrogen bonds between the lesion or opposing dATP and the surrounding DNA:polymerase η 

complex across the entire MD simulation on the polymerase η insertion complex. 

  POB-G:ATP PHB-G:ATP 

  Occupancy 
Average 
Distance 

Average 
Angle 

Occupancy 
Average 
Distance 

Average 
Angle 

3′-T(O4)· · ·A(N6H) 93% 3.008 158.1 89% 3.016 155.5 
3′-T(N3H)· · ·A(N1) 100% 2.645 165.1 100% 2.933 161.6 

dATP(N6H')· · ·G*(N1) 29% 3.200 148.0 17% 3.156 147.3 
dATP(N7)· · ·G*(N2H) 55% 2.993 161.8 19% 3.020 154.6 
dATP(N6H')· · ·G*(N3) 12% 3.092 146.1 18% 3.110 148.3 

dATP(O3')· · ·Phe18(NH) 81% 3.143 167.5 74% 3.171 167.2 
dATP(N1)· · ·Arg61(NH1H) 18% 2.982 156.4 12% 2.892 158.8 
dATP(Oβ2)···Phe17(NH) 90% 3.165 161.7 91% 3.142 161.1 

dATP(Oα1)···Wat1(OH) 40% 2.808 143.8 NOb   

Wat1(O)· · ·Arg55(NH2H) 17% 2.955 131.7 NOb   

Wat2(O)· · ·Arg55(NH2H) NOb   23% 2.974 131.9 

dATP(Oβ1)···Wat2(OH) 15% 2.681 164.1 70% 2.682 163.2 
Wat2(O)· · ·Val50(NH) 23% 2.969 162.3 69% 2.976 163.1 

dATP(Oβ1)···Wat3(OH) 41% 2.664 162.7 36% 2.82 142.9 

Wat3(O)· · ·Val50(NH) 40% 2.967 163.3 NOb   
dATP(Oβγ)···Arg55(NH1H) 98% 2.949 151.2 93% 2.968 147.1 

dATP(Oγ3)···Tyr52(OH) 91% 2.609 167.3 74% 2.613 165.7 
dATP(Oγ3)···Lys231(NZH) 62% 3.056 155.6 41% 2.987 155.7 
dATP(Oγ1)···Lys231(NZH) 67% 2.898 140.4 56% 2.911 143.4 

dATP(Oγ3)···Cys16(NH) 99% 2.941 164 99% 2.917 165.4 
dATP(Oγ3)···Arg55(NH1H) 38% 3.213 139.2 68% 2.997 150.2 
dATP(Oγ3)···Arg55(NH2H) 38% 3.045 148.8 54% 3.069 143.1 
dATP(Oγ2)···Arg55(NH2H) 91% 2.906 159.8 84% 2.972 153.3 
aHydrogen-bonding occupancies are based on a distance cutoff of < 3.4 Å and an angle cutoff of < 120°. bNot Observed. 
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Table D.10. Coordination of the active site Mg2+ ions across the entire MD simulation trajectory 
for the polymerase η insertion complex corresponding to various lesion replication outcomes.a 

  Mg2+ (binding) Mg2+ (catalytic) 

G:dCTP 6/6 6/6 

POB-G:dCTP 5/6 (Oα2, 56%)b 6/6 

PHB-G:dCTP 5/6 (Oα2, 82%)b 6/6 

POB-G:dTTP 5/6 (Oα2, 67%)b 6/6 

PHB-G:dTTP 5/6 (Oα2, 51%)b 6/6 

POB-G:dATP 6/6 6/6 

PHB-G:dATP 5/6 (Oα2, 85%)b 6/6 
aCoordination is considered to be present if the distance is < 2.5 Å for > 95% of the 
simulation. bAtom that does not meet coordination criteria and percentage of simulation it 
meets the coordination criteria is given in brackets.  
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Table D.11. Atom types and charges for POB-G and PHB-G. 
Atom Name Atom Type POB-G 

Charge 
PHB-G 
Charge 

P P 1.1617 1.1624 
O5' OS -0.4974 -0.4949 
OP1 O2 -0.7662 -0.7629 
OP2 O2 -0.7662 -0.7698 
O3' OS -0.5408 -0.5444 
C5' CT -0.0247 0.001 

H5'1 H1 0.0806 0.072 
H5'2 H1 0.0806 0.072 
C4' CT 0.148 0.1731 
H4' H1 0.0874 0.1016 
O4' OS -0.3754 -0.4053 
C1' CT 0.1532 0.2091 
H1' H2 0.0809 0.0431 
C3' CT 0.2336 0.1433 
H3' H1 0.0363 0.0719 
C2' CT -0.0405 -0.0565 

H2'1 HC 0.0287 0.0445 
H2'2 HC 0.0287 0.0445 
N9 N* -0.0791 -0.0438 
N1 NC -0.4172 -0.7314 
C2 CQ 0.6269 0.8253 
N2 N2 -0.9021 -0.9516 
H21 H 0.3758 0.4031 
H22 H 0.3758 0.4031 
N3 NC -0.5135 -0.588 
C4 CB 0.2216 0.2658 
C5 CB 0.1513 0.0834 
C6 CA 0.3917 0.6332 
O6 OS -0.3159 -0.4136 
N7 NB -0.5899 -0.5995 
C8 CK 0.2068 0.1512 
H8 H5 0.1357 0.1618 
C9 CT 0.0249 0.1154 

H91 H1 0.0718 0.0654 
H92 H1 0.0718 0.0654 
C10 CT 0.0199 0.0326 

H101 HC 0.0373 0.0313 
H102 HC 0.0373 0.0313 
C11 CT -0.0959 -0.0029 

H111 HC 0.0497 0.0125 
H112 HC 0.0497 0.0125 
C13 CA -0.0585 -0.0502 
C14 CA -0.0378 -0.0548 
H14 HA 0.1577 0.135 
C15 CA -0.2635 -0.3221 
H15 HA 0.1481 0.1541 
C16 CA 0.2165 0.2986 
H16 H4 0.0964 0.07 
C17 CA 0.2337 0.2679 
H17 H4 0.0431 0.0862 
N18 NC -0.4886 -0.5909 
C12 C (CT)a 0.4018 0.1062 
O12 O (OH)a -0.4907 -0.6278 
H12' (HO)a N/A 0.4061 
H12 (H1)a N/A 0.0545 

aAtom types for PHB-G are given in brackets 
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Figure D.1. Distribution of the a) POB-G and b) PHB-G nucleobase conformations resulting 
from the DFT conformational search. 
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Figure D.2. Distribution of the B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-311+G(2df,2p) relative energies (kJ/mol) of the 
a) POB-G and b) PHB-G nucleobase conformations for each structural category. 
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Figure D.3. For each structural category B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-311+G(2df,2p)//B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-
31G(d) a) anti and b) syn structures of the POB-G nucleoside, as well as the relative energies 

(kJ/mol). 
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Figure D.4. For each structural category B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-311+G(2df,2p)//B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-
31G(d) a) anti and b) syn structures of the PHB-G nucleoside, as well as the relative energies 

(kJ/mol). 
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Figure D.5. B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-311+G(2df,2p)//M06-2X/6-31G(d) structures (distances in Å and 
angles in deg.) and binding energy (kJ/mol) for dimers between the Watson-Crick (left) or 

Hoogsteen (right) face of various POB-G conformations and C. 
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Figure D.6. B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-311+G(2df,2p)//M06-2X/6-31G(d) structures (distances in Å and 

angles in deg.) and binding energy (kJ/mol) for dimers between the Watson-Crick (left) or 
Hoogsteen (right) face of various PHB-G conformations and C. 
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Figure D.7. B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-311+G(2df,2p)//M06-2X/6-31G(d) structures (distances in Å and 
angles in deg.) and binding energy (kJ/mol) for dimers between the Watson-Crick (left) or 

Hoogsteen (right) face of various POB-G conformations and T. 
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Figure D.8. B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-311+G(2df,2p)//M06-2X/6-31G(d) structures (distances in Å and 
angles in deg.) and binding energy (kJ/mol) for dimers between the Watson-Crick (left) or 

Hoogsteen (right) face of various PHB-G conformations and T. 
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Figure D.9. B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-311+G(2df,2p)//M06-2X/6-31G(d) structures (distances in Å and 
angles in deg.) and binding energy (kJ/mol) for dimers between the Watson-Crick (left) or 

Hoogsteen (right) face of various POB-G conformations and A. 
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Figure D.10. B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-311+G(2df,2p)//M06-2X/6-31G(d) structures (distances in Å and 

angles in deg.) and binding energy (kJ/mol) for dimers between the Watson-Crick (left) or 
Hoogsteen (right) face of various PHB-G conformations and A. 
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Figure D.11. B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-311+G(2df,2p)//M06-2X/6-31G(d) structures (distances in Å and 

angles in deg.) and binding energy (kJ/mol) for dimers between the Watson-Crick (left) or 
Hoogsteen (right) face of various POB-G conformations and G. 
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Figure D.12. B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-311+G(2df,2p)//M06-2X/6-31G(d) structures (distances in Å and 
angles in deg.) and binding energy (kJ/mol) for dimers between the Watson-Crick (left) or 

Hoogsteen (right) face of various PHB-G conformations and G. 
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Figure D.13. a) MD representative structures obtained for POB-G (left) and PHB-G (right) 
adducted DNA based on an initial stacked lesion conformation opposite C. b) Overlay (based on 
G ring atoms) of lesion conformations adopted throughout the MD simulation, highlighting the 

deviation in bulky moiety orientation (red). 
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Figure D.14. Average base step parameters from MD simulations on a) POB-G or b) PHB-G 
adducted DNA with the lesion in the extended conformation paired opposite C. 
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Figure D.15. Average base pair parameters for a) POB-G or b) PHB-G adducted DNA with the 
lesion in the extended conformation paired opposite C. 
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Figure D.16. Overlay (based on G ring atoms) of lesion conformations adopted throughout MD 
simulations on DNA containing POB-G(left) or PHB-G (right) paired opposite T (top), A 

(middle) and G (bottom), highlighting the deviation in bulky moiety orientation (red). 
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Figure D.17. Average base step parameters from MD simulations on a) POB-G or b) PHB-G 
adducted DNA with the lesion in the extended conformation paired opposite T. 
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Figure D.18. Average base pair parameters for a) POB-G or b) PHB-G adducted DNA with the 
lesion in the extended conformation paired opposite T. 
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Figure D.19. Average base step parameters for a) POB-G or b) PHB-G adducted DNA with the 
lesion in the extended conformation paired opposite A. 
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Figure D.20. Average base pair parameters for a) POB-G or b) PHB-G adducted DNA with the 
lesion in the extended conformation paired opposite A. 
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Figure D.21. Average base step parameters for a) POB-G or b) PHB-G adducted DNA with the 
lesion in the extended conformation paired opposite G. 
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Figure D.22. Average base pair parameters for a) POB-G or b) PHB-G adducted DNA with the 
lesion in the extended conformation paired opposite G. 
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Figure D.23. Overlay (based on G ring atoms)  of lesion conformations adopted throughout the 
MD simulations on polymerase η complexes corresponding to dCTP (top), dTTP (middle), or 

dATP (bottom) insertion opposite POB-G (left) or PHB-G (right), highlighting the deviation in 
bulky moiety orientation (red).  
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Figure D.24. Distance between the binding Mg2+ ion and coordinating Oα during MD simulations 
on the insertion of a dNTP opposite POB-G or PHB-G by polymerase η. Full coordination was 

considered to occur if the distance was < 2.5 Å for > 95% of the simulation. 
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Figure D.25. Hydrogen-bonding interactions with the dNTP in the polymerase η active site 
observed in the crystal structure corresponding to dATP incorporation opposite T (PDB ID: 

4ECS). 
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Appendix E 

Supplementary Information for Chapter 6: Evidence for the replication of a syn 
DNA pyrimidine: A computational investigation of a highly mutagenic tobacco-

derived thymine lesion 
 

Contains full computational details, Figures E.1–E.13 and Tables E.1–E.14. 
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Full Computational Details 

Nucleobase. To parallel a previous study on POB-G (1), we initially investigated the 

flexibility of the POB-T nucleobase based on a fully extended orientation (i.e., α′, β′, γ′, δ′, 

ϵ′, and ρ′ = 180°, Figure 6.1a). The rotational barriers with respect to α′, β′, γ′, δ′, ϵ′, and ρ′ 

were determined by altering each dihedral angle in 10° increments from 0 to 360° using 

B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-31G(d). Due to the absence of steric constraints, this model will provide 

the lowest energy rotational barriers within the bulky moiety. Subsequently, to gain a more 

comprehensive picture of the possible orientations of the POB-T nucleobase, a usage 

directed conformational search with respect to α′, β′, γ′, δ′, ϵ′, and ρ′ as implemented in the 

HyperChem program (2) was performed using AMBER99 (see Table E.13 for charges and 

atom types). During the search, a maximum of 100,000 iterations or 1000 optimizations 

were performed. Any retained conformations were required to be within 42 kJ/mol of the 

lowest energy conformation, have an energy difference from any other conformation of  

> 0.2 kJ/mol, and have a heavy atom root-mean-square deviation from any other 

conformation of < 0.25 Å. All 282 POB-T conformers isolated from this conformational 

search were subsequently optimized using B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-31G(d) and the relative 

energies were determined using B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-311++G(2df,2p). All duplicate 

conformations following the B3LYP-D3(BJ) analysis (defined based on an energy 

difference from any other conformation of < 0.2 kJ/mol, and a difference in α′, β′, γ′, δ′, ϵ′, 

and ρ′ from any other conformation of < 0.2°) were removed from the data set. The 164 

remaining conformations were visually categorized based on the type of interaction 

between the bulky moiety and the adducted T. The barrier about the glycosidic bond in the 

POB-T nucleoside was determined by scanning with respect to χ in 10° increments from 0 
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to 360° using B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-31G(d). In the scan, a fully extended nucleoside model 

was considered that contains the 2′-endo sugar pucker, and the O3′ hydroxy group oriented 

and the O5′ hydroxy group fixed to reflect the geometry of a non-terminal nucleoside (i.e., 

(HC3′O3′H) ≈ −60° and (C4′C5′O5′H) = 180°). Stationary points from the scan were 

fully optimized using B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-31G(d) and the relative energies were calculated 

with B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-311++G(2df,2p) and include zero-point vibrational energy 

corrections scaled by 0.9670. 

 

Nucleobase Dimers. Based on previous work on the POB-G adduct (1), M06-2X/6-31G(d) 

was used to optimized the hydrogen-bonding pairs between T or POB-T and the canonical 

nucleobases. The sugar–phosphate backbone of DNA was replaced by a methyl group to 

reduce computational costs and yet permit analysis of changes in the base pair width (C1′–

C1′ distance) and base pair opening (N9C1′C1′). Additionally, the base pair distortion 

was monitored by measuring the angle between the two nucleobase planes (denoted 

interplanar angle). The interaction energies were calculated with B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-

311++G(2df,2p) and include zero-point vibrational energy corrections scaled by 0.9670. 

The deformation energy was not considered in the reported binding strengths due to the 

significant flexibility of the POB-T nucleobase.  

 

All DFT calculations were performed using Gaussian 09 (revision D.01) (3). 

 

Polymerase and DNA. Initial structure for MD simulations on the pol κ replication 

complexes were obtained from chains A, C, and D for a crystal structure corresponding to 

2'-deoxy-5'-O-[(R)-hydroxy[[(R)-hydroxy(phosphonooxy)phosphoryl]amino]phosphoryl] 
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adenosine (dAMPNPP) insertion opposite T for the extension past a lucidin guanine adduct 

derivative (PDB ID: 5W2C). Glycerol, 1,2-ethanediol, and di(hydroxyethyl)ether were 

removed from the system. Missing N-terminal residues (Met–24 – Gly30), a loop (Met225 

– Gln281) and C-terminal residues (Glu519 – Gln526) were not included in the model. 

Indeed, previous studies on pol κ mutants, as well as work on the pol κ bypass of the N2-

furfuryl-G and N6-furfuryl-A lesions has shown that the exclusion of these residues does 

not affect the activity of the enzyme (4, 5).  

  

Initial structures for MD simulations on the pol η replication complexes were obtained from 

a crystal structure corresponding to the insertion of dATP opposite T (PDB ID: 4ECS). 

Missing residues (Thr155–Glu159) were added by hand using GaussView. Glycerol, Ca2+, 

and pyrophosphate were removed from the system. In cases where multiple orientations of 

amino acids were present in the experimental data, the orientation that best aligns the 

residue to interact with the surrounding amino acids was selected, while the highest 

occupied orientation was chosen in cases were the amino acid was not positioned to interact 

with a surrounding residue.  

 

The conformation of POB-T in the polymerase active site was initially investigated by 

overlaying the nucleobase conformations identified in the DFT conformational search onto 

the template T nucleobase in the crystal structure (according to the heavy atoms) in the 

absence of an incoming dNTP (preinsertion complex). For each overlay, the closest heavy 

atom distance between the lesion and the surrounding DNA or protein was measured. 

Although this approach does not account for rearrangement of the active site to 

accommodate different lesion orientations, the resulting structures are reasonable starting 
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points for MD simulations. Representative lesion orientations were then used to initiate 

MD simulation to understand the dynamics of POB-T binding in the pol η and κ active 

sites, and further explore conformations that can be accommodated by the enzymes. 

Additionally, directed by DFT calculations on nucleobase dimers, pol κ insertion 

complexes with a pairing dGTP or dATP opposite anti-POB-T, and pol η insertion 

complexes with dCTP, dTTP or dATP paired opposite syn-POB-T were modeled. Finally, 

based on the polymerase replication complexes, MD simulations were initiated on the 5′-

CTGTGTCT*GCAGCG 14-mer DNA duplex, with T*=syn-POB-T opposite T, to 

understand the structure and dynamics of the post-replication helix. 

 

The resulting complexes were prepared for simulation using the tleap module of AMBER 

14 (6). Specifically, missing atoms, including hydrogen atoms, were added to generate the 

standard protonation states of all DNA and protein residues. Furthermore, NaCl was added 

to the water box to yield an approximate concentration of 0.15 M for DNA–polymerase 

complexes, while DNA systems were neutralized with Na+. Mg2+ ions were included in the 

DNA–polymerase insertion complexes. All systems were solvated in a TIP3P octahedral 

water box such that the solute was at least 10.0 Å from the edge of the box. All canonical 

amino acids, nucleotides, and solvent were modeled with AMBER ff14SB parameters. 

Parameters for POB-T were assigned according to the GAFF and AMBER ff14SB force 

fields using ANTECHAMBER 1.4 (7), and partial charges for the lesions were developed 

using RESP charge fitting from an HF/6-31G(d) calculation by the R.E.D.v.III.4  

program (8, 9) to be consistent with the AMBER force field (Table E.13, Appendix E). The 

parameters for the dNTPs were adapted from the literature (10-12), Mg2+ was modeled 
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using the parameters from Allner et al. (13), and Na+ and Cl– were modeled using the 

monovalent ion parameters from Joung and Cheatham (14). 

 

All systems were minimized stepwise, with the first phase minimizing the water for 2500 

steps of steepest descent and 2500 steps of conjugte gradient minimization, while applying 

a 50 kcal/(mol Å2) restraint on the rest of the system. Next, the hydrogen atoms were 

minimized for 4000 steps of steepest descent and 4000 steps of conjugte gradient 

minimization, with a 50 kcal/(mol Å2) restraint on the heavy atoms. Subsequently, the 

systems were minimized with a 50 kcal/(mol Å2) restraint on the amino acid backbone for 

12500 steps of steepest descent and 12500 steps of conjugate gradient minimization. 

Finally, the entire system was minimized without restraints for 5000 steps of steepest 

descent and 5000 steps of conjugate gradient minimization. For DNA systems, restraints 

were placed on the hydrogen-bonding distances in the terminal base pairs to prevent strand 

unraveling. The systems were then heated from 10 to 310 K in 6 steps, each increasing the 

temperature by 50 K over 10 ps using a 1 fs time step. Heating was performed with a 10 

kcal/(mol Å2) restraint on the solute using the Langevin thermostat (γ=1.0). The systems 

were then equilibrated with a constraint weight of 20, 15, 10, 5 and 1 kcal/(mol Å2) on the 

solute. Each constraint weight was simulated for 20 ps using a 2 fs time step. Subsequently, 

20 ns unconstrained pre-production simulations were performed to identify geometries that 

were distinctly different from the initial structures and cannot be easily converted during 

standard MD sampling, with particular attention being paid to the active site or lesion site 

(including lesion orientation and hydrogen bonding) for polymerase-DNA and DNA 

systems. Structures of the polymerase-DNA complexes with a hydrogen-bonding geometry 

and lesion orientation most conducive for the reaction were selected as initial structures for 
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the final 100 ns production simulations, which were run in triplicate. Since the replicas lead 

to negligible all-atom root-mean-square deviation (rmsd < 2.5 Å; Table E.12, Appendix E), 

data from one replica was discussed throughout the main text.  

 

Analysis of the MD simulations was performed on frames spaced by 0.1 ns. A 

representative structure based on the lesion orientation and hydrogen bonding was chosen 

using the average-linkage clustering algorithm.  All MD simulations were performed using 

AMBER 14 (6). The strengths of the interactions between the dNTP and lesion were 

calculated using frames spaced by 1 ns, B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-311++G(d,p), hydrogen-capped 

nucleobases (hydrogen atoms optimized with M06-2X/6-31G(d)) and Gaussian 09 

(revision D.01) (3). A smaller basis set was used for calculating the interaction energies 

relative to the basis set used in the nucleobase dimer calculations due to the number of 

structures considered. Nevertheless, the difference between nucleobase dimer interaction 

strengths calculated with B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-311++G(2df,2p) and  

B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-311++G(d,p) is ~1–8 kJ/mol (Table E.14, Appendix E).  
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Figure E.1. B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-31G(d) minimum energy structures for rotation about the a) α′, b) 
β′, c) γ′, d) δ′, e) ϵ′, and f) ρ′ dihedral angles initiated from a fully extended POB-T nucleobase 

model. See Figure 6.1 for definitions of the dihedral angles. 
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Figure E.2. B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-31G(d) potential energy surfaces (kJ/mol) for rotation about 
important POB-T dihedral angles (deg.). See Figure 6.1 for definitions of dihedral angles. 
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Figure E.3. Overlay of all unique conformers isolated in the conformational search (based on 
damaged T heavy atoms), with the bulky moiety in red and the T nucleobase carbon atoms in 

grey.   
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Figure E.4. a) Distribution of the POB-T nucleobase conformations resulting from the DFT 
conformational search and b) distribution of the B3LYP-D3/6-311++G(2df,2p) relative energies 
(kJ/mol) for each structural category. Energies are reported relative to the overall lowest energy 

structure. 
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Figure E.5. Energetic effects (B3LYP-D3/6-311++G(2df,2p), kJ/mol) of different bulky moiety 
orientations in the isolated stacked (red), T-shaped (yellow), hydrogen bonded (blue), or extended 

(orange) structures from the conformational search. 
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Figure E.6. a) Closest heavy atom distance and b) orientations of the POB-T bulky moiety from 
the DFT conformational search that fit in the pol κ (PDB ID: 5W2C) active site, with the lesion in 

the anti orientation. 
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Figure E.7. Conformations of POB-T adopted throughout the MD simulation on the pre-insertion 
complex when anti-POB-T is bound in the pol κ active site. 
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Figure E.8. a) Closest heavy atom distance and b) orientations of the POB-T bulky moiety from 
the DFT conformational search that fit in the pol η (PDB ID: 4ECS) active site, with the lesion in 

the anti orientation (left), or pol η active site (PDB ID: 4ECS), with the lesion in the syn 
orientation (right). 
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Figure E.9. Conformations of POB-T adopted throughout the MD simulation on the pre-insertion 
complex when a) anti-POB-T or b) syn-POB-T is bound in the pol η active site. 
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Figure E.10. B3LYP-D3/6-311++G(2df,2p)//B3LYP-D3(BJ)/6-31G(d) structures and relative 
energies (kJ/mol) for rotation about the POB-T glycosidic bond. 
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Figure E.11. Overlay (based on damaged T heavy atoms) of lesion conformations adopted 
throughout the MD simulation on the pol κ complex for the insertion of a) anti-dATP, b) syn-
dATP or c) dGTP opposite POB-T, highlighting the deviation in the bulky moiety (red) and 

pairing base orientations.
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Figure E.12. a) Overlay (based on pol κ backbone) of anti-dATP (blue), syn-dATP (red) and 
dGTP (green) insertion complexes for the replication of POB-T by pol κ, highlighting the 

interactions between the enzyme and the dNTP backbone. b) Overlay (based on pol η backbone) 
of anti-dATP (blue), syn-dATP (red), dCTP (yellow), and dTTP (orange) insertion complexes for 

the replication of POB-T by pol η, highlighting the interactions between the enzyme and the 
dNTP backbone. 
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Figure E.13. Overlay (based on damaged T heavy atoms) of lesion conformations adopted 
throughout the MD simulation on the pol η complex for the insertion of a) anti-dATP, b) syn-

dATP, c) dCTP, or d) dTTP opposite syn-POB-T, highlighting the deviation in the bulky moiety 
(red) and pairing base orientations. 
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Table E.1. Occupancies (%), average heavy atom distances (Å), and average angles (deg.) for 
active site hydrogen bonds in the pol κ complex for insertion of anti-dATP opposite POB-T.a 

 Occupancy Average 
Distance Average Angle 

3′-dG(O6)· · ·dC(N4H) 93% 2.972 157.1 
3′-dG(N1H)·· ·dC(N3) 99% 2.991 161.6 
3′-dG(N2H)·· ·dC(O2) 100% 2.895 159.3 

POB-T(N14)· · ·Ser102(OγH) 27% 2.980 155.4 
POB-T(O11)· · ·Ser107(OγH) 29% 2.832 157.6 

dATP(O3')· · ·Tyr82(NH) 86% 3.152 166.2 
dATP(Oβ1)···Phe81(NH) 95% 3.143 156.9 

dATP(Oβ2)···Thr108(OG1) 100% 2.675 165.4 
dATP(Oα)···Wat-Mg2+(OH) 82% 2.702 145.6 

dATP(Oβγ)···Arg114(NH2H) 57% 3.075 148.3 
dATP(Oγ3)···Tyr111(OH) 42% 2.621 165.1 

dATP(Oγ3)···Lys241(NZH) 85% 2.829 147.4 
dATP(Oγ1)···Ala80(NH) 99% 2.943 164.8 

dATP(Oγ1)···Arg114(NH2H) 88% 2.933 152.4 
dATP(Oγ2)··· Arg114(NH1H) 99% 2.917 158.2 

aHydrogen-bonding occupancies are based on a distance cutoff of < 3.4 Å and an angle cutoff 
of < 120°.  
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Table E.2. Occupancies (%), average heavy atom distances (Å), and average angles (deg.) for 
active site hydrogen bonds in the pol κ complex for insertion of syn-dATP opposite POB-T.a 

  Occupancy Average 
Distance Average Angle 

3′-dG(O6)· · ·dC(N4H) 97% 2.961 160.8 
3′-dG(N1H)·· ·dC(N3) 99% 2.959 163.5 
3′-dG(N2H)·· ·dC(O2) 100% 2.869 161.3 

POB-T(N14)· · ·Ser102(OγH) 63% 2.939 157.4 
dATP(O3')· · ·Tyr82(NH) 78% 3.179 164.9 
dATP(Oβ1)···Phe81(NH) 94% 3.161 156.6 

dATP(Oβ2)···Thr108(OG1) 100% 2.669 165.7 
dATP(Oα)···Wat-Mg2+(OH) 80% 2.708 146.5 

dATP(Oβγ)···Arg114(NH2H) 93% 2.969 158.2 
dATP(Oγ3)···Tyr111(OH) 100% 2.618 167.2 

dATP(Oγ3)···Lys241(NZH) 87% 2.815 144.9 
dATP(Oγ1)···Ala80(NH) 100% 2.902 165.1 

dATP(Oγ1)···Arg114(NH2H) 100% 2.914 158.5 
dATP(Oγ2)··· Arg114(NH1H) 51% 3.118 142.0 

aHydrogen-bonding occupancies are based on a distance cutoff of < 3.4 Å and an angle cutoff 
of < 120°.  
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Table E.3. Occupancies (%), average heavy atom distances (Å), and average angles (deg.) for 
active site hydrogen bonds in the pol κ complex for insertion of dGTP opposite POB-T.a 

 Occupancy Average 
Distance Average Angle 

3′-dG(O6)· · ·dC(N4H) 99% 2.957 161.9 
3′-dG(N1H)·· ·dC(N3) 100% 2.980 161.4 
3′-dG(N2H)·· ·dC(O2) 99% 2.917 161.3 

POB-T(O4)· · ·GTP(N1H) 99% 2.891 158.6 
POB-T(N3)· · ·GTP(N2H) 92% 3.061 151.3 

POB-T(N14)· · ·Ser102(OγH) 13% 3.077 148.0 
POB-T(O11)· · ·Ser107(OγH) 10% 3.013 143.8 

dCTP(O3')· · ·Tyr82(NH) 62% 3.208 165.7 
dCTP(Oβ1)···Phe81(NH) 100% 3.011 157.0 

dCTP(Oβ2)···Thr108(OG1) 99% 2.730 162.1 
dTTP(Oα)···Wat-Mg2+(OH) 72% 2.795 148.1 

dTTP(Oγ1)···Wat1(OH) 41% 2.618 165.1 
dCTP(Oβγ)···Arg114(NH2H) 55% 3.020 143.4 

dCTP(Oγ1)···Tyr111(OH) 59% 2.590 167.1 
dCTP(Oγ1)···Lys241(NZH) 83% 2.987 151.7 
dCTP(Oγ3)···Lys241(NZH) 77% 2.829 144.6 

dCTP(Oγ1)···Ala80(NH) 37% 3.213 159.6 
dCTP(Oγ2)··· Arg114(NH1H) 55% 2.877 163.3 

aHydrogen-bonding occupancies are based on a distance cutoff of < 3.4 Å and an angle cutoff 
of < 120°.  
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Table E.4. Coordination of the active site Mg2+ ions across the simulation for the pol κ and η 
insertion complexes corresponding to various lesion replication outcomes.a 
Enzyme Base Pair Mg2+ 

(binding) 
Mg2+ (catalytic) 

pol κ T:dATP 6/6 6/6 
 POB-T:anti-dATP 6/6 6/6 
 POB-T:syn-dATP 6/6 6/6 
 POB-T:dGTP 5/6 

dGTP(Oα) 
65% 

6/6 

pol η T:dATP 6/6 6/6 
 POB-T:anti-dATP 6/6 6/6 
 POB-T:syn-dATP 6/6 6/6 
 POB-T:dCTP 6/6 5/6 

dCTP(Oα) 72% 
 POB-T:dTTP 6/6 5/6 

dTTP(Oα) 75% 
aAtom is considered coordinated if the distance is < 2.5 Å for > 90% of the simulation. 
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Table E.5. Occupancies (%), average heavy atom distances (Å), and average angles (deg.) for 
active site hydrogen bonds in the pol κ complex for insertion of anti-dATP opposite T.a 

 Occupancy Average 
Distance Average Angle 

3′-dG(O6)· · ·dC(N4H) 99% 2.944 163.3 
3′-dG(N1H)·· ·dC(N3) 100% 2.966 161.9 
3′-dG(N2H)·· ·dC(O2) 100% 2.864 160.9 

dATP(O3')· · ·Tyr82(NH) 93% 3.128 166.6 
dATP(Oβ1)···Phe81(NH) 94% 3.154 155.7 

dATP(Oβ2)···Thr108(OG1) 100% 2.670 166.1 
dATP(Oα)···Wat-Mg2+(OH) 86% 2.705 147.0 

dATP(Oβγ)···Arg114(NH2H) 61% 2.971 158.5 
dATP(Oγ3)···Tyr111(OH) 63% 2.686 164.1 

dATP(Oγ3)···Lys241(NZH) 65% 2.880 145.6 
dATP(Oγ1)···Ala80(NH) 99% 2.909 166.5 

dATP(Oγ1)···Arg114(NH2H) 77% 3.014 148.4 
dATP(Oγ2)··· Arg114(NH1H) 99% 2.926 160.0 

aHydrogen-bonding occupancies are based on a distance cutoff of < 3.4 Å and an angle cutoff 
of < 120°.  
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Table E.6. Occupancies (%), average heavy atom distances (Å), and average angles (deg.) for 
active site hydrogen bonds in the pol η complex for insertion of anti-dATP opposite T.a 

 Occupancy Average Distance Average Angle 

3′-dT(O4)· · ·dA(N6H) 96% 2.989 159.8 
3′-dT(N3H)·· ·dA(N1) 99% 2.964 163.3 

dATP(N7)· · ·Arg61(N1H) 38% 2.958 159.1 
dATP(O3′)···Phe18(NH) 87% 3.144 167.5 
dATP(Oβ2)···Phe17(NH) 90% 3.182 161.3 
dATP(Oβ1)···Wat1(OH)  68% 2.659 163.6 
Wat1(O)· ··Val50(NH) 65% 2.969 163.5 

dATP(Oα1)···Wat-Mg2+(OH) 46% 2.800 142.5 
dATP(Oγ3)···Tyr52(OH) 99% 2.607 164.7 

dATP(Oγ1)···Lys231(NZH) 66% 2.924 141.0 
dATP(Oγ3)···Lys231(NZH) 73% 3.001 157.2 

dATP(Oγ3)···Cys16(NH) 99% 2.928 164.6 
dATP(Oβγ)···Arg55(NH2H) 98% 2.917 152.7 
dATP(Oγ3)···Arg55(NH1H) 92% 2.920 158.9 

aHydrogen-bonding occupancies are based on a distance cutoff of < 3.4 Å and an angle cutoff 
of < 120°.  
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Table E.7. Occupancies (%), average heavy atom distances (Å), and average angles (deg.) for 
active site hydrogen bonds in the pol η complex for insertion of anti-dATP opposite syn-POB-T.a 

 Occupancy Average Distance Average Angle 

3′-T(O4)· · ·A(N6H) 93% 2.983 153.6 
3′-T(N3H)·· ·A(N1) 100% 2.924 163.6 

Ser116(Oγ)···3′-T(O3′H) 86% 2.944 155.0 
dATP(N7)· · ·Arg61(N1H) 90% 2.949 157.3 
dATP(O3′)···Phe18(NH) 88% 3.134 167.3 
dATP(Oβ2)···Phe17(NH) 94% 3.140 161.2 
dATP(N1)· · ·Wat1(OH)  21% 2.977 150.9 

dATP(Oβ1)···Wat2(OH)  45% 2.662 163.7 
Wat2(O)· ··Val50(NH) 43% 3.013 162.3 

3′-T(OP)· · ·Wat-Mg2+(OH) 26% 2.930 156.2 
dATP(Oα1)···Wat-Mg2+(OH) 51% 2.781 144.0 

dATP(Oγ3)···Tyr52(OH) 100% 2.618 166.5 
dATP(Oγ1)···Lys231(NZH) 79% 2.898 142.5 
dATP(Oγ3)···Lys231(NZH) 70% 3.054 155.6 

dATP(Oγ3)···Cys16(NH) 99% 2.989 163.6 
dATP(Oβγ)···Arg55(NH2H) 99% 2.919 152.7 
dATP(Oγ3)···Arg55(NH1H) 97% 2.869 161.1 

aHydrogen-bonding occupancies are based on a distance cutoff of < 3.4 Å and an angle cutoff 
of < 120°.  
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Table E.8. Occupancies (%), average heavy atom distances (Å), and average angles 
(deg.) for active site hydrogen bonds in the pol η complex for insertion of syn-dATP 

opposite syn-POB-T.a 

  Occupancy Average 
Distance 

Average 
Angle 

3′-T(O4)·· ·A(N6H) 90% 3.028 151.3 
3′-T(N3H)···A(N1) 100% 2.940 162.9 

Ser116(Oγ)···3′-T(O3′H) 31% 2.997 152.5 
dATP(Oα)···Arg61(N1H) 38% 2.894 155.0 
dATP(O3′)···Phe18(NH) 79% 3.162 166.9 
dATP(Oβ2)···Phe17(NH) 92% 3.176 161.0 

dATP(Oα1)···Wat-Mg2+(OH) 29% 2.818 141.9 
dATP(Oγ3)···Tyr52(OH) 100% 2.603 166.8 

dATP(Oγ1)···Lys231(NZH) 82% 2.890 144.5 
dATP(Oγ3)···Lys231(NZH) 54% 3.085 155.8 

dATP(Oγ3)···Cys16(NH) 99% 2.918 164.6 
dATP(Oβγ)···Arg55(NH2H) 93% 2.911 160.0 
dATP(Oγ2)···Arg55(NH1H) 97% 2.949 150.0 
dATP(Oγ3)···Arg55(NH1H) 48% 3.032 149.1 

aHydrogen-bonding occupancies are based on a distance cutoff of < 3.4 Å and an angle 
cutoff of < 120°.  
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Table E.9. Occupancies (%), average heavy atom distances (Å), and average angles (deg.) for 
active site hydrogen bonds in the pol η complex for insertion of dCTP opposite syn-POB-T.a 

 Occupancy Average Distance Average Angle 

3′-T(O4)· · ·A(N6H) 88% 3.015 157.8 
3′-T(N3H)·· ·A(N1) 99% 2.960 158.7 

dCTP(O3')· · ·Phe18(NH) 94% 3.072 161.2 
Ser113(Oγ)···3′-dT(O3′H) 90% 2.869 158.6 

dCTP(Oα1)···Arg61(NH1H) 78% 2.837 154.5 
dCTP(Oβ2)···Phe17(NH) 76% 3.224 160.4 
dCTP(Oβ1)···Wat1(OH) 87% 2.676 163.8 
Wat1(O)· ··Val50(NH) 87% 2.927 163.1 

dCTP(Oβ1)···Wat2(OH) 53% 2.866 157.1 
Wat2(O)· ··Arg61(NH1H) 54% 2.891 161.6 
3′-T(OP)· · ·Wat-Mg2+(OH) 10% 2.967 148.8 

dCTP(Oβγ)···Arg55(NH2H) 98% 2.930 149.7 
dCTP(Oγ3)···Tyr52(OH) 100% 2.573 167.0 

dCTP(Oγ3)···Lys231(NZH) 44% 3.079 157.4 
dCTP(Oγ1)···Lys231(NZH) 81% 2.900 146.4 

dCTP(Oγ3)···Cys16(NH) 99% 2.933 165.7 
dCTP(Oγ3)···Arg55(NH2H) 52% 3.056 142.7 
dCTP(Oγ3)···Arg55(NH1H) 72% 3.011 146.3 
dCTP(Oγ2)···Arg55(NH1H) 69% 2.986 157.9 

aHydrogen-bonding occupancies are based on a distance cutoff of < 3.4 Å and an angle cutoff 
of < 120°.  
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Table E.10. Occupancies (%), average heavy atom distances (Å), and average angles (deg.) for 
active site hydrogen bonds in the pol η complex for insertion of dTTP opposite syn-POB-T.a 

 Occupancy Average Distance Average Angle 

3′-T(O4)· · ·A(N6H) 98% 2.941 159.2 
3′-T(N3H)·· ·A(N1) 98% 3.036 161.6 

dTTP(O3')· · ·Phe18(NH) 89% 3.086 163.3 
Ser113(Oγ)···3′-dT(O3′H) 39% 2.970 152.6 

dTTP(Oα1)···Arg61(NH1H) 14% 2.946 152.8 
dTTP(O4)· · ·Arg61(NH1H) 39% 2.827 156.4 
dTTP(Oβ2)···Phe17(NH) 87% 3.177 161.2 
dTTP(O4)· · ·Wat1(OH)  33% 2.827 155.5 

POB-T(O4)· · ·Wat1(OH)  16% 2.935 140.7 
dTTP(Oβ1)···Wat2(OH)  74% 2.682 161.9 
Wat2(O)· ··Val50(NH) 36% 2.973 163.0 

dTTP(Oβ1)···Wat3(OH)  37% 2.678 161.7 
Wat3(O)· ··Val50(NH) 37% 2.960 163.5 

dTTP(Oγ3)···Wat4(OH) 17% 2.625 164.4 
Wat4(O)· ··Tyr52(OH) 8% 2.722 165.0 

dTTP(Oα)···Wat-Mg2+(OH) 31% 2.838 140.6 
dTTP(Oβγ)···Arg55(NH2H) 98% 2.883 155.3 

dTTP(Oγ3)···Tyr52(OH) 56% 2.582 166.7 
dTTP(Oγ3)···Lys231(NZH) 68% 2.884 156.8 
dTTP(Oγ1)···Lys231(NZH) 22% 2.984 138.8 

dTTP(Oγ3)···Cys16(NH) 92% 3.033 164.5 
dTTP(Oγ3)···Arg55(NH2H) 46% 3.041 145.3 
dTTP(Oγ3)···Arg55(NH1H) 55% 3.006 149.6 
dTTP(Oγ2)···Arg55(NH1H) 73% 2.995 155.5 

aHydrogen-bonding occupancies are based on a distance cutoff of < 3.4 Å and an angle cutoff 
of < 120°.  
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Table E.11. Occupancies (%), average heavy atom distances (Å), and average angles (deg.) for 
hydrogen bonds in the adducted, and 3′ and 5′ flanking, base pairs across the entire MD 

simulation trajectory for POB-T adducted DNA with the lesion paired opposite T. 
 Occupancy Average Distance Average Angle 

5′-C(O2)· · ·G(N2H) 99% 2.871 163.0 
5′-C(N3)· · ·G(N1) 99% 2.963 164.8 

5′-C(N4H)···G(O6) 97% 2.940 160.3 
3′-C(O2)· · ·G(N2H) 99% 2.885 164.1 
3′-C(N3)· · ·G(N1) 99% 2.960 165.3 

3′-C(N4H) · ·G(O6) 97% 2.918 160.9 
POB-T(O4) · ·T(N3H) 92% 2.896 161.6 
T(O2) · ·POB-T(C7H) 14% 3.277 127.4 

aHydrogen-bonding occupancies are based on a distance cutoff of < 3.4 Å and an angle cutoff 
of < 120°.  
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Table E.12. Heavy atom rmsd (Å) with respect to the representative structure for Trial 1. 
    Trial 1   Trial 2   Trial 3   
    Entire System Active Site Entire System Active Site Entire System Active Site 

pol κ  anti-POB-Ta 1.936±0.332 1.346±0.295 2.289±0.194 1.770±0.214 2.373±0.239 1.578±0.132 
 anti-POB-T:anti-dATPa 2.304±0.359 1.390±0.538 2.178±0.147 0.863±0.123 2.398±0.307 1.001±0.177 
 anti-POB-T:syn-dATPa 1.864±0.372 0.670±0.161 2.404±0.206 0.863±0.140 2.816±0.365 0.832±0.104 
 anti-POB-T:anti-dGTPa 1.834±0.186 1.050±0.452 2.164±0.142 1.119±0.157 2.119±0.234 0.853±0.123 

pol η  anti-POB-Ta 2.189±0.273 1.231±0.319 2.472±0.312 1.432±0.209 2.157±0.132 1.526±0.164 
 syn-POB-Ta 2.075±0.244 1.488±0.262 2.751±0.436 1.647±0.140 2.401±0.126 1.657±0.193 
 anti-POB-T:anti-dATPa 1.910±0.355 0.975±0.141 2.987±0.199 1.298±0.149 2.535±0.146 1.132±0.136 
 syn-POB-T:anti-dATPa 1.948±0.285 0.700±0.201 2.187±0.160 1.230±0.129 2.712±0.194 1.542±0.106 
 syn-POB-T:syn-dATPa 2.109±0.356 0.959±0.263 2.424±0.317 1.439±0.354 2.562±0.158 1.513±0.118 
 syn-POB-T:anti-dCTPa 2.169±0.244 1.015±0.140 2.480±0.103 0.961±0.121 2.632±0.201 1.262±0.254 
 syn-POB-T:anti-dTTPa 1.865±0.204 1.020±0.340 2.401±0.198 0.910±0.139 2.920±0.220 1.345±0.328 

DNA syn-POB-T:anti-dTTPa 2.073±0.378 1.249±0.249 1.999±0.399 1.216±0.251 2.093±0.427 1.447±0.339 
a100 ns pol η or κ insertion complex or adducted DNA simulation. 
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Table E.13. Atom types and charges for POB-T. 
Atom Name Atom Type Charge 

P P 1.1623 
O5' OS -0.4914 
OP1 O2 -0.7616 
OP2 O2 -0.7706 
O3' OS -0.5532 
C5' CT 0.0105 

H5'1 H1 0.0681 
H5'2 H1 0.0681 
C4' CT 0.1734 
H4' H1 0.0965 
O4' OS -0.3982 
C1' CT 0.2113 
H1' H2 0.0585 
C3' CT 0.1826 
H3' H1 0.0609 
C2' CT -0.0839 

H2'1 HC 0.0486 
H2'2 HC 0.0486 
N1 N* -0.1376 
C6 CM -0.2167 
H6 H4 0.2227 
C5 CM -0.0481 
C7 CT -0.2565 

H71 HC 0.0828 
H72 HC 0.0828 
H73 HC 0.0828 
C4 C 0.7946 
O4 O -0.609 
N3 NC -0.7289 
C2 CA 0.6597 
O2 OS -0.2901 
C8 CT 0.0419 

H81 H1 0.0654 
H82 H1 0.0654 
C9 CT 0.0684 

H91 HC 0.0007 
H92 HC 0.0007 
C10 CT 0.0492 

H101 HC -0.0082 
H102 HC -0.0082 
C11 C 0.4364 
O11 O -0.4909 
C12 CA -0.1437 
C13 CA 0.2872 
H13 H4 0.0733 
C17 CA -0.0146 
H17 HA 0.1505 
C16 CA -0.301 
H11 HA 0.1509 
C15 CA 0.3295 
H15 H4 0.0643 
N14 NC -0.5864 
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Table E.14. Comparison of B3LYP-D3(BJ) binding energies (kJ/mol) calculated with 6-
311++G(2df,2p) and 6-311++G(d,p) for base pairs between the Watson-Crick (WC) face or 

Hoogsteen (H) face of POB-T and the canonical nucleobases.a 

 B3LYP-D3(BJ)/ 
6-311++G(2df,2p) 

B3LYP-D3(BJ)/ 
6-311++G(d,p) 

Deviation 

WC-POB-T:WC-A –71.3 –78.9 7.6 
WC-POB-T:H-A –68.8 –75.8 7.0 

WC-POB-T:WC-T –70.6 –75.5 4.9 
WC-POB-T:WC-C –80.7 –86.5 5.8 
WC-POB-T:WC-G –93.6 –96.8 3.2 
H-POB-T:WC-A –36.5 –37.8 1.3 
H-POB-T:H-A –35.3 –36.5 1.2 

H-POB-T:WC-T –35.9 –36.9 1.0 
H-POB-T:WC-C –47.7 –49.7 2.0 

aSingle-point calculations were performed on M06-2X/6-31G(d) optimized geometries. 
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Appendix F 

Supplementary Information for Chapter 7: Exploring the Identity of the General 
Base for a DNA Polymerase Catalyzed Reaction Using QM/MM: The Case Study of 

Human TLS Polymerase η 

 

Contains Figures F.1–F.8. 
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Figure F.1. Examples of the proposed reaction mechanisms for the nucleotide addition by 
a DNA polymerase using a) a conserved Asp/Glu, b) the α-phosphate of the dNTP, c) 
water coordinated to the catalytic Mg2+ ion (WMSA mechanism), d) bulk solvent, or e) 
pyrophosphate (SAM) acting as the general base for proton abstraction.  
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Figure F.2. High-level QM region used in ONIOM calculations for the proton abstraction 
assisted by a) bulk solvent, b) the α-phosphate of the dNTP, c) water coordinated to the 
catalytic Mg2+, d) water coordinated to the catalytic Mg2+ with the 5′-phospate group in 
the QM region, e) Glu116 assisted by Ser113, f) Glu116 assisted by water in the 
Ser113Ala mutant, or g) Glu116 directly.  
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Figure F.3. Hydrogen bonding between the incoming dATP and a) the pairing dT or b) 
the surrounding enzyme, as well as c) the average reaction distance and angle for the 
nucleotidyl transfer reaction, derived from a classical MD simulation on the reactant 
complex. 
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Figure F.4. Free energy profile (kJ/mol) of the (H3′–C3′–O3–HO3′) torsion angle 
(degrees) of the 3′-primer terminus.  
 

  

Figure F.5. ONIOM unconstrained reactant (RC) and constrained intermediate (IC) 
complexes for the polymerase η nucleotidyl transfer reaction involving bulk water as the 
general base.  
 

 

Figure F.6. ONIOM unconstrained reactant (RC) and constrained intermediate (IC) 
complexes for the polymerase η nucleotidyl transfer reaction involving the dATP α-
phosphate as the general base.  
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Figure F.7. ONIOM unconstrained reactant (RC) and constrained intermediate (IC) 
complexes for the polymerase η nucleotidyl transfer reaction involving the Mg2+ 
coordinated water in combination with the dATP α-phosphate as the general base.  
 

 

 

Figure F.8. ONIOM unconstrained reactant (RC) and constrained intermediate (IC) 
complexes for the polymerase η nucleotidyl transfer reaction involving the Mg2+ 
coordinated water in combination with the 3′-primer terminus 5′-phospate moiety as the 
general base.  
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